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ABSTRACT

Project 91260 "High-Frequency (HF) Antenna Element Modeling" is a MITRE sponsored
research project to develop computer programs and accurate models for predicting the element
pattern, radiation efficiency, and input impedance of HF monopole elements on ground planes of
various forms that rest on or are in close proximity to earth. A unique aspect of this project has
been the use of a technical advisor group composed o outside interested investiyators to assist
MITRE personnel in the development and evaluation of analytical models.

As a member of this group, Dr. Jame. R. Wait has assembled a collection of twenty-two
reprints, authored by himself and his colleagues, on antenna performance influenced by the finite
extent and conductivity of ground planes primarily in the presence of earth. The objective of this
collection is to provide a focus and filter of relevant papers from among the more than 750
refereed papers by Wait and his associates; this paper presents this collection. Also included are
Dr. Wait's discussions of U.S. Navy Electronics Laboratory reports related to reprint 1.11 (Wait and
Walters, 1963) and an annotated listing o selected related publications. A biography of Wait and
a complete listing of his refereed papers through April 1990 are given in appendices.
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE

The performance of an antenna is dependent on the environment. In some cases the
effect is minor but very often we need to worry about the structure upon which the antenna is
mounted. It becomes part of the radiating structure! For example, if the system consists of a
vertical wire fed from a perfectly conducting plane sheet of infinite extent, simple image theory
would suffice to predict the radiation pattern and the input impedance. But the ground plane may
be imperfectly conducting and it would always be of limited extent. Over the years, I have had an
abiding Interest in this problem, particularly in connection with the design of very low frequency i
(VLF), low frequency (LF), medium frequency (MF), and HF antennas in situations where the
influence of the finitely conducting earth is significant. In such cases, radial-wire or mesh ground
systems are often employed to mitigate the adverse effect of poorly conducting earth in the low
angle radiation and to improve the overall power efficiency.

My publications, including those coauthored with my colleagues dealing with the topic, are
scattered over many journals, reports and symposia proceedings. Some of these are no longer
accessible. For this reason and because I have received numerous requests to supply copies, I
have felt it is desirable to assemble some of the relevant material in a reprint collection. I have
taken the opportunity to correct typographical errors in of the papers. Also I have added some
extracts from related reports, particularly those from the U.S. Navy"s Ocean System Center in San I
Diego where I often visited in the 1960s. Finally, I have included a listing of related papers,
published in the open literature, along with specific comments.

I wish to thank Melvin M. Weiner of The MITRE Corporation in Bedford, MA for getting me to 3
assemble this collection. I am also grateful for his initial support. By way of introduction to this
subject, the reader should consult Melvin Weiner's monograph, "Monopole Elements on Circular
Ground Planes,* (coauthored by S. Cruze, C-C U, and W. Wilson) published by Artech House,
1987. Their analyses deal with the case where the monopole and circular disc are located in free
space. I

James R. Wait
Consultant in Electromagnetics

and Electrical Geophysics I
2210 East Waverly
Tucson, Arizona 85719
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Reprimcd from JOURNAL or Apr.,rup Ptv.4ics. Vol. 2S. No. ,5. SJ-55. hia. 1954 3
Impedance of a Top-Loaded Antenna of Arbitrary Length

over a Circular Grounded Screen*

JAwzs R. WArT, Radio Pkysic Lo.ralmy. D6yt-me Auawb ear ,,r.n, Cuo,a,
ANDI

WALTr~a J. SURT9ES, I/X iAa .of T w eu1 , T6 e,. Caug* 3
(Received September 22. 19S.)

The problem of a vertical monopnle situated over a circular perferly enducting screen lyinit on a finitely

conducting ground is considered. An approximate methed employed miginally by Abbott to calculate the

self-impedance is discussed. Using this formula explicit expressions are derived let the WIs-impedance ef a

thin, top-loaded vertical monopole. Sinusoidal current distribution is assumed.

INTRODUCTION it 8le
E.---- (2)U SUALLY the most important factor contributing .

.to the inefficiency of low-frequency antennas is
to be found in the ground system. The rules for ground E. BE,.

-- -~M"'d.(3)
system design are usually empirical and based on re- a, a:
suits of experiments on existing installations. Recently,
the general problem has been investigated analytically where -y and V are the intrinsic propagation constant

by Abbott' who has developed a design proced,,re to and characteristic impedance of the medium, respec-

select the optimum number of radial conductors speci- tively, and defined by
fied given the values of the electrical constants of the -
ground. andI

An important related problem is the actual change of
input impedance of the antenna for different sizes of
ground systems. This analysis has been carried out for A subscript zero is afrlxed to these quantities in order

a vertical antenna situated centrally over a perfectly that they should pertain to the air. That is,
conducting disk by Leitner and Spence' and more -
recently by Storer.' They, however, only considered the
case when the surrounding medium was free space. A where I, is the free space wavelength in meters and
more appropriate situation is when the disk is lying on .1%- (u/Q,)-_377 ohms.
the surface of a homogeneous conducting half-space I
which corresponds to the ground. It is not surprising Following the method of Storer,' the difference be-
that the solution of this problem is in general very tween the impedance Z of the antenna over a finite
difficult. screen and the impedance Z. for an infinite screen is

FORMULATION OF PROBLEM denoted by AZ and is given by

With reference to a cylindrical polar coordinate 17-Z-Zs.- P, 1." * ()d. (4a)
system (p,O,Z) the antenna of height h is coincident with .sh J, . (
the positive z axis. The circular screen of radius a lies
in the plane z- 0 which is also the surface of the ground. In this equation Hof is the change of the magnetic field

The conductivity and dielectric constant of the ground 17, for a finite screen from the magnetic field H. for an U
arc denoted by a and e, respectively, -and the dielectric infinite screen. The current on the antenna is 1(s) and

constant of the air by to. The permeability of the whole the base current is I.. It then follows that

space is M which is taken to be the same as free space. I "
Due to the obvious polar symmetry in this problem, AZ= - - ,"(p,0)Ep,0)2-pdp. (4b)

Maxwell's equations take the following form for time wh' er
dependence according to exp(i-l): where

na H.-(,O) .. (z.. :. (4c)

PE-- -(pH#) (I) 2relp (0+00)1

-Y a THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION
:,Paper presented at Joint International Scientific Radio Union-

Institute of Radio Engineers meeting io Ottawa. October 6th, 1933 The magnetic field in the ground outside the screen
' F. R. Abbott, Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs. 40, 846 (1952). is a solution of the wave equation
'A. Leitner and R. '. Spence. J. Appl. Phys. 21, 1001 (1950) I
'J. E. Storer. J Appi Phys. 22. 1058 (1951) (A-)H.(pS)0, (5)

1-4
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3 554 J. R. WAIT AND W. J. SURTEES

and therefore for AZ in Eq. (11) was first given in this form by
I f AbbOtt4 who quoted it without )roojf but pointed out

1H.(p,s)- f J,()p)eOp() , :5t), (6) that it was a plausible resuli. Liter Monteath' also

arrived at this same formula from an extension of the
where u- ()6t+--t)I and the electric field is given by compensation theorem well known in circuit theory.

A better approximation to Eq. (i0) might be to set

E- f ,,(),p).pxkaA, zo. (7) 1 ,(p0)- Hl(p.)F(p). (12)
av *'where F(p) is Sommerfeld's "surface wave attenuation

The binomial expansion of u is of the form factor" which is a function of the numerical distance p
which for a good conducting ground (o>>ei) is given by

I,- +_+-- ,-(rP,/X)(,-,/ff).

so that 7 2 When pK<l it can be shown or seen from tabulated
numerical values' that F(p) is very close to unity.
If p> I the magnitude of F(p) drops appreciably below

E,- -  r unity. However, since H.- varies essentially as e-1,
and since F(p) is a slowly varying function the contri-
bution from the integrand in Eq. (11) for the cases

+ f (I/2t)J(Xp)e,'p(A)X~dA+ .... (8) where p> I are negligible. At .low radio-frequencies
(<1000 kc) and for moderate ground conductivities
(e>1O-8 mhos per meter) the approximate formula

Now the differential equation for)J is given by given by Eq. (11) is sufficiently close to the formula in

( 18 * )Eq. (10) to justify its use.

- - v)J,(4)-O Up to this point no restriction has been placed on theIp P 8IP /current distribution on the antenna. For thin antennas

and so it readily follows that, for -0 it can usually be assumed that
1(z)= 1.si(&-Pz) (13)

for
E.- 2"9 - Pi, ) 0!z h,

+ terms containing -y4. (9) where P-w/i,-2./,. The maximum current ampli-
tude is I.. and the conditions at the upper end of the

Thesecondterm is negligible if the propagation constant antenna specify a. For unterminated ends 1(h)-O so
in the ground is sufficiently large and if pH1# is not that a-Pk and then
varying too rapidly with p. That is pfl# should not
change appreciably in a distance equal to I-'1 in the 1(:)- 1 sinO(h-z)/sinh.
radial direction for points outside the screen. This In some instances at low frequencies it is customary to
approximation is always well justified under practical load the antenna near the top so that effectively
conditions at low radio-frequencies. I(h)O. It is convenient then to set

Employing this result for E, the equation for the
self-impedance is now given by -P(k+k),

,-. where ' 'specifies the degree of top loading.
aZ-__i .f H,(p,0)H(p,0)2rpdp. (10) Employing the value of I(s) given by Eq. (13) anti

16? " inserting it into Eq. (4c) the integration with respect

To apply this formula to an actual situation it can begiveintegratoin

assumed that H,(pO) is not very different from 91,(pO) it.. - I&'
in the region of the ground plant where the losses are Ho" P0),cos(Ok- )- Cosa
significant, and therefore P P

-ih e -i
47t-- f .- (p,0)3 22pdp. (1) - -- sin (14)

F. R. Abbott, Standard Radial Ground S)stems for If andAn equivalent statement of this approximation is that m.f .lonopole Transmitting Antennas, U. S. NavY Electronics
the electrical radial current density at the surface of t.aboratmr" (San Diego). Report No. 219, Oct. 19.3,SG. 1)..Mnteath, IProc. tnat. Elect. lingri (Ionthmi) 9.4, Pt. IV,
the ground is not appreciably affected by the finile 23(195l).
conductivity of the soi. The approximate expression K. A. Norton, Proc. Inst. Radio Engr. 24, 1307 (1936)

I
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IMPEDANCE OF A TOP-LOADEF) ANTENNA 555 1
- whe

SPIRAL FOR h/A. 0.25 " " (a'+hV and g-[e+(,2-I-)tJ.

ga so. an T~** he exponential integrals occurring in the above ex-
bua~awsaes ie sg~ jreminnsare all of imaginarv argument so therefore they

, lan he expressed in terms of the sine and cosine in-

tegrals, Si(x) and Ci(x), respectively, as follows
-e ... -- '/ " = il-ixl-Cili)+ij-Six)].

-I 0 I 5 S 4

t ' 0/lAR go When the antenna is not terminated such that.

Fir. I. The incremental self-impedance aZ for a quarter-wave h
'
- 0 or a,- Oh the expression for AZ simplifies to

monopole over a circular grounded screen. -

where r-- (p+h2)i. Using this value for I]#' the inte- 4w -is'n#h
gration indicated in Eq. (11) can now be carried out +E.-2i0(r9-k)3_- e8+2coejJhFi(-2ila)
to yield

+4 cos0h( Ii(- ifhg) - El- i¢h(g+ i ),"A
AZ- ------ cos t(tlh-o)Ias's'

-- 2 sins h-a) + 2ih ci sin ( f-i II

-2 cos(oh-a) cosal.- 2ih sit(' ")  It has been found that the results for ,7 can be put

Xcos0(A-a)[2, (15) in a very convenient form by writing

AZ=-AR+iAX 
I

where s , I , it. -th are integrals which can be x- and then Idotting AR as a function of AX for values
presased in terms of the exponential integral of the ratio a!h. The curves take the form of spirals

which are somewhat similar to the "impedance spirals"
asfolows: E(- ) --- dx of Storer' for the antenna and disk situated in Ire U

as folos space.

As a specific example the impedance spiral for a
e- 2.0" quarter wave vertical monopole (i.e. k-A!4) without

I,- --- dp=--Ej(-2i,,) top loading is shown in Fig. 1. Since the displacement
r:p currents in the ground can be neglected at low radio- I

frequencies (i.e. w<<e/e) the curves can be conveniently
---- {e *I... - 2i(r.-h)) normalized by multiplying AR and A- by (o/f)t. It is2h'

.hi ) interesting to note that AR approaches infinity as
a./I approaches zero. This is not surprising since the

. {Ei _2,ground loss would be infinite if the lower end of the

rp 2h antenna were in direct contact with a homogeneous
- EiE- 2i#(r.-h) - h)'9  semi-infinite conductor.

f _ , Further cakulations from Eqs. (15) and (16) have

!,- --- d- -e' it--i (z -I)h3 been carriedl out in this laboratory by Mr. D. A.
,p h Trumpler. In addition the effect of the ground screen

-e'-QsEtJ-i (g-I)k] on the radiation field has also been studied. These
results are the subject of subsequent papers""

4 ---- dp.-Ei(-ihg) I' J ~ACK[NOWLIDGMINT
-- i0(S+ l)he-Est-49(1-l)hki -  The authors would like to thank ?Mr. H. Page, Mr.
_40, G. D. Monteath, and Dr. F. R. Abbott for their in.

I,-/ ---"do -. E, 2iD(v.+k)Jehisteresting and helpful comments in connection with
Js -- p 7 (:J20''h]e this work.

+Eit-2i(r.-k)e )e }  - W . Switm, Defence Research Bord Report on Grant Nn.
67. Department of Electrical Engineering, University of TomatoI,-| -- do - i(-2ila),(Octoer,. 1932).

S dp Ei (- 2a), ' . It. Wait and W. A. Poue
. PaperNn. 42.2, Institute of Radio

• ' F nim, rm Convention Record (March,. 1934).I
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Appl. sci. Res. Section B, Vol 4 177 1
U
I

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A VERTICAL ANTENNA
WITH A RADIAL CONDUCTOR GROUND SYSTEM *)

by JAMES R. WAIT and W. A. POPE

Radio Physics Laboratory, Defence Research Board, Ottawa. Out. Canada

Summary I
Employing an approximate method the input impedance of a ground

based vertical radiator is calculated. The ground system consists of a
number of radial conductors buried just below the surface of the soil. The
integrals involved in the solution are evaluated, in part, by graphical
methods. The final results are plotted in a convenient form to illustrate
the dependence of the impedance on number and length of radial conduc-
tors for a specified frequency, antenna height, and ground conductivity.
It is finally shown that under usual conditions the radiated fields are moti-
flied by only a few percent due to the presence of the ground system.

§ i. Introduaion. Antenna systems for low radio frequency are 3
designed, usually, to work in conjunction With a radial wire ground
system buried just below the surface of the earth. The purpose of
this wire grid is to provide a low-loss return path for the antenna
base current and consequently to improve the efficiency of the trans-
mission.

The rules for ground system design are usually empirical and based
on the results of experiments on existing installations. The first U
systematic study of this problem was carried out by B r o w n 1 ) 2 )
and his associates who were mainly concerned with the operation of
half-wave antennas for the broadcast band. Sometime later A b-
b o t t a) developed a procedure to select the optimum number of I
radial conductors, given the values of the electrical constants of the
ground. An important related problem is the actual change of input
impedance of the antenna for different sizes and types of ground
systems. This analysis has been carried out by L e i t n e r and

1 Work carned out under Project No. D 48.95-55-07. Paper presented at the t.SA.
National Cunvention of the institute of Radio Engince in New York. .larch 1954.

I
I
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178 JAMES R. WAIT AND W. A. POPE

S p e n c e 4) and more recently by S t o r e r 6) for a vertical an-
tenna situated over a perfectly conducting disc. However, they only
considered the case where the surrounding medium was free space.

The purpose of this paper is to consider, in some detail, the cha-
racteristics of a vertical antenna of any length situated over a cir-
cular ground screen composed of N radial wires of equal spacing
situated at the interface between the air and a semi-infinite homo-
geneous ground. An approximate method to calculate the input impe-
dance will be employed similar to that described by M o n t e a t h 6)
who developed an extension to the compensation theorem of electric-
circuit theory. The current distribution on the antenna is considered
to be sinusoidal.

With reference to a cylindrical polar coordinate system (L, op. :)
the antenna of height h is coincident with the positive :-axis as in-
dicated in fig. 1. The ground screen is of radius a and lies in the plane

Fig. 1. The schematic representation of a vertical antenna situated over a
radial conductor ground system.

= 0 which is also the surface of the ground. The conductivity and
dielectric constant of the ground are denoted by a and E respectively
and the dielectric constant of the air by E0. The permeability of the
whole space is taken as /i which is taken to be that of free space. The
intrinsic propagation constant y and characteristic impedance ri of
the earth medium are defined by

= -- i (o + iau£)i'
and

,h= [i7W;( i- ifruep o

where ,, is the angular frequency. The propagation constant 70 and

1-9
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characteristic impedance ito of the air are then defined by 3

yo - i(eo )' o- i2Z/A - ip
and

to = (ijeo)i - 377 D,

where A is the wavelength in air. i
The self-impedance at the terminals of the antenna is now denoted

by Z, and can be broken into two parts by setting, Zr = Zo + AZT
where Z0 is the self-impedance of the same antenna if the ground
plane were perfectly conducting and infinite in extent. On the other
hand AZT is the difference between the self-impedance of the antenna
over the imperfect and the perfect ground plane. It is called the self- I
impedance increment and can be written in terms of a real and
imaginary part as follows: I

AZT = ART + iAXr (I)
where ART and AXT represent the resistance and reactance incre-
ment. If the current at the terminak of the antenna is 1o, the power
required to maintain this current is IR. If the ground were per- I
fectly conducting the input power would be I' R0 where Ro is the

real part of Zo. The additional power required to maintain the same
current 1 at the terminals is I 2Rr ).

It is seen, therefore, that the quantity ART represents an impor-
tant parameter of a radio frequency antenna.

§ 2. The impedance calculation. It is shown in appendix I that the i
impedance increment is given by

AZ 1 . H (g, o) E9(C. o) 2--r.d (2)

0

where H*=(Q, o) is the magnetic field of the antenna tangential to a
perfectly conducting ground plane and E,(2, o) is the tangential I
electric field on the imperfect ground. If the current on the antenna
is (:), it follows that / I

7- F0 + I(:) d. (3)0
It is undertmi hat / 0 is the root iean square value of the current it tihe oer it

tu liv expressed ml watt:,.

1-10 I
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For thin antennas it can be usually assumed that the current distri-
bution is sinusoidal, that is

1(z) = I. sin (a - fz)/sin a (4)

if the antenna is fed at the base (i.e. a monopole). The quantity a is
determined by the height of the antenna and the top-loading, that
is3 a g~(a + h)
The quantity i' specifies the amount of top loading and is usuall"
obtained from experiment. For a thin antenna without top-loading
(i.e. unterminated case) a = Ph. The integrals of the type indicatedin (3) can be expressed in closed form for a sinusoidal current distri-
bution. The result is given by

i1o e o

2n sin a

CO cos a - e sin(a -Ph). (5)
Q e 7

where r -- (o2 + h2) lit.Since the electric field o) is an unknown quantity, it is neces-

I -- sary to make several simplifications at this stage. Since Iy' > fl. an
approximate boundary condition (see appendix II) is employed,

___ expressed by
e E,(L, o) = - ,. H,(Q, o), (6)

where H,(q, o) is the tangential magnetic field for the imperfectI ground system and q, is the surface impedance of the air-ground
interface. If o is greater than a, the radius of the ground screen, 17,
can be replaced by t. If L is less than a, j, is the intrinsic impedance
ri, of the ground screen which is in parallel with the impedance 17 of "
the ground. In a previous investigation 7) 8) of this problem it was
assumed that ri, was zero so the ground system was equivalent to a
perfectly conducting disc of radius a. The limits of the integration
in (2) are then from n = a to n = oo. A more general case is when q,
is comparable in magnitude to j7, in which it follows that

Iic for 0 < o<a, (7)

1 1-11
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where I

17e = - 2=

and where d is the spacing between the radial conductors and c is the
radius of the wire. The expression for ri, has been derived ') for a I
wire grid in free space where it was necessary to assume that
y, od < 1. Since the grid is lying on the ground plane, this restriction

must be replaced by jydj < I where y, is the effective propagation l
constant for propagation along a thin wire in the interface and is
given by 10)

If there are N radial conductors, it can be seen that d can be replaced
by 2-.:IN since N is usually of the order of 100. It is assumed also I
that H, (, 0) is not very different from H"(,, 0) in the region of the
ground plane where the losses are significant. This approximation

has also been discussed previously 7) 8) and it certainly appears to
be valid if 17A > fl. I

The impedance increment ,ZT is then written in the following
form:

dZr = AZ + AZ,, (8)

1w AZ = f [H*(e, 0)32 2,,, do (9)

and
J2 iz /~ [~e0)] 2Z-d.(0, :Z ,  _ [,-T 2-T.]z~ d.. (,o)1

0I
The first expression AZ corresponds to the self-impedance of the
monopole over a perfectly conducting discoid, whereas the second
expression AZ, accounts for the finite surface impedance of the radial 3
conductor system.

It is instructive to consider AZ, first in some detail, since the
integrations can be carried out and the result expressed in terms of

the exponential integral defined by.Ei (- io=- e-  do.o  (11)|
0

II
1-12 1
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182 JAMES R. WAIT AND W. A. POPE

The procedure was outlined previously 7) 8) where an expression for
AZ was given for any value of the height h and top loading h'. The
special case where the antenna is unterminated (h' = 0) is given by

AZ = 1 2#{Ei [- 2ifl(ro + h)] e2h+

4; sin2 fh

+ Ei [- 2ifl(ro - h)] e - 2 1 + 2 cos 2 
Plh Ei (- 2ifla)

+ 4 cos Pit [Ei (- ifthg) - Ei [- ifh(g + I)] eOh

- Ei [- ifih(g - 1)] e-O"]}, (12)
where

g -a + (a2 + h2) '] and ro = (a2 + h2)'1, .

This equation may be put in a suitable form for computation by
employing the relation

Ei (-ifa) =Ci(#a) + i [ Si (fia) (13)

where Ci (#a) and Si (#a) are the cosine and sine integrals respectively
as defined and tabulated by J a h n k e and E m d e 1 ). The results
of the calculations are presented in a most general form by plotting
4;rzZ q as a function of a/h for various values of h/A as shown in figs.
2 and 3. It can be seen that the magnitude of IZ increases without
limit as a approaches zero. This formulation is not actually valid in
this limiting case since one terminal of the generator would then be
connected directly to the earth medium (or to a disc of vanishing
radius) and would lead to an infinitely resistive path for the antenna
base current.

A slightly more convenient way to illustrate these calculations is
to plot (a;/)' 2 JR. where JR is the real part of AZ, as a function of
ah as shown in fig. 4 where / is the frequency in Hz. This is only
permissible if displacement currents in the ground are negligible
(note if eW <4 a, i1 (iiwt)"*. It is interesting to note that JR
actually assumes negative values under certain conditions. In this
case, the input power to obtain a given current I. at the antenna
terminals is actually less for an imperfect ground than for a perfect
ground. This fact can be reconciled by showing that the radiated
power is actually reduced if JR < 0. A physical explanation for the
oscillating nature of the curve is that a wave is reflected from the
(liscontinuitv in the surface impedance at a = a. As the radius a

1-13
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increases, the phase lag of the reflected wave will continually increase. I
This viewpoint is substantiated when it is noted that the period of
the oscillations is nearly equal to twice the diameter of the ground
screen. 1

1.0 - I

I
S..B. VALUES OF k/k ARE SHOWN

I \ON THE CURvES
M 0.6

04

of2

0 I 1 3 4 I 6 7 6 11 10

RELATIVE SCREEN RADIUS ath

Fig. 2. rite incremental self-impedance for a vertical antenna situated over
an idealited perfectly conducting discoid lying on a homogeneous ground.

315"

270I 
%

,o \5 ---

45.

00 1 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 9 10

RELATIVE SCREEN RADIUS :/h IF',-..3. The phase of the incremental self-impedance corresponding to the
conditions of fig. 2.

1
U
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184 JAMES R. WAIT AND W. A. POPE

When the ground screen of finite surface impedance is considered
the integrations indicated by (10) must be evaluated. This appears
to be a formidable task for the case when the antenna is of arbitrary
length. However, if the antenna is a quarter-wave monopole, without
top-loading, the integrations can be carried out fairly readily by
graphical means. In this case

Hv(o, 0) = - E
, (14)

which is a special case of (5) with h' = 0 and h = A/4, and hence
the integral in (10) can then be expressed in the following form:

Pq cos I-r - 4R) + 32z _ tan-

v'2 t [p2 + (p + q' P (15)

and, similarly, AX, with cos (-) replaced by sin (-). The real
dimensionless quantities p, q, .' and R are defined by

p = 120 r6 /V 2 with 6 = (E0 /o)'',
240t 2 P pp

q=20 ln- with C=c/A,

A = all and R =Vp +( ).

I$

RrLATIVE SCREEN IAOIUS oh

Fig. 4. The real part of the incremental self-impedance corresponding to

the conditions of fig. 2.

It has been assumed in writing (15) in this form that displacement

currents in the ground are negligible, that is (Ewa) <. I. Using the

1-15
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THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A VERTICAL ANTENNA 185 1
results of the numerical integration for AR,, values of ART (= AR +
+ AR,) are plotted as a function of A in figs. 5, 6 and 7 for various
values of 6 and N with C = 0.1 x 10- s , and in fig. 8 for various
values of C for N = 100 and 6 = 0. 1. The value of 6 can be readily
obtained from fig. 9 when the ground conductivity a and the fre- I
quency in kHz are specified.

S.

0 0 0 0.5 0.6 0?7 0-6 09 4.03

Fig. 5. The incremental self-resistance of a vertical quarter-wave monopole
,on a radial conductor ground system for a ware radius equal to 10' of a

free-space wavelength.

It is immediately evident that the oscillations in the curves for
ART have been damped if N is finite. This can be expected since3
there is a smaller change of the surface impedance at o = a if the
ground conductivity is reasonably~ high (6 < 0. 1). The limiting case
where N = oo corresponds to the perfectly conducting disc discussed
previously. It is quite apparent from these curves that a ground
screen radius greater than about I of a wavelength is wasteful. On
the other hand it would be quite feasible to choose a large number of

radials to reduce the resistance increment to a low value. Although.I
in practice, it is usual to employ No. 8 wire (C = 0.5 x 10' at I
.NHzi: some improvement could be obtained by using larger wire
diameters. From a theoretical standpoint, however, it would appearU
that, for a given total weight of wire, it is preferable to use a con-

Appi). 'ci. W,. 13 43
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3 186 JAMES R. WAIT AND W. A. POPE

ductor of smaller diameter, say No. 22 wire (C = 0.1 x I0-5 at I
MHz) and to employ 150 or more radial conductors.

IO
4.00

I I. , -

4-

.0.

RELATIVE RADIUS OF SCREEN

Fig. 6. The incremental self-resistance of a vertical quarter-wave monopole
on a radial conductor ground system for a wire radius equal to 10- 6 of a

free-space wavelength.

00 of 02 03 0 -5 O7 00 0.9 6O

A-%JJS1-ELIVE RUM OF SCREEN

Fig. 7. The incremental self-resistance of a vertical quarter-wave monopole
on a radial conductor ground system for a wire radius equal to 10-6 of a

free-space wavelength.
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§ 3. The earth currents. It is interesting to examine how the an-

tenna base current is shared by the radial conductcrs and the ground
itself. If the current flowing in the ground is denoted by I, and the
total current in the radial wires by I,, then the ratio Io/I. is equal 5

- /- €- - ii, -

@0 0A @3 @3 @W a 4 0 @7 @3 09 to

Fig. B. The incremental self-resistance as a function of the wire radius with

a fixed number of radial conductors and ground conductivity.

to the ratio of the surface impedance of the grating of the wires com- 3
posing the earth system to the surface impedance of the ground.
Therefore it follows that

1 , 71, iq (1 6)

T _4 -'-(l + i)p (6)
where p and q have been defined previously. Since the total current

is given by I = I. + I., it follow- that

1=1 I ,1,- (17)37,=I + ,7,/,? =[P, + (P, + qM"'1

It has been assumed here that displacement currents in the ground
are negligible (i.e. w a < 1).

Equation (17) is not a function of the height of the antenna and I
therefore it would apply also to top-loaded antennas as long as the

1
I
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1 188 JAMES R. WAIT AND W. A. POPE

circular symmetry is essentially retained. Employing this equation,
curves are plotted in figs. 10 and I I to show the dependence of the
current in the radial wires on the various parameters. The abcissae
are the lengths of the radial wires in wavelengths measured from the
base of the antenna. It is noted that if the radial wires are increased
beyond a certain length, nearly all the current flows in the ground.

iWhen the ratio JI.'IJ, is equal to 4, the current in the ground is equal
to the total current carried by the radial wires.ii

I

II t
SMuINO €IGKVKTIVITV •l~~

Fig. 9. Ground conductivity.

§ 4. The radiated power. While the main subject of this paper has
been to evaluate the input impedance of the antenna, it is also of
some interest to know if the presence of the ground screen appreciably
changes the radiated power. A simple and approximate analysis is
now carried out which indicates that this change is small.

The power dissipated in an elemental area of the ground is equal
to the real part of )7;H.,. It is then evident that the change of power
lost JPL in the ground due to the presence of the ground screen is
gi eAb P , = R e/ J rpiH ,:' 2o do, (18)given by

where J7 is the difference between the surface impedance 71, of the
radial conductor earth system and the surface impedance j of the
ground. However, the change of input power at the antenna termi-
nals is given by JP = R e ; AH 2.re d o .  (19)

0

I
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Now, since there is conservation of power, the change of the total
radiated power AP, beyond the edge of the earth system is equal
to AP APL or

AP, = Ref zJjo ,- [ H,1] 2 o d. (20) 5
1.0

0.9 1

0.6 3

0.7

C. 1.0.10 ' I
0.6

- I
0.4-4.

° I0.o -

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0. 1.004

Fig. 10. The ratio of the current carried by the radial conductors to the
total earth current as a function of the distance from the base of the I

antenna.

For a good ground screen, Jr1 = - , and, if the antenna is a quarter
wave monopole (h = .4), the integration can be carried out in

1
I
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I closed form to yield

',= Real part of -1{2 In 4a +0.5773

+ In -- Ci (V,- + (2#a) 2- x) + Ci (2.z)

-Ci ( 2fa) + :01 + i [Si (-./n + (2#a)2 nr)

-Si (2a) + Si (,/ + (2#,a) 2 +.,)]} (21)

I I

0.,
N. m0o

0.?

0, C.0.4: 0,

0.3

I 0.2

I 0.1

0.01
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0

Fig. I1. The ratio of the current z.,wried by the radial conductors to the
total earth current as a function of the distance from the base of the

antenna.

IIf the ground screen radius a is small compared with a wavelength,
the change of power radiated is given approximately by

1P, Re iq#l2a 2 2- - , /2 (fla)2. (22)

I
3 1-21
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This is usually a small quantity with the total radiated power so it is
of minor significance at low radio frequencies. I

§ 5. The radiation pattern. The effect of the ground screen on the
radiation pattern is also of some interest. For convenience, it is I
assumed here that the ground screen is equivalent to a thin, per-
fectly conducting, circular disc laid on a homogeneous ground. The
magnetic field H,(e. z) in the air can be written as the sum of the
field H.(L, z) for an infinite screen and a secondary field H (g, z).
In appendix I it is shown that

H' o 1 (4) 11 (A') e-'0 p -' E,(Q', 0) e' de' A 0, (23)
@'-a A-0.

where !
/'e = ( 2 + o)"'.

The change of the magnetic field AH, due to the presence of the
screen is now given by i
JH = H', -H. =:._

=_ i - E,(e, 0) 2.d.'.Jl (;Q') 1 ()tA) e-1'-' A d;. (24) 1
' -O A-0O

The integration with respect to A can be carried out by the saddle

point method of integration since #9 > I in the radiation zone. The U
result is

AH1 = fiRj E,(p', 0) J. (f' cos 0) . dn' (25)

0

where V' + 2, i= 2-riA -iy o, and 0 =tan-i' :,o. I
The approximate boundary condition, E,(p', 0) t - /H,(9', 0), can
now be Penp'oyed so that U

414 - fle -&RH (o', 0)- " 1 J, Wo' cos 0) o' do'. (26)

An approximate expression for 4N, is now obtained by replacing

!
I
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H,(0 , z) on the right hand side of (26) by 11(p. z). If the antenna is
a quarter wave monopole,

H(L', 0) = ,e
- O% T . (27)

and for p > I

H(o,:) e Cos (2 sin,0) (28)

so that
2pu,A

AH, CosO 0 61Hos0 j i en 4', (p cos O) dp. (29)
Cos (2sin 0) 0/

The right hand of this equation is of the order of Jj/ir/ol which is small
compared with unity. For small screens where a < A the relation
simplifies to

AH, i a O )

cos (sin 0) (30)
which is of second order magnitude.

§ 6. Conclusion. The results of this analysis, while not exhaustive,
are sufficiently developed to be useful in the design of vertical an-
tennae with radial conductor ground systems. The work has shown
that the input impedance of the type of antenna discussed is depen-
dent mainly on the number and the length of the radial ground con-
ductors and on the conductivity of the ground in which the wires
are buried. The dependence of antenna impedance on ground wire
size is shown to be very slight. It may be concluded, from this dis-
cussion, that a sensible design criterion for an optimum ground
system is attained by a suitable choice of number and length of
ground wire radials so that they will always carry an appreciable
fraction of the total earth current.

APPE.IXx I

Formulation of the input impedance. An expression is here for-
mulated for the input impedance at the terminals of an antenna
situated over a circular screen. The total flux F of the vector E x H

1-23
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over a surface surrounding the antenna is given by

F=J E x H.nds (31)
S

where n is the unit outward vector normal to S. As is customary in
other problems of this type, S is chosen to be a slender cylindrical
surface of vanishing radius 0 concentric with the antenna so that

F - lim 2fEH, dz. (32)

It then follows that 0-. 0

z= lim[- / fL , I(z)d]. 3)
It is now convenient to let E, = E:* + E,, where E;' is the corre-

sponding value of the electric field for a perfectly conducting ground
plane and E, is the change of the field to account for the finite con-
ductivity in the soil and the ground system. The impedance incre-
m.'nt JZr is then given by 3

AZT I [-±f E' (:) d]--
0 f-0

20 1  H,) 1(z) d] (34)

0

Since H' is a solution of the wave equation,

H'(9, z) =7 7. (4) e-" I(A) Ad;. (35)

for z > 0, where IAo = (A' + yo2)' 1 . From Maxwells equations it is
seen that 4.

E,(e. 0) = 10- ( J, (2o) I(A) ,'o A dA, (36)£

and by applying the Fourier-Bessel theorem it follows that

~A) E, ( 9') . 0) Q' do'. (37) 1
This equation for /(A) can then be substituted back into (35) to
obtain an expression for H(,2, :) in terms of E,(9, 0). It is also noted

1
I
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that JI(Ae) can be replaced by Ae/2 as e tends to zero so that

urn~ )= -f Ii (Ae') e-"O p4' A2 dA E,(e', 0) e' de', (38)
00

and introducing Sommerfeld's Integ,-al

e-P" 1 A J0 (A4) d-1 = (z2 + 0"-)-e-(,+,'I, (39)
0

the integration in (38) with respect to A can now be carried out to
give -

lim H(e, -:) = f 4(', 0) e ,'d.'. (40).
V-0 217() f e' (z2 + 921) '0 .

0

Inserting this expression into (34) leads directly to (2) for the input
impedance i1c" ment.

APPENDIX II

The approximnate boundary condition. The magnetic -field in the
ground outside the screen is a solution of the wave equation

(-y 2 ) H,(e, z) = 0
and therefore

H,(e, :) -fJ, (k) e' p(A) AdA (41)
0

for : < 0 and where p- (A2 + y2),,,. The electric field is given by

E, -f p J. (;.) e- P(.) AdA. (42)

0

The binomial expansion of M is of the form

so that

E,--- I 1 (A.)ep(.) .d= ++JI,(0)eP(A)A3d.+.. .(43)
0 0

Now the differential equation for J, is given by

- 2)/t (,1) 0 (44)
o 0 1o - =)
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so it readily follows that

E, fi--H, -H, ± terms in y-'. (45)

The second and remaining terms are negligible if the propagation
constant of the ground is sufficiently large and if H, is not varying I
too rapidly with e. That is, oH, should not change appreciably in a
distance equal to ly' in the radial direction. 5
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Note added in prooi. Further calculations for short top-loaded
antennas have been carried out. The results are available in Radio
Physics Lab. Report No, 19-0-7 April, 1954 by J. R. W ait and
W. A. P o p e. Good agreement has been obtained with experiment
for a 250 foot mast at 100 kHz. I
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INPUT RESISTANCE OF L.F. UNIPOLE
AERIALS

IVith Radial 'ire Earth Systene s 3
By J. R. Wait, B.A.SC., BL.A.., Ph.D. and W. A. Pope

lRaio Physics Laborat,y, Def¢ e Rstw c Board, Otlaws. Of*ano, Coada)

SUMMARY.-The input resistance of a low-frequency unipole aerial is calculated. The earth I
system consists of a number of radial conductors buried just below the surface of the soil. The integrals
involved in the solution are evaluated, in part, by graphical methods. The final results are plotted in
a convenient form to illustrate the dependence of the input resistance on number and length of radial
conductors for a specified frequency and earth conductivity. The curves should he useful in the
design of earth systems for low-frequency transmitting aerials. It is pointed out that increasing the
radius of the earth system beyond a certain limit gives only a slight improvement in radiation efficiency.

LIST OF SYMBOLS / d
(n.k.s. units are employed throughout) Er (- x) = -

i(p. .. z) = cylindrical polar co-ordinates 0 () = a quantity whose order of magnitude ikh= height of an ideally top-loadted aerial equal to *yI
or the equivalent height of an I' and 0 = magnitude and phase of the complex
unloaded aerial number I e*9defined in equation [ 15()

a = length of radial wires !' = variable of inte-ration (= p,'A)
= conductivity of ground 11, = height of aerial in wavelength% (h ,

a = permittivity of ground F and , = magnitude and pha,e of the complex
= permittivity of air (= 8'85 x 1O"-) number FeJO defined in equation (Ia)

p- permeability of free space (= 4e - 10 p. q. 8..4. B. C, = dimensimle-s quantities defined
v = intrinsic propagation constant of ground in the text following equation J I 5(al!

= characteristic impedance of ground Ro = the input resi-tance of the aerial for a
yo = propagation constant of air perfectlv-conducting earth plane

= characteristic impedance ol air (= 1211) C = Elder's number (=- 0-5772 . )
= wave number in air (h,- j,.) . = actual height of the unloaded aerial

w= angular frequency X
wavelength in air Si ( =l = i- dt

Z, = self-impedance at terminals of aerial = -
Z, = self-impedance of the aerial for a fo

perfectly-conducting earth plantc C." t

Z, =- self-impedance increment (= Z, - Z 'ii =) di
AR, = real part of AZ,
AdX, = imaginary part of AZ,
I. ---= current at terminals of aerial S = ( '''}|= ground cond'tivity Ivaratwtier

(- -/2 r.m.s current) \ 0/

Ho (p, 0) = the tangential niagnetic hell ,,I -f ,.
aerial on a perfectly-conducting eartih Introduction I
plane" of infinite extent A ERIAL systenis for Iow-fretlUencies are

Ep (p, 0) - the tangential electric field of the aerial L d se s for l - onuncior
on the imperfect ground I designed, usually, to work in conjunction

1-:) = current along the aerial I X. with a radial-wire earth systeiii buried
Ho (p, 0) = the tangential magnetic field of the just below the surface of the earth. The puruose

aerial on the imperfect ground of this wire grid is to provide a low-loss path for
71, - the surface impedance of the air-ground

interface tie aerial base current and consequently to ir-

17, = the surface impedance of the radial prove the radiation efficiency.
wire grid The rules for earth-systen design are usually I

d - the spacing between the radial wiFn, empirical and based on the results of experimentse = radius of the wires of the grid
= the effective propagation constant of a on existing installations. The first systematic

wire in the air-ground interface s tidv of this problem was carried out by Brown' -

= number of radial wires in the earth atid his associates who were mainl" concerned 1
system wil the operation of half-wave aerials for theAZ - self-impedance increment for an ideal
circular ground screen of radius a broadcast band. Sometime later Abbott3 develop-

AZ, - correction to JZ to account for the ed i procedure for selecting the optimum number
losses within the ground screen (of radial conductors, given the values of the 1

b - limit of integration for equations (12) elertrical constants of the ground. An important
and (13) rclated problem is the actual change of input

MS accepted by the Editor. May 1954 nipedance of the aerial with different sizes and 3
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types of earth systems. This analysis has been
carried out by Leitner and Spence' and more
recently by Storer s , for a vertical aerial situated Fig. I. The terhcal aerial
over a perfectly-conducting disc. However. they with a radial-iond,ctor earth
only considered the case where the surrounding System.

medium was free slpacc.
In a previous paperg the electrical charac-

teristics of a vertical aerial wiih a radial conductor
system was studied. Employing an approximate I. RADIAL CONDUCTOR

method the input impedance was calculated. S

To illustrate the nature of the problem only a (

quarter-wave unipole was considered in detail
since it was the case most easily computed.
Curves were plotted showing the dependence of 1,'-P
the input base resistance on number and length of 7777/77771 -777
radial conductors for a specified frequency and
ground conductivity. It is the purpose of this aCo" (GRoUND)

paper to extend the solution and calculations for -
shorter aerials with top-loading. real part of Z0. The additional power required

With reference to a cylindrical polar co- to maintain the same r.m.s. current 1,-/2 at theordinate system (p, 0, z) the aerial of height h is terminals is Jo4J~'2,
coincident with the positive z axis as indicated in
Fig. I. The earth screen is of radius a and lies in General Theory
the plane z = 0 which is also the surface of the It was shown in the previous paper6 that the
ground. The conductivity and perrnittivity of self-impedance increment dZ( could be writtenthe ground are denoted by a and e respectivelv. i t e increme
and the permittivity of tie air is denoted b the following form:

The permeability of the whole space is taken as I E )lA0 which is taken to be that of free space. The AdZI = -- I (p, 0) E, (p. 0) 2-p dp .. (2)

intrinsic propagation constant y and characteristic .0
impedance 17 of the earth medium are defined by where H (p.0) is the magnetic field of the aerial

y = [jowo, (- + j- e)' tangential to a perfectly conducting earth plane
of infinite extent and E, (p. 0) is the tangentialand ,---[j~oi(a + jwe)] t  electric field on the imperfect earth.* This

where co is the angular frequency. The propagia- formula also follows immediately from the work
tion constant yo and the characteristic impedance of Ndonteathl. If the current on the aerial is
7)0 of the air are then defined b%" 1(:) amps it follows that

yo °= i(t°p°) I I-= j2rA= J p A F exlp'- Jt(' I- i Wand% = ( 0 0 )t 2  o =jH P.I - 2 cp ( -- ____ I (:) 47: . . (3)

where A is the wavelength in air. • -
The self-impedance at the terminals of the The electric field E. (p, 0) is essentiall" an

aerial is now denoted by Zt which can be broken iinknown quantity. However, since y : ' Yo
into two parts by setting. Zi = Z, - JZ, where an approximate " boundary condition can be
Z0 is the self-impedance of the same aerial if the employed expressed by.
earth plane were perfectly conducting and infinite E, (p. 0) - - 7, H. (p. 0) .. .. (4)
in extent. Thus AZt is the difference betxween
the self-impedance of the aerial over the imperfect where H6 (p. 0) is the tangential magnetic field
and the perfect earth plane. It is called the sell- for the imperfect earth and 7), is the surface
impedance increment and can be written in terms inpedance of the air-ground interface.
of a real and imaginary part as follows If p is greater than a (the radius of the earth

" screen) 71c can be replaced by 7. If p is less than
AZi 4-A, ± jAXt .=. .. . (I) a, 7, is the intrinsic impedance 7, of the earth

where JR, and dXt represent the resistance an, screen in parallel with the impedance 7 of the
reactance increments. If the current amplitude earth. In a previous investigationR" of this
at the terminals of the aerial is I. the power problen it was assumed that 7, was zero, so that
required to maintain this current is 1,2-R, 2 watt -, the earth system was equivalent to a perfectly-
If the ground were perfectly conducting. the . . ---- ,-..--,,
input power would be 102R,'2 where R, is the " --1 = [11 (.Z)].
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conducting disc of radius a. The limits of the The impedance increment 42, is theni writtenl
integration in equation (2) are then from p = a in the following form
to p =0.AI=J z 5

A more general case is when ns is comparable Z=4Z+Z . .. . ()

in magnitude to 7). in which if follows that lcr*2 )

wher 1C) = p"-Qos wh r J,,d 17 + 1 i and (P.2 ( 0)2 dP (7)I

and where d is the spacing between the radial The first term 4Z corresponds to the self-
conductors and c is the radius of the wire. The impedance of the unipole over a perfectly con-
expression for 77s has been derived1 0 for a wire ducting discoid, whereas the second termn dzs
grid in free space where it was necessary to accounts for the finite surface impedance of tile
assume that !yod' < 1. Since the grid is lying radial-conductor earth system.
on the earth plane, this restriction must be Assuming a sinusoidal current distribution for
replaced by I yed I~ 1 where y, is the effective !(z) the magnetic field H#' (p, 0) call be expressedI
propagation constanit for propagation along a thin in closed form. The integration indicated by
wire in the interface and is given by" equation (6) can then be carried out and the

+ ~ result expressed in terms of sine and cosine
Ve 0 12 integrals'. Curves of the function 42 for un-

Ifter r Nrdilcndcor tca 2cse terminated aerials have been comp~uted fromn this
Ifthea e Nailcndcosi can be repece byrulas. The integrations indicated in equation
ofthdcbe rd ae 100. I c is assmed al y that , however, cannot be carried out analytically.1of te oderof 00. t i asume als tht I isnecessary to resort to a numerical procedure
H~b (p,O0) is not very different from H' (p.O0) in the for this case.
region of the ground plane where the losses are
significant. This approximation has also been

discussed previously'-' and it certainly appears Impedance Calculation

........ ..... P i ... 2 +.. .)I .. .p M ) ..... If ... 5 ~ J 1(. .. ... (.)..

(p2 + Z2)12 2 +:

-2a b F g. 2. The i ntr id~ f theI

- .-- - -Of the vaditis of the earth s 'i~te~n
(a) fo~r var torts -alars .j \ 'r t(",
valuies of 6 air, (1i) p(. vt(iW1

1,4 - -
a l e s 0 1 f o r N_

N- -so

-,V_- -)A00.-

0 0*04 0109 0*12 @0 020 02+ 0 0604 01O1 031? 0'16 0120 0*24
Z/A\ a/A
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I For top-loaded aerials that are short compared with a wavelength a reasonable approximation is
1(z) f I, over the length of the aerial. Also, exp. [- ifi (ps + 0)"] is given to sufficient accuracy
by exp. (- jpp) so that
H (p, 0) + + -i' p1.F h Jt

27r Ppph) pan-'

This can be expanded in a power series in (h/p) as follows: (9)

H' (pO),S- '- E@ (+ .. .. .. (1o)

3 and correspondingly,

H'(() (I +jpp)(I + 2jPpI3) . .... .

a'4( (b)1 1 1 Fig. I. The j-rep,,nt of the
- - aerial base resistance as afunctiops

h/A..oos of the radius of the earth system
-- (a) for various valres of N for two

values of 8 and (b) for various
8 values of 8 for N= o.

N" 00
0-3\ - ISO -d

V-N so'ors ________ __.. . .

al, 
a l

The sclf-impedance AZ is then given by a series of integrals as follows:

JZ - H.0 (p, 0)]2 2 -rp d o102 " - 200z( -+1 2 j1p -0 pp6) p- I dp

2 ff e2 (I +Sj/p/3-2p 2,3)p 5 dp+ . . . .(12)

The integration of p has been broken con vcnientlv into *wo ranges, from a to b and b to 0o. The
distance b is chosen sufficiently large so that the series of integrals converges rapidly. The integrali with limits a to b is integrated by graphical means. Using the exponential integral defined by,

Ei (- 2jpb) = - f e2jOo p-' dp

the impedance dZ is written

AZ - f [H' (p, 0)]' 2,p tp + [ ( + -- Ei (- 2jib)]

,i7h2/P h2 1I 7 fb2L,22 0(1
+ e~$ (-2){0( + § xb Ei(j ~ )

(13)
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When h'/bs <i , the terms containing higher powers of h'jb2 can be neglected. 1
The increment of the input resistance AR for purposes of calculation is now written

4AR = Real part of (AZ, + dZ)
=-Y A P F (. c- (2 4 .-4rP+ ¥ - tan-, dP +
2_ J[p2 + (p +q)Jf1'P co 4,)d

+%2 F' (H 1. P) P- 1 cos (20 - 4 rP + w1/4) dP + ",/2wp H," V cos (8 + w/4). . (14)

where F (HI, P) ej# = HI P + j Z+ P tan-' (1,P), (I5a)3[1 + (H-1/P)g~u s MOj 2 P a"(aP) . . . . . Ia
240o'P =

P= 1207w/V2, q= logs-1C,. 8=(oM2

HI = hiA, P =p/A. A = aA, B, =b/A and C,= c/A.

and VCI = 2 [4 (I - -b) e-J20 - Ei ( 2jpb)] (15b)

Summarizing, this formula for ARI should be ..
accurate to within a few per cent under the The computed values of ARt for fixed aerial i
restrictions that H, < 0-1 (electrically short heights are plotted as a function of a/A for various
aerial), aw/o < I (negligible displacement current values of 8 and N in Figs. 2 to 4. The wire radius
in soil), and (BI/H1)2 = (b/h)' = 25. to wavelength ratio, c/A, is taken to be 10-a which

Presentation of Results corresponds to No. 8 B. & S. wire at 183 kc/s. The I
It hardly needs to be mentioned that the major curves in Figs. 2(a), 3(a) and 4(a) are for two fixed

part of this work has to do with the evaluation values of the ground conductivity parameter 8,
of the integrals in equation (14). A graphical whereas the curves in 2(b). 3(b) and 4(b), for a
procedure was adopted employing a conventional perfect ground screen N=ooshow a wider range of

area planimeter. The resulting values of the S. With the results plotted in this form, values of
integrals, so obtained, are believed to be accurate AR, for intermediate values of N and 8 can be
to within 1%. estimated quickly by interpolation. For purposes

(a) (b) Fig. 4. The in'remen"",t of
the aerial base resistance
as a function of the radiusof the earth systenm (a) forvarious falues of N for twvo

values of & and (b)O for various values of

8-a 1~IA-os for ___ _ __ _(

_N _ _s

0.

0 04 0106 0 o o0ls 0 o20 024 0 0 o04 00o 01Z 0,s zo 0 0.24
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of comparison, the values of JR1 for a quarter- It is usually justified in these cases to assume
wave unipole (h = A/4) are shown plotted in Fig. that the current distribution is constant from the
5(a) and 5(b). The data for these curves are base of the aerial to its upper end. It has been
taken from a previous paper. shown also by Brown", SmebNv12 , and others1 3

(a) (b)
(-) -o Fig. 5. The increment

of the base resistane for

III _ _-theincea quarter-waov wnipole.

4-a

1 - - -ElsN-4

O 0*04 0*08 0*12 0*16 0*20 0-24 0 0.04 0101 0*2 016 0120 0,24

It is app~arent immediately that 02

the increase of 41?, with diminishing 1
earth-screen radius is much more rapid 411o 0
for the short aerials than for the 0
quarter-wave unipole. This behaviour 1-o-

is connected with the fact that the "
induction and static fields of short L ".s aerials-"
aerials are more significant than those _;0-02 ___ .

for a higher aerial, such as a quarter- 1 0
wave unipole. do__

The approl)riate v.alue of S to use in 0 -

connection with these curves is
obtained conveniently from Fig. 6. o00-o ____ - , -

when the ground conductivity and 10-" 1 -  to- ' t-,
the frequency are specified.

The effect of changes in wire radius Fig. 6OePUCTIVITY io (mo/metre)
is slight. This fact is illustrated in Fig. 6. The paramnetn 8 as a function offreqvncy in c/s and

Fig. 7 where 4Rt is shown plotted as
a function of a/A for various values of the wire that the radiation resistance Ro can be computed
radius/wavelengthratioforaquarter-wave unille. l)y considering only the current on the vertical

For earth screens which are small compared portion of the aerial. The conttibutions for the
with the wavelength WRt varies in a linear currents flowing on the loading 'umbrella' or
manner with 8. That is. it varies directly as the 'cone' are usually negligible if the top-loading
square root of the frequency and inversely as the has been adjusted for maximiun radiation
square root of the ground conductivity. However. resistance. 'his radiation resistance is given by 14
for larger values of a/A as is illustrated in Fig. 8, R9 f 160 r (hl A)2
the values of d4Re become somewhat less sensitive It is possible now to applY the above results to
to changes in 8. aerials without top-loading hv defining an

Up to this point, the discussion has been limited 'equivalent' or 'effective' height it. Thisit value is
mainly to vertical aerials with ideal top-loading, obtained by assuming that the loaded and

V 6 W IRELaSs ENGINEER. MAY 1955
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unloaded unipoles are electrically equivalent if above mentioned approximate procedure and I
their radiation resistances are equal. For thin are also shown in Fig. 9. The encircled points on
unloaded unipoles the current distribution is the dotted curves are obtained from calculations
approximately sinusoidal and if its actual height carried out from equation (16) of reference 6.is denoted by h, the radiation resistance, Ro, The points indicated by x for h A = 0.25 can
is given by be obtained either from equation (6) of reference

sins Ph. R0 = :M0 (C + log 2pho - Ci 2ph.) + 15 (Si 4the - 2 Si 2h) sin 2p o
+ 15 (C + log ih. - 2 Ci 2h + Ci 4PhO) cos 2h, . . . .. .. .. (16) m

where C = 0-5772. Si and Ci are the sine and cosine ............................. ......
integral functions. R, is just one-half of the self- /
resistance of a thin, centre-driven, aerial of
length 2h 0 situated in free space"4 . When hIA h/A., --
is small compared with unity. Re f 40v2 (Iao'A). 1/-,o-"

Using these formulae to calculate the equivalent N-m/
height h of the unloaded aerials it follows that
for h/1A = 0.0Y25, 0.050 and 0.10 heA = 0.050,
0-095. and 0.175 respectively. In other words, " , -

it is probable that the curves in Figs. 2.3. and 4
for loaded aerials also apply to unloaded aerials
of heights 0.05A, 0.095A and 0-175A respectively. Q _ I
The accuracy of this procedure can be checked by
comparing the results with more exact previous
calculations for an unloaded unipole situated .0
over a circular, perfectly conducting. disc laid on - Uthe ground. F, mploying the data in Figs. 2. 3/

and 4 the function 1Rt for the loaded unipole and/
N =oo is plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of hA for
selected value! of aIA. The corresponding curves, 0 002 0-04 0'06 0101 0*10 o12
for the unloaded unipole are obtained by the 1

ig. 8. .Ass illustration t) short' howa 4? inrries with
-- -011 ground conductivity and freqnraicy.

0 - -

N-I0 I '

/4-

C/A-0.o- "I

3 1 10 -4 Fig. 9. The solid Q /

fR, for aot ideal-
200-It I ,aded unipole
Soheighthhere- 0" -

as she dashed f ,,

ciryes correspond 12
to the estimated /N- -a
,a,1es for an sii- 00
terminated uni- 0o f
pole of height h.

0 0'04 0*00 0"12 0*1 0.0 0*24 The indicated
points are plottedO/ir]om# more exact 0 05

Fig. 7. The effect of chapgjPig wire radius on the incremtent formulae. 002 003 005 01 02
of input resistance JR,. A/X AND "If/ A
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6 or directly fron, Fig. 5(b). The good agreement sufficient number of radial conductors. This is
between the two methods of calculation for ARt particularly so if the ground conductivity isIis reassuring, relatively high.

It is also instructive to plot J1R, as a function The caliculations for the base input-resistance
are derived on the assumption of uniform current

- - distribution along the vertical portion of the
aerial. It has been indicated, however, that the

10 results are also applicable to aerials with non-

- - uniform current distribution if the quantity h is
regarded as an effective height.

2 / - The need for the curves presented in this paper
0 ~ , / was pointed out by Dr. T. W. Straker. Further

~G / / / advice and suggestions were also given by
h Dr. F. R. Abbott. Dr. W. J. Stirtees, Mr. H. S.

Fig. 10. The .~/Thain and Air. J. S. Belrose. Appreciation must
crvtes for the A /also be expressed to Mr. G. 1). Monteath of the

lodd urnpole / / /British Broadcasting Corporation who com-
and the estimated @15- municated to us upbihdreports of his
curves for the/ /rserh
unloaded urnil resPENDhX

asow byi dahd 3 Nti@o !leasurements on a 250-ft umbrella top-loaded unipole
lines respectively. 8--n show good agreement with the theory. The following
The encircled
poits represent / I.,. obierved values were supplied to us by INr. It. S. Thain
values cmltdof this laboratorv:

byoMonted. Length of Radials. a - 8W0 ft.
N umiber of Radials, X = 120

O'02 0*03 (15 8; round Conductivity. a = 2-0 X 102 mhos/nletre
Radiation Resi-tance a-, calculated from field strength

i 01 hA for both loaded and unloaded unipoles for measurements. R, = 0-50 tthiii
Input resistance measurcel on a bridge. U, 0-7i ohmn

a finite value of N. The results are shown inI Observed resistance increment. R, = 0.25 olini
Fig. 10 for N = 100, 8 = 01, 0~ = 10 6em- Theoretical value of resistance increment (for

ploying data from Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5. Thme h;A - 0-025. a/A - 0-08. & = 0-07). JR, = 0.23 ohmn.

encircled points correspond to results, conimuni- REFERENCES
cated to us privately by- Mr. G. D. Monteath of thle I*G. H. Brown. "General Conasadera Iions of lower Antennas for

B.B.C. for unloaded unipoles with heights of 0-1 A IRrmira Use-. "aco. Inat. Rodio F mes. 195.% l.23 . 1. o

and 0-167A. Again the agreement is very satis- in An..-ana Uffic-rac. Imr. inst. adso Akwe. 1937. V.,I. 2-1. 1'. M..
I R.Ab~hstl.-l)e,mt .- ad turie.1 k. F~. 6 ro,,,,, 1"'6-a. Ip.r.Ia

factory. &".- 11 Ocv'. 1932. *VAl. 406.11. 514
Both the curves in Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate lte -* A.* I. l and !!. 1). SIor, Ml of a I it.uiar uros- Ilai- oni

near linear log-log relationship between JR. and Fj.. Storer. *'Impedance of ani Anlvcaiaa over a Larre Circuilar
J.it an I . As. 191 o . 2h2, trattno p, 105 . -i.al ntaa

h/A. This behaviour is also prevalent for other TJ. api n . . P9 o. 22.rcerstt p.a % ti. A3$*
values of N and 8 and p~rovides a convenient .,haRda ooutrA~rn Sytin- PAI No.42.2. U.S.A.
means of interpolating and extrapolating for h~~ji .4rop. ss. Re.. %o1. u4i. o h on~s.a ho.t

;G.U. Moneath. '*Aplication fteCnsecao Ttoent
values of h/A other than those shown in Figs. , ,tan Radatnj and Propalgation I'roblceaai', Prot. lesinuelect. F.ng's,

2 to 6.16956t. %*1 986. Part IV. P. 23.5I %%. 3. Surer-" and J. R. Wait. "inpedance of a Top-loaded Antenna
of Arhaarary Lengthi Over a Circular Grounded Screen". J. apI'!. Phys.,

Conclusion Sta, 1954. Vtol. 25. p. 533.
* J. K. Wait. -luspedeence of an Ants-naa Over a Cci aar (-ronid

No attempt has been nmade in this piaper to S~steo-. Radioa ilhbsws. Iab. ixt 19,0.4, 19S3 (k aa.- ieblinae

consider the economic factors but rather the G. '4. .3Ilrae. -'Surface ipance of an Infinite Wae Grad atIemphasis has been on showing the manner ini qtue Angls of incidence". J. Issn elect. Exeri. 194t;. Vol. 93. Part

which the impedance varies with the number anid 11 It. L. Colentan. 14propagoatioa of Fiectroaa.aloaa'ic I lost ura nres

length of radial wires, aerial height. and ground jianig %hi c are in a. p. azaais 2tt6. aedaa'.Pi. %

conductivity. The curves should be useful in the t." Sirbt *Short Antennai thacteristics-Theoretical.,Idesign of earth systems for low-frequency .( L. Snatth and E. M4. johnsoi. Pleorinance of Short Antenna.s
It. i~o 1n adso k mpr. 194 7. % of 33. p. 14126.

transmitting aerials. Itwould appear that many .. S. A %chelkunofi. "Eletroniagnetac Wave", Van Nostrand, 1943.
earth systems are probably more extensive than Nee s a recentg parer. C., ikvfs6(.af Jo.,. of flh~ . 1954. Vat. 32.
necessary since the benefits gained by emplo% Ing p '1it3 h~A apprd a %ariationAs ltchsmaue it) obtain a solutin which

ag... iasaalaabiv ih our eqallon 113) and the foetnula of Mnte-ath'
large radius screens are lost if there are not a for us.- ideal'circular ground %fvla 1-35
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Repernled /rem IRE TRANSACTIONS I
ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION

Volume AP.4. Number 2, April, 1956

FRtITLD 1*4 TlL U.SA. 3
Effect of the Ground Screen on the Field Radiated

from a Monopole*
J. R. AVAITt

S OME ]NTEREST has been shownt recent.ly ii the nate system (p. j. z) the antenna is considered to be

radiation characteristics of an L.F. vertical an- coincident with the positive z axis atnd the surface of the
tenna with a radial wire ground system. The in- gromtid is defined by -=0. Denoting H#(p. ) as the mag-

vestigations I - 3 have been primarily concerned with the hetic field of the antenna in the absence of aniy ground
input impedance at the terminals of the antenna. This screen and 6I1#(p. z) as the change due to the presence I
was shown to be mainly a function of the nuniblr atid of the ground screen, it follows from an earlier paper. r

length of radials and the ground conluctivity. It w;a that

assumed in most of this work that the ground wa'e field (.) J87
for a given current on the antenna was not appreciahly-
affected by changes in size of the grouid screeni. Under 0,(p. 0) c [P + :2J11,

this assumption, the radiation etlicieitcy of the antcia f W. 0)
is determined mainly by the input resistance. • C- (1)

In an earlier paper.2 an approximate method was .0 1,"(P. )JI

given which was suitable for estimating the depetdc-Ici w here 0 = 2r/,, X = free space wavelength, 1 u =/)
of the ground wave field oti the size of the groui! e"11 (surface impedance of the ground). p4rXl) - .
screen. It is the purpose of this note to show that quaiti- w = angular frequency. vlo- 120Y (intrinsic impedance of
tative results can be obtained which support our earlier free space). e=tan-1 zip. and where J, is the Bessel I
contention that the ground screen has only a small effect function of the first type. In the above, H" refers to the

on the ground wave field intensity for a specified current field of the antenna over a flat perfectly conducting
on the antenna. ground. This expression for the fractional change of the

The ground screen is assumed to be a perfectly coil- ttta1ttetic field is approximate and neglects terms of 1
ducting disc of radius a lying otn a homogeneous flat higher order itt (,I/t). It also assumes that the attenua-
ground of conductivity or. Choosing a cylindrical coordi- lion of the ground wave has a dependence with distatnce

M hich is independent of the size of the ground screen.
tNanscrt received b the PGAr. Decenier 1S. 19C3. WlII. can be regarded as the fractional change of theSNational Riurea, ol Standard.. Romlder, Coio.

F. R. Ahbott. "1)rign nf buried R.F. ground systen." I'olc. efletive height of the antenna due to the presenre of the
IRE. vnl. 40, pp. 846 851; July. 1952. s

IJ. R. Wait and W. A. Pope. 'The characteri*tics of a %ertical ground screen.
antenna with a radial conductor ground system,* App. Se. Resmra,h. As ait example a quarter-wave monopole antenina is U
vol. B4. pp. 177-195; March. 1954. coisidered with an assumed sinusoidal current distribu-

i'. R. Wait and W. A. Pope. 'Input rets;tance of L. F. unile sr
aeal.- Wirefess Ent., vol. 32. pp 131-133: May. 1953 ti-m. lit this case

1
I
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180 IRE TRANSACTIONS ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION A ,il

- il It
II."(p', 0) = c - w ' "'I' |  (2) /

and since p>A;

a.(, )~- - (.11 Sis Dl. (3) 80

2rp

It then follows that the fractional change of the field is i o0
given by

AH#(p, Z) -0,1 cos l ,

110(p. Z) 1s cos ( sin 0

• e-Ol,"+(k14 u'J,(tp ' cos O)dp'. (4)

The integral, apparently. cannot be evaluated in closed
form. It is not too difficult, however, to evaluate it bv ;a 0 is
graphical method. This has been done for the case r 0 2vo c,,uf-leren€. of Screen
which corresponds to the ground wave field. Letting i" woeie'h

Fir. I-The ratio of the ground wave field strengths of the anienna

[.XO , + iXt] (5) with and without the ground screen for a specified antenna current.

I7(p, 0)

with 6 = 1J7/si/s, the integrals to consider are where the amplitude ratio A is given by

J c..,p A -- 1( + X,)2 + (6.V,)2T" (9)
, - c ( )and the phase factor is 0 given by

and * -i fan-1 .Y...-- (n)f,'"" I +6.,t

X, f sin I(p2 + ir14)t t ' - v/4 1 J(p)dp. (7)1+ax
S sSince 6 has already been considered si;ill, these are

Some numerical values of X, and X, are given in the given adequately by

following Table I. A -- I + 5X,

TABLE Ian

ia X =" AXI (radians).

0.0 0. 00 0.000 The factor & can be obtained conveniently from the fol-

0.5 -0.042 0.040 lowing relation
1.0 -0.130 0.181
1.5 -o.211 0.417 i - 0.0075 (f,,/V)'2
2.0 -0.209 0.100
3.0 -0.102 10.9 where f, is the frequency in ntcm a is the ground con-

3.5 0. 155 !. 131 ductivity in mhos/meter. (Since displacement currents

4.0 0.171 1.133 in the ground have been neglected throughout, the for-
4.5 0.11 1.178
5.0 0.' 050 1.300 mulas are valid only when 62<<1.) Using (9). the anpli-
5.5 0.050 1.468 tilde ratio A is shown plotted in Fig. I as a function ofI6.0 0. 119 1.612

6.S 0.205 1.674 2wa/ , the circumference of the ground screen in wave-
-- lengths, for typical values of 5.

It is interesting to note that for small screens the
The ratio of the field with the ground screen to the ground wave field strength is actually slightly less than

field H,(p, ) without the ground screen is then given by it would be in the absence of the screen. As the screen

becomes larger, the amplitude ratio increases somewhat,

. ...IAe * (+) but is still ontly a few per cent greater than unity for aIII.,, z) le.s than a wavelength. Thinking in terms of the recipro-
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11; Wait: Eect of the Ground Screen on the Field Radiated from a 3onopole i3l 1
cal situation where the monopole is regarded as a re- size of the ground.screen is of minor significance con-

ceiving antenna and the transmitter is located at some pared to the dependence of the input resistance oil the
distant point on the surface of the ground, the increase size of (he screen. It should be mentioned that Page aid
of A above unity is characteristic of a Orecovery' eflect. Monteath' have used a similar method to calculate the

Such a phenomenon occurs in ground wave propagation radiation pattern of a vertical antenna over an irregular
from land to sea.4 ground plane.

Another interesrtng feature of the curves in Fig. I is
that the minimum values of A occur approximately AcKNowLEDGMIENT
where the input resistance of the antenna is a minimum. I would like to thank W. A. Pope who carefully car-
It can be generally concluded, however, that the de- ried out the graphical integration of X, and X,.
pendence of the LF. ground wave field streiigth on the

s I|. Page aml G. D. Monteath, *The vertical radiation patterns
IG. Millington. 'Ground -ave propagation over an inhomo- of medium-wave brmdcasting aerials,* Proc. I-E. vol. 102. pp. 279-

geneous smooth earth.* Proc. IEE. vol. 96. pp. 53-63; January, 1949. 297; May. 1955.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF SLOT RADIATORS IN RECTANGULAR !ETAL PLATES I
By D. G. FROOD, B.A., M.A., and J. R. WAIT, M.Sc., Ph.D.

(The paper was first receited 16th May, and in reviedfoei, 2ndAugust, 1955.)

SUMMARY It is surprising that little attention has been paid by previous
The radiation from slots cut in conducting surfaces of limited extent workers to the effect of cutting the slot in metal surfaces of finite

is discussed. Equatorial plane pattcms of an axial half-wave slot in a extent. While the developed design procedures assumed that the
rectangular metal plate are measured in the X band. The experimental exterior surface was infinite in extent, the need for a practical
results compare favourably with the calculated patterns on the axxump- antenna system limits the physical si7c of the metal surface on
tion that the plate can be represented by a thin elliptic cylinder or which the slots are cut. Stevenson, 3 

who devcloped an elegtrte
ribbon of infinite length. It is observed that, if the length of the plate
is equal to or greater than its width, the pattern is within a few per cent theory for the radiation of resonant slots in a rectangular wave-
of the corresponding theoretical pattern for a plate of infinite length. guide, assumed for convenience that the exterior region was

The admittance of the slot in the plate was also measured and com- equivalent to a half space. He admits that the assumed infinite
pared with the computed conductance. The agreement is seen to be dimension of the face of the waveguide for the exterior problcm
quite good. is a severe limitation to the validity of the expressions for the

conductance of the slot.
LIST OF PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS It is the purpose of the paper to investigate in some detail the

(p, t, z) - Radial, azimuthal and axial co-ordinates of a significance of the finite extent of the metal surface or sheet on
cylindrical co-ordinate system, which the slot is cut.

V - Voltage across the centre of the slot.
7o0 = Intrinsic impedance of free space (= 120 ohms). 12) THEORETICAL DISCUSSION
k - 2fr/A. The radiation pattern of a thin slot cut in an infinite plane
r Distance from observer to centre of slot. sheet of perfect conductivity and vanishing thickness can be U

rt - Distance from observer to lower end of slot. obtained by an application of an electromagnetic Babinet's

r2 - Distance from observer to upper end of slot. principle.2 By using this technique, the well-known results4 for
w - Angular frequency. the thin-wire antenna can be transformed immediately to the
0 = Polar angle = arc tan zip. complementary problem. For a half-wave slot oriented in the

S(8) - H-plane pattern of slot on infinite sheet. z-direction of a (p, 4, :) co-ordinate system and centre-fed by a
Y - Self-admittance at centre of slot. voltage V. the fields are given by

Z - Self-impedance of slot (= I Y). -jV (-A't + e-AI,
(0,, z) - Cylindrical co-ordinates centred at one edge of sheet H, = - -" ) Lfor principal E-plane. r

(W, 0', z) - Cylindrical co-ordinates centred at second edge of i
sheet for principal E-plane. Ho = (z +/4) - r +-4)t,

F(s) - Fresnel-type integral with upper limit s defined 2 "G( 1 =  .j
in eqo. (6). - jV

S1, S2 - Limits for the integral F(s). E, = (-J' + E.-iA:)Ejt
Ho - Axial magnetic field of incident plane wave. 2wp
K - Factor of proportionality depending on the geo- where r2. r, and r are the distances of any point P to the upper,

metry of the slot. centre and lower end, respectively, of the slot and where
v - Voltage induced at the centre of the slot by the so ii 120w ohms and k = 2i/(free-space wavelength). Eqns. (I)

incident wave. refer to the slot cut in an infinite sheet. When the point P is
g(kd) = Shunt conductance of the slot in the waveguide sufficiently far away from the slot the equations simplify some-

divided by the characteristic admittance of the what to
waveguide (= function of kd). E# = j(2-r) -S(G) exp (-jkr +4 jft)

a, It ,Inner dimensions of the broad and narrow faces of
the waveguide. E sin 0A= Effective wavelength in guide. (2)

(1) INTRODUC'ION o ( _. Cos a
Slot antennae are becoming very extensively employed in

microwave radiating systems. Their history of development has Where 0 = arc tan (z/p) and where terms containing r- 2
, -3,

been rapid. It is difficult to say exactly when they were invented, etc.. have been neglected. The factor S(O) can be defined as
but certainly the contributions from Watsont and Booker2 and the radiation pattern of the slot and is given by
their collaborators were of major importance. r

Written c tributiott, on papers Publishied ,,ittiout being mead at rnaititgp am.B
invited ror onsideration -ith a isw to pab.stiGtt

Mr. Frood and Dr. Wait *ere ornerty at the Defrens. Re.h TJam tn at S(8) = V (3)
Estjblisht"'mnt. Ontario. Canada sinG

Mi. Frood it in the Department or Theoretical Ph)inca. Univenity or Lerpotl.
Dr. at i at the centra Propagatico LaborstoO. Natioeai Bureau or staowda. Following the method of Carter s for the thin-wire antenna.
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3 104 FROOD AND WAIT: AN INVESTIGATION OF SLOT RADIATORS IN RECTANGULAR METAL PLATES

the self-admittance Y at the centre of the slot can be obtainedrom

om Y = 0, z) aia-kzdz . (4)

"--)14 lo

The integrations can be carried out to yield the result ,.

Y = 2.06 +j0.97 millimhos

which corresponds to the case when the slot is allowed to radiate Fig. 2.-E-planc pattern of the slot for an i."fi',tcly large sheet.

on both sides of the sheet. The centre impedance o" the slot is
then

Z= I/Y = 365 -j212 ohms

It should be noted that Begobich 6 recently gave the value
362-5 +j210.5 ohms, which indicates reasonable agreement
with the above, except for the sign of the reactance. Apparently
he made an error in his derivation. The result derived by the
authors can be checked by comparing it with Booker's statermnt
of Babinet's principle, and connecting the impedance, Z. of the Fig. 3.-H-plane pattern or the slot for an infinitely large sheet.
slot w h the impedance, Z", of the complementary wire antenna,
such.' t t It would now be expected, in view of the shape of the I-plane

ZZ" = 14 - 360 pattern shown in Fig. 3, that the effect of the finite value of L
Using Carter'ss value 73.2 +j42-5 for Z" leads back to the would not be pronounced. This is later borne out by experi-

authors' expression for Z. Bcgovich erroneously employed the ment. However. the finite value or d can be expected to lead to

complex conjugate oftZ". a considerable impairment in the pattern, since the field in the
When the slot radiates only on one side of the sheet the con- broadside direction of the slot is very significant. It is possible

ductance G would be one-half the real part of Y given above, to treat the problem of the slot in the finite plate by an approxi-

and hence G - I'03 millinhos. The corresponding susceptance mate theoretical procedure, if the edges separated by the distance
is one-half the imaginry part of Y plus the" susceptac of the 7 are considered to diffract the primary field of the slot as if
f l s teimy pthey were semi-infinite half-planes. The interaction between theft should be noted that the pattern of the slot on the ininite edges is neglected, and on physical grounds this would seem
sheet is essentially otn'-diretional in the azimuthal plane It justified if 2dis somewhat steater than the free-space wavelength.
is of interest to coider the effect of truncating the sheet. For Again, this supposition is borne out by experiment and com-
examplentesot i csinr the cnctr of arnctangua mhehetl Fr parison with a more rigorous treatment, such as that which
example, the slot is C lt in the centre of a rctangular metal plate represcnts the plate by a thin elliptic cylinder.7.

of width 2d, and orieni -!d parallel to the other sides or length L, To facilitate the discussion it is desirable to consider the slot
as a receiving element. The voltage induced in the thin slot
from the wave incident on the plate is then proportional to the
tangential magnetic field along the slot. This statement follows
from Schelkunoff's equivalence principle.' From Fig. 4 a plane

"'t

Fig. .- Thin half-wa~e slot cut in the centre of a rectangular metal Fig. 4.-End view of the sheet showing a plane wave incident fromsheet and co-ordinate system. elow.

as illustrated in Fig. 1. The slot is fed by a waveguide such that ais shown to be incident from below the thin conducting
radiation takes place only on one side of the plate. plate of width 2d. The incident wave is polarized such that the

The ideal E-plane pattern in the equatorial plane, correspond- magnetic vector Ho is parallel to both the slot and the edges.

ng to a value of d very much greater than the wavelength, would Choosing a polar co-ordinate system centred at the left-hand
be as shown in Fig. 2, where the plane of the sheet corresponds edge of Fig. 4, the field H, at P of co-ordinates (p, 0, 4 due to

to (P ,- 0
. 

In other words, the sheet is assurmed to be suffi- diffraction around this edge is given by the classical Sommerfeld
ciently wide that diffraction around and by the edges is formulag
negligible. Of course, if the slot were allowed to radiate on
both sides of the sheet the pattern would be a complete circle. H. - Hate Jk.C(0-e*)F(s1) + e-Aci&(*-*,)F(s)J . (5)
The corresponding H-plane pattern for the half-wave slot is
simply the function S(8) shown in Fig. 3, where e - 0' is in the where (Do is the angle the incident waves makes with the plane
plane of the sheet, of the sheet, where
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nd F(s) - gi"1w1 2  1
- (2kp)12 sn(D - 00) . (6) 4

and- (2k) sin (""-) 2

Similarly the field H; at P due to diffraction around the other
or right-hand edge is identical in form to eqn. (s) ir p. (t and 'Do
are replaced by A', (Wand (o. and H o is replaced by Hoe-2Adcm°.
The voltage v induced in the centrally located slot on the sheet
is then given by

- K(H, + H;) for r - r = d and (D 0' 0

where K is a constant which depends on the dimensions of the
slot. It then follows that I

lvil - Kj F[-(2kd)I2 sin ()oI2)] + F[-(2kd)I1cos(4DoI2)JI
(7) Fig. 6.-Principal E-plane pattern of a slot in a sheet of width 2d

symmetrical about 90'. The plane of the sheet corresponds to 0.
which is applicable in the range (Do = 0-180'. d- 141

When the incident wave is incident on the upper side of the -

sheet, steps must be taken to combine the fields, as determined N...-Cur,, Is acu d.
by the two knife-edge problems, in the proper manner. It is
convenient to choose a slightly different co-ordinate system as 4I
shown in Fig. 5, where the angular co-ordinates 0 and (Io are 94
now measured from the bottom of the sheet.

, -- L -

of 4

Fig. 5.-End view or the sheet showing a plane wave incident from
above. -. .

The magnetic field H, at P, regarding the sheet as a semi-
infinite half-plane with the edge at (0, 0, z), is given by eqn. (5).
and a similar expression is obtained for H;. The voltage v -,s -to - € s ,o ,s I
induced in the slot is then given approximately by AzWUTH. d.t

v = K [H, + H; - Horkdco.J . . . (8) Fig. 7.-Behaviour of the E-planc pattern for directions 15 above and

below the plane of the sheet.
The term H/-0kdc4,1. is the primary ficid of the incident wave vt,, ofJi,,L.ged o uw,,.
at the slot and it must be subtracted from H, + H, since the N.L-Cru-aair akai-d.
primary field is included both in H, and iit .

The slot voltage for the wave incident on the upper side of which apparently does not account properly for the energy
she iso tge en b diffracted around the edges. The calculations were also carried

sheet is then given by out for kd = 94 and 234, and these are shown plotted in Fig. 7
in the interesting transition region for angles within 15

' abovelvI = K F[(2kd)t1 sin (DbO/2) ] + F[(2-d)'1 cos ( 0 1D2) - I and below the plane of the sheet. It is noted that the field at the

for (0 in the range 0'-180'. . .()
As a numerical example, the E-plane pattern for a thin slot I

cut in the axial direction on a metal sheet of width 2d is com-
puted using eqns. (7) and (9) for kd 141. The pattern plotted
in Fig. 6 is normalized in the broadside direction to 0dB. It is
interesting to note that the field in the direction tangential to I
the sheet is 6dB below the maximum value. This is a charac-

teristic which holds consistently for all sheet widths greater than
a few wavelengths. It is worth mentioning that Booker has given
a value of 3dB rather than 6dB for the reduction of the field Fig. S.--Schematic of the waveguidc-fed slot mounted on the turntable
along the sheet. His argument is based on physical grounds, for the pattern measurements.
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Fig. 9.-Principal £-plane patterns of thin hal.wave slot in the centrt of a rectaniular sheet of length L and width 2d.

1-90'S, - 50'
Pkfi 4.7fl dW a X bmn.

rear of the sheet diminishes very slowly with increasing values guide wavelength from the short-circuited end. The slot was
of 2d. In fact, it is easy to show from the asymptotic behaviour parallel to the axis of the guide and was offset approximately
of the integral F(s), that the amplitudes of the envelopes of the 0- 1 in from the centre or the broad face of the guide. A number
back lobes are approximately inversely proportional to %/2d. of thin rectangular aluminium plates were prepared with kd

The above approximate method for calculating patterns of slots varying from 4 to 141 with lengthlwidth ratios from j to 20.
in metal sheets of finite width cannot be expected to yield reliable These plates were designed to be easily mounted on the broad
results when 2d is of the order of a wavelength or less. A more race of the guide. The waveguide assembly was then mounted
rigorous approach is to represent the sheet by a thin elliptic on a suitable turntable and illuminated by a transmitting dish
cylinder of vanishing minor axis. Computations based on this antenna which was located at a distance of 100ft. The radiation
model have been carried out previously' for values or kd ranging was incident normally to Ihe axis of the guide and was hori-
from 2 to 8. It was shown that the double knife-edge approxima- zontally polarized. The output from the waveguide was detected
tion is accurate to within a few decibels if kd is preater than and amplified and its varying values were plotted on an ink
about 6. recorder which had a logarithmic scale.

Measured patterns are shown in Figs. 9(a)-9(h) for kd = 4. 6,
(3) EXPERIMENTAL PATTERNS 8, 10, 12, 16, 28 and 141. for the case where the slot is centrally

In this Section some experimental patterns will be compared located in the plate. Theoretical data are also shown for com-
with the patterns computed both from the double knife-edge parison in some of the curves. The theoretical curve for the
technique and from the elliptic-cylinder method. case kd - 141 is shown in Fig. 6. The vertical scale is arbitrary,

The experimental work was carried out on an antenna range and for the sake of convenience the experimental and calculated
at a wavelength of 32cm. A narrow half-wave slot was cut in curves are matched in the direction of the maximum field. The
the broad face of an X-band waveguide illustrated in Fig. 8, elliptic-cylinder method of calculation was employed for kd
with the centre of the slot approximately tbree-quarters of a values of up to 10 using eqn. (8) or Reference 8 with 9 - 90,
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Fig. 9-continued

and vo, the angular co-ordinate of the slot, equal to 90* . For or finite length seems to be an increase in the level of the I
larger values of kd the double knife-edge technique was used to back lobes.
obtain the theoretical curves. It should be noted that the In all the above-mentioned experiments the slot was situated
azimuth scale of these figures are chosen so that the broadside in the centre or the plate. If the slot was displaced toward

direction from the slot corresponds to 0". one edge by an amount d12, the angular elliptic co-ordinate
The agreement between experiment and theory improves for AZIMUTH. I

the larger sheets. The probable reason for the discrepancy for AZM. S=3

small sheets is that the diffraction by the waveguide behind the 2 1 0 210 27 0

sheet is becoming significant. For kd = 4 the plate is only
about 50% wider than the broad face of the guide, and it is
therefore not surprising that the pattern differs from that cal- 20culated on the basis of a thin elliptic cylinder. It is also interest-

ing to observe that the experimental pattern for kd = 4 is
somewhat asymmetrical; this is due, no doubt, to the fact that 5 IS
while the slot is centrally located in the plate, the guide is dis- I
placed slightly. The asymmetry is also seen to occur for kd - 6. .2
but to a lesser extent. 90"

To illustrate the effect of the length of the plate, patterns were

recorded for L - d, 4d and 204, keeping kd constant at 6. The - "
similarity between these curves, shown in Fig. 10. is striking. .
and substantiates the earlier supposition that the azimuthal

patterns are determined mainly by the lateral dimension (i.e. 2d) Z"

of the plate for an axial slot. In fact, it can be seen from the Fig. t0.-Pnipal E-plant pattern for the sheet of various iengths with
curves in Fig. 10 that the plate can be regarded as infinite in constant width.
length so long as L is greater than about 4d. The main effect Iareakapb - . - W. --W,L - .444. 2
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A,,MT. *. As is customary in waveguide mesurements, the longitudinal

to 4 no DO -h0 -o slot is represented by an equivalent shunt admittance across the
s- equivalent tratmujsion line of the waveguide. Employing a

T.o-- " slotted line in conjunction with an adjustable short-circuit
,- termination in the guide beyond the slot. the conductance and

susceptance am determined using a standard technique.' 0 These
values am normalized by dividing by the characteristic admittance
of the guide, which is real. The normalized conductance

-denoted by g, and the normalized susceptance denoted by b,.
are plotted in Fig. 12 as a function of kd.

Fig. 11.-Principal K-plane patterns for the slot displaced toward the .
right-hand edge by an amount d/2. trhe values of T correspond
to the number of layers of tape covering the slot.)

kd -4. - 9V. V - 60".

becomes ,- 60 . The pattern then became quite asymmetrical 0

as shown in Fig. 1I . This type of asymmetry was also present
in the theoretical computations of the offset slot or the thin
elliptic cylinder.$ The other curves in Fig. I I correspond to the
patterns for the slot covered with layers of plastic electrical , 3 m0
tape of thickness 7"Smils. The number of layers is indicated b0

by the value T. It is interesting that the azimuthal patterns are Fig. 12.-Measured normalized conductance and susceptance or the
essentially unchanged in shape, which is in accord with theory slot as a function of the width of the sheet.
for a thin slot. It is not possible to draw any further conclusions so ,ih-Simflo : in
from this set of curves, since it was not feasible at the time to 1- 320am,. 2- 4.4Im
measure the change of the voltage standing-wave ratio in the By adapting Stevernon's theory- for longitudinal slots near
guide for the different thicknesses of the dielectric covering. resonance, cut in the narrow face of the waveguide. it is easy to
Furthermore, the dielectric properties of the plastic tape are show that the normalized conductance (kd), as a function of kd.
Dot known, in terms of the actual conductance G at the centre of the slot.

is given byi
(4) MEASUREMENT OF SLOT ADMITTANCE 480 aAg .w 1-03

Another important characteristic of a slot cut in a metal -(d) b 4 a c , (10)
surface is its admittance. In the earlier part of the paper it was

shown that the admittance at the centre of a thin half-wave slo, Stevenson's formula corresponds to eqn. (10) when G is replaced
cut in an infinitely thin conducting sheet of infinite extent. w. by 1-03; this corresponds to the case of an infinite plate
2.06 +jO-97millimhos. If the slot is fed by a waveguide. (i.e. At,- co). Employing the theoretical results for G. men-
which is located on one side of the sheet so that it radiates only tioned above, the value of g(kd) - g(oo) given by eqn. (10) is
into one of the half-spaces, the conductance at the centre of the plotted in Fig. 13 using a - 0-90in, b - 0-40in. A - 3-2cm,
slot is 1 -03 millimhos and the susceptance, as mentioned earlier, -, = 4-48cm. along with the corresponding experimental curve.
is dependent on the nature of the evanescent structure of the field There is reasonable agreement between the experimental and the
within the guide.

When the sheet is of finite size the conductance is no longer -

1.03millimhos. The variation of G with the width of the sheet
was investigated theoretically by using a model of a thin axial
half-wave slot at the centre of the broad face of a thin elliptic 0,
cylinder.$ G was obtained explicitly by computing the power
radiated from the slot for a specified voltage at the centre of the I
slot. It was shown that G was an oscillating function of the r 0o

width 2d, and it approached I 03 millimhos as 2d approached
infinity.

It is now worth while to examine the admittance using an ,
experimental procedure. The slot of width 1116in and length
518 in was cut parallel to the narrow face of the X-band wave-
guide. Means were then taken to mount a series of plates of o2
various widths flush with the narrow face of the waveguide in a
similar manner to that employed for the pattern measurements Fig. 13.-Corparison between the experimental and theoretical
of the slots. The slot was cut in the narrow face rather than normalized conductance.
the broad face. so that the effect of plates of small width could IN a.-am. On6-tSAtW o Sa(.) s I .20.1
be examined also..... TM aOL
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computed curves. The disagreement for the smaller values of kd
can probably be accounted for by the fact that the theory does (7) REFERENCES

not account for the diffraction by the waveguide behind the plate. (I) WA,,ow. W. H.: "Wave Guide Transmission and Antenna
It should also be mentioned that the theoretical value of S, Systems" (Oxford University Press, 1947). Chapter 6. I
which is found using Stevenson's procedure, assumes that the (2) BookxR, H. G.: "Slot Aerials and their Relation to Com-

susceptance is much smaller than the conductance (i.e. the slot plementary Wire Aerials," Journal I.E.E., 1946, 93,
is near resonance). It can be seen from the experimental results Part IliA. p. 620.
that, although b1 is small, it is not negligible and would, no (3) SIE. ,oON, A. F.: "Theory of Slots in Rectangular Wave
doubt, also be a source of discrepancy. Guides," Journal of Applied Physics, 1948. 19. p. 24.

(4) SCHELKuNOFF. S. A.: "Electromagnetic Waves" (Van

(5) CONCLUSIONS Nostrand, 1943).
It has been demonstrated that the radiation characteristics of (5) CARTER. P. S.: "Circuit Relations in Radiating Systems and

an axial half-wave slot in a rectangular metal plate are mainly a Applications to Antenna Problems." Prucrings of the

function of the width, rather than the length, of the plate. The Institure uf Radio Enginrers. 1932. 20, p. 1004.

measured pattern and radiation conductance of the slot agreed (6) BEcGOVCH, N. A.: "Slot Radiators." ibid.. 1950, 38, p. 803.
quite closely with theory over a wide range of plate widths. (7) W~ur. J. R.: "Field produced by an Arbitrary Slot on an
The experimental phase of this project is continuing, and par- Elliptic Cylinder." Journal of Applied Physics, 1955, 26,
ticular attention will be paid to the elfect of the finite width p. 453. I
and depth of the slot. It is also hoped to examine the effect (8) WAIt. J. R., and WALPOLE. R. E.: "Calculated Radiation
of curvature of the metal plate in which the slot is cut. Characteristics of Slots in Metal Sheets." Canadian

Journal of Technology, 1955, 33, p. 211.
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pattern measurements and Messrs. R. E. Walpole and W. A. 1950.
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The Radiation Patterns and Con- ;tl meur radiaii.nt PstrAMMIS alpgIi
ductaces o Slot Cut n Recangu-very closey, ., for narrow platet, i
ductnce of lot Cuton ectagu-was same asynimnctry in the patterns dae t-,

lar Metal Plates* diliraciive effects caused by the smuvegiil. I
behind the plate. For width% greatcr thin

RADIATION PATTERNS '.,two or three free space wavelength., thi

It is easy to predict the form of the prin- efetwsngiil.hwvr
cipal E-plane radiation pattern obtained
from a radiating slot cut on a long metalCO UTACI
plate. Consider, for example. the plate ofCOD TA E

width WV. shown in Fig. 1. Let S represehnt Applying sisople physical aigiitt-it.
V such as were used to predict the radiauti.i

patterns, it can be shown that the conduct-
te gm" a709Jc lice (s) of a resonant slot in a flit mietal

pklte is a ulaied oscillating fusariii,M

____________________ ILae wtidil(W) with a lvrinl Jafl.mif mv.

-:777 r W 3d'fe Ir arC1R.X Fg )

-- s- -- - - - - -

Fig I
the slot (whose axis is perpendicular to theL
plane of the paper) anid let G represmat the
waveguide feeding power to the slot. Very
far away fronm the waveguide and plate is______________

areceiving antenna P. FIL I~w
Whent the slot is poiniting toward Pji.e., 0 in"

in the 0* direction, a large field strength Fig..
results, biut if the slot points away froin P' ____________

(in the ^ 10' direction) the field strength is It was foiundi that the nicamtrcitu id
small, its 4ctual value being determined by -the fraction of the total power radiated a-4il7iilat4?l Slot ciuiudltetanC1!4.1 .s fillf I inn I

i.f plate wiflth. agreed srr cln'ely 4u4.1which is diffracted behinid the sheet to P. s that the nteamir.-al clintitttan(ucs tn*ii' al-
In the intermediate directions 90" and 270' was about lit per cenlt lower thant t icore iml
the hield strength at P would lie betweent onsahsd~rpny a aelmtd
the values obtained for the 0" and ls* tote fth sc re y nl,1 ir tha e iec tdirections. Thus, in the absenice of Iirther tlte ath at wth (ry rqires t~me 1li1t0
complicationis, lte radILation pattern of the 12egh()tii ltsilt t)i.Ie uuia,
metal sheet anttenna woould re":~nljle lte
dashed line of Fig. 2(a). Actually line itn- >
portant feature has been overlookoed in this
development. Clearly. thi- ciitiinn is very hard I, i.liltlU

It will be appreciated that the edges oWo m ini practice.
E, anti Et of the metal sheer formi a dis- After lte preturativit of this Itlwtr,
continuity to the field travelinge outward furthter research wa-t done o~n the imvhi-l of
from the slot and along the sheet. Radiating -neastaring slot properties. It was found thtat
line sources will, therefore, be induced the technique used above (the qutarterwaveInear the edges E, and E, of the sheet and rnethnd) i% ntut, it% general, I% gx.l Is a nuthese will come in ani oot of phase with jormthusl which1 is iilep.meiem of Ilive sswv
each other as the aittenna is rotated. lTiii. and anyv reflections from the probe it lte
instead of the radiation pattern looking like J lte ie h senil fti okwl

the dashed line of Fig. 2(a). it will resemble Ibe published shortly. The full ntathemnatirmthe full line of the same figure. The number and esperintcntal detailr of the flat plateof interference fringes in a complete rotation -antenna divcnsseif heme have tieen ri%-4n.' t
I

of the plate will be greater for wide sheets J1. R. WAITt.
than for narrow ones since a smaller incre- Central Radio Propagation Lab..
miental rotationi is required to form a given National Bureau of Standards,
path difference for a wide itheet. The ampli- Boulder. Colo.
tude of the fringes will be timnsller for wide I W 3
sheets than for narrow ones. hosucuer. suice 0 D. G. lxnoi.
the strength of the induced line sources rlsvsc-% lcpt..
decrease% ai the sheet width is incrcised plc 0h .l a * 1, 4. 15si w~fn Universmity of Liverpool.

Front what hans bern said. the radiation Liverpool, England.I
patterns for narrow, iiorrel with.'. wide. Etrerinirntamlls it .t, foimni that the
anid inri-tilev wide shemiq will he like the radiamtioti pattern *f a plate of given widhth J ti I. i.,,t I- W.ish(AI. ,t,.t
full lines of Fig'. 2(a), 2(h), 2(c), and 2(d). (It) wao independent of its length (L) it- N . ih ~mI *.*. losllO

L II' ~~ 1. n".. It _fi %a - p i/i-70: ta, u I'M
L0 'I-91 . Fi-ss and I It W an *A. '5iulii"

00s'e.tb Iiit, tIRE. I-,nM lq 55 Fur ottifirgentle l..nr late-~ the cAlculated -4lol.tmr, JmnIuua,,SA
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Pattern of a Flush-Mounted Microwave Antenna
James JR. Wait3

The. numeical rqemmlts for the far zonte radiation from all asial Plot ona e ircular r 'liuncq'r
of perfect conductivity slid ifintite length are difteuseAd. It ins Phown that the reulti. for
large diameter cylindere call be expressed in a tini.erm~l form that ins ,suitable for instermi
calcol*t joins for arranys of plots ois a xesmtv curved Poirface. The work is compalired with ait
related diffract ion problemu coitiidered hY Pock.

1. Introduction correspois to the axis of the cylintder. It hits been5
shown 19] that the electric field, which has only a 0

The radiation fromt fltisln-tounted microwave comp~onent, is given by
antennas has aroused conisidlerable interest inl recent
years 11 -6 1 .1 From a theoretical standpoint theE. -S9 (r,)(II
plroblemt would seem to be simple enough; the surface
oil which thle ankinna is mounted is considered to hte where
adlequately representedi by a sphere or cylinduer k Sill P
whose radiius of cuirvature is tnatchedl to that of the S()- R Z)e'8 " 0dz, (2)
local curvature of the aettil surface. Unforttunately. 2rJI
the formal solution or the, prolblem, iii termts of tile I = tOVflco n4
classical harmonic series inivob-itg ititegral or half- A(,)=- - E !. '", 114 (31)
integral ordler Biessel functions, always colivergesZ 0 -n l2'tjr)
very poorly wheni the radius of curvattire is lit a-br sill 0, A -2w/free spa~v 'wnvvlengtln. Eo= 1 ,*-.=
eomipared to tile wavelength. There are two w11 _ (n pfff). andl IJ'."(y) is the tierivattive of the 1 hlimiel
kiiowtt alternattve representtttioiis 16, 71. htowever, fttit
which call he used to advaintage ill certaini ease-.H~aii,I i vajpOflid for a- it. fa>to 1.)(w)
lin the illuminated region of tile antenntia, geoutetricnt re untion IIs eali fork situ facto. of the. slot.3optics is most satisfactory, while (deep iti tile shadow ucin6uiste-fcothe igoousharonicseres an e covered nto or ait array of collineur slots if thev were cut it sll
the( rapidly convergig residtte series. iftie~nn odcii he. 'ieftitui

Tile ealettlation fti l radliatimn field of a lut- JAMi -111te" iiier sparie factor"' it., it
tmountedl Antenina inl thle tftilgent platte (thle claissicalful*vdeistlem, rthiii,(rI

ligh-shdowhoudity) s iit radiy ten hd b thle riider onl the radiai ion putterns itt both then
high~~~~~~~~~~~~~ t"shao #mtlv itotralyretel 6nd uirectionis. For piiiroseq of ettinwiutit ioeithtrrgeoinetrical optic-sor the reinluthe series, lit 11e

former case the field is imileteiniottot. and inl the it i writteti
latter casw the convergencve is extremiely ploor stindkr .(,)= PlI(*)r'' t-4l
would actutally- diverge inl the illumiiiated region.
Despite the facrt that thle hartnoic series is cumbher- le phase function a(r.0) is a rapidly vtarviiutg ftti-
some, it is valid inl this trainition zonec between thle tiott of * for tle large-r Y values. For tis relltt, it
illumintated andl shandow regions of space. There- in desirable to express a inl the( illuinittted regimn
fore, it is desiralhe to attemplt to adapt the harnici- 11<1,1<42) as a ge-ometriettl-optiettl tertin pluS a U
series represeittatioti to suraces of large radius of correction factor d(xO, as follows 191
cturvature. This is the pturpose of the present paper. a(r*=0tl-~-o )+A(z,40). (511)

2. Theoretical Basis lIn thle shadow region) (ir2<101<v4. it is uleqirale toI
A thn axal lotcutott cicula cyinde ofexp~ress a as a physical-optical t.-ritt pilus a correetioti.
A thn aialslo, ct ol a irclarrv~nde ofwhich is alsodeintditil oowm

infinite length anid perfect cotiductivity* is ettil- mannier: ueiiaelAa4,i h olwn
sidered because it gives rise to a plante-polarized a.,)'4)(2*iA:4. (b
radiation field. The cylinder is taken to be of radlius(5)
a arid coaxial wtth a cylindrical coordinate svstetin
(p,#,z). The slot that e'xtetus front z, to :2 at #=(), The aniplituide stI~,4iln the phitse, correctionl
has a voltage distribtition V (r) throtughotut its ~r tile cvlinler space factor areshiowtt plottedU
lenigth. The radiatioti paitterni is best expnressed itt igitreq 1 atill 2 for # front0 I) o 180) for z = 10), 12,
terms of spherical coordinates (r,#,O) whtere 0=0 I5, IS. slid 21. To prevenit troiihhesone overlapii.

_____________(lte ordintates are shifted for each curve bY a constaint
Figis "Ina mkets tnuitmt. the t1tmerstir rvirfrm"~l #. lpli at 2 io8t1mu1t.
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I lilt 1111tv-For 14,1<90" but not itear 900, the value of tlhe
spave fa .ri quite well approximated by the
geoinetrical-opties approximnationc. That is

And
IM(:,#)lj

D~eep its thle shadow, that is 101>900 but not litIelai
90, .11(r,*O) has the form of a dailped standling tav'..
atil call be characterized by a fuunctiona of thle forum

* . where

A(P)mexp j-i(wtflI)f' 01

wvith r=0.808 exp(-ir/3). Tiis ('xl)olittiltil forata
for A (4) is the first terin of a, rather complivateil
residue series 171. It is only- valid for ka>,, L Ther
ighe'r order terms (higher niodes) arte also pairaiietriv

inl (tA/)"A 0 wl-ere 0 is %Olle aulgalear distanee. It
is. therefore, logical to expert AI(..) to be paraanietriv
ill (zI2)'(*-wI2) and (j/2)0I(3ir/2)-#j. lIn fart. if

I II I I I I II -tite ritples are igitored. the fucectioci A(.r.o) shouldv IW b e a functioni only- of (,r/2)fS*,r/2). The dottede
hA~. curves i figures*1 andl 2 are believed to het the

Fir. v li, 1. Amrpltude of cylindler space factor for narroor appropriate form of .'Ij.)whi'l the sttidltiZi-wiive
axial slot, effect. cite to the initerferinig tra velicig wave fron tit(

oether sile of the ciliceeler. is removed. ''iese
N. It. v'rtccui sic is xiItra for richl nre. *aJ 1 1 0 1 j1ed curves are thien relottiel its afit rmetiute

of X. where X=(r/2)i(- w12). Thel( re'sults art.
showit inl figure .3a where both the vailtes of amtplituade
IM (Nil and the phase corrertiont A(X) for x=10,ii
12. 1-5. 18 amid 21 fail onl the( sline set eirve fear.

__________________________________________ the' range of X indie-ated. Thel( ainplittude is itlsa
I I T I II showu, inl figure 31), beiog llottedl on at Jeag, settle.

H avitig the spot-( factor for tin'- 'ylimler lottvil
- ill this imivernal formn sugges'4.ts thaiit omie' 111ty x- 
- ra polcile thle results tot itirger tl tie car. rIQ

evoia'-ept. emod)(ied ili presentiong the results iii terctit
of it pitraniarter X, is not unarelated tea the( noticr i f
ngular distance that hats been sorreessfeallY eailove'al

- iiit (ihe represen tatio me f fiele I qttvo'gthla of it tieitS-
tw-ic itt er sit latrge rat cges over a sphirii I ev it 11111.
lIn theI lam tIe'r inst attire. filhl- aigicla t linst aniv is dle-
iiiifitd ats the( angle. subteidd sit itl, center orf tit,
etarth iibetweeu tile heirizeaits or tratisnait tietg, iid
recel vi cig aitetciets. lit the' p~reseiit si tutntiooc. tie'

- a u~ngulair d istttire is 0- */2 sincae tite' son rve mint ci
is (tit the cvhiinder and the observer is ait iinil .

While titac presinit problema is cnrerniee eire, lv
with the radeiatin of all exiald slot onia irrla rvlii-
derc. there is a direct nlapiicatioci of the results tot the
rieiroal ease wihere a la ee witve is it aieo (et cii t i; e
vii icle (thle E veector is to lie 1wirpei int tea thle
r'vliiiel- axi-). Tlaeti it is possile to regacre M1 (x, 9)

III IIIIIIIIIII I its I eei cg proportional to the siraie-'im:reiitex'itca
ee, lt- ev licieler. lit other woards. the exiel sleet rin

* lee' rc'L'be re4vl'ed i as a re'rviing tiltiattatn Ii thIe sottie is
tackeco lie' at ictfitiit%-.

Fciun 2. Phase of cylinder sace factor for ,aarroor axrial slot. lii view of tle' ree--rocnlit lice' of ti w-oweeaal'tcm. it
N It. ,T-ucuiswi ML ,te Ali",b ce-wh curve'. i-t ale''cilc- 14 to ai are lie't- pwc'cm rei. i 'i itets

256
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- - - - -- or Fovk 1111 for till emmareltq i-xvited oi it tirvmil sir-
-- - -4--.- - -4-. -flOr b li iniaeit lilaie wim. Forek iir't viidi-il

- - - -- - t I~*if. i ontm of pitam lie i), .avi iraim mii iimi. iii
- - - -- - -- partiqcular, formases his ttteittioo oiillh twmigemat al

mnaimtir field iii tile pmmithnlrad region (near thll
6mnayof light aid shadaow). '11:47ii, after liostim-

-- ~~flliing tlaimi tile saurfa me rremavolii ifiv 1 li%, mifa-141lei
.----- on till-hm lmwiil radius of rmirvmtuv ii 4-* l ~ie q at rv s prv-3

- --- ----- ----- smatioa for the currenst distribution that is oiilv dv'-
- ------- -------- jemadeiit. onl the parametesr Id when-rIis Cie~ distamice

froivi ther light-shadow bomaidmar amid it is till width
____ - f( the jweimaral regioii. Fock ttaei haeli(*vis tihat3

his results art- reaoimably valid frany% shaped bodies
-4 lots-, as (he raittius of cairviat ire- is atwa s, verY Iargi-

-- I omnpiired to the wavelmigth, As t crmucial te-st of
L --- -- Foik'is approximate fornmulta. his re-stlts ar,' plotted if)

- -- -- - .wigtiure-I 3a iing with till- vliiiimlei voilmtv l dit t i. 'l'lm'
- - aremenit is very good. There appm-ars to lie mt slight

- - - -- - - uisernpairy for larger positive .\ vialmis which is miot
- -- -- - eitirely unexpee4ted liecatase somm of Iovk's n-stric-

lionls are Ixronig violateaol .NemIvir, olq~ida-
e-rtile juiiatioaa is givmai to tl,. viulimitY of till-
t-x tralaIih tim of the rylioi-id emirvts to lairger vail ies

- - -- --3. An Application3
-Aa inta-a-Min apliviatii of thel fomegomig th-wri

~ .{g-~'.-t)is tile raletmlatiomi of till pat len of afi il-hire. fimy,
of slots oi a geii'v cuirvedi smuirfae. Fill- examiplet

Fwiti; 3It. Atmpltud'e fai pae of Sace factor iara- 4*0 oii iirit jiiirfame of rmlimi pini od:imi i tl i agmam
metric formi. *I Oi .a m magHiic * d nmsurt he radiu a iivi ft l i i-ita.

- romn circular clin, ler daa. I-out Fork. _.remgi i-itstl.ii---io ;(

L -I

ILI

UU

Fmrunic 3b. Anaptatede of spiace factor in parametric form. wt : 4. S'cheatic dingyrn of neil-fire *urratj of xhatx on a

From Cimnaher . cyliner qini,,. 257a rr-rt ranitleering seer (cr.3
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with respect to the itornal at 0, the center of the where
array. The array and the observer are taken to he
in thie principal planc (i. e., the plane of the pialwr). Y(S)=S 2 ( )
s is the distance from 0, measured along the cylinder
surface, to P, the location of aliv one of the elements. amid
The field due to the source at P is then proportional

to 2 Ct,'2

where K(s) is the relative strength of the element, y When ka tends to infinity such that the surface is
is the projection of a on the ray from 0 to the observer elrectively flat, the pattern becones
and A(s) is the correction factor to geometrical optics.
ln terms of the function Al, A(s) is given by ("

am--N%

A (s) = AI(N) for X g 0, (ti)
where Y(S) =S sin 1 and since S= i..AS,

- M({X)e "~ for" XO (t1b) I -x,(~,.*)'
where e = -- (b

x FE(5 4
=-L(- '0+0 0' 2)' where K=ASlsin *-m.

According to the analysis of Ihansen and Wood-
The factor y is given1 by y=c sin [I-(s/2a)J when r yard 1121. the maximum gail in the end-fire direction
is the chord length OP anl because (i. e., *=90*) is obtained when int (N+2) A'.

Then, taking the electrical spacing between tlie
?2a -- o - elements as 450 or AS=r/4, the arrav has 15 d4c-

a i(4a) ients, N=32 awl fte total leng-th of the array is 8
wavelengths. The pattern 7.(-) in this cse is o1y

it follows that defined for tht region -90< <90*. "''he imtiii
I1lohe and the first side lobe are shown plottvil ill

( si 40- (7h) igure 5 normalized .t.ch that flit mnuxinm field i2.8 U dh. Using tie mine valieas of A amid AS. the cii-

re.)poiiing pathte i 7"(,) is plottil for ko-211).
subject to s< <a. The main lobe is srei to be somewhat rlumi ed in

Remembering that tlere are 2V +1 elemeits
spaced at intervals as, it is seen that

2AS~=L ' i
.1 .' S

where L is the length of the array. The source is
now written ,,

K(s) =-"I'

where r is the propagation constant of the exciting ,
wave along the array. For the present purpose -

r= +ink,

where m is a constant real nunber. .
The total field of the array is now proportional to

a-N
It

where s=n.As with n=-N, -N+i, ... -i. 0,
1, 2 . . . N-1, N. Introducing dimensioiless pa-
rameters, defined by

AS=kAs and S=nAS .I I

it follows that the pattern T(cv) of the array is given GIA.*

by FicrE 5. Panern of ed-flre ar y of stole on a cured surfacr.

T( -)= ...... An. Jm -- :--- 2- . to--- al.- ,. .I(X)- : n,,y Ith-m: ,,....
a~It of -N6 1" tikm-48.
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fortit, particularly ill the directionis near 4-90* 4. Concluding Remarks
which iis the tangent plain of the center of the( Array.
The decibel level of tile field inl the diffraction zone It is qeen that the rn(liatioii pattern of n liush-I
(,P>90*) is seeta to decrease linlearly with anogle. Iiaotitted antenna is influenced. tit It coosnlerale
There arc no lobes formned iln this region. it. is or extent. by the( radiuis of curvature of the( surfacre oil
interest to know how the eirrvature of thet array- whicl it : is aotiwted. I, ,lost ease. h m i 1eai1
itself would modify the pattern. Tln'refore, for is tilled upward away from tile surface. althioughd the
sake of comp arison, thet patterni T(co) o)f the cod- totedl witl Of the( beam1 4-an1 he broidened intoa tie 3
fire array of isolated elements onl a circular are sl'adlow. Similar phienomena )tlt] been observed iii(ka=200) is also plotted inl figure 5. The working thjchuadpt4rso loso oauti af
formula here is itleotival to equation (841) witil phlie 1i 31. It wouild appeari (mitt amy tat mtlpt. tot

A(X) Iaeitig repi IWI'(b I1 hera tiss' di fiaift et fu'Iv*s I-eile tailt- side lob -.4 of a ii eitil -fire a rrai bt I usig It
are no0 Io i gr present. Thei pat tern is a ltnOsIt ide'i t i- * iffi-mrrl(I~ edge or surface will lead to at 14)otl(ltiig
cal to that for anl end-fire airrty where elemnents tire of tile nlljjill be18a1. It is also quite ipplirent thatL
oni a straight line. Lobes, inl this case, are, forined tilt- restultnt pattern: of it flush mnounted intennoa is
on1 both sides of tht- malin lwaint alithough they- atre lot simlyl obtainled byv niul1tiphiag 11 hrfi.i' (~Ic

not uitesym etrial boutit.pat tern by- thme pat tern'of at single slo't (ti thle corveil
The~"~ rttern TON) is ailso comnputed for kn=100 qoitsrfae. *Stich a process would produce at pat tern

ail] i slownplotedin liguire 63 along with the cuive w.ithl lobes inl the diffrartioa or shadow ri-gioii wih
for ka= c andl the cuirvedl array of isolated elemenrts. do nlot exist ill reaility for at nionchised surfaire.

It would set that anl eod-fire array' of slots onl A Furthernmore, this "mutiplic-ation" technique would
curvedi surface has somie rather interesting, prop~erties. Iot predict tile broadening of the bea in thet tangent,
The( inain effects of th. iioofilituiess of thle surface is
to tilt the niaximin of the( iaiin beami upl slightly._________

ad to extend the( totall width of thle lifiin beami intoI
the shadow region. There is no evidence of lobes Thle author thanks Williamn Briggs for is assistoouce

on hissid ofthebeuiai adthogh t lrgeat ll i the calcuilationl of thle paittertis in figurevs 5 aiid 63.
(cl alpproachilg I SOO), there is the possibility thant tile
back lobe fromn tile end~-fire airay could cree-p neiiid
the surface inl the other direetion noid forin lobes. 5. ReferencesI
This eltect fromn a practicail standpoioit, haowev-er, is
coinpletely insigiificm ut fo r kit > 10JO l . S ititi I u Thif:l lt ~ o 11 gt lull-it It( aimt t,
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A Stuy ofEart Currnts ear where a is the length or the radial wiresI isis the total ground current, is. is essentially
A Sud ofEath urent Nar he permeability of the ground (_-4iXI0-'), numerically equal to H.' and is composed of

aVLF Monopole Antenna with a . is the angilar frcrequecy. a is the ground two parts. I.. the total earth current and.I
Radial Wire Ground System" coluctivit intt nhoitoetcr. I is the dielec- Iv, the total wire current. We can now write.

tric co~istilit of th, grusaul. cis the radius of for purposes of computation,
The efliciciscy of alltenoias for very low the radial wires, and d is the spacing be- 4i

radio frequencies is determtined to a large ex- tween the wires. (if there are AV radidsl wires X- ILI
tent by tile ohmic lossces inl the soil near the equally spaced about the base of the an- I + l+ /Z.
base of thle antnna. It is lilstunia~rv to in. tenna. dgf,IN-p.) v'2p
stall a radial wire groulid system butried juist The validity of (2) for the comnposite sur- -~+(

below the surface of the earth. The purpose face impedance was not established in the [s+( rsu

of this wire grid is to provide a low-loss re- above mentioned work. The expression used where
turn pasth for the antenna base current in an for Z., the equivalent shunt impedance for a
effort to improve the efliciency of trananlis- wire grid, was taken to be the same as that P-l 2Os3/%/

2  5 - Ifwr"
sion. for an infinite parallel wire grid its free space. and

The ruales for ground system design inl A recent anaslysis inidicates that the equiva. 20'
thepat hvebee uualy mpricl nd lent shunt impedance for an infinite wire q-g- In -. ,

based on the results of experiments on exist- grid in the plane interface of two homogene- N N
iog installations. The first attempt to design ous media is indeed almost identical to Z. for
an optinitnm systemn was carried out by the isolated grid if the interwire spacing. d. C-cA, P-pA. The amplitude of the cur-

Abbott.' Lxtctasivec calculations of the input is always much less than a wavelength in the rent in one radial wire, i.. is then given by

resistance of a mnonolole with a radial wire electrically denser medium.' In the present- .I .
ground system have beeni carried out by situation, this restriction is equivalent to N -. N- -o + X.

Wait and Pope.*'8 It should be emphasized stating that d should be somewhat less than _ _ _ _ _ _I

that in this latter work no attempt was an electrical skin depth in the soil. that is __________________

made to evaluate the losses associated with d<<(2/#s.)lII. In most practical cases this -

high-voltage insualators, tuning coils, and condition is met. A question also rises as so

copper losses. The attention was devoted to the applicability of the formula for surfa. a

the ohimic losses in soil and their dependence impedance of a parallel wire grid to a radial I
onl aunilier and leogth of radial wires, wire grid system where the wire spacing is
Fs'rthcrntore. the radial wires were assumed not Constant. Furthermore, the wires are not j -.

to be in initimate contact with the soil being of infinite length being terminated by rods K .
located just below the air-earth interface, or some other means at a finite distance from
th nttrssac.,~.da oomclse htterda iebhvsclyaThe working formula for the component of the base of the antenna. The assumption --___-----

in tlte soil is given by parallel infinite wire grid would seem to be as-

very difficult to justify on purely theoretical
AsR 25 real part of - IIII.,JZ(p)2.pdp (l) grounds. It could be expected, however,

I'f that, if the length of the radial wires is large Fig t-ecay of current In uudiat wire an a

where Is is the base current of the antenna. compared to a skin depth in the soil. the fuancto of distance p fromn base ofat ena

Hs' is the tangential nmagnetic field of the wave reflected from the end of the radial
antenna assurnitig a perfectly conducting wires would be highly attenuated. pin Feetso1 t5kc

ground plane. p is the distance measured As a check of the wire grid theory for soa al XO n

alotng the ground plane from the base of the antenna ground loss calculations, an experi- 00cwrtopt

antenna. anid Z(p) is the effective surface mental test was carried out in Cutler, fIle. N..C-on

iniledance of the actual ground plane. Z) whcistepoposed site of a high-powercI.
was taken to be equal to the intrinsic im- (l-megw) vlf transmitter for the U. S. Navy.
pedance of the soil. If. in parallel with the A small test antenna was erected on the site
surface impedance of the radial wire grid, and radial wires were installed in the same

Z.. That is. manner as in a permanent installation. The s a e s
actual currents carried by the wires were ieltl5k

Z6p) 4 -j o, amasuried using a small loop pickup placed pi elto 5k
it + in Proximity to the wires. The average cur--

- i for 0> a (2) rents carried by the ground were also mess-
ured . Now the radio of the total current :Z u

where carried by the wires. I.. to the current in .

4" tn - m the soil. 1.. is equal to the ratio of the sur- x
'I - I -J~[-~Jface impedance. ,. of the soil to the surface *

LU+ impedance, 2.. of the grid.' Therefore, such , 0 ON $41 t so
and a test of the splitting of the current between P/X

*~ ~ the radial wires and the ground is a good Is~ Pn m fo 155%ct_
2, n-check on the validity of the theory.On a.DO IO m A

2- 2ri: Before discussing the experimental re- ~~_
sults' calculations of I. are presented for *,

*Received by the IRE. %tsrcli pertinent values of the parameters. Denot-
F. R. Abbott and C. I. Fisher. *Omq. of ing the effective antenna height by A, the t s

CGrou,,d Sysirn nit Rida n,,,l,,lot, fIr a VL.F tangential magnetic field. If,'. on the ground $I
Ta.nF tlrr. ti 10 1aytli9 ns 4b.Ie. o plane at distanceI from the base is given by p/l

.J. it. Wait and WV A. Pope. 'The characteristics
of a vertical anterna wh 5 radial conductor ground j

"ytr. App(. St. Re.I . a. vIl. 4. pp. 177-195; Fi ig. 2--Cosprhoon of esietatated sod observed ruT-
1954 rentsls sldlairew. for N -49.96. "zi 192 leading

Jf. R. Wait and %V. A. Pope. 'Input restance of 2w %/I) + hl from~ top to bottom.
IJ. f. sanipole aerials,' 11'.,eitil &.g.. voi. 32. pp. JI- for s,<(wavelength. Actually. Hs'. is the

J. ft.4Wait -O the theory of reflection from a radial current density in amperes per meter In Fig. I the computed current, 4., normal-
wire arid paraltel to an interface between homooee- emanating from the antenna for an idealized ited to unity at p-0, is shown plotted assa

ml i.oss o e..B ol5 o 29ia perfectly conducting ground plane. In the function of # in feet for A- 100 feet, )

LoctWo.PG.ec. FnalRep &.itnEdetro.csEnc. wth he adal iregrond ystm peseteucasiei-moomterheC 0'(n. W G.Itatonando.nductingNsy Vgroite cad ofthei.40ef0cfcoducinggrond563.00 eet(N5519)2.- 12. 0-.03
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wire. awg at 15.5 kc). In Fig. 2. computed cated a random variation of SO per cent A _ ./12s B.
values of X are shown plotted as a function about 1.0 milli-mho/meter. The abnormally d
of p/A for N-48, 96. and 192, respectively, large measured values of ii. for the smaller
Various values Of C are indicated on the values of P in Fig I might be ascribed to the Values of X calculated from the experimen-
curves. asymmnetrical variation of the total earth tal data are shown plotted in Fig. 2, for

In the experinsental setup, the antenna current resulting from using a fan of radials N-48.96. and 192 respectively foris-4 feet
was a monopole with a height of 100 feet rather than a complete array equally spaced and d-21rpIN. The agreement between the
with a circular capacity hat with a radius of for 360° .  

experimental points and the calculated
about 200 feet. In view of the difficulty in A more appealing experiment which curve for C- 10- ' (no. 8 wire at 15.5 kc) is
clearing land it, the heavily wuoded and overcomes to some extent the asymmetry of quite good for the two cases of N-48 and
rocky terrain of laine,. it was not feasible to the exsperinental setup is carried out as fol- 96. The departure for the case N- 192 can
employ many radials esuanating in all di- lows. The reteiviug cuil is moved in a direc- be attributed to contribution from the cur-
etions from the antenna. To ellect a coin- tion transverse to the radial wires at a con- rent in the wires to the measured field in the

promise three radials at azimuth angles of stant height and constant distance p. The minimal position.
0', 180", and 270" were installed. The sector measured magnetic field is then essentially In general, one may say that satisfactory
between about 60" and 100* was then se- constant for the region between the wires agreement between theory and experiment
lected as the region for further tests. In case and rises to rather pronounced maxima over has been reached. Therefore, further justifi-
1. this sector was filed with radials at an the wires. The ratio of the maximum field cation is given to the validity of the pub-
angular separation of 7.5° , in case 2 it was to that between the wires is denoted by B lished calculations of the ground loss com-
3.75', and in case 3 it was 1.88". For these which is given by the relation ponent of the base resistance of a monopole
three separations the equivalent value of N with a radial conductor ground system. It
would be 48. 96, and 192 respectively. / I. 12.s should be mentioned, however, that the

The indicated points in Fig. I are meas- - 1, Id present study has not considered losses
ured current values in two of the central within the aperture or near the base of the
wires ol the lan as a function ol i. The ordi- where I is the height of the receiving or antenna. Recent studies by Gustafson.
n,,tes are normalized to unity at 0- 0 . [i pickup coil above the wire and d is their Devaney, and Smith' indicate that these
this case the base current of the antenna Separation. Now. sincel he current in the wire losses may be quite large in special antennas
was kept constant at about 1.0 ampere. Jags the current in the ground by 45', it follows for high-power vlf installations.
There is a general agreement with the calcu. that' The author wishes to thank A. D. Watt
lated curve. Discrepancies could be ascribed 1. 2.s and T. E. Devaney for helpful advice, C. E.
to the varying nature of the soil conductivity -- - Be'd' Smith and W. G. Hutton for permission to
along the radial wires. Measurements of soil . d quote their experimental results, and Ana-
conductivity by the four-probe method indi- or beth Murphy for assistance with the calcu-

lation.

a W. E. Gustafson. T. E. Desaney. and A. N. X -l a- 2, + 2.4] JAMES R. WAIT
Smith. "Ground System Studies of High Power Nat Bur ' +St2Aard
VL.F. Ancenna. * paper no. 38. Record of the VLF Nat. Bur. of Standards
Synstotm. Dowder. Colo.; JSanuy 3J-2s. 1937. with Boulder. Colo.
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LES DIAGRAIMMES DE RI YONNEMENT TIlE PA'I'ERNS OF A SLOT-ARRAY ANTENNA
D'UNE ANTENNE A FENTEZ PLACCES SUR ON A FINITE AND IMPERFECT GROUND PLANE !

UW PLAN HORIZONTAL LIMITt ET IMPARFAIT

J. R. WAIT & A. 41. CO.DA

National Bureau ul Standards. Boulder. Colorado (U.S.A.)

The radiation from a slot aperture on a perfectly conducting half-plane is discussed in some detail. The 1
extension to end-frue arroys of slots is also reated. Numeical computations are carried out for radiation pat-
teis. It is shown that in general, the main beam is tilted up and away from the edge of the balf-plane. The
situation where the half-plane is lying on the surface of a homogeneous flat earth is also considered. The re-
suits have application in the design of flush mounted antennas of the end-fire type where, because of prac- I
tical limitations, the ground plane is of finite extent nd may be located n the surface of a alosy. plane
earth.

hltmduction The influence of a homogeneous loassy flat earth on the ra-
diation pattern of a vertical antenna is included in the compre. I
hensive analysis by Norton*. The effect of a circular ground

The concept that highly directive antennas can be mounted screen on the ",tters of a ground based monopole antenna bas
flush to a metallic surface such as the fuselage of a high speed been approached by a number of investigatorsy-a. These me-
aircraft has been successfully utilized in many instances in te- thods are usually based on the assumption that the influence of
cent years. At very short wavelengths, the surface on which the the imperfect ground beyond the edge of the screen can be tree-
antenna is mounted or embedded can often be considered flat ted by a perturbation method in conjunction with an approximate
and infinite in extent for purposes of design. In some cases, (Leontovich) boundary condition. An exception is the work of
however, the effect of die finite extent of the ground plane must Beefi 10 who provides a variational formulation for a vertical
be considered. An example is when the pattern is of the *end- electric dipole at the center of a circular metal disk laid on a
fires type such as a linear array of slots excited by a uavelling plane earth. It appears, however, that due to an oversimplified
wave. The main lobe in this case is in the end-fire direction if choice of trial function for the mngential electric field over thethe travelling wave has a velocity equal to or slightly less than ground, the derived results for the propagation constant of the
the speed of light. The finite extent of the bround plane tends surface wave is in serious cnflict with Reality. Actually the
to reduce he directivity and produces a tilt of the main beam velocity of the surface wave should approach the velocity, c,
away from the surface, of free space as the refractive index a of the pound approaches

infinity, whereas Deoefi's surface wave velocity is approaching
Another important example is when a tavelling wave antenna a value less than e/1O. While this might not greatly impair the

is mounted on a metallic plane of finite extent which itself is impedance calculation, it would have a profound effect on thelying on the surface of the earth. Antennas of this type are used derived radiation pattern. It would be worthwhile to improve
to obtain a low-angle beam for aircraft landing devices. Dekei's method by choosing a more recondite trial function.

It is the purpose of this paper to study this problem from In a very recent paper Carwell and FlammetU have calcu- I
theoretical standpoint. The model chosen for the ground plane lated the pattern of a vertical electric dipole located on a half-
is an infinitesimally thin perfectly conducting half-plane. The plane which is located on the surface of a homogeneous flat
artay is considered to be made up continuous and discrete dis- earth or half-space. Using an argument based on Green's there-
cributiona of parallel magnetic sources or slots mounted on one rem they derive an expression for the radiation field in terms of
(the upper) side of the half-plane. The following effects will be the (unknown) electric tangential field over the earth's surface I

isidered : the distance of the arry to the edge of the half- outside the half-plone. It is then assomed that this electric field
plane, the length of the array, the velocity of the exciting to. is unmodified by the presence of the blf-plane. Such an as-
veiling wave, and the electrical constants of the half-space on sumption violates the edge singularity at the edge of the half-
which the half-plane is lying, plane. It can be shown, however, (see appendix) that such an

appronch is probably valid m low angles and fot a highly conduc-
tins earth.

A mathematically rtions approach to the problem of a pla-
Earlier Investigations ne wave incident on a conducting half-plane which is lying on a

homogeneous list earth has been carried in an elepant fashion

by Clemmow 12. The scattered field is expressed as an angular

There have been a number of prior investigations which are spectum of plane waves for the getal case. When the incident
wave is due to a line magnetic source on the imperfectly conduc-

closely related to the subject of this paper. It is desirable if ting flat earth and the receiver is on the half-plane, various
these are mentioned and placed in their proper perspective. It- reasonable approximations can be made and the final solution
dintion patterns of a magnetic line source adjacent to a perfectly (or the votround-to-grounde field can be espressed in terms of a
isolated half-plane were computed by Wait% for a variety of ca- modified Fresnel integal.Cletmow's analysis is both extensive
:es. The generalization to arbitrary sources such as an aperture and complicated, even though the solutions themselves reduceor finite slots has been carried out by Tai2 and others , '. The to quite simple forms in many of the cses of practical interest.
radiation from a parallel array of line marnetic sources mounted In qiee of this foa, Senor n he caulteste a method icl iers
on a half-plane has been considered by Iluida. lIe actually pme- a union of ray th. sry and rigorous diffraction theory. The pee.
sented computed patterns which illusuated the beam tilt of sence of the plane earth is accounted for by the introductionend-fire arays due to the finite disatnce of the arry from the of a suitable image field and the problem thereby reduced to oneedge of the half-plane. in which two fields are incident obliquely upon a perfectly con-

ducting hialfplane in free space.Since Senior's method is closely
1l6. pp- pa..0d Toy P. aabiv, *0 C.S.P. Is hho.e to., *, a related to the one used in the present paper more will be said
d."p tadvi about it in the following test and also in doe appendix. I
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Single Slot on a Half-plano, i0.5 foraO0 (65b)

Vish reference to a conventional cylindrical coordinate a,,- a (~
tem(P. 4. 2).a sloe of length 21 is located on a perfectly conduc- 4 I,
ting half-plase, sheet defined by4 110 0.2 r. The @lor is parallel is..... o a..- (60
to and a distance p from the edge of dhe half-plane sheer(II).Via

The snlat is assumed so be mallow and radiates only on one side
of die sheet. The electric field in the far of tadiatioa field in
she equatoria plane (i.e.8- 0) has only 4 component mad is ~ o uIln
g&ven bySltAryasaHM an

F4 ~ ~ W-)-r Six.z esp(-ikp*.+iff)Q (1) The extension of the foregolag to an array of parallel N
F4 S LJ[ axial sloes at fees p. *... -pre frosm the edge oI the half-plane

fl ~is one earried out. The situation is illustrated in figl. 3a where
die observer is again assumed to he In the eqluatorial plane

where V (sa) is the distribution of traverse voltage along the (z - 0) and T is die 180 complement of the azimuthal angle IV
slot and where 9 is a function of lip and dlite azimuthal angle. used proviously. Each slot is allowed en have an arbitrary dis-
Two alternative representations aire available for #2; the first is trbetion of voltage V/fr) and further they may be of arbitrary

- lenjiht 2 IS. The excitation coefficient for each slot is defined by

Qn (1. 1",22.coo (lip) (2)

*here f I* - 2( ( 0) and). (kpo) is a Besse[ furie- weeV()I i a *rd
of rde and argument lip. i e seeond isss/o odrwer a)i h transverse (complez) voltage alonef the nth

slot witg die phase reference at r - 0 and p - p.. From die
Isp principle of superposition it dien follows that die. pattern of

g ="2 ~ (3) thea-my'a 'e equatorial w Pincipal Plae is
QN

where p is (2k4) cos (0./2). For present purposes die latter G(Y)k in k* a A. F(.uS) (8)
foam is desirable and it can be written is terms of Fresacl in-
tegrals as follows

sagr wher

2~)~~ ( )C(u)adl] sod Mkitte is is phase hactor which specifies die relaied e phase
of each of the slots. For example. die phase difference between
p. ad POO~ Ii P. is. - pP..O teadianfs. In what follows.
A is always real and J8. is:a constant which is replaced aim-

J~) Cos(-! t) 414, ply by il~. Is other words, die slots wre excited by a travelling
2 wave widi a phase velocity w/19. Furthermore, die slots are

to be equally spaced wish a separation A between coees. It
dies follows that

3) six(!La) - D + A

a (4 p/Ct ~(4'/) -(8p/) and she length of die army is

and where die upper 4) sign is to he employed when a is posi- LoseAetl
tive and die lower sign (.) when u is negative. Cneunl

The function F(, , characterizes die radistion pattern of a
single axial slot radiating on one side of a half-plane coasshac- (a -I maYW)p. (lk + 2k ein'Y/2)p.
ting sheet in terms ofip the distance of she slot to die edge and
die azimuthal angle It. F(a) is readily computed from tables of
Fresnel integrals. To illustrate its properties IF(uA) is plotted
in figs. 2A forma >oa and in fig. 2B for i < o. The phase 1W defi- ( ,+X -
ned by 'F - erg F(a) is plotted in figs. 2C for a >0 a sd fig.N
21) for a < o. It can be seen that for a sufficiently positive
IF(uOI is approaching unity indicating that the half-plane is be- if g aJ Q9 k) Vse. X 2 (2 k LPs sin 0Y/2) and
having essentially as an infinite plane conductor. At a - o die "D/AD + LXt).
value of F(m) is identically 0.5. When a becomes large in dihe
negative direction. F(s) asymptotically approaches zero. The The pattern con now be written conveniently i tenas of d.z
limiting behavior of die function is summarized in t following dimensionless parametes S. X aod a:

31 IS

F~n~ffl~!~~-~ .:.~ CY 2 Cap *,,r _g ++ X)- +. lF 5. (9)
Fo29 #ra-- (62) kL L [. l- N L '

(1) SOis. 
1

1g . (2) USve-. O .aw..Xt Is~ a h .tYl W 1#,. 3s.
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,I
The panern of continuous distibution of axial slots is I

obtained by lett ig become isdefmnitely large but keeping L
fixed such that

Where ip is the (fiaaesiimil) separatin between the slot clo-
meats. This leads to

#0 SARI 
2 +F(vj) -

s'(I + X')

iP[ 1)F ](,,,) (1

,+, - F') (r,)

where A e(" + X')
.6 -; G -,)- C Or)+, , i" S , cp(,-z,)

When the plane Is infinite in extent, the pastte is identical I
to the above if F(s) is replaced by unity.i. this case, diffraction 121 !1
effects due to the edge of she half-plae ate ignored Further- (-;2 T- )I - F.(2g
me, it A. were uity canespo ding an a uifom amplitude of 1
ezcittiol, the series =a be mmmed 0 give

2.

GM -2 sa [ (v + X(.) ] +it(I X11d (10) !: vs(28-~
I- )]i ' ) I] The enefespondin Pattern for the infinite gad plane (is.

= 2I diffraction effects ignated) is simply

vI -~~~~ .,SI 721I I
.The Ftnction V(u

W I1 1 IK-]

i. Fqe The ,chn ,i-j, wee
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plane mnd a balf-plane for g - 0 and q - 0. The coefficients ate
specified by the condition that the minor lobes for the infinite
plane case should be of equal amplitude. For this reason the
array is called a "thebyacheff aray1

' following the work of
Dolph and Riblet. Using their procedure, it is found that

A& = As = 0.632.
A = As = 0.675.

As = As - 0.881, and
A = As = 1.000.

P P2  Pn p It is interesting to note dt the minor lobes lot the half-
plane case ae no lner of equal amplitude and the major lobe
is broadoned as it was in the uniform end-f array. A similar

Seffect has been recntly observed by Darnett and Tai 17 who cal-
culated the pattern of a Tchebyscheff arrnay of electric current

Fig 3a elements in the vicinity of a helf-plane.
In the preceding calculations attention has been confined

entirely to 6- itation where the half-plane sheet is in free
+,, ac x . e. An int-.sting extension is when the half-plane is res-

C(Y')' +_ ) , (12) ing on the .. ,ace of a homogeneous ground. In this case theGL I -n 'Is* pattern of eormy of slots for an observes in thenir is obtained+ i2 by intnducing an muesa source on the under edge of the half-
plane.T he strength of the image array is modified by the Fresnel

which of course is well known-' having a magnitude equal to reflection coefficient appropriate for (vertically-polrized) plane
2 sin 0/0 where 0 - (g' + X 2

)/2. waves incident on the homogeneous ground at a gtazing angle
Employing equation (10), the pattern IG (9)/kLI is plotted of •. The formula for the pattern foe a single element at distan-

os a fuocrio of the paremeter X in fig. 4 for S - 1 and various ce p fom the edge is given by

values of N. This is the aimation where the array consists of
N discrete elements fed with a constant amplitude. The condi- P = " 'k p I. [F (a) + R () F (-a)] (13)
tOi 8 - I is the criterion for optimum gain of such an army as
found by Hansen and Woodyard'a. It means that the electrical where
length k . of the army is wradians less then P I. where 0 is the
phase constant of the wave exciting the amy. The patterns in . a - (gp/A)y six (9/2)
fig.*4 are shown for both positive and negative values of X. In
the case of slots embedded in an infinite ground plane only po- nod
sitive values are physically realizable. On the other hand, the ( sY.
region of negative X is accessible if the elements are located X Si V n- -r - cost
in free apace. It is seen that as N becomes greater than about R M -
8 the pattern does not depend on N at least for JXI less than 5. X S ( -
In other wor4s, the army of discrete sources can be replaced by
continuous armay (N =..) if N is not too small. where K is the comples dielectric constant of the ground relative

to free space. The above equation for P is a good approximation
Using equation (12) the influence of varying g is illustrated for values of 9 from 0 to 1W and is again restricted to the

in fig. 5 for the continuous uniform array. For X > 0 this corres- principal or equatorial plane. The nacure of the approximations
ponds to an army of length L embedded in an infinite Sround ate discussed in the appendiz.
plane. of if negative values of X are to be included, the array The pattern IPl for a single slot on a half-plane is shown
is located in free space. Here it can be seen that the effect of in fig. 10 for a losless or dielectric Found for K mnging from
increasing g beyond unity is to reduce he major (end-fire) lobe I to 100 and three values of p/A. The case K - I, of course,
considerably. corresponds to free s@pce below as well as above the half-plane.

The information in figs. 4 and 5 is, of course, well kowat 4 As K increases the diffraction effects due to the edge of the
but it is desirable that it be presented here for compuison of half-plane apparently are de-emphasized. When K is allowed to
what follows, approach infinity with • > 0, the JPJ approaches unity. Phy.

sically, this corresponds to complete reflection from the groundFrom the basic equation (9) for N discrete elemsents n plane (R (9) 1) and the pattern has the usual omnai-directonalhlfplane, th pattern 6 (/ o the characteristic of a single slot on an infinite ideally conducting
conditions, A, w G, -, 0, - 0. In the case of such sn ground plane. It is interesting to note that, for ) < K < , if I
end-fire antenna on a half-plane, both positive and negative is reduced to zero the pattern IPI is always zero. In other words,
values of X ate accessible. The Corresponding pattern for the at low angles the field of the image source tends to cancel the
continuous array (N = a.), with A,, , 1, - 0,O. £ , 0 is also field of the direct source. In the case of K a I the pattern IPJ
shown. For purposes of comparison the pattern of the same con- is identically 0. 5 at Y - 0 since there is no image source. On
bonus aw8ay on a infinite sheet is also illustrsted in fig. 6. the other hand for • large, the pattern IPJ is oscillating about

The effect of varying g. the excitation parameter, for the unity. These ripples asymptotically approach zero as p/A ap-
uniform continuous array (A. - 1) on a half-plane is shows in proaches infinity and they are due to the interference of the
fig. 7 for ,g - 0. Contrary to the cases of an infinite plane sheet direct radiation from the slot and the wave scattered bom the
or for an isolated array, the main lobe appears to be nefrrwest edge of the half-plane.
for g - 0 rather than c - . The picture is not changed npprecially if the ground is dis*

When the array is moved away bom the edge of the half. sipetive, ie. lossyl, whence K has a negative imaginary part.The
plane (6> 9) the pattern is again modified. This is illustrated Pattern IPI for a complex dielectric constant of M0-ix with z -
in fig. 8 for the case of the uniform continuous array on the 4. 16, 64, 256(s) are shown in fig. 11 for two values of p/A.
half-plane with X - 0 and a varying from 0 to 0.9. In each case Again as 2 becomes large the magnitude of R (WP) approaches
the pattern of the army on an infinite ground plane (a- I .0) is unity and 1PI arpproaches unify.
ahawn for comparison, 'The prescription for calculating the pattern of an srray on

The foregoing has been resuicted to uniform excitation whe.
in A. - 1, the effect of tapering the illumination is shown in (t) The od aeaa..gv~.. .at.. a b. 0.4. .6 6.4 .d 25. .

fIg. 9 for the case of a discrete army (N - 8) on both n infinite
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-the hiall-plane lying an a homogeneous ground is identical to where
that above. For example it G (')Pis the pattern of the armay. an a *!
the isolated half-plane then thea desired pattern 7 (9) is gives F (a)(l + d) 2
by

r M .1 W) .r. (,P) 14) is the same junction previously defined. Now if III - 0 the obi-

server is on the ball-planet sheet at a distance p fran the edge.
To illustrate this, the pattern IF E)kLI for the case of tani It then fellait thatm Fa (

frthe complex value 10-ia. N p )-21 1P()(6I where
Conclosle" a V W/ os */

The pattern of a fluah mounted end1-fire antenna is seen to It in thus seen that the field ItI,p 0) has the same azimuthal

Le markedly influenced hy th~e truncation of the ltound plant. dependence on *, ia the radiation field of a slot element at
The general tendency is for the main beat* to be tilted upward (p.0). This is..,f course. a consequence of the reciprocity the.
and also broadened. As the distance of the army from the edge toe.
of the half-plane is increased the pattern approaches that fo The radial component of the electric field is obtained from

an infinite proundt plane. Such a behavior is in qualitative agree-
ment with the experimental results of Elliott is for cornaaed _
outface antennas and Simon and Itolieuz in for dielectric-sheet I*(7
antennas. It is not possible to make a detailed comparison with E, fp,*) 81 p l)(7
their work since the experimental conditions do not correspond traP a 'D
to the model chosen in this paper. It is hoped in the foute to
elaborate the model to include other formes of non-uniform exci- and in the plaine III - a it follows dtha
tation 20. 21 such as velocity modulation of the .exciting wave
and various forms of amplitude modulation. Ep (p..) - Ea . n.]

where

Acknowledgoment or - 2as$0.C ;IlkP so554'. F[.a/A -in 0./2

We would like to thank Mrs. P. Murdock and Mrs. A. Murphy -. te/4 ". h (.2 Cos !I (19)
k'r their help in the preparation of the paper and ft. John C. ikp 2I lHama for drafting the many illustrations.

'this quantity varies so (pri as ZiP approaches zero whereas

Appeixl for lare ftp asymptoticylly becomes

The Holf-pians on the Surface of a Half-spoce. o e s 0.~ 2 s p)5 in' !.! - o/4p *1 (20)

The diffraction of a plane wave by a hall-plane sheet of 2 2

perfect conductiv'ity located in fret space was solved by Arnold Teqatt ri h elce lcrcfedfo h dei
whrete al-lae sloatdinthdlaeinerac eteeMb.pan oThehalplneacnrmlreresheamlpoenmeredinng9.Th osesodig uoutonfrohesnutin Thouatiyetisteeefeteseetrcuildatmthieoni.

two homogeneous media is a much note complicated problem. of the incident electric field.
Clenmow .s gave a foralu solution to this problem in 1913 but, '1o illustrat tche variation of the magnitude of the reflected
except in special cases, it was not suitable for numerical com- or scattered field fIom the edge. lej is plotted in fig. 15 as a'

patation. As mentioned, Senior has proposed a method based on function of ftp as a banction of V - t -4'.). When irp > 2.
acombined use of ray theory and rigorous difftaction theory (or p > A). Ije is less than 10'" for agles 'V less than about

yielding a simple solution. It is the purpose of this appendix to 10. Furthermore. the field is decaying as p' *" indicating that
discuss the limitations in Senior's solution and its applicability little raiationr takes place is this, direction.
to the reciprocal radiation problem when the source is on the When the lower hall-osce (+ r < 4' < 20) is filled with
hall-plane A comparison with Flammer'aii method is also mide, homogeneous material whose (complex) dielectric constant is

A hall-plane located in the interface between two horitge- it relative to free apace then the solution as proposed by Senior

neous media is indicated in fij. 14. A cylindrical coordinate for the ons petic field 3T~p,*) is the upper half apace is
system (p, 4', x) is chosen sucl, that the hall-plane is defined
by 4' 0 (or O - 2.). A plant with the magnetic vector parallelI)-I. p ) 9)I.(p 0) (1

-to the edge of the half-plane is incident ataon angtl'h with the T()Iff,)R()l p2-
4

) 21
upper surface of the hall-plane. The incident field for a time
factor cap (iwt) is thus given by It can moadily be verified that Fp. (p.0) - 0 which is the required

boundary condition on the surface of the hall-plane sheet. The
tangential fields on the surface of the ground sre conveniently

Ha = /I e ~ 1) written p(,v-E,+o(1 40]2)
where He is the amplitude of the incident field. F pw-E ,l-f 91(2

If the whole region (0 < $' < 2W) is free space, the Summer- whoe

tofld solution for the resulting field is E. Z- E.s&nY9 D .R Ml)

I i p~ t. ) (8/ co b.1 and
i (P.)If a F14 1 S/)c srJ l(p, a) - f, it.F. (I + R (P) (23)

+ s ip as .)s O/A CS4 It can be immediately seen that AIhas the value appropriate
2 ~for a vertically polarized plane wavesat oblique incidence an a
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I
homogeneous round. Cosequently, the field e. i - R (Y)J does The quantity 17 (p. 0) has the same function dependence on t. 3
not satisfy thebodary condition but it has L~em shown that as the radiation field of a single axial slot at a distance p (tom
a, is small except close to the edge and furthermore for a highly the edge of the half-plane.
conducting ground. R (YI') in seat unity. it may therefore be It is of interest to compare The present technique with one
concluded that the boundary condition is only violated fo a suggested recently by Flammer for a similar problem. With refe-
small egion of the gound surface near the edge of the gcond rence to fig. 14 and the cartesian coordinates (x. y. z) the I
p
l
nt. incident field makes an angle of incidence V with the negative
Assuming that this procedure is valid, the tangential ma- axis following the derivation of Flammer, the integral equation

gaetic field on the gound plane becomes for the tangeatial magnetic field on the ground plane is 3
T(p. O) 11 (p, ) + r(P) i(p, 2 ) (24) H.] - 211a e" , , +

-21 It. 
e l  

r * / (0) + I M r (-u)l (25)+ 4.-

whereI
u (8p/A) sin (T/2) 2) ] '-0

44 This can be written in terms of the (unknown) tangential elec-

0 FIG. 7A uic field F. (Z, 0)Ly usins the result
gz2

1f1
U FIG , 7B [.-- ...... ......

- - ihe nest step in Flm mr's procedure is to set
09 IF, Wz. 0) - F. i R (l) in e

" 
"' o too (26)

which neglects completely the presence of the half-plane for
114 all negative values of x. Furthermore, E .W, 0) does not have

gl the correct order of singularity tl as x'- 0. After some algebraic

ILZ manipulation the resulting expression fat the tangential nagne-
tic field on the upper surface of the half-plane is

1.4 U. ,)-211. r " *e 7 (27)

PATTERN OF tVRMIQEND - FIRE SLOT ARRAY /

ON A HALF PLANE SHEET where
LO N' -O

~ I FIG. 7D I t I. cool + IF (u) + R(YM F (-ulI cosj

06 It can Ie sees thit for ?V near zero (glancing incidence)

04 --- 7 F (u) + R (T) F (4) (28) 1
0Z

which is in agreemaent with equation (24) derived using Seniors
I . " method.
"-- The near coincidence of the two approximate formulas fot

small values of the pazing antle T lends confidence to the ,- r
1.6 roach used in the body of the papet for calculating rotetn, ofFi G. 7E g it(-k) end-fire atmennas on a half-plane which arc lying on a half space.14
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extracted from : Electromaonetic Wave Theory edited by
E.C. Jordan, Pergamon Press, Oxford , 1963 3

THE THEORY OF AN ANTENNA OVER AN 3
INHOMOGENEOUS GROUND PLANE

JAMEs R. WArrt 3
National Bureau of Standards, Boulder. Colorado, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

We consider an antenna over a flat ground plane which is characterized by a variable
surface impedancc as in a radial-wire screen. The problem is formulated in terms of the
mutual impedance i,:tween two vertical dipoles, one which is raised, and the other is
located on the ground plane. The ground screen is taken to be in the combined form of
a circular disc and a concentric sector. An approximate solution of the problem is
obtained and the results are compared with previous investigations of closely related

wo)rk.

I. INTRODUCTION 3
The influence of the ground plane in antenna radiation is a subject which

has not received the attention it deserves. In many cases it is assumed that
the ground behaves as a flat perfectly conducting surface. Unfortunately, 1
the principal characteristics of the antenna are influenced-in general, in an
adverse way-by the finite ground conductivity. At broadcast frequencies,
it has been common practice for many years to improve the situation by the
use of a radial-wire ground system. Typically, the approach has been empirical. I
Apparently the first systematic study was carried out by Brown and his
associates (Gihring and Brown, 1935: Brown et al., 1937). More recent
investigations have been focused mainly on the influence of the ground system I
on the impedance of the antenna (Abbott, 1952; Monteath. 1951. Wait and
Surtees. 1954; Wait and Pope. 1954, 1955). It has been assumed usually that
the radiated field for a given current on the antenna was not appreciably
affected by the presence of the ground screen. I

In an earlier paper (Wait and Pope. 1954) an approximate method was
given which is suitable for estimating the dependence of the ground wave
on the size of the screen. Calculations (Wait, 1956) based on this work 3
support the contention that the ground screen has only a small effect on the
radiated field for screens with a radius of the order of a wavelength or less.
Very similar conclusions have been amved at by Monteath (Page and Mon-
teath. 1955; Monteath, 1958).

t This work was carried out while the author %as on a visit to the Technical University

of Denmark. Copenhagen. in the fall of 1960.
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In this paper the theory is extended to ground screens which may be
large in terms of wavelength. The problem now bears some similarity to
previous investigations of propagation across a land-sea boundary (Bremmer,
1958; Wait, 1956, 1957). While the literature on this subject is quite extensive,
the results are not sufficiently general to be applied without modification.
Thus it seems worthwhile to reformulate the problem in a fairly general way.

1 42

Fio. 1. Side and plan views of the dipoles and the ground plane.
(Note that tan v, - h/r and tan ,, - h/d.)

2. FORMULATION

The problem to be considered is illustrated in Fig. I. Two vertical electric
dipole antennas are located at P and Q which are located at height h and
height zero, respectively, over a fiat earth. The effective lengths of these
dinoles are It and 12, respectively. The surface of the ground is characterized
by a surface impedance Z everywhere except at a ground screen about Q.
This ground screen is made up of a circular disc of radius a which is lying
on the surface of the ground. Furthermore, a sector of radial wires emanates
from this circular disc in the manner shown in Fig. 1. The tangential fields
over the ground screen are also assumed to be related by an effective surface
impedance Z'. Over the disc (i.e. p < a) this is denoted Z, and over the sector
(i.e. b > p > a, 42 > 0 > -4I) it is denoted Z.

The mutual impedance - between dipoles P and Q is written

: -o(1)
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THE THEORY OF AN ANTENNA 1081

where Zo is the mutual impedance between dipole P and Q when no ground 1
plane was present. Thus 4z is the change of the impedance resulting from the
presence of the ground plane. Having the problem formulated in this way
allows the compensation theorem from network theory to be used to express
4z in terms of a surface integral over the area of the ground screen S. Thus I
(Monteath, 1951)

,d=z f (Z' - Z) Hpt. Hi dS (2)

S

where Hp, is the tangential magnetic field on the ground plane, with no
ground screen, resulting from a current lo impressed on terminals of dipole P
and where K, is the tangential magnetic field on the ground plane, with I
the ground screen present.

Equation (2) is an exact formulation of the problem provided that the
tangential electric and magnetic fields may be related by a surface impedance.
Essentially it is a two-dimensional integral equation since the integrand I
contains the unknown field He,. It has been shown in a previous paper
(Wait, 1956) that such an equation can be reduced to a one-dimensional
integral equation by employing a stationary-phase principle. Such a method 1
is particularly appropriate for studying propagation over land-sea boundaries.
Here a somewhat different approach is used since the two-dimensional nature
of the problem must be preserved.

3. THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION

The mutual impedance zo, in the absence of the screen is easily obtained
from the known solution (Norton, 1957; Wait, 1957) of a dipole over a flat
conducting plane of surface impedance Z. Thus

iZ o -_l_-MR
t . cos 2 Oo W(Ro, Z) (3)z0-= 2fvRo-

where
W(Ro, Z) = I - i(_po)112 e- erfc(iwo1/ 2), (4) £

wo= + l po,

P = ikRo Z2 k = 21r/wavelength, 3
7'io= 120" and go=41r X 10- 7.

This result is valid subject to the approximation that kd > I and IZ/701 < I.
It should be noted that W(Ro, Z) can be written in the form (Norton, 1957; I

Wait, 1957)
W(Ro ,Z)=- + . ( 5) 5

I
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where
I + R(0o)

2

is the radiation or space field and V, is the Norton surface wave, and R(,o)
is a Fresnel reflection coefficient. Provided yOo is not near zero, and if
I po I > 1, Wr is the principal part of W. By definition, the antenna pattern
of dipole Q in the absence of the ground screen is the function Wr. Now at
near-grazing conditions where # approaches zero W. becomes the principal
part of W since W, tends to zero. This is an important point to keep in mind
when discussing the effects of the ground on the radiation from the antenna
at low angles.

Another quantity required is the tangential magnetic field Hp, resulting
from a current .o in dipole P. It is a vector with amplitude given by

Ht = L e- 1 ' cos 4' W(r, Z) (6)2vR
where

W(r, Z) --= I - i(,rp)1/2 c-0 erfc(iw 12), (7)

ikR/ tZ12
P - and R = (r2 + 2 )1/2 .

This result is valid subject to kr > I and Z/,7o 12 < 1.
Now the tangential magnetic field KI, on the ground plane in the presence

of the screen may be written in the form

1( + I ip W(p, Z', Z), (8)

where W' is an unknown function of the radial distance p and the surface
impedances Z and Z' of the screen and of the ground Equation (8) is nor-
malized so that W' would approach unity if Z' = Z = 0.

In a similar manner the mutual impedance : in the presence of the screen
is written

z = i owixi: e_'kR* cos; 0'0 W'(Ro, Z, Z') (9)

where W' is an unknown function which is also normalized such that it
becomes unity for Z = Z' = 0.

Using (3), (6), (8), and (9), it readily follows that (2) may be expressed
by the equivalent form
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W'(Ro, Z, Z') = W(Ro, Z) 3
21r cos(i f f ( Z-0

X (l+ -l W(R, Z) W'(p, Z', Z) do d,,

where the variables of integration are p and 0, the polar coordinates about Q.
Also, ip and I, are unit vectors in the direction of the fields Hpt and H.

In the case when h approaches zero, (10) reduces to j
W'(d, Z, Z') = W(d, Z)2w f f (,7j Z)(p,,t,(;( +i-

W(r,Z) W(pZ',Z) do dp.

This is a two-dimensional integral equation for the function W'. In principle
one could solve (I1) for W' and then using this, (10) becomes an explicit I
integral formula for W'(Ro. Z. Z') at any height h. Because of the complexity
of such an approach, it is customary to reduce (11) to a one-dimensional
integral equation by employing a stationary-phase principle (Bremmer, 1958;
Feinberg, 1946). Essentially this makes use of the idea that the important U
part of the surface integral is a narrow ellipse with foci at P and Q. In the
geometry of Fig. I we would then find that (I1) could be reduced to
W'(d, Z, Z') ne W(d, Z)

b
Z f )pZ W'(p. Z'. Z) dp (12)

( f (170 )o(d - p)]12  d

0

provided kb is somewhat greater than unity. An interesting special case of
(12) is when Z' is allowed to be constant with respect to p. Then. to within
the stationary-phase approximation. W'(p, Z', Z) in the integrand can be I
replaced by W(p, Z'). This leads to the following integral formula for the
mixed-path function W',

W'(d, Z, Z') _ W(d, Z) I
(i_ cd1 2 (Z' - Z ) W(d - p. Z) W(p. Z') d. (13)

17 [p(d - p11
0

All quantities on the right-hand side are known, since

W(p, Z') = I - i(,-pjV2 e-P erfc(ip"/2) (14) 3

I
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where p -
2 \7o/

The preceding results, borrowed from the previous work (Wait, 1956)
on ground-wave propagation over mixed paths, suggest that a plausible
approximation to (10) is obtained if W'(O, Z', Z) is replaced by the function
W(p, Z') appropriate for propagation over a plane of surface impedance Z'.
In the limiting case where Z' was zero W(p, Z' would be unity. Furthermore,
even if Z' were finite and slowly varying, but satisfied the inequality

kb Zj<

it would be an excellent approximation to replace W(p, Z') by unity. In most
ground screens, this condition would be met.

In order to simplify the required integrations, it is now assumed that d is
somewhat greater than b. Thus, in the integrand of(l0) we make the following
additional approximations

IV . ir -Cos

Ro cos 0

for the whole range of integration. Thus

W(R, z Z)= W(R.Z) [l + ] (15)

where

D - i ke -4 k i e f O WR ) ( Z r - Z )2 2ircos 4o f f7 /q

3

X I+ -. cos do dp, (16)

where
R = P + d2  + h2  - 2pd cos ]1 2

and
Ro = [d2 + h2) 112.

The quantity $2 is the fractional change of the mutual impedance between P
and Q resulting from the presence of the screen S. It is now convenient to
split D2 into two parts in the manner

D = D, + Db (17)

where . is the contribution from the semi-circular screen of radius a, and
D0 is the contribution from the sector.
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4. THE INTEGRAL Do FOR THE CIRCULAR
GROUND SCREEN

Over the range 0 < p < a, it is permissible to retain only first-order phase
terms, thus R - Ro _ - p cos 0 cos #o. Therefore,

-ik f (+ L )eko .CoCos. I
1 ,.ir cos o f ( ikp

cos 4 Za do dp. (18)

The € integration can be carried out in closed form to givek
-a C_ _ _ 1 _. d p (19 ) 1

Do !-, 2s Ct0 e-10( + I~ Jz(kp cos Oo) Z(L <19)

where it has been assumed that Z. does not depend on 4. JI(x) is the Bessel
function of the first type of order. An alternate derivation of (19) is

given in the appendix.
In the absence of the sector portion, D, represents the total effect of the

ground screen. Ifka k> I the integrand in (19) can be approximated by
employing only the first term of the asymptotic expansion for the Bessel
function. Thus, for the major range of the integrand,

JI(kp cos oo) e-kP (I + I

u 2 (Tirip 0 0)1 -0•- 4 (I - ie- P Cos 0) eC'UP{L 0o-1). (20) 1
Thus 

kC

Do ~ i-cos~o) ( z -'7- z i-1 o o
0 1- Z)(1- e- dZ4: ) dx. (21)

X112

When Z. is essentially a constant over the range of integration. Do, can be I
expressed in terms of Fresnel in-grals. Thus

.9. !-- z di -

si - , .Costo
i~~~~~ ~~~ V0 _. , tIP 4

e-W) 12 d:]. (22)

I
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As 'o tends to zero, the above equation reduces to

D, i2ka 1/2 l'Z -Z~, (1~12 f e-4(U /~2) 91 di (23)
7'0 o

Since ka > 1

( i2ka '2  a )I - Ji \12 (24)

When the second term in the square bracket is neglected the result agrees
with a previous analysis (Wait. t956) for the transmission across a land-sea
boundary. It is concluded that the second term in the square brackets of
(24) results from the circular shape of the screen. Usually in the land-sea
boundary problems both media are semi-infinite. Further support to this
contention is given below.
It is of interest to compare (22) with the solution obtained on the assump-

tion that the ground screen may be replaced by a perfectly conducting half-
plane. Assuming an incident plane wave, the voltage induced in antenna Q
is calculated by a modification of Sommerfeld's results (Sommerfeld. 1899)
for diffraction by a knife edge. The mcthod suggested by Senior (1956) is a
union of ray thcory and rigorous diffraction theory. A direct application
leads to

I + D,, 2 F(u) + R(Oo) F(-u) (25)
1 + R(0o)

where R (0o) is the Fresnel reflection coefficient given by
R (0) - sin Oo - (Z/7o) (26)

sin #o + (Z/o)

and

F(u) = I + V(2i) f e(6n) " dt (27)
0

with u = (4ka/,r)"2 sin Oo/2. The function F(u) can be identified as the
response in the dipole at Q resulting from an incident plane wave (at grazing
angle 4o) on a semi-infinite conducting plane. The function R(Oo) F(-u)
is then the response of an (image) plane wave incident from below the half-
plane. Such a solution is very plausible since the tangential magnetic field is
continuous across the air-ground interface and the fields have the proper
singularity at the edge of the half-plane and satisfy the boundary conditions
on the half-plane itself. However, the tangential electric field is not continuous
across the air-ground interface. For near-grazing angles this violation of the
boundary conditions takes place within a very small distance from the edge
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of the half-plane. The result given by (25) can be rewritten in the form

D. = J@ 0 e- '(- r " di (28)

COS - sin

which is almost identical to (22) when Z. = 0 and the second integral is dis-
regarded. It is also required that ',o is small. (It might also be mentioned
that a similar formula for this situation has been proposed by Carswell and I
Flammer (1957). Their result is derived by an approximate evaluation of the

one-dimensional integral equation of the same type that occurs in mixed-path
theory for ground-wave propagation (Wlit, 1956).)

An exact correspondence between (22) and (28) is not expected because of
the differing approximations inherent in the two approaches. However, this
demonstration strongly suggests that the second integral in the square
bracket is the contribution from the back edge (i.e. 0 -, V) of the circular I
disc. As mentioned, for ka > 1. this term can be neglected.

Another aspect of the circular ground screen also deserves mention. In the
formulation of the problem it was assumed that antennas P and Q were
vertical electric dipoles of infinitesimal length. The modification of the I
theory for antennas of finite length is not difficult although the complexity is
greatly increased. For near-grazing angles. it is not difficult to show that the
principal results are not changed essentially. For example, if Q is a quarter- I
wave monopole with an assumed sinusoidal current distribution, the changes
in (16), (17), and (18) are:

is replaced by cos !
Coso 00Cos (sin

and I
(I + I e-10 is replaced by e'-%'(P2 +(A/4"I.

For large ground screens (ka > I), the difference between the latter two
factors is negligible. For screens comparable in size to the wavelength, it I
may be important to use the correct form of this factor. In the case of the
quarter-wave monopole, Q2. can be written in the form

Cos 00 o - I
CO Sin cos( 0 j Zo)o Z ef  v ,z+ (/2- J&x cos Oo) dx. (29)

When Z. is a constant over the range of x and 'bo tends to zero, it is con- ivenient to write

Q. = 8[(X + i Al' (30) 5
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where

I ha

= - COS[(X2 + !)1I - Ji(X) dx (1
X, _ f 4[+, (31)

0
and

A1=2 ka sin X2 + ) JI(X) dX. (32)
0

If the screen is perfectly conducting

8 =Ze-0/4 = oca- 1'" (1 - o°,1/2

17 ( +i~ lew a + !CCU'

in terms of the electrical constants, a and e, of the ground. At low frequencies,
where cu - a/c,(

-- 8 _ -00075 (fMCloV1t/2

which is essentially a real quantity. (In the above, fMc is the frequency in
megacycles and a is the ground conductivity in mhos per meter.)INumerical values of X, and X2 for ka in the range from 0 to 6" 5 are given
in Table 1.

I __TADLE I

ka X. X,

0.0 0-00 0.000
0"5 -0"042 0"0401.0 -- 1"30 0-181
!".5 -- 211 0"417

m 2"0 -0.209 0.700
S2" 5 --"102 0.947

3"0 0"042 1.093

3"5 0"155 1-131
4"0 0171 1"133
4"5 0"113 1"178
5.0 0.050 130
5"5 0'050 1.468
6-0 0.!19 1-612

6-5 0"205 1-674

These values were obtained by graphical integration so the accuracy of the3 last significant figures are doubtful. For large values of ka, X1 and X2 can
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be represented by Fresnel integrals if (x2 + w 2/4)I/
2 is replaced by x and

JI(x) is replaced by the first term of its asymptotic expansion. Thus

X1_ f Cos( ) dt (33) 3
0

and

X2 n (2ka/_)112 - ,- sin ( 1
2 dt (34)

where 0 3
u = (4ka/w) 12 = (80/A) 1 .

It can be seen from Table I and from (33) and (34) that X2 is generally
quite large compared with X1. Consequently, the imaginary part of D. is 3
somewhat larger than its real part which indicates that the presence of the
ground screen influences the phase to a greater extent than the amplitude.

5. THE INTEGRAL FOR THE SECTOR

GROUND SCREEN 3
Attention is now turned to the sector portion of the screen. The antenna at

Q is again assumed to be a dipole. If b < d it is again permissible to retain
only first-order phase terms. Therefore, it follows from (10) and (14), that 3

b 4,

.2wcos o f f e + ' ) eUkP o"€ ', . x,-.t 4-, d

X cos ( Z- Z) d~ dp. (35)

This result is analogous to (18) for the circular screen. To effect the 0 integra- 5
tion we use the basic relation

ei = c" e4 '. t 2 J.(x) cos nq

which is a generating function for Bessel functions, J.(x). Using this result,
it readily follows that 3

co f eikP l ) A(kp cos Oo) ,-- pdp (36)

I
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where

A(x) = e"'U2 J,(x) cos n4 cos d ,

-o e'"' (x)[sin (n - 1)62 + sin (n- 1)4 +
,,i n-I

+ sin (n + 1) 4I2 + sin (n + 1) d 1 (37)

It is noted that if 4i = 42 =

A(x) - J(x) (38)

which corresponds to a circular screen. Another special case is

4 i = Js -
2

which leads to
J(x) i *.J:.(x)

+= 2o (4- F '-. S) (39)

This particular formula was quoted by Monteath (1958).
Equation (36), which generally requires a numerical integration and a sum-

mation, becomes very complex if the screen is large in terms of wavelength.
This complication results from the poor convergence of the Bessel function
series when kp cos Oo,> i. An alternate representation for D& can be obtained
if a modified stationary-phase evaluation of the 4 integration is used. This
approach is particularly suitable when the kb> 1. The phase factor
k (R - Re) is now approximated in the following way

(R-Ro)= g+p2-2pd I _ + Be-

2RJ 2
_R e R (40)

where R, = [P + p2 - 2pd]"/2. Thus we have retained second-order phase

variations. Consequently,
b (Zb-Z)

12. ik - Z)5o e-'k e-MkR1-RoJi r =Cos 0,0 f ( 17

X f e-k '0 1 / do dp. (41)
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This can be written in the form U
b 1

ik \/ -- I, 1 osacz  
- Z -iko WtP/ RF(kp) dp (42)

where

F(kp) e- 4 0 /2) is d

,':(kp -RI R-(i

i{[42 (k)] + S[Jt ( ]} 43)
4-- i - I ' i

1-iRj-

and

C(u) - iS(u) = e-1(/2) dt. (44)

It can be seen that if
4 /(kpd and 4 1 k'M

are greater than about 5, F(kp) may be replaced by unity and thus the sector
is behaving as a circular screen of radius b. Equation (42) is in a suitable
form for numerical integration in the general case when F(kp) cannot be
replaced by unity. U

In the far zone, where only first-order phase variations arc employed,
(42) has the form

6
ik)11 --- f Z - Z C-ikP(1 -cCto) F(kp) dp (45)

and

F(kp) f ( e-W"/2) 1 dt. (46)

This is also in suitable form for numeric.l integration with respect to p U
(or kp).

An interesting special case of (45) is when o - 0 and Z; can be regarded
as a constant. Then

_ k) 1 2 
Z - Z F(kp) dp. (47)

.1-
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IAfter an integration by pans, it readily follows that

£ = - (_ ) ( [fxb, 2i ) (e-,kb4112 + e- 6II2'"]

)112 (k 110 ;k e~A2
[F(k ) ( 24 T - 2 ,d

where F(kb) and F(ka) are defined by (46). If (kb)112 ,2 and (kb)12 4,0 > 1,
the first term in square brackets can be replaced by unity. Furthermore, if
(b/a)1 2 > 1, the second square bra-':t term is negligible compared with
unity. To within this approximation, the sector screen is behaving as a
circular screen of radius b (e.g. compare (24) and (48)).

When Oo is finite but small, it is possible to extend the preceding result by
replacing the factor exp[- ikp(I - cos #o)] in (45) by its power series
expansion. Then, again assuming Z is a constant, it is found thatS -- - (2i)"l' (Zb 1 [  oo]

( ikb-112 ' - f- ikb(l - cos #o)I"'
V k 7o 71 -o m!(2m+ 1)

x {[F(kb) - "V:2 m(', kb) + JiG.(- LJ2, kb))]

-(lf41/2 [F(ka) - (iia"

(42G "('!,ka)+JG (50) (49)

where

G-(-, x) am eax (50)

When Oo = 0 only the m = 0 term of the series is finite and the result is
identical to (48). When #o is finite but small enough that (kb)"12 #a < 1,
the series converges very rapidly and only a few terms are needed.

Il 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The collected results presentcd here should be useful in making estimates
of the influence of an inhomogeneous ground plane on antenna radiation.
As we have seen, the subject is closely related to the question of ground-wave
propagation over mixed paths such as occur at land-sea boundaries.

In the present study, the electrical characteristics of the ground are assumed
to be characterized by a surface impedance which is a (complex) constant Z
outside a surface S. Within S the impedance Z' is allowed to be variable. In
the case of a radial-wire system emanating from Q, it is appropriate to use3 formulas which have been developed for the surface of a wire grid in the

I
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interface of a conductin half-space (Wait, 1958). In general these are com-
plicated, but recently some numerical results have been obtained which should
be useful in this problem. At low radio frequencies for moderately or well-
conducting soils it is a satisfactory approximation to regard the surface Z' I
as the parallel combination of the surface impedance Za of the equivalent
grid and the ground beneath. Thus

zzz (5I) U
Z' + Ze

where

Z ! log. (52)
Ao 2wc'

Z - (ip,,V/o)312,

and d is the spacing between the radial conductors and c is the radius of the 5
wires. Such a formula is strictly valid only if (apocu) /2 d <. I everywhere
within the ground system. If there are N radial conductors, it can be seen
that d can be replaced by 2,rp/N where N is usually of the order of 100.

It is admitted that the theory in this paper is rather involved. In order to
obtain numerical results it is necessary to evaluate the integrals 0. and Db by
numerical or analytical means. The quantity .D(= D. + Oh) is then regarded
as the fractional increase of the field as a result of the presence of the sector U
ground screen (as indicated by equation (15)). The final results should be

valid when the surface impedances Z and Z' are reasonably small compared
with no or 120 ,r ohms. However, this is a condition which is also required
in Sommerfeld's theory for a dipole over a conducting half-space, and is not
overly restrictive.

Extensive numerical results based on the theory given in this paper have
now been obtained. They will be included in a forthcoming paper co-authored I
with Mrs. L. C. Walters [N. B. S. Monograph No. 60, 1963].

7. APPENDIX j
The various approximate formulas used in this present work start from the

mutual impedance formula given by (2). As Monteath (1951) shows, this is
based upon Ballentine's (1929) formulation of the electromagnetic reciprocity I
theorem. The author (1954) has obtained similar results directly from solu-
tions of the wave equation. The latter method has the advantage that a
perturbation procedure can readily be applied to obtain higher order cor-
rections. It has the disadvantage that only relatively simple geometries are I
easily treated. A brief presentation of the alternate methci is given here
since it sheds some light on the nature of the approximations used in the
body of the text.

i
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We consider a vertical antenna erected over a fiat ground plane. Choosing
a cylindrical coordinate system (p, 4, z) the antenna extends from zj to 22

on the z axis and the ground plane is z = 0. On the assumption that the
fields do not vary in the , direction it is evident that the resultant magnetic
field has only a 4 component, Ho . Furthermore, in the homogeneous space

z > 0, H may be derived from a scalar function which satisfies

( P + +k+a o (53)
from the relation

H# = o (54)

Thus, in general,

Ho(p, z) - f J(p) e-o f(A) A dA (55)

where H.' is the field of the antcnna over a perfectly conducting ground plane
for : 0, where u0 (A2 - k2)1/2. Then from Maxwell's equations

I E(p, ] =E =(p, ) f JI(Ap)f(A) uG A dA. (56)
8-0 0

On an application of the Fourier-Bessel theorem, it follows that

f(A) = ik J(Ap) E,(p, 0) p dp. (57)

Equation (55) may then be written in the form

40a

f f JI(Ap)J,(Ap') e" uw'E,(p',O)p'dp'AdA. (58)

We consider that the ground is modified in some way so that the new tan-
gential field becomes E.(p, 0). This in turn leads to a new secondary field
H4'. Therefore, the change of the field AHO resulting from the modification
of the ground plane is

" AH:(p,:) ik a a

A f f J(Ap) iJ(dp') e"o
o -0 A-O5u z [E(p' . 0) - E,(p', 0)] p' dp' A dA. (59)
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appropriate for a perfectly conducting ground plane. When the antenna is a
quarter-wave monopole with a sinsuoidal current distribution

H;(p', 0) = - il ekv.(D.),+/4)' (63)

and, for kp > ,

H7.(p, :) c - L ekR Cos itsin (64)I

Thus
kp.

co r f (Z'0Z) eC'/(ZW+ N2/4) JIdx cos #)dx (65)I
Cos ( sin a)

This is in agreement with (29).
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U.S. National Bureau of Standards, Monograph 60 , April 1963

Influence of a Sector Ground Screen on the Field of a Vertical
Antenna'

James R. Wait and Lillie C. Walters

Tlte fld of a qhort vertical antenla on a hormogeneou.4 ground is Phown to be modified
by tli. pr.en.iae of it metallic sern. The Pereii i!t taket in isthe forin of at circular disk atid A
eonti.,itric iewttor. The nodilicition of the. field is rxprec ned in tile form of sairfae,, ilftgral,
over Oh. disk itt' thi. -wetur. tenive ittie1111VriCat fed1tl1 for t144 baic iit Taratl atre ni -1u1
and a luniber of applications art illustrated.

1. Introduction

The influence of the ground on the fields of antenna wis not ippreciatbly iffected bY the pres-
antennas has been discussed sporadically in the ente of the ground screen. In fact, nit npproxi-
literature for ninv vears. In most propagattion mate analytical method w.s giveii previously by
calculations it is its.lned that the transiitting Wyait 1nd O Pope4l wlthich is suihtable for estinintinig
antenna has a fixed dipole nom|,enit anid file ground t he dependetnce of t he grotutel wit VP ott t lie siZe of It
is taken to be a perfect conductor or possibly n virrular ound screen. 'ailulnt ions 151 b.ased on 3
homogeneous iiperfetlY cottndti||g ittif space. this worrsupported the contention thit it screen
In practice, however, Smn kind of ground s ystem hats ony a small effect on the rnialited field pro-
is used. Usuialhv this lakes the form of at metd -vidtld the radins of thi, screeia is of the order of i
screen or radial wire svsten* which is on the witvelhetgthorless. Verysisilar conhusio,tshi|ve
surface of the ground or iny be buried slightly heen arrived nt by British workers 1;. 71.
beneath the Surface. The ',esign or stich si-stemns to
has been typicadvlly epirival. Apparentl'y. tite ]n this itper cnnsideralh js givemi to ground
first analytical approtrh wits carried out by Brown srer ts w ,ih tl llVIt, v he hitlg ill Ifir its of it WIIt"e-

et al. [11:. lAter works 12, :31 itve deali mini116ly% length. Since tie theor h.it bei treate(d quitE
with the influence of the ground system oi| the generilyi in at previous paper IS, i, etitille will be
impedance. In most cases it has been assunted focused here onl the numerihat cah'llattions nind the
that the radiated field for a given current on the predirted performnine.

2. Formulation and Description of Problem U
The situation isdest.ribed as follows. Avertie.l grounld conductivity 191

electric dipole is located on ,* lit holivoge'toteltIm
ground of conthdetivitv o a n diel(t rir rote si it t. '(Ieo. XZ)' I - i(-rI)'' :' " erfi" (1m;1 '.) (2)

he vertical electric ield E ait a distance 4it anl

elevation angle Jo is given as follows where
10= I I + (1,/Z) sin i00j, (4a) U

E. - ll* cos e't(11, Z) (1) iki ? Z'\
P o0 0 ( = (3b)

where and

u=-4rX 10-' 
o 120r.

'=ngular frequency This result is valid for k Ro >> I and JZ/nal=< l.I
/=effective height of transmitting dipole If

I=current at terminals of transititting dipole ( i-nr ll_ ]i" 3
k-2r/wavelength. Z=L +?I '-

W 
s °  (4)

In the above, It'(R0 , Z) is at complex quantity
which is a function of the surfice impedance Z of the expression for I1" roinides exactly with the

the ground. Over a perfectly conducting groPC %, result given by Norton [101 for the samne situation.

Iw would approach tniY. it the case of finite It 1111y be noted thiatt this vulu of 7 is exitet ly
e(qttild to tie ratio of the tnhit rntil ' tric ntml

This woek usas ,po.aed hY ti Ek'rtros.hs l," iaamh teator ite of flr' Iingnetic fields for a vertical ly polarized pline
Ail Few .anOWIVt,. NtewvrtIl Lal a atoto.s. tlffwe t Aet-Silac Hntatch wave incidetnt at an angle 90'-,k, oia the hoino-(USAF"). Rledford. MIms., und"l conlrim-i I'HU41-V eW~aifa gon

P Fit"m" inl riketsl iaawltrlts titIaturr ,?rewars On pwr a geteous flat ground.
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an appli tions to prisetiicl comnication 111 a previous paper 18 anl integral equation for
p roieis Is W-ry otvnjitto split off thle It*' was obtained by an applicattion of thle Lorentz
SUrface wvei ~ portion it*. by writing reciprocity, theorem. Although it would be pos-

sible to solve this equation directl y using at digitalw~u+n;(5) computer it was indlicaed that a first ordler iteri-
tion was satisfactory. lin thisq casie it was founit

whlere, lbv deffinition, that
I.,I I + 11,(4'o) 1/2 HR ,Z)I(,Z I+l

where it is the fractional chainge of thle field duei to
is tile radiation or splite wave field, and the presence of the sctireen. Within thrn' pproxi-

sin #0-Zb,0  minias01 stlatedl, the ftor if rim hv regarded~t its
2'0-~ Z;l6 6 tile m1odificatioti Of thle ecl-(tiVe height Of th1C

sill 0+Z1310transmitting antenna, since it influences It*, anid
W. to the samne extent.Uis lite Fresnel reflection coeficient. This devoilt- Before proceeding fuirt her it is roniveitietit to

position of tile total fie-ld into space and surface initroduce is polar coordinalte svsteii (p, *) cell-
wave was first made by Norton 1101 and it is at coit- tered at thle source dipole ats indicated in figure 1.
vpnient procedure in 'radio engineering sinre fly Thus an element of street of thle ground plane isIdefinition, 11', is tile radiation pattern of thle anl- p do -1p.
tenna. in thle pereence of the ground pliane. It Fromn lte mnastqis inl the- pi-eviotis p p hy
mnay be the dominant termi in naanv caSes of p)iie- Wilit I91. it Was sh~own t hit
tical interest although its 4, approach(-, zero IV*,
actually vanishes. Mtosfretmtn il kZ
relativeipracof1,ae giveni in the papers2 os e(- -
by Norton 1101.

The central tatsk in the present paper is toi%
dicitte [howi a wvire niesl or it simniliar mitttarreeii X( I +--, (es 0dd (9)
lying prn the ground will miodify thle field ait tile w.hterc,?
receiving antentn. rThe surfarce inpipelane is na.
surned to be modified to Z' ov-r lte airea of thdiv n
screen, but remains tile stitw outside tile sc-reen.
The field E,' in thle presence of lte screen is then 140=(d?+h!)tfl. h=]?, sitei j(

written d e'-"fo ros" OJlU'( /. Z. Z'), (7) 11(

21iThe iiitegrtl iiaY lie evtitmit ed wdieii tile sAttlee
of the ground screen is specified. ]In thle following,

where It" is an unknown comtijtvt' (lutaittit which it tention will lie cniniled in serens whichl are ill
is nlow a functioni of Z' ill addlitioul to 1, and Z. thIe forim of it stector. A sptecial case is it circutltt

ilhe quaintity It*' reduces to It' if Z'=Z: screeni imid this is considered first.

3. The Circular Screen C-1-

Over the range 0<p<a it iqs issumted that lte k ,k es~~
surface imnpedence is Z'=X.. Beyond thle screen fes0  Io
(i.e., P>a). Z'=Z. Furtherniore. it is assumied 7-
that the receiving antenna is in the far field such ( - dp, (I I
thtt

RI R?-=? - pcos o Cos 00. w-here J, is the Bessel fuinction of thle first type of
Thus order one. When dealing with large screens tie

tirgutient kp cos jq can bie regar-ded its it largeU ik quantity- over the injor portions of tile iuuterand.
2r cos 0  . . Thius. J, may be replaced by the first teri i of its

asymtptotic expansion. Therefore,3 ~X(l+ + ,t. e" O %*o'os (Z.-Z) i (mi) G!~( cts )tf1fk(Z' )

if Z. does not depend onl o the integrittion with- ' s)-;: d. ()
resectto iittvliereadili- catrried out to give
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When Z.' is essentialh'y constant over the range of surfare impedancres of file gromnd J)Iliit. ForI

integration. Ql. canl lie expressed in terms of this 1)iirjioqe it is convenient to write
Fresnel integrods. After at cliangre of varialaile it
readily follow thzat Z-Z: I I

z-z' Z Z Gvn NI
w ~here N and 0 are read. If the( ground sc-re'eisi

where ilact ili sheet Z., < Z aiad, X-10aaa'nl,
f~c ,1/ gn(412 otild lie regardedl as Ite comp jlex refrurt ive idex

of thsp grounda itself. llowev'er. iii geaaeraa, N' ati
G=(2cV08 3#o 4iJ, si It,,2 03 have a maore genteral men'aiing ts alelineal by (15t).

4Sinli f (02 Takiang *= :i slid 0=0t0. the atimplitutde 1an1 pilast'
jx J-irlftII- e' of I 411 are shown plot ted iii figuares 2a atndl 21),

CX i~1)t1t(-Os (#0.2) fo respfectivel ' , as a funaction of 4o for virious valueq
Of ka7. It is eaphas11-iZed tlat sUVh eIarV- 51hould

exja i - 2)2I~ (13at) not lie regairded as rtidiat ion pail Ieras hut it ather
Its Ilod ifiliat joas of tI ae a4fa-tt v height of Ille
trasmititg antenno due to I hi. groutid sc-reena.

As J, approaches zero the ibove equation reduces It is aippairent that for tile low atngleIs involved in I
toIIFrtommnunicaation the ground servea, wvill imacrealsa

trY1 ha.11 Iae t cive brlaighit oif till' ta1a ta1o aii it tiX lt eli ha
G-i (2k 0 'a r1-i 1 a/f4k. hita sign ificnit a11 aao11a1a. 'h aa' *aill ie of N giversi

\7- L \.a- 0. iai this examtaple eorrespoaad to at dielectric con-

s-ttalit of :32 or 9 whichi is It piatad of ver *' y grounid.I
exp 1-i(,-/2)f'ptl (1l11) Tfhe effect of choosing al latrge- vilut' of A: is showaii

I iii figures3 ill 31id ) where A'= 1(1 aitid 0=* (T he

and ifka> l, hismit li aproxmatd I%- uesi'v are ver ' simailar inl Rhaaja( but tlie( overaill
aiad, f k>>I, hi iaal beilhproiliile~lbyeffectiveniess of tlie( gromid screena is reducated

- somnewhat .
(ja1\2i 2 nif-l'a vititi' or 0. aaq ulafiied lIv (151, fhit araaimaa'4G_-i ,1  i 2- Y (4

V sk Ttler platn' (if Iii.' c'oapla'x aa'-faaa,'tv. itilhax oif 11ha.
groma. F~or at vcry d r% ori' toll em .i tt ii pl'grota ia

It is interestingtoottnt rtlinealiHwvr
(12) is evaluated fly at stationalr 'vphase nmethod. wther-,i t(a t'omliutivit * bnecoti es ilaporlit a 0 al1iNy
the second Fresiiel iaittgrail inl t lia are barac'ket lie- grea-n'r t hia zero. Il fairt. foill- aiighlaiv ota-
teran of (1 3a) is not pre'sen t. Thlis would corn'- rl im.t grota a I "lie'ai alisp hi a.a -t-et Icii aT .' I tlre
spontl to tile atpproxcimaat ion us uit hi eiiiploye cil d ii mag g I a'. npp av a ia tch 450. 'T'o illwri't te it
the practical theories of iaixeth-pat Ii groutid '.Vflv itluaiec' of finite *3. Ilit'(til 4ja1litud 11a11' aitil jiite of
propagation. Tilhe vitlue of 7 c'orresponintg to I -'- f, I tra' siouwia ill liglalas 4nailaal 41) for k'a = 21).
this situatiotn is dthedttt G(1). .V=-*70. inda viriolis vidnea." tf 03 bmet 11',' ( watil

Nuaaeicatl values of the iotaagrauls G7 11111 7 CM 4 45 . It i%~ eviden'at fronm Iws Ia r' tvv Ihlmlthaa.

1(A) take tile values 5, 10, 20, 30, mid1( 100. while hiiiil tile 111iiphit tide bill it does; imerelase tlie(

4#0 (denoted PSI) runs frot 00 to 45'. It is: ma- p01115p.
miediaitely evident that, for smiall values of 0o It is becomainag aiJliralram tii laat llie Iii '.#.r fri'-
(i.e., near grazing), tilae integrals G7 and G~ I ) are queneit's (111( highlY condiuct ing grolitid the pres-I
not significantly different. As will be (clear froma eie of the ground screeni hans ii smaull effect oti thie
thle following section Ithe integral G( I) would total fiel d (for it given st renigth 11 of lte souirce
correspondt phyisically' to tilie situation wihere tilie dipole' . , l'o illust ratle t his poit. th liatia 1 litudel

screen is seaaicrcular ill shape (i.e., * extends from iialh mai ie of 1 41?. tare' shaown' iii figuires 5aa anad 5b I
r/2 to - t12 only). for 4-a=20?til nd 450 for N'=10 and1( 30. 'll('

To illustrate thle aipplicationa of thle results in maodific-ation of thle efl'e~tive height of thle aintenni
table 1, values of the comiplex quantity I +9t. is less than 2 d11 andl here the radlius of the qsrea't
have been comtputed for several values of tile is ahaailost :1 watveleaigtlas

4. The Sector Screen
It is clear froni thle previous results that a lairge liit flie first place it is knowna 151 t halt th lit'mpedane

;-irculaar groundl Rt'reeti will, inidaeed. imaprove hat- ofI lie( ttitenna is not affet'ed a b ,ayata*vthiitigl'vonl
low angle raidiat ioi froiat grounid-baised 1'ertii ia l abotit oaie-haailf wavelengthI frotil tl( haltitetania I
antenna. However, otie iaighat atsk if siay portions T'herefore. to throw soaaie lilght onl (it' questioti
of the circular grounad screti could bie remiovedl poseth ove, thle grouaic screena is taikena to be ilt
withaout niateriall * affer'iing thep performuatnce' of lte forain of a sec-tor exteninag froma p=a to p= b

tile systemi. Thlis is cerltilY at va lid questiotn. front tile baise of thle traltsaait t ag attiial . F'romi
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p=O out to p ha ti screen is circular in shape. The Fresnel integral F(r) is normalized so that

The situation is illustrated in figure 6. The lira F(z)=1, provided ,1, and A are both posi-
surface bnpedance over the area of the sector is 2-
Z.. In terms of te polar coordinate system tive. Ini this limitinig ease the sector it behavitig
( ti e area of the sector is defined b essentially as a circular screen. For example, one

(p, ), he rea f te scto is efied ~ - i v note tlmnt
#<A 2 and a<p<:.b.

It. is convenient to exlpress tile factor S1 as the
suit, of two parts in the manner G. "--G,(kb)-G,(kn)

(16) where G, is tile integral descriled by omitting the

where R. is the contribution front the circular second term of (13n).
screen of radius a and l, is the contribution from An interesting special cage of (19) is wlen

the sector which extends from a to b. Tile k,-0 and Z, can be regarded as a constant.
portion f0, can be written Then

ik r - (02w o-o J G,=i \ ir J, - , ,1. (21)
SkJAfter an integration by parts it readily follows

1+-- e)e' °eOS4oXcsO(!K':Z d p (17) tlat

where the reeeivini antenna is assumed to be in (;k Fxkb)
the plane 0=0. I he integral for 1. given above .2,,__.
is sufficiently general to determine tie effect of (2_"3.,, Fexp (-ikbA 2)+exp (- i/the sector as a function of elevation and azinmuth rkb L 2.1, 2 1  j

for the circular screen where the limits of 4 extend _•, 2 I(x) -ika/2)

from -r to w. As before, only first-order phaso I "(k a 2.,
terms are retained so that the receiving antentna
must be in the far fiel. The extension to the exp (-:ika/.1i2) ("

near-field case has been considered previously by 2A 1 JJ(
Wait [81. In actual communication circuits thte
receiving antenna would always be in the far field. The integral G, has been evaluted for a rantge
To evaluate tile integral in'(17) it is convenient of values of kb. To simplify the sitution, the

to use the approximation lower limit ka is fixed at 5 and AT. A. 'l'he
iimnumerical results for G, Idenoled (1(0l tire given

c- Oin tables 2 to 8 for .1 IL)EL'rAI ranging from 50 to
60. Within each table kb IKBi varies front 10 to

for thn exponent in the integrand w hih , its the flo eod th elSli viri m iu from 00 to 4f5o.

integrand, cos o is replaced by unity. This is As a che k onl tie nuot riel work, ( . for i=0

valid since tile principal eontributiois'corres ond wis calculated using hoth (19) .il (21). Also, it
to small values of *. An iinterestinmg check o nmy be noted that
this statement is given below.

Following the procedure used in tie previous G,(kb)I =G,(kb)-G,(5)
section, a dimensionless function G. is introduced
by setting where tile values of G, (z) are listed in table I and

-Z -Z e-" G,. where x is to be identified with KA.
11

A e GTo illustrate the effect of mm fiiiite vailue of A,

some typical cases are shown in figures 7a and 71,
The integral for G, may now be written in the where the amplitude and phase of G. are plotted

form as a function of k, for ka=5, kb=40, and various
i ED e-"1ci -*"##I values of A. It ,ippears that for these conditions

G.=( 21 )m J F(z)dx (19) the total sector angle 2.1 need not be greater thumn
SCabout 500 in order to be fully effective.

where In order to demonstrate the effect of the sector
at w.)too 4 r of] thle totall field it is convenient to consider both

- _ , .. , t d. Z' and Z', small compared with Z. Thu.

'Thil, ,l-fi' d condition e he written ehere

A.[(,!m. .)-] where Ve-" is the complex refrateive index of tih,

4
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ground. Consequently, it follows from (16). that G(A,,A,)+G,A,)_(A,)+G,(A,)2 2
f ile- .it)

1 + l + -t- + A(G.+ G,). Numerical values of G,(A, A) or (;.t.1) for various
positive values of a are given in% tables 2 to 8

The amplitude of this quantity (expressed in db) inclusive. If negative values of A are encountered I
and the phase are shown iii figures 8a and 8b for it is useful to note that
ka=s5, kb=40, 0=0, and N=3. This would cor-
respond to a relatively dry soil. It is certainly G,(Ar-G,(-).
evident here that considerable inprovement re-
suits from the presence of the sector. The cor- With this infornation it is a simple matter to
responding set of curves shown in figures 9a and compute (+0) as a function of the azimuth
9b are for a highly conducting soil characterized angle a which is defined by
by N= 10 and 0=45

° . The sector screen here has
a negligible effect on the performance of the sys- 6=(A2-AJ)/2.
tern. in fact, there is even a slight degradation Thus
for the very low grazing angles. z-

The marked improvement by usinig a large 1+f,+Sl,. I+ Z--Ge- '
114

sector screen on a dry ground is indicated in 170
figure 10. Here ka=5,'kb=200, N=3, ani 0=o. I0
At low angles the gain is greater than 12 db evcn +--' r_ ."G(Al, A.) (22)
with a total sector angle, 2A, of 20( .  ,70

In the preceding discussion it has been tacitly
assumed that the receiving antenna is located in which is an obvious generalization of (1h). I
the vertical plane which bisects the sector. Nor- To illustrate the azimuthal variation of the
mally, this would be the optiinun location and field when using a sector it is again desirable to
for a fixed communication link it would be coli- write
aidered good practice to orient the sector toward Z-Z Z-Zt Z I__
the receiving entenna. However, there may be 1 7,, I
certain applications where tie receiving antenna
is located off the center line. rihe formulas given Then again denoting the total width of the sector
above are actually valid for this case since .1, and by 2.1, the amplitudes of I + S1+ S are shown in
A&mav take anv positive or negativevalue. How- figures i1 andI 12 for N=3, B=o, ka=5, A=21', I
ever, 'rather thtan computing dflrectly from the and various values of ,, fromi 00 to 250. In

general fornmulas, it is desirable to estublish soMie figure 11, kb=40 whereas in figure 12. kb=200.
simple identities which enable the results in tables As expected, the maximnuni response corresponds
2 to 8 to be used. to small values of 5. In fact, as 6 ilicreises the

It may be readily verified that G(.A,, 1,2). as response decreases quite significantly for thedefined by (18), has the following property larger sector.

5. Final Remarks

In the present study, the electrical properties surface impedance Z, of the equivalent grid sd I
of the ground are assumed to be characterized the ground beneath. Thus
by a surface impedance which is a (complex)
constant Z outside a surface S. Within S, the Z_ Z (23)
impedance Z' is allowed to be variable. In the 'Z+Z.
case of a radial wire system emanating from Q, it where
is appropriate to use formulas which have been wind d
developed for the surface of a wire grid in the Z. I log, -I- (24)
interface of a conducting half space [11l. In
general these are complicated, but recently some
numerical results have been obtained which'should
be useful in this problem.4 At low radiofrequen-
cies for moderately or well-conducting soils it and d is the spacing between the radial conductors
is i satisfactory approximation to regard the and c is the radius of the wires. Such a formula
surface Z' as tIhe parallel combination of the is strictly valid only if (vow)1d< l everywhere

__ _within the ground system. If there are N radial

T; Aghal& frm,Im %T. r. arwn I.lrahorov of Ir~~iet el. Thivy conductors, it can be seen that d can be replaced
. 'hkfal In rt ,t f Drn.k. Conhisn by 2wp/N where N is usually of the order of 100.

5I
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6. Appendix

6.1. Evaluation of the Fresnel Integral 6.2. Evaluation of Go by Gaussian

The integrals occurring in G (m~a), (13b), and Quadrature
a,() 1)tre of thle tYpe Witli a provedure for evuluatinig tile l'restiel

F~),(1)integral , the renininig Jrobhill wa-is to Colllttl
the integral in (19 ). l'e imethod used, Glaussianl

10 e- 0/2).8dt=-'U)- iS( u). (25) quadrature, is described briefly below (11.
JO In quadrature methods a definite integral is

These Fresnel integral., were evaluated by thle app)roximiated by a weighted suimi of particular
method proposed by Boersina 1121. This it' 'etliod v-alues of thle ordliinte with the abscissas properl ,
is based ol thle r m~ethlod of Ln.nczos 1131. Th'ie dIistributedl in the linmits of inu-gration. hius,
Fresnel integral defined by Boersmna is fo xd= "lja)E. (9

f~)= -rrdi- (26)
EJ- i2t The abscissas a., are roots of the Legendre pol ' -

Thedefniton n 25)conorns t tle ne sedbv nomnials, the weights 11, are functions of these
Thedefniton n (5) onoriis o te oe ued ~- roots, and E. is the error terin which (-an, ini

Boersima 1141 in eq (20) if general, be miade arbitraril - simiall with illereasing
it. Thle Gaussian rooits and weights art' tabulated

TO1  for various n for limits bet weeni -1 and I byv
T=2 Davis and Rabinowit z 11s) bJ ut other limits call

For alus oftheargmentO;5S4 n (2), ~r) be used by a change of variable as follows:

is computed by a finite power series in r: for values &-
of the argument z2:4, fir) is approximated byv at(,d Oy
polynomial in Il/z. For n = 12, tile power series whaeie 2
in z valid for 0O9z.54 is b-a 64 a

J~z)~e 4 o a+b) . (7 Furthermore, in) the (Gaussianm quad~riiture pro-
cedure, thle integrand iq tipproxitiiatedi by at

Tile )ower series in vlid for z ;4 is paor noiial of (2n - 1) dergree wicih has I lie solme
z ~~ordinates as thme function for n nli -,'t sissiN.

To obtain accuracy for Go eti (19) wats writtenl

2 'Vz 0 rr f I ,~aeo 40,FW

The numerical values of tile coefficieints a.., b.. C. 2w 2 CosJ" d
and d., as developed by Boersnin 114, 121 aire given +f _C___________d

in table 9. With these coefficients the Fresnel0
integrals can be comput ed over thle range 05 z ;5fllCO~ol
in general, to eight decimmal points. Thle sub- d 00.Si :1
routine used ill evaluating~ tile Fresnel integral Jk-
was checked with tile tables of Pearcy 1151 and
those of Wijngaarden and Scheen 1161. The and Gaussian quaidrature ivas used with n= 16 in
former tables, using definition (26), are accurate eq (29) for each interval of 5 for kb. This work
to six or seven digits depevndingF oil tile size of time w-as checked againlst (21 ) for t'o=o and various
argunient while tile latter, usiiig definition (2.5), values of Al. and A2- The answers agreed to the
tire accurate to five digits. five digits asked for in the results.
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PATTERN OF A LINEAR ANTENNA ERECTED OVER A
TAPERED GROUND SCREEN'

JAMEs R. WAIT

Isslitua for Telecommunicaion Scisces and Aeronomy, ESSA. Boulder, Cooreado

Received June 9, 1967 I
A theory is presented for the radiation from a thin vertical antenna located

above and at the center of a sector ground system. The formulation is carried
out for a general variation of the surtace impedance of the system. To facilitate
discussion. certain limiting caqes are considered in some detail. Of special interest
is the possibility thatt the low-angle radmation pattern of an h.f. antenna over a

dielectric-type ground will be vastly improved by using a ground screen whose
surface impedance varies exponentmally. in the radial direction, fromn the base
of the antenna.

1. INTRODUCTION 3
On a number of occasions it has been suggested that low-angle radiation

from ground-based h.f. antennas can be enhanced by the use of large ground
planes (Wait 1956, 1963; Wilson 1961; Andersen 1963). To be effective, these

must reduce significantly the surface impedance of the foreground out to
distances from the antenna comparable with or greater than a Fresnel zone.

Usually, in the analytical formulations of this problem, it has been assumed that

the transmitting antenna is equivalent to a vertical electric dipole located on I
the screen. in this paper, we wish to indicate the generalizations of the theory
required to account for an antenna which may be of both arbitrary length and

arbitrary height above ground. At the same time, we shall also consider the

ground screen or earth mat to be tapered in the sense that, in general, its I
surface impedance is not constant.

The geometry of the situation is indicated in Fig. 1 where we have used
cylindrical coordinates (p, . z), with the surface of the ground being z = 0 I
and the linear antenna extending from z = hl to x - h2 on the s axis. Without

To Receiving
h2 Antetna

FiG. 1. A linear antenna erected over a sector ground system whose surface impedance
differs from the surrounding ground plane.

'This work was carr ied out while the author was a visiting professor at Harvard Univentity
Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Camsdia Jourml of Pbysis. Volume 45 41967)
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loss of generality, the receiving antenna is located in the plane * = 0 at a
radial distance R measured from the origin. The angle of radiation is denoted
00 and is measured from the ground as indicated in Fig. 1. Within the circular
portion of the ground screen (i.e., p < a), the surface impedance is denoted
Z6'(p), which we regard to be a function of p. The outer portion of the ground
screen (i.e., a < p < b and -A, < # < &2), the surface impedance is denoted
Z .(p, #), which may be a function of both p and #. To facilitate subsequent
discussion, we shall refer to the latter as the sector contribution. (In previous
studies, both Z,' and Za' were regarded as constants, in which case, the outer
portion of the ground screen was truly a sector.)

The formulation of the present problem is really a straightforward applica-
tion of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem to the free-space region z > 0, which
is bounded by an inhomogeneous surface where the tangential fields satisfy
impedance boundary conditions. Using some of the formalism developed for
solving problems in network theory, such as Monteath's (1951) extension of the
compensation theorem, we find an expression for the radiated field in terms of

the specified antenna current and the tangential magnetic field on the surface
S -0.

2. THE AZIMUTHALLY SYMMETRIC PROBLEM
To illustrate the purely theoretical aspect of the problem, we consider first

the azimuthally symmetric situation where the surface impedance at the plane
s - 0 is Z'(p). The resulting magnetic field then has only a , component which
we denote H.'. On the other hand, if, instead, the plane z - 0 can be character-
ized by a constant surface impedance Z, the corresponding field, of the same
antenna with the same current distribution, is readily computed and we
designate this Ho. Now, under the rather nonrestrictive assumption that the
receiving antenna is in the far field, we find the following:

(1) H.' - Ho + k exp(-ikRo) (1 + R,)

X f Z'(,') -f Z H.'(p', O)J,(kp' cos 4,)p'dp',

where

R . sin -o - (Z/ile)
sin 0@ + (Z/ve)

is a Fresnel reflection coefficient. Here, k - (eau9)lw - w/c, )o - (I/eo)' -
120v ohms, and w is the angular frequency which enters into the implied time
factor exp(iwt). Then, of course, Jn is the Bessel function of order 1. The
derivation of (1) follows directly from the material in the Appendix of the
paper referenced above. It is rather important to note that H.'(p', 0) is the
tangential magnetic field over the ground plane whose surface impedance is
Z' (p').

The usefulness of (1) lies in the fact that the integrand may be approxi-
mated by assuming a value for H#'(p', 0) which need only be valid when
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Z'(p') differs appreciably from Z. Thus, for example, if the ground screen is a

perfectly conducting circular plate of radius a, we replace the upper limit of

the integral by a and Z'(p') is zero. In this case, we may assume that H*'(p', 0)
over the range of p' - 0 to a is the same as H#"(p', 0), which is the tangential
magnetic field over a perfectly conducting ground plane of infinite extent.
It is clear that this assumption involves the neglect of waves reflected from
the edge of the screen, but otherwise it seems perfectly reasonable.

First of all, we have the following exact expression for the radiated field in

the absence of any ground system:

(2) Ho(p, z) - ik cos ko exp(- ikRo)4rRoI
X I(h)lexp(ikh sin Je) + R.exp(-ikh sin #o)]dh.

This may be interpreted as the direct radiation of the linear antenna with a
specified current I(h) and its image-carrying current l(h)R,. For convenience
in what follows, we rewrite (2) in the form:

(3) H#(p.z) cos 40 (1 + R.)exp(-ikRo)I.F(#o), I
4 ( s R

where k
(4) F(#o) = I + f(k)(exp(ikh sin #o) + R, exp(-ikk sin #o)dh,

I(h) = 1.(h).

Here F(#,) is a dimensionless pattern function and f(h) is a dimensionless

current distribution function, while 4. is some suitably defined reference

current on the antenna.
is The tangential magnetic field, under the perfect conductivity assumption,

(5) H.'(p', 0) a - . , C (h) 2.. dh,
P 2Jam

where r, - [(p')' + h')J. An equivalent form of (5) is I
(6) Hk'(p', 0)- f(h) A (1+ - )exp(-ikr)dh.

We now use (1), in combination with (3) and (6), and restrict attention to

the perfectly conducting circular ground screen or plate of radius a. Thus, we

find the following exprk ssion for the total radiation field:

(7) H,'(p, s) il. Cos 4. exp(-ikR,)(1 + R,)[F(Oo) + 1l1,4 iroe

where 3

I
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-- k2  Z
(8) 

-
Cos 00, 17o

_ X [ j ()2 1 + -) exp(-ikr.)dh J(kp' cos 4o04'.

As an interesting check on this result, we may let a - , whence

1k (9) , -k f-. J(h)exp(-ikh sin ko)dh,

which follows from the Appendix of a previous paper (Wait 1967). Then,
l (7) reduces to

(1) reduces) ikl,,. cos 4o exp(- ikR,) At
(10) Ho'(p, z) 2... 11 cos(kh sin 4,o)f(h) dh,

which is the exact expression for the radiation field of the linear antenna over a
perfectly conducting ground plane of infinite extent. In passing, we mention

that the recovery of this exact result is a consequence of using the integral
relation (1) with the identity H#'(p', 0) - H#(p', 0). It is important to note
that the latter is only an approximation when the screen is of finite size.

3. GENERAL FORMULATION3 We now return to the general configuration indicated in Fig. 1. In this case,
we no longer have azimuthal symmetry. This means that, in place of (1), we
use

I (11) H'- Ho + kexp(-ikRe) (1 + R,)

2Re

X f Z'(P'. ) - ZH.G,. 0) exp(ikp'cos 0 cos 0)f, f 1o 2,ri

where the integration extends over the surface S of the ground screen, whose
surface impedance is Z'(p', #), being a function of both p' and 0. We note here
that the observer is located at (p. 0, s).I Actually, (11) is an approximation in that thedepolarization of the scattered
field is neglected. In other words, it is assumed that the magnetic field has only
a # component even when the ground screen is not perfectly symmetrical.
Furthermore, in order to bring (11) into a tractable form, the tangential field
H,'(p', 0) over the ground screen is assumed to be the same as H,'(p', 0) over
the range of integration indicated in (11). With these simplifications, we use
(11) to show that

(12) HAP(p, 0, s) -- 4 R (1 + R.){F(,,) + U. + o],

where
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(13) ~ ~ Z,'(W) A P(la n =Cos 0,0- E o Ile. r +

X exp(-ikr.)dh]3J(kp' cos ko)dp' 3
and

(14) Q k 2 f a , b,.'(,'.,) - Z3

X AJh) ' (I + -)exp(-ikr.)dh]

X exp(ikp' cos Vo cos 0) cos 0d Odp'.

It is evident that Q. represents the contribution from the circular portion of the
ground screen, whereas 0 represents the contribution from the sector portion
of the screen.

The results given by (12), (13), and (14), while formidable in appearance,
are in a form suitable for specific applications. For example, if the ground
screen consists of a radial wire system, the surface impedances Z.' and Z.' are
expressible in terms of the physical parameters, such as the number of wires,
their spacing, and their radii. We shall not enter into this aspect of the problem
here since it has been discussed previously (Wait 1959). Another factor is the
current distribution on the antenna. Obviously, this plays a role and cannot
be normalized out of the problem. However. for sufficiently thin linear antennas,

the sinusoidal current assumption may be made.

4. SOME SIMPLIFICATIONS I
Considerable simplification results if the length of the antenna is small

compared with a wavelength. Then the quantity r, may be replaced by a
constant r0 which is given by

ro - [(')' + he'J where h. - (h, + k2)/2.

Then (12) is written in the simpler form: 3
,, -il. Cos 00 exp (- ikR.) RkC hdIfh

(15) H' . 4s rR (1 + RJ)k J'lJf()dhjGa(ho ) + 0. + .],

where 3
GO(k,) - exp(ikk. sin ke) + R. exp(-ikh. sin 4,#)

I+R. I
(16) cos, exp(-ikr,) (I + -)Jt(kp'cos ..)Z.'-Z d:

and 3

I
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ik ( I, + _

(17) fib I eXp(-iko) 4i-I +(12w 2cos ike ,,,

I X exp(ikp'cos~cosj,)cos #(zb'-o) dodp'.

It is also worthwhile to note that (15) can be expressed in the familiar form

I (18) H,' = iR, exp(-ikR*) cos koW',2wRo

where

P. I,. f(h)dh = L (h)dh,

and

(19) IV= (I + R.)[Go(ho) + fl. + f.1]/2.

If now kho << 1, the expression for the pattern factor W' reduces to that given
previously (Wait 1963) where it was assumed, at the outset, that the trans-
mitting antenna was a source dipole located at the center of the circular screen.
In (16) and (17), this amounts to replacing ro by p' which is a valid approxi-
mation for finite values of ho provided kp' >> kho.

1 5. SOME APPLICATIONS AN) CONCLUSIONS
In order to illustrate the general applicability of the preceding results,

several simple situations will be considered where the relevant formulas for
the pattern functions are expressible in closed form. First of all, we consider
the pattern function I" for a dipole located on and at the center of a circular
screen of radius a. From (19) and making use of (16), the appropriate form is

(20) 11" = (1 + R,)lI + i.1/2.

where

(21) k F(ko')exp(-iko')I + J,(kp'cos ,o)dp',

and Co 00 
skp(

F(kp') = IZ - Z.'(p')l/

As indicated before, f. is the fractional correction to the pattern factor which
accounts for the presence of the ground screen whose surface impedance
Z.'(p') differs from the surface impedance Z of the otherwise homogeneous
half-space. When this impedance contrast F(kp') is zero, then, of course, k
vanishes. In an earlier paper (Wait 1963) some consideration was given to the
evaluation of the integral in (21) for F(kp') = const. and a finite. Even in this
relatively simple situation numerical integration was required, although, for
sufficiently large values of ka, useful approximations could be made to yield
results in terms of Fresnel integrals.

I
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It is rather interesting to note that (21) may be evaluated in closed form
if F(kp') is allowed to vary exponentially such that F(x) = Foexp(-bx),
where x = kp'. This can be regarded as a special case of a circular screen I
whose effectiveness is maximum very near the antenna. Then, we find without

difficulty that

(22) -exp[--(b + i)xJ -(x cos #o)dx .

- if exp-(b +i)x. - 1J&xcos 4,)dx]3

When exp[-b(ka)I << 1, it is evident that the upper limit of these two integrals
is effectively c. The integrals are then of the standard types (Gradshteyn and
Ryzhik 1965): 3
(23) e'J(x)dx - ( + ) a

and 3
(24) E e-'x-'JA(f1x)dx (cx + f :)1 _ a(24) Jo

which are valid for Rea > 0 when 0 is real. Using (23) and (24), we find that, I
for ka - w, equation (22) is given by

(25) Fe ( + S.)[So.- (I - ib)]

where

S. - [(1 - ib)' - cosI4,0o].

If b now becomes much less than sin 2 4,, it is seen that (25) reduces to
(26) ['o F0/(sin 4,o),
which is the expected value for radiation over an infinite ground plane of I
constant surface impedance Z.'.

On the other hand, if b becomes sufficiently large, 0i. vanishes and the
resultant pattern corresponds to that for a dipole located on a gtound plane
of surface impedance Z. To illustrate the behavior of the fields for this case, the I
pattern function I (cosP*)W'( is plotted (in Fig. 2(a), (b)) as a function of 4,o

for the case where Z.'(0) - 0 and a pure dielectric ground is chosen such that

Z/,0 [(x/R,) - cos',oit (./e,) 3I
and °0/0e - 3 and 10. The latter are two typical values of the relative dielectric
constant of dry ground. The values of b on the curves are a measure of the
extent of the circular screen. For example, the radian distance l/b is the
electrical length from the dipole to a point where [Z - Z.(p')]/q is 1/e times
its value at p' - 0. . i : (2 6 ) -. e ), t r-- I

1261 '.s l to)0 O'r
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FIG. 2. The pattern of a ground-based dipole antenna with a symmetrical ground system
with a radially tapered surface impedance.

It is not surprising that the curves in Fig. 2(n), (b) show that the low-angle
radiation is much enhanced when b is chosen to be sufficiently small. Also it is
significant that the pattern does not have any lobe structure. This feature is
to be contrasted with the case for the abruptly truncated ground screen
(Wait 1963).

To give some insight into the sector contribution fi., we note first that (17)
may be written in the form:

-(27) 1 - exp(-ire) (P (I +
Cos 4,0 Je.-

X A(kp'cos #0, A,, A,)M1(p')dp',
where

(28) A(y, Al.,4A) exp(iycos #)(cos #)N()d#,

and we have assumed that

(29) (Z.' - Z)/so - -A1(p'),(#),

being a product of two functions M(p') and N(#). Clearly, if N(#) - const.
and Al - A2 - r, then A(y, At, At) - JMy) X const. and the expression for
fib has the required form for a circular ground system whose surface impedance

varies only with p'.
To illustrate in a qualitative manner the influence of a # dependence in

Zb', we choose

I
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(30) N(4) = exp(-p(. - #)') I
where p is a scale factor and -= 0. is the direction where the sector has a
maximum value of N(#). Then, because we restrict attention to values of a and
b which are large compared with a wavelength, it is permissible to replace
cos # by 1 - (#2/2) in the exponential in the integrand of (2S) but replace
it by unity elsewhere. At the same time, we permit 4j and 62 to be sufficiently
large that exp(-PA,) and exp(-PA2) are both <1. Then, it is clear that

My, Ai, As) S--' A,,

where
(31 At . pl -P(,_ - .)'] exp liy(I- 0€)Id 0,

(31) ,- 1 - CI (.-j )d*

and where y - kp' cos .. The integral may be written in the equivalent form

(32) A= Le- [( p -I 'wiy) 1

and thus

( 3 3 ) A 1  -- -=e -- 2 p7 + y [ -i ( p y } '

If p is now sufficiently small,

(34) A,= ey). e ,
(2 )i/:e

which is to be compared with the asymptotic approximation

(35) J,(y) " C -- e- e - ie"'),

which is valid for y >> 1. Thus, we recover the expected value for a circular
screen except for the factor ie-*" which leads to a rapidly varying factor in the
integrand for fl' and is of no significance for low-angle radiation over large
screens (Wait 1963).

To illustrate the influence of the azimuthal tapering of the ground screen,
we show, in Fig. 3, a plot of the function AI(p)/A,(0) which is the ratio of the I
right-hand side of (33) and (34). For this example, y - 10 and #. takes the

values 0, 5, 10, and 20. These results indicate that the sector width parameter
p plays an important role. Also any asymmetry of the propagation path,
relative to the direction of the sector, will degrade the radiated field.

It should be stressed that the curves in Fig. 3 apply only to the relative
contribution from a small annular ring of the ground system. Without detailed,
numerical evaluations, it is not possible to draw further conclusions about the

1
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FiG. 3. The influence of azimuthal tapering of the surface impedance of the sector portion-- of the ground system.

relative merit of azimuthal versus radial tapering of the ground system. It isU evident that the whole subject warrants further study.
Finally, we should like to indicate that a formal extension of the theory

can be made to account for the departure of the field H#'(p', 0) from its
assumed value H,(p', 0). First of all, we observe that the surface-wave
attenuation over the screen can be considered if the function F(kp') in (21) is
defined by

F(kp') : Z - Z.'(p') W''

3 where
W(p') - Ht.'(,', O)/H.(', 0)

is the attenuation function (Wait 1963). Formally, (20) and (22) still hold if
Fe and b are defined in accordance %"ith the substitution F(x) - F, exp(-bx),
where x - kp. However, more work is needed to fully develop this approach.
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On the Theory of Radiation From a Raised Electric
Dipole Over an Inhomogeneous Ground Plane 3

Jomes R. Wait

Institute for Telecommunication Sciences and Aeronomy. ESSA, Boulder. Colo. 80302, U.S.A. 3
lReceived February 21. 19671

The influence of a inite pround plane on she ield of a raised electric dipole is eunidcred from an
analytical standpoint. The method (or evaluating the integals is discussed briefly and some asimp-
totic reults are given which illustrate the !L.-'ing behavior for gound screens of large diameter. It
is shown that the resulting pattern may be eruOely interpreted in terms of the direc radiafiun .f the
source dipole. its image in an infnite around plane, and esmaribhuions from the edges of the pround

1. Introduction

The possibility that low-angle radiation from vertical antennas can be improved by the use of I
extended ground systems has been discussed occasionally in the past. While the intprovement is
very modest for ground screens of wavelength dimensions (Wait and Pope. 1954; Page and Mon-
teath, 1955). the increase in low-angle radiation is substantial when the radial wires or mesh are I
extended to many wavelengths (Wait. 1963). The use of sector-shaped screens has also been con-
sidered, both from the theoretical and the experimental standpoints (Wait and Walters. 1963;
Gustafson et al.. 1966; Bernard et al.. 1966). In fact. the agreement between the observed radia-
tion patterns and those based on the surface impedance model is sufficiently encouraging to pursue I
further this approach.

In this paper, we wish to generalize the theory to account for the finite height of the antenna
located over the ground system. In the previous fornulation. the dipole was located on and at the
geometrical center of the sector. This extension of the analysis is considered worthwhile in view
of the need to choose the optimum relation between ground-system size and antenna height. How.
ever, here we will not dwell on the engineering economics of the situation, but will direct our
attention to the method of calculation. At the same time. some aspects of the asymptotic behavior I
of very large screens will be pointed out. The resulting formulas lead to some interesting limiting
cases which provide physical insight.

In what follows, we will deal only with the far-field radiation pattern which is assumed to be
vertically polarized. This is clearly a special case of the general mutual impedance formulation
(Wait, 1963). The situation is illustrated in figure I. I

2. Formulation

With respect to a cylindrical coordinate system (p. 6. z, the earth's surface is z -0 and the
dipole Q is located at z - h on the axis. As indicated in figure 1. the circular portion of the ground
screen of surface impedance Z; is bounded by p - a, while the sector of surface impedance Z, is
bounded by p - b and # - + Al and -At. In the absence of any ground system, the surface imped.

ance of the earth is Z and is assumed constant. Apart from the finite value of h. the geometry is I
identical to that used in the quoted references (Wait. 1963. Wait and Walters, 1963; Bernard et al.,
1966: Gustaf'on et al.. 1966). However. in the general mutual impedance formulation, there is one im-
portant modification. This is easily seen by noting that the expression for the tangential magnetic 3

997
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rq h FIGuRE 1. Vertical electric dileole d lqo .rl a nmbinatinn
cirrular.sector screen uAich., itself, is lyig on a homoI5e eots ground.

field at T of a source dipole at Q is of the form

a klofp (! + \
= I + Iexp(-ikr,)

whee -p2 h21122rr; 
'( kr)

where r, = (p2 + h')). k =w/c = 2vr(wavelength), and where /a is the current and ( is the length of
the dipole. As usual, the time factor is exp (icUt). The form of (1) indicates that. whenever the factor
(1 +(ikp) - ' ] exp (- ikp) appears in the previous formulations, we should insert, in its place, the
factor (plrq)ll + (ikr,)-'] exp (- ikrq).

Keeping in mind the necessary modifications for a finite value of h, we find the expression for
the radiation field to be

E, " i e-*R. cos: qo W/' (2)

3 where W"= (1 + Re) [Go(h) + A12, (3)

sin *o-(Z/ii) 4
sin .,,+(Zino)*

I Gd): *' *"s#+ Rie-"k* "do.(5

I +R,

5 (k-fl-.+ ft. (6)
,. k z, • -

Z dp (i7!()-Z

where e-, r ! I + J,(Op cos (7)

and a=- 2 krs . C . os. 8

2v coo# E. er? 4 + ;j:r Ieass as s \,;. (8)

where via" (moive)I - 12(w. The results given by (218) reduce to the corresponding forms given
previously (Wait. 1963: Wait and Waiters, 1963) when h is set equal to zero. For fl-0, the pattern

function reduces to the familiar form

2W'- (l + R,)Gdh) E
5 e" ,.+ Rte-'*,

where Re is the appropriate Fresnel coefficient to account for reflection from the homogeneous flat
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earth of surface impedance Z. Thus. the dimensionless parameter fQ4 = fl. + I,,) may be identified
as the contribution from the combined pround system. Just as in the earlier work, the crux of the
problem is the evaluation of the integral expressions for [t. and Il,. I

3. The Contribution From the Circular Screen 3
First of al, we shall consider the integral M which is the contribution from the circular portion

of the ground system. To simplify the discussion, it is assumed that the surface impedance Z. is
constant over the area of the screen. Then. after a trivial change of variable. (7) may be rewritten I
m the form t. = Z - e-'G(ka) 

(9)I

where

G(ka) -14 *. (1 + ,A)) J(, cos*.) exp [_i(XI+H2 )1']dx (10)

and where H kh. When the radius of the screen becomes infinite, (10) may be evaluated in cOosed
form (as indicated in the appendix) to give U

G (-) = e"14 (sin 00)-,le-W am,. I1

This means that, in this limiting case,

z - Z; e-" si ".
1.o sin(1 I

Then, at the same time. if the ground screen is sufficiently well conducting such that jZ;/ZI4 I, i

l1 wI-R -*"*
1 + 1--- ", (13)

This combines with (3) to give

D'jl...cos (lh sin ) (14) 1
which is the required pattern factor for a venical electric dipole at height h over a perfecdy con-
ducting plane. This merely demonstrates that the general surface impedance formulation leads
to consistent results when the extent of the screen is unlimited.

In order to develop a suitable asymptotic formula for large values of ka, we combine (9). (10).
and (11) to get

[T+ S J~ x', H' iJz+'Hc)m (-i(x2+f)md]
ZZ r( 1+ ) J.(), C)exp (15)

where Ssin Oe and C- cos *. If ka II. and since x > LA over the range of integration, we may 3
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replace the Bessel function by the first term of its asymptotic expansion., Thus. (15) is expressible3 in the form
re- msH e-*i*1 -

19- S (2wO)' In: exp [-ix+H2)I12+ixC]x-"2  []-i xp (-2irC)]dx].

For further analysis, (16) is written

f4 -(Ya [ _L (CF(x)dx - t e-'1I4cF(x)dx]. (7

where n.Z-ZI s no _ -. Sst. (2wv) ')" * S '

and F(x) =x - iexp (- i(x1+/W),I + ixj

It is clear that the right-hand side of (17) vanishes when the ground system is of infinite extent.
Thus, when ka is not infinite, the two integrals may be interpretei as the influence of the finite
size of the circular ground system.

Further insight into the problem is achieved by integrating the right-hand side of (17) succes-
sively by parts. This leads easily to an expansion of the type

I, - - a-K Le# (-C N F'(ka) (e- 11Cb N P'(ka)
(I-C) I. T- (1+C) (I (1+C)

where FPt)(ka) =dF(x)Idxul1,.. for n-= I. 2. 3. . . . N and FP'(ka)-F(ka). For sufficiently

large ka, the remainder RN can be made arbitrarily small if N is chosen judiciously.
When the leading two terms of (18) are retained and the remainder RNV is neglected we easily

I find that

z 'eW4 e1 (-1-t+ 1Pii)]

_,[ Z-k. (I+ M-- + ip) (19)
(II -- C))(k 2ka( 1+C) /

where [ (ka)2 + 1P ] ,s-/a

andka )
and p=Zlm('[(ka)-+WjU2

If H is sufficiently small, 40 and p can be replaced by zero, and the asymptotic development in (19)
is equivalent to the previous formulation (Wait, 1963: Wait and Walters, 1963) where H - 0 at the
outset.

Fe I.i m (1-s11 9mc-3 b. . INCl.Oft.
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Unfortunately, in most cases of practical interest. the asymptotic series of the type given by
(18) does not converge well. The difficulty is that 0I -C)(Arl)"t is not a large parameter for near
grazing angles (i.e., C im 1) even when ka is large. This suggests that we return to (16) and express
it approximately in terms of Fresnel integrals which are well tabulated. Taking a clue from the
nature of the asymptotic form given by (19). we simplify the inteprand of (16) by employing the

approximation

which, of course, is exact if either x - ka or if H = 0. Without difficulty, it is then found thatI

fl-f ~ VO a..~)e" 2c.*)"{i ~ 2 ) Lieisreu' ala (.I2

-cos (*tm/2) /.ef' "s M4(20)))

where 0- [(ka)'4H']"'2-ka lHSI(2ka) - (kh)'I(2ka).
Equation (20) is in a form suitable for numerical evaluation since tables of Fresnel integrals

are available for all values of the argument which, in this case, is the parameter 2(ka/iw)'" sin (QSo2)3
or 2(kaI/r)1t' coo (Qae2).2 When the argument is sufficiently large. we may use the asymptotic ap-
proximuation ~ ~ "l -~±~a.e

where neglected terms contain higher inverse powea s of &.
Employing this form, (20) simplifies considerably toI

(Z-Z, e-_________ 4 e-00 Ms Mot t#, ) e82"~(Ok1)1
21;a'm sr-j(2 cosP k Tk.) in~ sins (Zie 2) -icoss W~m2) ( 2N(21)£

wher aw Z . si 4' and 4in(kh)'I(2ka).3

To give further insight into this result, we assume that IZ.'/ZI -4 1. corresponding to a highly con-
ducting screen. Then from (3), we find that the corresponding pattern function V" (with no sector
screen present) isU

(I - ecos#(11 sin1082)0(16-/2) lake 44,12)
I'0os( snQ- 4 (21rka coo s ii #e)" sins (40,/) cos 22)

Here, the first term cos (kA sin Q'. is the pattern for an infinite pround plane, while the second
term is the correction for the finite size of the actual circular screen. The result as given is only
valid when ka sin' (#ae/2) In 1, (ha)' P- (k&)'. and, as indicated above. IZ1'Z1 4 1.U

The first term in the curly bracket in (22) represents the contribution from the front edge of

low a" ab." - Ji l -S14al .bw Clelad Simi almshsd by Posw 41%6k1
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the screen whereas the second term may be identified with a reflection from the hack edge. Actu-
ally, for angles near grazing, the latter is relatively insignificant. Thus, if , 4 1, in addition to
ka4 * 1. eq (22) may be further approximated by

IV' a -cos (kh ,/%) - ( I - R,)-40 1e -1GV
cs) ka)P2' (23)

While this is a greatly oversimplified formulb.. it does indicate that the finite ground plane will
only appear "infinite" if (ka)' t ibo is sufficiently large. Any further quantitative discussions neces-
sitate the evaluation of the Fresnel integral form given by (20).

1 4. The Contribution From the Sector

A few remarks will now be made about the method of handling the contribution f14 of the
sector screen. The double integral to contend with is given by (8). The approximate method for
carrying out the integration is identical to that used before (Wait. 1963: Wait and Walters, 1963).
In the case where both ka and kb P I and when Zs is a constant, the result may be written

/I," Z. e (24)

110

j f- e - ( - l S e

where Gb= (2kbil(, {co if It,, ) e -r"F.(x)dx, (25)

where O(x)= (X2 + H2)12-x " H'I(2x),

and F.()= Q #"" exp -i(v2)tdt. (26)I1J - Ad.l~w ,W @

The Fresnel integral F,(x). appearing here, approaches one if A2 and A, are sufficiently large.
The method for evaluating the integral in (25) is identical to that used before (Wait and Walters,

1963). The only difference is the additional factor exp [- i4O(x)j in the integrand. In fact, if ka ID (kh)',
this exponential factor may be replaced by one over the range of integration in (25). In this case,
the previous results (Wait and Walters. 1963) for the contribution f4 and the resulting tabulated
integrals may be taken over without change. The pattern function including the effect of the circular
screen may then be obtained without difficulty from (3) and (6).

5. Final Remarks

In this paper, we have indicated the necessary extensions of the theory of the "finite ground
plane effect" to account for a raised antenna. While we have considered a vertical electric dipole
with its free-space pattern described by cos *., it is clear that a vertical antenna of finite length
may, in most cases, be treated by simply replacing cos *0 by the appropriate free-space pattern
function. Also, it should be stressed that the discussion given above refers to the far-field pattern
of the composite radiating system. From the receiving standpoint, this means that the patterns so
calculated are only valid for a downoming plane-wave incident at a grazing angle 4o. Some of the
complications which arise when the incident wave emanates from a test transmitter in the "near
field" is discussed in the references quoted (Wait, 1963; Wait and Walters, 1963).
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6. Appendix. Evaluation of the Infinite Integral G(oo)

The integral given by (10) for Ikal may be written in the equivalent form 1
e- r exP(-ix' + HY' (A)

G-) .x~(x cospo)- e[ (j(Al)" ~"

where e-=kllkl. If the air is allowed to have a vanishingly small conductivity, 8 is an arbitrarily
small positive constant. Folowing an integration by parts. (AI) is transformed to 3

G(=)= != exp (- ix'2 + HI)"'] A
C f: (z' + H 2)11 axWiCdl(2

where C-= cos #0. We now observe that

aiXXJCZ)1= L.J(CXj ICJI(CX)J.I

which permits (A2) to be expressed by I
e-/ _aCf exp 1-i(2'+ H')] Jx)

G( C aC .C J.(C)dx (A3)

e dac [a U2i +H I)12

L -- sin [(I-S]exti U+S M
C HC 2 2(A4)

= e,1"S- I exp (- XS). (AS) I
The infinite integral occurring in (A3) is wel known.3
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Impedance characteristics of electric dipoles

over a conducting half-space

James R. Wait

ESSA Research Laboratories. Boulder. Colorado 80302 3
(Received June 13, 1969.)

The input resistance of a Hertzian electric dipole located over a homogeneous conducting 3
half-space is considered. It is shown that the functional dependence of the input resistance on
the 'loss tangent' of the half-space is consistent with electrostatic concepts, provided the fre-
quency is sufficiently low. On the cther hand, at the higher frequencies, the results are com-
patible with the surface impedance formulations based on the compensation theorem. The re- I
sults have possible application to remote sensing of planetary surfaces from an elevated source.

INTRODUCTION ment for dipole antennas located in the vicinity of 3
When an antenna is located near or on the earth's conducting surfaces.

surface, a substantial fraction of the input power is We consider an elementary Hertzian electric di-
'wasted' in the ground. A measure of the perform- pole located at a height zo over a homogeneous dis-
ance is the ratio of the radiation resistance to the loss sipative half-space whose conductivity is a and di-
resistance. The loss resistance is proportional to the electric constant is e. If we superimpose the solutions
energy dissipated in the ground. To improve the per- for vertical and horizontal dipoles in an appropriate
formance, the antenna may be raised to a sufficient manner, the results for an arbitrary inclination of the I
height above the earth to ensure that the reaction of dipole are obtained without further analysis. There-

the ground is negligible. For low-frequency opera- fore, in what follows we consider only the purely
tion, this is not very practical because the height vertical or purely horizontal orientations. The for-
must be comparable or somewhat greater than the mulation of the problem is very similar to the one I
operating wavelength. Another approach is to em- used previously [Wait, 1962] in a different context.
ploy a metallic ground screen at the base of the an-
tenna [Wait and Pope, 1955]. For VLF transmitting VERTICAL DIPOLE FORMAL SOLUTION

antennas, this takes the form of an extensive radial With regard to a cylindrical coordinate system
wire configuration, which may extend over several (p, o, z), the vertical dipole of length ds, carrying
square kilometers. Nevertheless, the radiation effi- a current 1, is located at z = ze on the z axis over a
ciencies may still be less than 50%. dissipative half-space which occupies the region

Another important aspect of the situation is the z < 0. The situation is illustrated in Figure 1.
inverse problem where the data on the measured in- Sommerfeld [1949] gave the exact formal solution
put impedance are used to estimate the electrical many years ago. For this problem, the fields in the
characteristics of the ground [Keller and Frisch- insulating upper half-space can be obtained from an U
knecht, 1965]. Such an approach has promise in re- electric Hertz vector which has only a z component
mote-sensing applications for lunar exploration, given by

In this paper, we wish to review briefly the rele- - 9e y
vant electromagnetic theory of the dipole impedance H I ds.exp (-'VoR)

problem. Various approximations and interrelations R
in available formulations are discussed. We hope as + f R X). + i)JQ(
a result to have provided a clearer understanding of + U0 aXp [-uo(z ]o(p) (i)
the physical bases for remote sensing of the environ- where

CeryriW 0 19%9 by the Aeiem Ceoepy sit uo - ()a + Y*2)1/2, = (%o0.)"12  _ ik,
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a- e, o

Fig. lb. Horizontal electric dipole
Fig. Ia. Vertical electric dipole (VED) (HED) over a homogeneous half-space.
over a homogeneous conducting half-space.

After performing the derivative operations and pro-
RG\) - (N'uo - uIXN2uo + u1) - ceeding to the indicated limits, we obtain

. - a l + 1 ,)
1 2 ,  ( d ) " X 36Z) = Z Rea) -' e- (4

= [lpow(u' + Ie)", N O Z = -- J(

R - [p3 + (z - zo)]/ where a = 2zo. It is convenient to normalize this by

Here we have designated the dielectric constant and writing 8 = ROT, where Re = 20k2(ds) 2 , the real

the magnetic permeability of the upper half-space to part of Zo, is the free-space radiation resistance of

be co and p, respectively. To satisfy radiation condi- the dipole. (Here we assume that (p/Jco) 1/2 =

dons at infinity, the real parts of uo and ul are de- 1207r.) Thus we may write

fined to be positive for k ranging from 0 to cc on the aZ 3 1 r N'uo - u,
real axis. The harmonic time dependence, according 2 T' + exp (-auo) dN (5)
to the factor exp (i,t), is understood.

To perform a complete calculation of the sef-im- A simple yet revealing limiting case is to consider

pedance of the source dipole, the current distribution the static or dc limit. Then = - 0 and, as a conse-

on the dipole must be determined. This aspect of the quence, uo = u= A. Thus

problem may, however, be deferred if we confine our
attention to the change of the impedance resulting
from the presence of the lower dissipative half- 10 .

space. Thus for electrically short antennas it is per- VED
missible to retain the dipole approximation. By defi- K-10
nition, the change SZ is given by &Z = Z - Zo,
where Z is the self-impedance of the dipole
in the presence of the half-space and Zo is the
impedance of the same dipole located in free space.
Thus, Zo = lim (zo o) Z. 3

According to the 'emf' method, we can calculate
the impedance increment &Z from the formula

5Z =-lim L-E.&- (2) 10
@-.. LO_ __J

where

6E. - (k'2 + o'/o-2x11 - 1I) (3) 62 I00

and 60 xoo

1" " lim (1j) Fig. 2. The input resistance of a vertical electric dipole

0I.. (VED) in the presence of a conducting half-space.
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IZ 3 1 N2 - I THE HORIZONTAL ELECTRIC DIPOLE

R. "2P N The formulation for the horizontal electric dipole
(HED) is very similar to the case of the VED dis- I

NX -3--1 - (6) cussed above. The only slight additional complica-
"Z) + K- (2i 0 (6 tion is that the Hertz vector for the problem is

If we write N2 = K - ip where K - 11/1o is the required to have both a vertical and a horizontal com-

relative dielectric constant and p/K = a,/- - is the ponent. Then following a straightforward application

'loss tangent' of the lower half-space, we obtain for of the emf method, we find that the impedance incre-

the real part SR of the impedance increment ment SZ, resulting from the presence of the conduct-
ing half-space, is

R 3 2ps-' '= (~ z)'+o' (7) ~

For a fixed value of kzo and K, it is evident that R [

has a maximum value when p = K + 1. +-o') o--Ui'.i + U-U,)1
To illustrate the quasi-static behavior, the function 2 Uo + Al kN

RIRo, based on (5), is shown plotted in Figure 2
as a function of p for K = 10. This is mainly a meas- exp (-au) -±- dX (8) I
ure of the power absorbed in the half-space for a Uo
vertical electric dipole (VED) placed immediately I
above the surface. As indicated, for small values of In proceeding to the static limit (i.e., o - 0), we
the dipole height (i.e., 4vzo/., < 1), the input resist- kt -a (N- - u1)/(2 +) Thus, in this limit
ance change &R (= R - Ro) greatly exceeds the
free-space radiation resistance Ro of the dipole. Also, Z N' - I
in accordance with the simple static limit, the maxi- Nax - I o d'e"''
mum value of R occurs, for a value of p K + I N (9)

11, for the example shown. However, as the param- 3 N - 1

eter 4rzo/A becomes comparable with unity, the 2 2  + I
curves lose their characteristic shape and a clear-cut
maximum is no longer evident. The behavior of the which is identical to (6) except for the factor 1/2.
impedance increment in this range is discussed below. Using numerical integration data from Volger and

Noble (19631, the function R/RD, for the HED, is
plotted in Figure 3 as a function of p for K = 10 and

' for various values of the parameter ka or 4wzo/Ao.
1 HED (The approach of these authors is similar to that of

K 10 Wait [1962].) The similarity of these curves and
those for the VED in Figure 2 is striking. In both I
cases, there is a maximum in the energy absorption

CO -iwhere p = K + 1, as predicted by the simple static
QE:approximation.

To illustrate the dependence on the relative dielec-
tric constant K, the normalized input resistance R/RG

10 is plotted in Figure 4 as a function of p, for a range
of K values for two fixed values of the dipole height.
Although the curves have the same general shape,

1.0 the maxima in R are shifted to the left as K is re-
10 2 1 duced. In all cases, the general behavior is in accord-

161 I 1 10 ance with the static approximation given by (9).
p z 60crXo A significant point is that, for a fixed value of Zo/Ao, a

Fig. 3. The input resistance of a horizontal electric dipole single measured value of RIRo will, in general, lead
(HED) in the presence of a conducting half-space, to two possible sets of values of K and p.
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case, we now define the impedance increment AZ
IO0 resulting from the finite conductivity of the half-space

as follows:

10 AZ z - Z '= Oz - 6Z(II)

3 ,3 exp (-aUo) A (12)

10 Ro P f' WNo + U, o

Now, for sufficiently high conductivity and/or high
frequency, ul = (X2 - N 2k 2 ) 1/2 can be replaced by
iNk over the significant range of the integrand. Then,

161 W (12) reduces to

p=60crX0  !Z _ 3 / X3 exp (-a°) d) (13)

Fig. 4. The input resistance of HED showing the influence R 0 - 3 f [u+ (kN)l (1

of the relative dielectric constant (K = /4,) of the half- Noting that N = [(a, + ic, .)/i co ad] 2 has an argu-
- space. ment between 0 and ir/4 (for nonvanishing a, and

e), we can express (13) in the form

ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATIONS AZ 3 + + _

The results we have just discussed are dominated R0  k a
by the electrostatic coupling of the dipoles to the dis- 1k _ i + (14)
sipative or lossy dielectric half-space. Certainly, there -N + k -)

will always be a sufficiently low frequency where the where
change of the input impedance due to the half-space

can be computed on the basis of a static theory. The f exp (-ano)
question then arises as to how this approach to the = J0 

o  + (-kN)I problem can be reconciled with the usual methods
that involve the surface impedance description of the --e(/)E[ - k(l + N)a]

half-space. To shed some light on this question, we wherc
return to the integral formula given by (4) above.

First of all, we consider the limit where the half- Ei[-ix] - - dy (15)
space is perfectly conducting. Thus, if N2 -- c, we Y

have is the exponential integral as conventionally defined.

(ds)' Now, if INI is sufficiently large, (14) can be further
aZ == 6z" ) "- Jo '7 xo -, exp (-aUo) d approximated byIz - 2~~~rik f.(Ma 1) hr

2 AZ/Ro = (1/N)fka) (16)
-(s~o I+ ka) c ip a (0

Normalizing by Re and considering the real part Re J(x) 3[x'(1 + Lx)e4 - El(-Ix)l
&Z('* orSR' ), we find that

O3This result shows that Re AZ or AR varies inversely

RA; 3 [sin Q.a - Qa c with N or pl/2. This is in accordance with the curves
in Figure 2 if p is sufficiently large. On the basis of

where, as usual a = 2zo. Here we confirm that R'' ( 16), we might be led to the (erroneous) conclusion
R. -* I as zo/Ae --* 0 corresponding to the expected that AR or &R increase indefinitely with decreasing
doubling of the input resistance (i.e., R - 2Re), for loss tangent p/K. As indicated by the curves in Fig-

a vertical electric dipole located on a perfectly con- ure 2, this does not happen. It is important that (16)3 ducting surface. not be used outside its range of validity; namely, IN;.
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should be large compared with unity. This is a higher frequency approximation to the exact integral
rather important point since the compensation theo- formulas leads to results that are normally associated
rem approach, if improperly applied, may also lead with the compensation theorem approach. In this
to an incorrect conclusion. For example, on the basis method, the Poynting vector or some variant of it is
of the compensation theorem, in its general form, the integrated over the whole ground plane, and in this

result for the change of the input impedance AZ of way the ground reaction on the antenna is estimated.
the VED resulting from the finite conductivity of the Actually, there is no contradiction between these
half-space is [Wait and Pope, 1955] seemingly different approaches if we keep in mind

the nature of the approximations and the ranges of
AZ f= e E,H.-"2.p dp (17) their validity. Of course, in the case of the half-space

problem, it is possible to work with the exact integral I
Here, I z is the current at the terminals of the electric formula, and the numerical data so obtained are valid
dipole, E, is the resulting tangential electric field in for the whole range of the parameters. However, in
the radial direction p, whereas H,*") is the tangential many cases of practical interest, the environmental
magnetic field in the azimuthal direction 4, for an configuration is more complicated than a homoge-
assumed perfectly conducting half-space. If (17) neous half-space. Then, a quasi-static assumption or a

were applied with the proper value for Ep, it would surface-impedance description is useful. We have at-
lead to an exact formula for AZ. However, to facili- tempted to give some indication of the meaning of
tate its application, E is usually first approximated these limiting situations and to remove some apparent i
by assuming that E, is proportional to H#, which in contradictions that have been alluded to from time
turn is replaced by H#(-). In fact, it is an extremely to time.
interesting exercise to show that, on using the ap- Finally, we stress that the dipole formulations con-
proximation sidered here are only valid for wire antennas that are

E, - 0(/N)H." 1  (18) small compared with both the wavelength and the
height above the half-space. Relaxing either or both

(I7) reduces precisely to (16). Furthermore, the de- of these restrictions leads to a different class of I
tailed analysis of Sommerleld and Renner [1942] problems.
gives an identical result for Re AZ or AR if Ieir
complicated 'second order' correction is ignored. Acknowledgments. I am grateful for the valuable com-

A similar argument applies to the horizontal elec- ments from Mr. Lewis Vogler and for the assistance of
Mrs. Eileen Brackett in the preparation of this paper.

tric dipole (HED), where the integral formula (8) This work was supported by the Air Force Cambridge
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SURFACE-WAVE EFFECTS WITH LARGE the pound-wave field of the dipole is also modified by the
ANTENNA EARTH SCREENS factor I + D. where this is to be ev.aluated as qk -0. In

fact. as wea will see below. I , D2 is estenhially independent of
It is pointed oul that a perfecly godimn earth sceen 4* for small angles. Here D2 is to be obtained froml
may not be the opimum if low-angie radiation is to be mass-'
mused for a siam nenna current This as a consequence o
the surfc ave excted for on earth swtn with fnite iduc-
tive Mquctai. 12 IF e-"mI4 .(kp)(1 4+1 JI(kp cos. * (5)

Extended earths scremn are sometimes used for improving Cos~m f ,
low-angle radiations from hfr. antennas. They usually take the
form of a radial wire or a metallic mesh which is placed on where
the earh's surface in the immediate vicinity of the antenna.'
In the theoretical treatment for these systems, it is convenient 11 e(AP) - I-P)ie - P erfk Qpn . ...... 6)
= o describe the surface of the earth screen by an effective Iyafaeimpedance Z'. which, in general, is different from the jA, F/zZ-\'i ndweeJi h

surface impedance Z of the ground beyond t screen. At p - T -y()" -(_-Zfn.adwhr 1 i h
fIr slance, one would think that the ideal system would be to Bessell function of order one while If' is an 'attenuation
have Z'- -0 eorresponding to a screen of efectively perfect function' which accounts for the modifiion of the tangen-
conductivity. It is the purpose of this letter to show that this tial magnetic field by the finite surface impedance Z' of the

irota d onw aat flaten grond Theiin effetiv surac mm-aeelctdtefet
The situation is illustrated in Fig. 1. A vertial electric erhsre.I bann q.S ahv elce h fet

dipoe i loatedon flt gound Th efectie srfae i of back reflections from the edge of the earth system (i.e.
pedance of the ground system is a constant Z out sosa radius fi at - b). Other invesigations have shown this is a well

front of th antnna. he gound eyon radis o assumption.'.'
frmtenof t hanen.TegonbyndFa 6 Now t modified surface impedance Z' will be imagined

lassumen that the system is rotationally symmetric. As indicated., m
p is the radial distanc to an arbitrary point on the earth's ipedanice Z (evaluated at grazing incidence) and the effective
surface: from the dipole. ice Z. of t wire gri.'1.3 Thus

Z'- ZZW(Z + Z.) .. ... ....... (7)3

where Z - o*K -tIl - X -lI) is the surface impedance of
the ground for grazing incidence. If the wim-grsd spacing is

910much less than a wavelength and if ohmic losse in the wires;
are negligible. we knot, that Z. is purely inductive. Thus we
set

where go is a dimensionlest reactance parameter. A good
approxsimation is Be -d;144) In 1&12114)) + S_. %here d is theI
spacing between the wires in the mesh. .'o it the free-space

F~g.I ficire dpolelocted n aca'claWthwavelength, c is the wire radius, and S, is a correction factor
Fig- Ekrtedoloocaodoncwclotevhsmenwhich is negligible if dAo is sufficiently small.'

As indicated by eqn. S. the integrand. apart from thle factor
The radiation field E. for a time factor exp(jms). at an Jr. is proportional to the tanpen!4l magnetic field at a

infinite distance R and elevation angle 0g,. is expressible in distance p from the dipole. If here It ',(kp) is replaced by unit).
the form' we have the assumption that the tangential mnagnetic field

is the same as if the surface were perfectly conducting through-

£ 'l~ -Josm...........I out. Clearly, if the reactance para1mee S. were effectively
2w ~zero, this would be a good approximation evecn for a screen

where go -4w x 10-7. A - 21rfluavelength) and Md is the 20 --
current moment of the dipole. Here M" is a pattern function
nonnahised so that it is unity over a perfectly conducting R-10
ground plane of infinite extent (i.e. Z' - Z - 0). Now.%

following an early derivation.' sij%

win er R- Iin 16 - (Z/steilliiln q6+ (Zir")l. im 120-P. 12- % '9

and D is a 'moadification' which vanishes if the earth screen is- I
absent (i.e. Z' -Z orif b -0). In thetiintg caneof no to- - .0

earth lore.

-, W - (I + R.)12 - sin qt/Ws *a + (Zi"e) (3)%Z

Here Zfrve is the normalised surface impedance oif the 'un-
modified' ground. If the latter is homogeneous and lossless. 0o'-6
we have

Zvgo - (I Mil I- (cos2 *)/ X 1 . . . .. (4) 02 SO il O 20 0 '

wher AK is the relative Permnittivity of the dielectric ground.10
The corresponding reult for W is cact.

The modification of the surface impedance in a circular Fig. 2 -Attenuation funcrioni W, low a partially inducivse
regon of radius bi. from Z to Z'. results in improving the surface "Md
'cut back' by a factor 1 4 D. Also. it an be shown' that --- ~I.Mir
£62 ELECTRON4ICS LUTTERS S3s h Octoberr 1969 Vol 5 No. 22
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of ranite extent. Noweveir. If the reactance of the screen is an to the surface effect would not be predicted. This fact could

appr*6abl fraction of the impedance of the pound. it is be kept in mind in the design of practical earth screens for
tnt justilltd to setl We - I in the integrand of eqn. 3. This h r. antennas over poorly conducting pround.
fact in clarly illustrated in 1 1, where the amplitude and
phase of We are shoaan plotteot as a function kp for a lostless is
bormodetisi earth with a relative permittivity K -10. For

II
Wet

41 rlb bCI =

201-- Igeo do 5
W 04 0

Io i.4Dpnineo d ahsata ooa
Ii. -a is to1,. thank K.P pe o i sitnei wIz

Ca calcultion0

% ei'1.a Wr d.Setmbrn

I viL4. ashat zlhank . P. j. uforbi na slal, dWmU01~io

Kwg1t JR.0- WATT J.t a,:~ie JUG h7ofa

I OU.O.. a. .. Iafeto a and zuanoost(~j ant sm' bea f-a
NOtt Wet.23. .ppt.v M y ut0e6

to 15 I-L5, 20 Pracam. .T. C . SUN": gIeeten o the adre* Go
go.ac1oota em ontuswa f~ec.Dole.Cl.

Fig. S Me"Wicon of 0t he m Nbt&e de " to OWe Prosence

noare at as. - I o m e eM di, e

&avau of a* - 1, it.i apparent dtu dot inductive portion
oft, is uicei to allowe a puiahy trapped surface wave to

alateerat. Thin surface-wave affect for
edy 0"i aneei (ar doI -ehte disance. Never-

okm a m O We is emiltatielly diffuanl frans unlty
am am at d imap of kpi indicstiad. As pointed out by
o11, a dw~r edlic abmal be oberved for a iouy

orlt, but we do met coser *e here.
1W am ~ ofI +0A for 4 0- and 0- . is showns

ft Pip. S si . tspeelvely. for kb - 100 and 9 - 10
The hsaba =M obm fte omupodo quanitity with

Fa i i f 4. va leicate bow I +0 verits withIdwaen m postaeter k, for Ar 3 oan 10. kb - 100.
mWd vim tdm puzing angle ## amd 5.to o. In this cut.
I I. + uIi a weasur of hoaw ellective the wtith scram is
is iomving dw meth-w bldd2 The curnas indlicae theit
tat pss veof 6, eib whihis a(ft oerdr of0 1.
MOWs'u. =ft t1111 We - I OMEdM *mA dUMieMiums due
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FIELDS OF ELECTRIC DIPOLE pedance contrast function, which. b) dclinition. vanishes if
ON RADIALLY INHOMOGENEOUS p > a. In this integral representation for the perturbed radia-

GROUND SURFACE tio field. l6"(p) is the unknown attenualtion function fr the
tangential magnetic field or the source dipole in the region

An integral-equation method is employed to calculaicehe 0 < p < a. This function was shoun to satisfy a Volterra-
fields for Ion-angler radiaion over a plane bsoundar' -th an

complex van ufac i mpednc Ith ih.an tha:e n tera equtio or the form, ll'
dpeile vaoynt sufce souedce lii sl hth increased ebato ofteaom

dipoleend of th thue iape nrd etentor thitthioseeouaeCom W'(X)- W4(T) + ( j) Ffr11 LI-(-d

There is an intrigusing possibility that the low-angle radiation Ii i l

from h.f. antennas may be enhanced by modifying the fore-I
groud' Physically, this can be achieved by using an where 14'(u) I -j(wp) 12

c Perfc(jpI2) ... (6
extended radial-wire or a mesh pround system. In the previous
theoretical treatments of the subject, it has been assumed .Y = Ap. and p-Ujr2K71Zt)1. lire OfCs) is the well
usually that the ground systemn is effectively a perfect con- known attenuation function for propagation to a *numerical
ductor over its total extent whether it is disc or sector shaped.4 distance' p over an homogeneous fiat surface. In eqn. 6. erfe
In this letter, we wish to consider some implications of taper- is the complement oif the error function. Methods of the
ing the pround system. In this case, the effective surface solution of eqn. 5 for the attenuation function W'(x) are
impedance is a smooth function of the radial distance from the described elsewhere.'
base of the antenna. Analytically, this is a considerably more As mentioned above, the specification of the functional
involved problem than for a constant Or zero surface im- form of the surface-ipedance contrast function F(x). where
pedance. a - kp. will determine the form of the resulting attenuation
alor siprsenty he sue azgrud-alsyed ry erzan Aelericx o peet upsew wl onie

Florersmpicty whe sue azimgruth-asymetryand el fntinWectripeetcupsew wl onie
dipole. The situation is illustrated in Fig. IA. where the Z - Z(r) - Ze .. .. ..... .... (7)

%here Z corresponds to the appropriate value for a homo-
geneou lossless ground of relative permittivity edlto.Th itaio s lusrte nFi.Is n hs ae.w cos

T heuton is illured in Fig. Is/2. n thi cae I chaos

which is the exact form for a vertically polarised plane wave
Fig. 1A 11asic troissry at grazing incidence. The exponential variation indicated by

eqn. 7 is an idealisation for a ground svreen which is tapered
smoothly from the base of the antenna. Here we do not dwell
on the physical realisability of such a ground system, although
wec could point out that a radial-wire system will have a
smoothly decreasing effective impsedance as one recedes from

-cto*pkb)the bws of the antennal along the round surface. For our
04 rapidity of the impedance taper. For example. h - 0 would

correspond to a perfectly conducting ground plane, while
hi - y, corregsponds to a homogeneous earth of surface

0 impedance Z throughout.
0POnce we have the numerical values for the attenuation

function It' Ap), the pattern function Pt#01) can be obtained
Fig. I1a Assunsid surface-impodance variation directly from eqn. 3. following the numerical integration of

eqn 4. In this case, the upper limit a of the integration

surface impedance of the pround beyond a specified radius a Tabbe I
is a constant Z. Within the ground system (i.e. 0 < p -- a), _ _ __ _ __ _

the surface impedance 2'(p) is taken to be a function of p. o.~ i t.fo pv,,-.i 17..&1
the radial distance from the source dipole. As indicated. 4
is the angle subtended by the observer's direction and the I 4-92 20 5
pounid plane. 2 4-93 20.4

In the absence of the ground system (i.e. a -O0or 34.94 2.
Z'(p) - 2]. the far-field radiation pattern P(4) of the ground- 40ee ioeo h ooeeu lterhi 4.9 2% 1

^00a 11 + R.I(cof00t)I2 . .... ..... 1) 6 4.98 19.5
7 3.00 19 1

A. n q6 -(ZIT (2 503 18 7
si10 V% 503 1:,

and ib - 120wr. Here, of course, Re is the appropriate 1 .51.
Friesniel-reftetion coefficientI for a normalised surface im
pedanece Z~v?6. It was shown beforfe5 that the corresponding -0 0'.. i0. A. - to

pattern function is ci'rrrspontjs physically to the outer stiremnity of the ground
P(4ig) - 1(1 + R.X I + D.)I(eos QII2 . l s 3 ystem

As indicated by eqns. I and 3. the complex factor (I - .)

where 0. is the all impornt correction fator which accounts is the ratio of the field with and without the tarered
for the presesc of the pround system. The latter is ground system. At it turns out. this factor is a slowly varying

function of the angle 40 at least for the low angles of interest

- uk ~ es~a to tong-distance hTf propagation To illustrate this point, we

a'.js~s~rshow the amplitude and phase of h0 -' 1. in Table 1. for a
tial1 selection of the relevant riarameters.

Jkouse of this factor as a quantitative measure of the effectienessI
where k -2*11[wavelength). J - flessel function of the Of the ground system In fact, we can assert that the effective
at kind, and FOkP) - (Z - Z(plillvg. is the surface-tm- moment of the source dipole is modified by the factor I + L4.
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£12 -30 This useful concept was also borne out in an earlier study for
SkoxIOO constant-impedance ground screens.4

- 25 For the tapered exponential model considered here, some10-2 concrete numerical valucs are illustrated in Figs. 2a and IT
IT for relative permittivities of 10 and 3. respectively. In

10- to-- c- phase -2e.~ each case, the abscissa is the taper parameter b, while the

0- ordinates are the amplitude and the phase of I + U2.. In cach
40. acase. three values of the ground-system radius a are indicated.

Ito kant 15-- [Here, ka = 2nra/(wavelength)].1 From the curves in Figs. 2a and b, it is evident that, if the
3 10'taper parameter is sufficiently small (i.e. almost constant

4 3 -010,surface impedance), the results are equivalent to a perfectly
___ I C conducting circular screen or radius a lying on a dielectric

2- mltd 5 half-space. This fact is confirmed by comparing the results
______ _____here with those obtained previously" for such a situation. As

the taper parameter b is increased, it is evident that the pround
0..........................- 0 system is less effective in the sense that I + U. is approaching

0'003 001 0 03 0.1 0-3 I. Also, we see that the dependence on the finite value of Aa
taper paramter b is less as b increases. In fact, if b > 0-1 the discontinuity in

the surface impedance at p - a is not significant.
The method employed here can be applied to more realistic

-30 situations which involve elevated antennas of finite length
'-* ,, ko.30 eiticted over inductive wire-grid systems. The incorporation

25 or ohmic losses in the ground is also straightforward. Work
t0 phas -25 on the subject continues.

ka-100 i . at. WAIT 2Ssth August 1969
Ca 20-z K. P. SPIES

CESSA Research Laboratories
3e amplitude -Boulder, Colo. 80302, USA

4 -00
I %Air. I.a.: 'Effect of the ground screen on the field radiated from a,

monolef. IRE ram,.. 1956. AP-4. pp'. 179 - 181
to 2'~w~niOEA?. o .: 'The effect ot the ground constant% and of an

2 5earth system on the performance of a vertical medium-wave aerial',
Pr. . 9 105C. Ip. 292 ofI

3 t'it. R. I.. and ctlits. w. I.: Fnleci or iosv earth on antenna gain%

or J. Res. Nat. Bur. Sioad.. 1964.681). pp. 25i-255
o....... 4 WAIT, J. it.. and WAtttaS. L. c7.: 'Influence of a sector ground screen

0003 001 0-03 0.1 0-3 an the field of a vertical antenna'. National Bureau of Standards
tape paametr bMonograph 60, April 1963ape paraete b5 All a.: 'The theory ol' an antenna over an inhomogcncoutb ground plane,. in ,.,ao&'. r, r. lMd.): tElectromagnetic Theory and

antennas* tPergamnon, 196T), pp 1079-ttwg
Fig 2 odiicaionof ffetie dpol moentresltig fom 6 %Ait. J. at.. and spits; '.I. ntegral equation approach to ttti
F~g,2 Mdifcaton f efectve ipoe mmentesltig F am radiation from a verical atnrna over an inhomogcneous ground

assumed sufc-mefnevrainplane'. adio Sci., 1969. (to be published i
3* 7 KICxT.tis p., and 1111ooAN. It. V~ c 'Innluence of the ground near
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Transient Response of a Dipole over a Circular Ground earth. is Z.'. This, in effect, is saying that the effective surface
Screen impedance for the entire ground plane is Z.' for 0 < o < a, and I

Z for 0 > o.

Abstracf-The time-domain response of a vertical electric dipoe For convenience, we will discuss the problem initially for a Iime
iocated over a circular ground screen is considered. The relevant factor exp (fl). The current moment of the dipole is designated
time-harmonic solution is used as a starting point. By making a Pe(u, and the nuignetic field in the Jar zone I-ss the form
number of approximations a very simple formula is obtained for iuPO()
the transient response of the far field when the dipole current H() -"- exp (-i,R,/c) coI"(,.) (I)
moment is a ramp function of time. It is shown that far esaly times, co

the pattern response appeus as If the ground screen were of infinite where Re is the distance to the olberver, it# tire angle stibtcolded
extent, while at very long times, the response approaches that by Reand the earth's surface, andctheveiocity of lightin avacimm.
expected for a homogeneous flat ground. I1" is a pattern function which is normalized to be unity if the

dipole height A were zero, and if the entire ground plane wele
1wrZODUCTION perfectly conducting.

Low-angle radiation from a dipole antenna over a finitely eon- An approximate formula for It"' is given as follows [4]:

ducting ground may be improved by tie une of a metallic ground II" me (I + R.)[Ge(A) + QJf2 (2)
screen. The limited size of any practical system does not permit where
one to realise fully the ideal pattern for a perfectly conducting
ground plae. Quantitative studies of this important effect have R. - n I* - (Z/,) (3)
been the subject of various theoretical and experimental inveptign- sin #. + (Z/s.)
tions 13-[3]. Without exception the analyses have been carried
out for time-harmonic fields. In this communication we wish to G.(A) -xp [iw(h/c)sin 0s ) + e p [+ . exp i h i.]
develop a transient solution. To simplify the discusion, a relatively I + R.
simple model is adopted, and the source dipole moment is assumed' and
to b e a s t p f u n c t io n o f t im e . a Ma s w ' /+FORMULATION op Tisi T-r-llsaaonic PRoBLEM t- eJ l #a re, I.,)

With respect to a cylindrical coordinate system (,,,) the
earth's surface is at s - 0, and the sexrce electric dipole is located t- te z. zdp (5)
at s - A on the axis. As indicated in Fig. I, the circular ground
screen is located on the surface z - 0 and is bounded hy p - a.
In the absence of the ground system the surface impedance is Z
which does not vary with p. On the other hand, the surface im- 3Manu-criptf ri,r.rd Mo'brlsry 27. 1%I). r'l* -I jj . . I!l1! This

;or$, u esuppOrslI h) Advlcrnc l t. rrh l'roij-I. Amlne) ulnder
pedance of the ground screen, in parallel with the homogeneou AHII'A Orler 9.e2. "
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' ~ considered to be perfectly conductinug. Thius H"' in the integralid
of (12) is to be replaced by (7), giving

A (i) - A e(l) - - ! I II + exp [iw (2k/c) sin qp)I

FSa. I. Vert'cal ele-tric dipole oer circular pround atr"It. dw.. (13)

whees (es"r 120and . (I+ A 9lT e residts Thisintegratio s resby carried mi t wi Ctefiwigreniit: (4

given~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~mlile by (2)(S) reuet wfrsgvnpevosyElE1A()-IdE P(Ol- x - U

2W' (I Kj~~hu(e') an proportional to the diret signal and the signal reflected
- Ei(u(k/c) sin Q. + R. ezp [-4u#0/0) sin #9J (fla) from the pround plan, respectively. If A and a awe allowed to ap-

proach zero, it can be see that
where R. is the appropriate Freanel reflection coefficient for oblique '_ .(h, tnQ ei i)dmilection from a Bat earth whose surfae impedance is Z. I Aey- f

all liitng aseiswhe th goun seenradusbecomes 2w _2
infiitel hq ForI example, if IZ.'I 4c Z, we find that E4, in theKw'+

9omhnwt (2) a(3togvthrelais. In wfloig i i underatood that thb, convention
[.. C(A/c) st ]() InTelimiting ce of a perfectly conducting ground plane lite

which is the expected pattern for a vertical electric dipole over a mAiated field in seen to be two superimposed iep fionet ius. The
Blat perfectly conductin ground plane. corresponding source dipole moment is a ranip funiction, i.e.,

PM l(l). This is a coniveiiient type of source for an i.itini
TUANlZrNT ANALYSIS stuely of the transient .espmumse of a itronitd screen excitedl hi a

In order to approach the transient problem, it is imagined that dipole. SN IPVCT
at time I - 0 tOw dipole is suddenly turned on. Theni the current Sn I1u~Aac

Inoent isIn order to proceed with ltec general eau', a nuinlier (if Piiimiur.,it-

- ap (-at) -exp (O) tiams are now mnade. First, it is ssiinimd thait the itruutid w-rerin i6
PMS V () perfetly conducting (i.e., Z.' - 0). Thius (2) 6i exircewitblc inl liteI'where a and D are constants, and where v (I) - I for t > 0 and 1" -C4" (.hSic) + all*(fl

u(SM - 0 for I < 0. As will hie shown, this double expouitial where
form hasl certain mathemnatical advantge.. The Fourier transform 5SA. c 'F___of the current momenut is given by all' cC J. _ _ I +77i - 'i

P.- -r V(8 lis It W exp (-i.(O'+ A')"/cJYa(.C/r) it (17)
- - ( a + a w O~ * W i l l i a - Z / q , S - s i n l . . s l d C - v . F r l t r a m p ! j v v

By superposition the transient response A*(1) of the radiation function pill - lIm(l), the respoiie patternt is thent
field in ten obtasinedl by inverting the transform A (I) - .4.(t + GMS ~

J* I ,RoJk ) ep (id) do, (1) O facilitate the integraltin i:; (17), the followim anyunpiotic

2.11, fomfo he meel funict ion are employed:
By utilizig the shift rule, it ins my to obtain (w/)J(O /

A*.() es A( B. +(11) . -(sip (uC/0 - i eip (-two C/c)).10
wher The consequences of using this high-frequvency approximalioi. sre

A (1) f~l , (40 expE - m (A/) si #03discussed in theAppendix.Thnst (17) redureq to
( 2) all W'e)spx.,(/)SnLIp (-nAS/c) .5.1 I f * ,

to exp (4d) iW*J + a 12cc)' F. "' il It o' + Pit

(a+ +o (0, + Atii + - ;I' lexP E-iw('c) 0 -C03
77 ucinA (8) in deignated asl the pattern response. In orderip +A13 iw

to s n hleasning of this quantity, the whole pround plane 6n-fx(i..'~I+C)l~.-we,)s (1
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Fig. 2. Time-rmy interproitoao of totl transient shaa Fig. 3. Transient response of prgoind-bsd ilole with circuiar screen.

where A conside~ralle amalytirald simplification is obtained whens the I
W + !S dipole islocated on tlec en. Then (27) reductionto

c C 
-c~I * 'liC

Itn view of the approximations iet tile original derivation [41, the 76 + 2c)--v
factur C"'2 can he replaced by unity. Alt, since we are dealing withi Ilarge scetents where (..a/c))b 1, the first square bracket term its C)_____ ig 1 (29)
floe integrand of (21) may he replaced by unity. On thes other El - (ol/c) (I - C) r"s C )
hand, in thie second square bracket, thes term multiplied by -i canl G(I)
be ignored since Uhe phase is varying rapidly. As indicated before ____ i
[41, this neglected term is related to the wave reflected fromt thle A20IJ 1 , - C)]
back edge of the screen. With these isimplificationa. it is found that 8 + A C2 (t C) 1"w
(21) reduces to 1 e
4 ll e x p ( - i A B /c ) S A + Ul1 ~ . . ; l C J ( 3 0 )

Iv factor 51(2(1 - C)J"ol in (30) nay be replaced by unity
.enr C.-.is,*/Ai I - C ]expEtor- (pi) ]do. (? since it is already asumed that I - C AK1. Thie resultant, pattern

Uxing thin form for the integrand ins (19), tile integratin over w, rmponse for this limiting situation is then given by the following

call now be readily effected. Thus remarkably simple result:

GM SA _I I u(i -(We)r(I-C)- do (2)pwer A () - u(f) - (A/CS + A)J3f(T)u(T - 1) (31)
Ct)- +A (2c)"'v J* E- (0/0 0 -C) -4(0)" ) her f(T) - (1/r) Carein (1 - 2/T) + r/2] (32)

wittre it is. implicitly ajtinwil that thle nonalizeh Ininore ivi- and3
loslmle A is indepenident orf thle freqseency.1 It ranl he wein that tile T - (esfa)(l - C) t- (ci/a)/(S'/2) - (c/o)/40*/2).

iuleran in M) s zro fle altw (i It > p. wereThis% it can he steen at the initial instant f - 0 thle response it a

- (00, + A'"'- + AS -1a- 0 (24) uneit positive step. This is followed by a linearly decreasing signal
c c c Whiclh begins at T os 1. It then flattens off to a constant value in

whic is quialen toaccordance with tile limit:

C' ) 2P.(c* - AS)C (let - AS)' - A'o] -0 (25)t AM]J.- - I - CA/MS + a)] - SI(S +A6)

The elevnt totwhich i4 thle exllecletl value for thoe pattern factor for a dipole onl
Tlw rlevat rot isthe qurface of a flat impedametre sturface of iifluite extent. Toe situa-

Its - I (d - AS)C + [let - AS)P - A'S')"'lS-'. (;)61 titus 6' illwstraled ii. Fig. 3 where A (9) is sketched as a function of

As- alternative form of (23) whirch i silaoble fur inumerical tietneprmtr ONucesloN
work is

Sa I f" IWhile tilec prreent analysit; is based on a highly idealized model,
Gui li ~ 1 ( -tme results do indicate that the finite extent of a ground sereen will

S + a 2c) Ino . Sit nw mdify significantly tile pulse shape of thle radiated field. This may
he an important factor in timing systems where some feature of

gj- ).(27) the radiated pulse shape is ged aw a point to measure the travel

(I (1/c) (Its + A)"' + ICc _ AS/c] ..J as' P time. Further work on this subject should consider thle frequency
Vote toeraised dipole (i.e., A > 0), fuirther redlioin of lImi integral depenidetnce of tile ground-surfare impedance avid thle equnivaileit
doe,, not seem possible. intlmedance of the wire mesh which maokes up the ground sferts.

Thle time-ray interpret at ioss of thme resilits in inidicated in Fig. 2.Also, raised antennas of finite length will lead to more conplicitced
The ipoe a T e exite at - . I thepoits l an N re n lmegral evaluation but. in principle, the present results can beU

the common waviefiront, then, obvioustly, thle ground reflected signaladpeifuerotins e.
at N will arrive at the observer at tine I seconds later, sowls that ArrENmeex

d - TNV - TAI - (0,1 + A')"'l - VOC + AIS. (2S) Int perfornmg thse imntegration over w in (191), thle Pemel finilsmi
wa% rplaced by Ilse first term in Ont ssymptotic expansion. ThesI

Tile sumn tota of these rays. interrated front ite edge of Ltme Porree. i.ii"e ftisse wil he sl-"41es briefly.

out to inefinity, gives thme contrinainos Mt) to tile tran.-iess ror-pronse lose are co,,cruetl woith time evalutlin of thle followingl Foosieir
off thme dipole, integiral :

hifrs Va- /. Is defiaed te he effecietle a conetant vosich 1% In- Vtlx(,u/) I i Ui(m.'C/O)exp (fsis... (3-3)

fitvdsnl or frequency. This In srtrictly valid only for a Iomudenis telectric. 2 - Cc
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Noting that i.(Z) - I.(iZJ, the Fouiur integral tables [5) can
be wed to allow that

For the timas much that PI - (Pl0(0 0 CI<< (P/cr) (1 -0),it
a be seen ta

w()~Cs(2c)In[1 - (a/c)(0 - C)J"'

While th" is an admittedly crude approximation, it is qualitativelly
satisfactory, for thi reson, and because it facilitates the subsequentI'integraton oyer p. In fact, the fault given' by (35) corleaporids to
Owe form need in the main text whtich is based on the limitinig as-
ymnptotic form for the 1e1e1 lunctitm J(vMOC/e) in the frequency

J~slcs IL W~rw
ESSA Research Liabs.

III J. R. Walt and L. r. Water,..lnifimnr of a aryound etc1 Co~n r lf of a vertical an '-a Ntsoo 015 . April 15. DUOS.

12aOn DL)0iwr, Wai. E. l.14iats. and W.M hae.- ronIi~~sse resuhlts (O(rfV of a numerical ana rum. a. Sa.ds erc duo
oabs. an lnhooc grodanl13.cRai .rL t 296 . p. 1

. A.c an H Fl andn frt ~i. ato-. So.r IneeneII &Ab Pe..

So.. 1031t. alifBei 0 1 6. Jan a 1 1. 1

(4I A,.-(.tetwr frttatnfo ar icrcdrl
evraInooevu rudpae. ai e. o.2 l.97
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1.18 Wait, J. R., and K. P. Spies, January 1970, "Integral Equation Approach to the Radiation
from a Vertical Antenna Over an Inhomogeneous Ground Plane," Radio Science,
Vol. 5, pp. 73-79

(Reprint No. 397)

Reprinted with the permission of the American Geophysical Union
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Radio Science. Volume 5, Number I. pages 73-79. i-nnary 1970

Integral equation approach to the radiation from a vertical
antenna over an inhomogeneous ground plane I

James R. Wait and Kenneth P. Spies

ESSA Research Laboratorie, Boulder, Colorado 80302

(Received July 31. 1969.)

The fields of a dipole source located over a variable impedance surface are considered. A 1
method of obtaining solutions of the integral equation for the tangential field is outlined.
Numerical results are given for the resulting radiation patterns for an exponentially tapered
variation of the surface impedance. It is shown that the tapering has the advantage of reducing
the lobe structure of the low.angle radiation.

INTRODUCrION and ., = 120. Here, of course, R, is the appro-
The use of extended ground screens to enhance priate Fresnel reflection coefficient for a normalized

low-angle radiation from HF antennas is now com- surface impedance Z/,),,. It was shown earlier that

mon. To be effective the pound screen should re- the corresponding pattern function is given by
duce the effective surface impedance of the fore- n(d) - 1(1 + R.Xl + 12) (cos Oo)2 (3)
ground ct to distances comparable with a Fresnel
zone. The utility of the general analytical formula- where 0. is the all-important correction factor that
tion (Wait, 1963] has been demonstrated on a num- accounts for the presence of the ground system. The
her of recent occasions [Bernard et al., 1966; Gus- ground system factor is given by i
talson et al., 1966; Collin and Zucker, 1969).

In this note, we wish to discuss the evaluation of n. - k W'kp)Flk*.-""
the radiated fields for a situation where the surface s

impedance of the ground is tapered as a function of / ' S
distance from the base of the antenna. For simplicity -( + -L JI(kp cosI4o) dp (4)
here, we assume azimuthal symmetry, and also we

represent the source as a ground-based Hertzian where k = 2,/(wavelength), where J, is the Bessel 3
electric dipole. This situation is illustrated in Figure function of the first kind, and where F(kp) = IZ -
1, where the surface impedance of the ground be- Z'(p)]/jo is the surface impedance contrast function
yond a specified radius po is a constant Z. Within the which by definition vanishes if p > p,.. In this integral
ground system (i.e., 0 < p < po), the surface im- representation for the perturbed radiation field, I
pedance Z'(p) is taken to be a function of p that is W'(p) is the unknown attenuation function for the
the radial distance from the source dipole. As indi- tangential magnetic field of the source dipole in the
cated. #a is the angle subtended by the observer's region 0 < p < po. This function was shown to satisfy
direction and the ground plane. S

Now, in the absence of the ground system (i.e.. p.
= 0 or Z'(p) = Z), the far-field radiation pattern

P(#o) of the ground-based dipole on the homogene-
ous flat ei.th is given by

P( o) - It + R.I (cos 00)/2 (1)
R. sin jo - (Z/.) (

sin j, + (Z/io) (2)
Fig 1. Vertical dipole located centrally over a radially varyingCapyistt@ 1970 b7 tin Ammem G"Plyskd ali.7 impedance surface.

731
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a Volterra integral equation of the form ofr| + 4 + ,oX ,+ a. + (2r)

W'(x) - W(x) + /j o FO,) "-W(x - y) W''y) (12)
*2,) [Y(X - M",a dy(5) where

W(x) -I - I(p)"e ' erfc (tpt") (6) += 2 2 a-,• -o ,-o
and p = -(l42) (Z/n)'. Here, W(x) is the well- rknown attenuation function for propagation to a (13)

'numerical distance' p over an homogeneous flat Finally, we equate coefficients of like powers of x"t
surface. In (6), erfc is the complement of the error on the two sides of (12) to get
function.

SOLVING THE INTEGRAL EQUATION and

We now outline a series method of solving (5)
for W'(x) for small values of the argument x. Since a . - 6.-, (n - 1. 2. 3, (14)W(x) has an expansion of the form =

which is effectively a recurrence formula for the
W(x) - a_,x" (7) evaluation of a'. in terms of a,,. a',. . .• , ,'. .

When these results are applied to the case where
it seems plausible to assume that W'(x) has a similar Z'x) - Z Z

expansion -e (IS)

I W'(x) = a " J  (8) (where b is a nonnegative constant), the series for
.-C It (x) is given byU where the coefficients a'. are to be determined. In I(x) = I - r b ' -- V' b'jx"

addition, we assume the known impedance function L
(Z'(x) - Z)/,/,, can be expanded as + ab' t2

.v - g V' b'x't -- b

F(x) - Z'( ) - Z x " . (9) ("b'+ (16)

,70 -.a + -:-|b:: Z + .- (16)
Upon substituting the appropriate expansions into the where j - (1/2)1" Z/".
negrai equation we obtain, on interchanging the When x is not sufficiently small, series 15 is not

order of summation and integration, useful for evaluating W'(x), and we must resort to
numerical methods of solving integral equation 5.

" a, x' - .,x" The technique outlined below is an adaptation of one
-0 .. 9 described by Wagner 11953] and yields W'(x) for a

(prescribed set of x values, i. .., .,, - - . The first
rla ., step is to compute W'(x.) and lW"(x2) using series

2W ,-o -0 16; the solution then proceeds inductively, W'(x.)

I y-'"1(x - y)'--)/ dy (10) being computed when 14"(xi). W'(x.), --- , W(x,.,)

are known. From integral equation 5, we write
Noting the integral in (10) is x */2 times the beta i.r,/
function B[(p + 1)/2, (n - p + 1)/2j and using 2wtx,) Ir(x,) +

I the standard relation ['(u)Ffu) • K(x , y)H"(y) dy +4 Kt(. )V()d

Mu )-r(u + V)d}

(10) becomes + "'" + Klx.. y) d,%) (17)
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where (21)-(25) were approximated by a 12-point Gauss-
ian quadrature formula. To remove infinite singulari-

K(x. y) ( - - (18) ties in the integrand. the integration variable was I
7b(x - Y), first changed to 9 by the relation y = x, sin2 0 in

Now assume that W'(y) may be approximated in the I,(x.) and by x. - y = (x. - x. 1) sin2 9 in i.(z.)
interval (x1_,, xj) (i = 3, 4, • , n) by a quadratic and i(x.). In i,(x.) and 12(X-), W'(y) was eval-
polynomial fitted at x1., xi-1, and zj; thus uated at the Gaussian abscissas by means of series

WL)- IY Xi)Y - .) W (xi.,) Computing time is a rapidly increasing function of
i-S x - Xd) the number of points at which W'(x) is evaluated

+ (Y - x,-,Xy - X) (.. . (about 5 minutes was required for 60 points on a41-8 -W(-Xx, - Xi) CDC 3800 computer); thus it is desirable to space

the points X1, x2, X3 , " - " as widely as the demands of
+(' - X,.,X - X,_) W'(Xi) (19) accuracy will permit. One must, of course, take x,

- t-,s t - x-:, and x. to be small enough so that W'(xl) and W'(x 2 )
which is just the well-known Lagrange interpolation may be computed from ( 16); some numerical experi-
polynomial of degree 2. When the appropriate poly- ments then indicated that adequate accuracy was ob-
nomials are substituted into (17), one may solve the tained by taking the interval X, - Xj I to be roughly I
resulting equation for W'(x.) and write xj/10. Further confidence in the results was gained

nix. " by applying the numerical technique outlined above
W(x.) + -(x.) to the integral equation for IV(x):

(z.,) 2 1/2 (20) ( 1ix. V) 1/ Z
2- .) W(X) - I - J. x Jin dy (27)

where

1(x.) - K(x.. y )w'(y) dy (21) a)

i,(x.) K K(x.. y) W'(y) dy (22) I
" J0.4 40I,(X.) " x.AAA '02

U- 3.4. - ,n- I1) (23) 0 10 0

+~~~~ B,(,)W(x.. 1 + IyI'(jd

,.(z.) fI. K(x.. y)[ A.(y)W'(x.,) 0

+ B.(O)W'(x._j)J dy (24) 03 0.01 80

'1z.) - f. K(x.. y)C.f.') dy (25)

(y - x,_,)(y - .,) !P ''y 3 .40
,Y) - (xY_1 - x,_)(x,. - x) (26b) O 20 01

(y -- x,)(y - x,i,) X

CI.) - , - x, 1-) (26c) Fig. 2n. b. The attenu ltion function for an exponential

variation of the surface impedancc. The nh ci a ik the normal-
and K(Z., y) is obtained from (18). The integrals ized distance r(- 2p/waclcngth) for the dipole.
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To start the calculation, W(O.10) and W(0.11) were which is the exact form for a vertically polarized
computed from (6); then a formula analogous to plane wave at grazing incidence. The exponential
(20) was used to evaluate IV(x) at a sequence of variation indicated by (28) is an idcalization for a
points ending at x = 30. These results were com- ground screen that is tapered smoothly from the base

pared with values obtained from (6); at no point did of the antenna. Here, we do not dwell on the physical
the magnitude of the relative error exceed 3 x 104. realizability of such a ground system, although we

could point out that a radial wire system will have a
THE ATTENUATION FUNCTION smoothly decreasing effective impedance as one re-

As mentioned above, the specification of the func- cedes from the base of the antenna along the ground
tional form of the surface impedance contrast func- surface. For our example, the dimensionless parame-
tion F(x) will determine the form of the resulting ter b is a measure of the rapidity of the impedance
attenuation function W'(x). Using the numerical taper. For example, b = 0 would correspond to a
methods outlined above, some representative results perfectly conducting ground plane, whereas b = cc
are obtained for the case where corresponds to a homogeneous earth of surface im-

pedance Z throughout.
Z - Z'(x) . ze-4 (28) Specific values of the amplitude and phase lag of

and where Z corresponds to the appropriate value for W'(x) are shown plotted in Figure 2 for t,/o = 10
a homogeneous lossless ground of relative dielectric and for c,/to = 3. The abscissa here is the electrical
constant t,/eo. In this case, we choose distance x measured from the base of the antenna

along the ground (i.e., x = 2wp/(wavelength)). Vari-
Z/o= (A./e,)(l - o/a,)"' (29) ous values of b are indicated on the curves. As ex-

1 19.0I

bO.O03 " 'O0

0.001 CL 0.

CaL

0.0.1

0. 008.0

000 20 30

4'o (Degrees) 4o (Degrees)

Fig. 3a. b. The far-field radiation pattern of the dipole as a function of the elevation angle ke for an exponentially tapered pound
system that is truncated at xe - 100 (i.e.. 2r,. - 100 wavelengths). Various values of b are shown.
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pected, the magnitude of the attenuation function b is decreased to small values. In fact. for the case

W'(x) is considerably less than unity for the lower b = 0.003, the ground system is very similar in c-
dielectric constant of the ground. We stress here that fcctiveness to a perfectly conducting circular disk of I
the curves shown in Figure 2 apply only to a pure radius p,.. This fact is confirmed by comparing the

dielectric ground. This would be a reasonable repre- results for b = 0.003 in Figures 3a and 3b with the
sentation for a real physical situation of operation at curves given previously for a perfectly conducting
HF over relatively dry ground or thick ice layers circular disk of the same radius [Wait and Walters,

1/ aew o963] and for the same values of the relative dielec-
RADIATION PATTERNS c s the ground.

Once we have the numerical values for the atten- Fo smaller values of b, the curves in Figures 3a
nation function W'(kp), the pattern function P(#o) and 3b are smooth and monotonically increasing
can be obtained directly from (3) following the functions of the grazing angle po. This can be attrib.
numerical integration of (4). In this case, the upper uted to the fact that, for the value of .o (or kpo)
limit po of the integration corresponds physically to chosen, the surface impedance contrast function I
the outer extremity of the ground system. F(x) becomes negligible before x reaches x.. Thus,

By use of the numerical results for W'(x) shown there is no appreciable scattering from the edge of
in Figure 2, the pattern function P(,0) is shown in the ground system at p = p,). For some practical ap-
Figure 3a and 3b for e,/t0 = 10 and 3, respectively, plications, this may be a desirable characteristic for I
for xo = kpo = 100. It is not surprising that the low- the radiated fields.

angle portion of the pattern is greatly enhanced when The influence of varying the extent of the ground

1.0 - .0 I
0.8 0.8 I

o 30

0.0.6

a4 - IIl 14 - b 0I-- .,, 1

0I . . . -.... I /. . ..

0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30 I
0'o (Degrees) ',o (Degrees)

Fig. 4a, b. The far-field pattern for an exponentially tapered ground 5)-stemn showing the effect of different truncation distances

for b ft0.01.
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'Li I~jl s.Iu..,, I, I | n I , Li ., gL ir L gL I 1 1 1 .1 .L , L ,n l

U -

_4E /Co a/ ,o OA0

08 0.0.

030

C9 /Co-- 3

02 0.2 - b=0.1

0 0 ,,, I,,,,,. ,,,,I,,
0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30

*,o (Degrees) 'Pa (Degrees)
Fig. 5a, b. The far-field pattern for an exponentially tapered ground system showing the effect of different truncation distances

for b -0.1.

system is illustrated in Figures 4a and 4h for ;. '''' I'''' .
= 0 and 3, respectively, for a fixed value of b
( = 0.01 ). It is not surprising that for these cases the 0.8 ."-
low-angle patiern is again improved as x,. is in- , -
creased. Also, there is some evidence that the scat-
tered wave from the edge of the ground system is 0.3
producing some minor wobbles in the patterns. Simi- 0.6 ,
lar results are shown in Figures 5a and 5b. where the ."/

value of b is increased by a factor of 10. Here, the
influence on the finite value of xo is much smaller
because the surface impedance contrast has de- c , -,
creased to a negligible value before the 'edge' of the 0 / A
ground system is reached.

In a previous study (Wait, 19671 of tapered ground '' /Co: 3
systems, the attenuation function WV'(p) was ap- I

proximated by unity in the field integral given by (4) 0.2 -- .? 30
in the present paper. In effect, this is a physical optics Integral Equation
or Kirchhoff type of approximation. It has the merit Kirchhoff Approximation
of leading to a relatively simple closed-form expres-
sion for the resulting pattern functions. Certainly. for 0 , , , 11
a truncated ground system of low surface impedance, 0 10 20 30the approximation is very good (i.e., where b /A 4o (Degrees)
p. ' 1 in the present context). Also, if the ground (Dges4:1 inthe sffentont ly o rai f the oun Fin 6. The far-field pattern using the integral solution forsystem taper is sufficiently rapid, the contribution 1"(x) compared with the Kirchhoff-typc approximation whichfrom the integral in (4), where W'(p) differs appre- sts W'(x) ft t in the field integral.
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INTEGRAL EQUATIONS FOR RADIATION OVER INHOMOGENEOUS GROUND 79 1
ciably from unity, would be expected to be negligible, the ground system can lead to major improvements

even when the upper limit pa is effectively infinite, in the low-angle radiation characteristics of HF
This fact is confirmed by comparing the computed antennas.
pattern function P(qj.o) for the case (1) where the
iteral euation i used te oban () andre (2) Acknowledgment. The continued interest in this work of
integral equation is used to obtain W'(p) and (2) the contract monitor Philipp Blacksmith is much appreciated.
where W'(p) is replaced by unity. The comparative The research reported here was supported by Air Force
results are shown in Figure 6 for / where the Cambridge Research Laboratories, Bedford. Massachusetts.
value of x is effectively infinite. As we see from the under contract PRO-CP.69-24.
plotted curves, the Kirchhoff-type approximation is
overly optimistic for small values of b when the REFERENCES
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On the Radiation from a Vertical Dipole with an Inductive
Wire-Grid Ground System I

Abstrac--The far Geld of a vertical electric dipole on a sectionally
homogeneous pound plane is considered. The specific model used
is a dielectric-like pg.und which is modified by using an inductive
wire grid or mesh oases in a region surrounding the dipole. Atten-
tion i focused oa the modification of the radiation pattern resulting

from the presence of the inductive ground scram. It Is demon-
strated that the low-angle radiation may be Ipeatiy enhanced by a
pound sau which elenda out to 15 or more wavelengths.

1wronzovnoN

The performance of HF antennas is adversely influenced by the
presence of a poorly conducting ground. Unfortunately, for one
reason or another, it is sometimes required to operate a communica-
ton system with at least one terminal over ice, frozen ground, or

other dielectric-like material. In such cam the low-angle radiation
is greatly reduced. One remedy is to raise the antenna to a height
of several wavelengths. While this may suffice for certain applics-
tions, it usually i accompanied by deep nulls in the vertical radiation
pattern, not to mention the increased cost of the support structure.

The other remedy is to employ a wire grid or mesh ground mat
heneath the antenna. Not only dos this stabilize the impedance

Mauscslpt rse~ved September 29. l9G6: r vised FebruarY 4. 170.
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patr ilapproach the ideal expected for a perfectly conducting

a nd exeheeta investirgations.

Tegnrltheory o h aito il a endsusdrte * Z

exesvl.The methodusdibaeontecmnainthrmL. 
.

which is closely related toteLrnzreciprocity aiosfrI
vector electromagnetic fed.Ithaculcalculations, it is usuase ix. 1. Feaetjai geoemetree abowinh aide view or dipole on fiat ground
assumed that the current distribution over the groutedl vecrite plane.
ia identical to that for th aeatnalocated over a perfectlyi
conducting ground acreen. Ithwiesangin the ground rcreen
or meah ia aufficiently amall t"i may he an excellent approximation. factor of I + 01. Alio, it can be ahown [2J that the ground wave

However, in the general came, the currents, excited on the ground field of the dipole is also moudified by the factor I + D, where thi%
screen will he attenuated or modified due to the nonzero vatlue of is to be evaluated as is -. t . Ini fact, as we will aee below, I + nt
the effective surface impedance. In the present comnmunicationi, is essentially independent of ips for small angles while, of course,
we examine this question. To facilitate the discussion, an idealized the pattern factor 11" itaelf varies linearly with el..
model is emnployed. The working formula for a which form the basis of the present

paper is given by [2]
ANALYTICAL MODEL

The situation is illustrated in Fig. 1. A vertical electric dipole f, = _ *±_ ep (-iko)Wll,(kp) (I + Ilsk,)Jt Oi, co s ) do
grun ssemisaconstant Z'otoa edulefm thase of

teantenna. The ground beyond radiu; le in taken to have a constant wheresufc-meac .I the present formulation, we aessume that
tesse isrotationally symmetric. The consequences of this ll6 (kee) - I - i(irp)"'lexp (-p) erfc (ip"'s) (7)

Assuptio arediscmsedlater on.
Theradatin feldE.for a time factor exit fiwl), at a distanece 11 where ps se - (iki,/2) (t.,' andi F - t7 - Z')/lit. Here, J, is

and elevation angle 0., is expressible in t he form the Bewsl function of order new while It'. is a "ground wave stiette-
tion function" which accounts for the modification of the taiigential

E - ll"eutkt ( magnetic field by the finite murfaist impedance Z' of the ground

lt'k2/wvlest) Ri~d i. he r ent een Ofte . il replaced by unity which is jutelifiet, of Course,

where it - 4wsi - k* - Z/f[ivn g +(7),i.l. anti di the '-anti of baik eftiine(il I ir ahiliiihofi telfu grtnd iuag in

moet oftedie H ereI I.f" isi /aiten fucto + omlii (2r,) ig3re th3 e myo srae ithadt is is lsly be giei to l

such ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o thet iatle coiiats unif tvee aonn pefctycodciedronnpaeofpasaaai'o unton[]
thenoralied urfce mpeane o th" umodfie' 2teAcluat.(6 eda grive ng iciebesiad tht eiv inlieraee

[2the ater iahomionos an l al , ainelas huto th eS ire o gid. Th1us TVTI4T~ieR14 l at srl i

2/ 1" - (Kuil -. (I + 91) /2'" (21 tha -h attnuaio +uco 11.1 uull8eiedo )h ai

whrn is the reliative dhictri onistan of the ielccgond rfcti lPithielre. 7t* -sitf i -vl*V1l K 'I i he sneiiclaiw . fl tel acv
Th~e. c'Zorrenifg reul for leis eacmtifnow wae of ousroue tetw, grour gr azig inciilene fte winre hri ile sfiringitis. inch e'ss

onlo gr+n anges we -e thatilsanp + Z 3 th eoeith mdife ohmifcle in he e Zwies are igigie, t
be Z*lcte ofth prlel iuc ative Thu we g-tet nlcitr

gru fotelar ishmon2e n oess we hav Ae ofo thewieri.hu

wherelie -Z,. ( K)"' - (cofA')J"', 1 and Z' is the grzn anZ fr+spc waelnth

10,r wisterltv ileti osato h deeti rud ih re raiZ adS is a h coretnfatr which dai iellIie

The~~ ~ corresondin -a It fo 3.*1.4exc . nt dwell wefcsora vlg oun th geomtrincal rncefte wrfe iegrid , butvit sintlyt-

olo rigangl of we se hat'-.11ad065foK t iea wtrelegthant i thmi resent n ite te irn% asse toliibe
tispetietv.Thi" cuhac" efect whre I' vrieslnisrt l noe a ha tuses isie pucre.y Winte , Theuys we deve e u

inrdi l.If xmlecritp ground.hae hee iteu a nstnteristaknen to reatnt. Thiselect if iool aiit iiu
modiicaton f th sufaceimpdanc ina eiculr leion currutt is ali d/) whet /.. Ier + wher d is the cctiio

Wfom2t 2, elta in improvin the Xubc 212 a il the ru ired.teffh s l h rrePeaewvltgh
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If Pcreven is not necessarily lte one which is perfectly conducting.
- More will be Paid about thia later.I

Nkb - 0 A particularly' interesting feature of Fig. 2 is the rmanfler in
which I I + f? I varies with ilefor the different values of the reactance

K-*3 parameltr 6. In general, we see that a- 4. is increased from zero,
121 --. 1 1 decreases to a minimum, then rime again to subsidiary

maximum, and then ocillate with a sinusoidal-ierpl.AI

cc10- 3- 00 indicated before[5], for thece ae - 0 the pattern can be interpreted

% tir difrationfromtheedge of the grounil sereenl. The situlisisi ist
S \ 'X similar for nonzero values of 5, but now the first null in the pattern

*0.2' occur-. at lower angles. This is a consequence of the reduced phase
6 velocity of te" ground wave" excited by the dipole along the grousad~ ~ srees%

4- The dependence of the ground screen modification factor!I I + 0 1
onl the extent of the ground Screen is shown in Fig. 3 for K - 3

- asd for the vanishingly small grazing angles. Variousu values of the
2- reactance parameter A are shown. The dependence on kb for the

j - 0 case in fully consistent with the expected proportionality of
01 a to Mk)'lt. A stimlilar trend ist observed for other values of a up

0'IV 2V ~ to about 0.1. For larger values of 4, there is a marked degradlation.
#0 particularly for the larger kb Yalue.

Other calculations [7] show that for S values of order of 0.1
Pie. 2. Modification. In decibeis. of radiation fid of dipole vesins the low-angle radiation in maximized. This enhancement can be

frivn pesece f goundsemn o raiusattributed to the trapped surface wave character of the grounud

waic excited over an impedance bioundary that has ass apipreciabile
i0sinductive c'omp)onent. In fact, the malisiltuic of lte groundss wave
"attessuation funaction" It's may exs-ect sitil' yif the nsumerical

K- sli-issuce parameter I p I is in the range fromn I to 10 while at the
010 -tame time arg ps > 0. These condli ins are met over a portion of

- the distance range in the present calculations.

I CONsCLUSIONS

0.The resislts givens in this niote ilistrate the rather Itignifirasst
nussdiflcatiosi. for an inductivew-tijie groidi screens. of the radiiationi

1202from IIF antensnas. It is leelievedel e stlrei alsstioi tire the

Ia ~~first t i show the effes't of a qsiasi-t rapl~wiil surface wavt' excittil tit
o0 the groovedu *crcen. While the niuuull coiesists of an sczimistlia syi-

0a kb 2030 metric esistem. the resuils can fie apied~~s with some confidelnce" toI
secrisrsheil grooud secent if lte ses-isir is direted tower(]llte

Ftg.3. Dependence on wire-imesh screen diawneter for variousractances, reccivig litiint. OIf course, the aisgislar widthi of the seisir "souldl
of wire mesti for Ks - 3. tic 'isticivitllv large ito encompaissss at least onte Fressiiel anise, as

indiscatedl in conie detail elsewhere [5].
Discussiom or NUMtERICAL REsuL~s The manjor costelusioss fromt the precii wssrk i% tlint a 1werfectlY

comiicing groundi sc'reen may tnot lie the bsest grounsd re-rees if

A numerical evaluation of (0) was, carried out file a aeitle range ltow-asigle radistiuire ist to lie maximiirei. W~e eirsplsa.'ze, litiever,
of te pramter k. kbK. nd . Te rnge f iiegatin, e.% th-it thi.' crnclisinn must be temlserell Isy' lte renlizatiots that the
of te paameers ., b, K an A. he aisg ofinteraton w~s vertical radliation patternxare less% desirable if the low-asigle rasliatiisi

suitabl subdivided, and a Gawiisti quadraturt was appied to Is aimzd
each subinterval. The detailedl tabulations of the patterni factor L5naize.
14" and the all-important parameter I + it are available el-evehere

[7.Hrwe will present some of the ret ults in graphical form anedJ.I.W T

discuss the physical Significance of the radiatiosst Patterns K. P. St-%
In Fig. 2 we illusate the magntitude of I + 0 as a function of ERA Itesearch LAbsa.I

the grazinig angle 09. The ordinate which is 20 logx.@ I t +. I) IIa-Buler, Colo. FAKtI02
the decibel ratio of the radiation fieldI with avid withouet the groveled
system. The radiis bi of the ground screen is tlO/2.lx. or sbout REFERaENCES

16 wavelengths and the relative dielectric constist of the tnlet lItI Jt 's' Usit and Ws'. A. Pope.'*inptit resistanes of LF unipote &crisis'*
ground is 3. Various values of 6, the normalized scereenre actasuce, Ifls Engr.. vot. 32. pp 131-138. ?.1a) 1955,

12 JiM Wait. *'T.Ie theory of an anienna over an aInhomogeiousare shown. Note thes dependence on the grazing angle #0 still the i~rosnd. ptaace."in Efrromnrnefr 7There and Ant'ennas. E C.
normalized reactance 4 of the wire mesh. Actually, A we 0 corres.posl, 131 VI Ird .Ofd. 142 Chew er an .It i. 17tot's. 156
to a perfectly conducting screen of radius bi (i.e., the wire spacing d effect on HIF antvenna pro fll. V. S. Nav Electronics Lai).

in ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ nei efeanvl itrl heohrtw uv iego. Cal.tritei 1346. 19'66
is eectvelyser). Te oher wo urvs (i.e., for a - 0.1 asill 0.21 141 Js M'. Ilorn. 'A numei'rcal anaissis of tif extentet-us'tcer iriunit

correspond to typical valuest of the normalizedl reactaisce All tive -ties Navi EtecIronics Late tc'enter. Sian tDiego. Caitf..
curves in Fsg. 2 illustrate that I + Ii isq apiproachinig a u'li-tuel 151 .3 It %.'ist. 'set'tisfsntusts'lsneitl.nAnn

lh'i.it F t.",in anid F .1 Z,i'kr ,. & Ni's 'vik leltet.limit as it. tends to zero. The niagnitwtle of the ordiosate toe tie,# t let0 p 2. cit. 23
small values of ie is a measure of lineailt of the grounid screeni 161 !1, ,. Fried and Sc V) Cenw I The I'loiesm Dispersion Yuscnnr.

ablis'!su ork Acaidemic Press. 1 of,
to enhance both the low-angle sky wave radiatioti slid lte grousit 171 1. It I% ait and K. P. %feilis. "Radiation from a vertical dipole %ith

waefrom the dipole. Immediately, we see that the hest grotsisil an snwdueiese wier'-stod ground %)St'tne SRI. ketei 47. ASCUI.-05i-
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RADIATION FROM A VERTICAL DIPOLE WITH AN INDUCTIVE 3
WIRE-GRID GROUND SYSTEM

James R. Wait and Kenneth P. Spies
ESSA Research Laboratories. Boulder, Colo. 80302

Abstract

The far field of a vertical electric dipole on a sectionally homo-

geneous ground plane is considered. The specific model used is a

dielectric-like ground which is modified by using an in'_'ctive wire

grid or mesh screen in a region surrounding the dipole. Attention is

focussed on the modification of the radiation pattern resulting from

the presence of the inductive ground screen. It is demonstrated that

the low-angle radiation may be greatly enhanced by a ground screen

which extends out to 15 or more wavelengths. However, some rather

curious effects are noled. such as pronounced lobes in the vertical

radiation pattern when the reactance of the mesh screen is of the

order of 0. 1 times the characteristic impedance of free space.
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INTRODUCTION

The performance of HF antennas is adversely influenced by the

presence of a poorly conducting ground. Unfortunately. for one

reason or another, it is sometimes required to operate a communi-

cation system with at least one terminal over ice, frozen ground, or

other dielectric-like material. In such cases, the low-angle radiation

is greatly reduced. One remedy is to raise the antenna to a height

of several wavelengths. While this may suffice for certain appli-

cations. it usually is accompanied by deep nulls in the vertical

radiation pattern, not to mention the increased cost of the support

structure. The other remedy is to employ a wire grid or mesh

ground mat beneath the antenna. Not only does this stabilize the

impedance of the antenna but, if it is sufficiently extended, the

vertical radiation pattern will approach the ideal expected for a per-

fectly conducting ground plane. There is now a substantial literature

( -51 on the subject of extended ground screens covering both theo-

retical and experimental investigations.

The general theory of the radiation field has been discussed

rather extensively. The method used is based on the compensation

theorem which is closely related to the Lorentz reciprocity relations

for vector electromagnetic fields. In the actual calculations, it is

usually assumed that the current distribution over the ground screen

is identical to that for the same antenna located over a perfectly con-

ducting ground screen. U the wire spacing in the ground screen or

mesh is sufficiently small this may be an excellent approximation.

However, in the general case, the currents excited on the ground

screen will be attenuated or modified due to Use non-zero value of the

effective surface impedance. In the present paper, we plan to ex-

amine this question. To facilitate the discussion. an idealized

model is employed.
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THE ANALYTICAL MODEL

The situation is illustrated in Fig. I. A vertical electric dipole

is located on a flat ground. The effective surface impedance of the

ground system is a constant Z' out to a radius b from the base of

the antenna. The ground beyond radius b is taken to have a constant

surface impedance Z . In the present formulation, we assume that

the system is rotationally symmetric. The consequences of this

assumption are discussed later on.

The radiation field E . for a time factor exp (iwt). at a

distance R and elevation angle 0 . is expressible in the form

i vW do -ik R

2 -W 7 U
where 1 0z 4I x 10 k a ZW/(wavelength). and Ids is the

current moment of the dipole. Here. W' is a pattern function

normalized such that it is unity over a perfectly conducting ground U
plane of infinite extent (i. e.. Z' z Z = 0). Now. following an early

derivation [21,

WO. .(+Rv)(lI + )/2 (Z)

where R = [sin%,- (Z/,o)]/[sini,0 + (Z/,=o)].  120o o and

0 is a "modification" which vanishes if the ground screen is absent

(i.e.. Z' = Z or if b - 0) . In the limiting case of no ground screen.

W __ + ,R)/Z = sin+/1sin , + (Z/ij (3)
v o 0 0

Here. Z/A° is the normalized surface impedance of the "unmodified"

ground. If the latter is homogeneous and lossless. we have

Z/ - (I/K) (I - (cos )/K i (4)

I
I
I
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where K is the relative dielectric Constant of the dielectric ground.

The corresponding result for W is exact. If no- ae focus our

attention on low grazing angles, we see that

Sw- */lZ/,N) (5)

where (Z/,no) - (I/K) i (I -(I/K)]. and 1o is the grazing angle

in radians. U. for example. K = 3, we haveIW to (3/2k) % Z. 12

while, if K = 10.

w- (l0/3)o 0

At a typical angle of 30 we have W 0. 111 and 0.165 for K . 3

and 10. respectively. This "cut-back" effectwhere W varies linearly

with ? at low anglesis a consequence of locating the antenna over a
0

dielectric-type ground.

The modification of the surface impedance in a circular region

of radius b, from Z to Z , results in improving the "cut-back"

by a factor of 1 + n. Also. it can be shown [Z] that the ground wave

field of the dipole is also modified by the factor I + n. where this

is to be evaluated as V - 0 . In fact, as we will see below, 1 + 12a

is essentially independent of 4o for small angles while, of course.
0

the pattern factor W' itself varies linearly with o0

The working formula for fl which forms the basis of the present

paper is given by
b

kF = ~ e-i kpw(k,)( ef C 1w her- .W p )I , (kp cos t) dp (6)
0

where •
"p  

p)

W (k p) =I - I(ffP). erfc (i (7)

_ g

I
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-kP(Z and F = (Z-Z' )/r . Here. J, is the
2 -) 0

Bessel function o of order one while W is a "ground wave attenu-
ation function" which accounts for the modification of the tangential

magnetic field by the finite surface impedance Z' of the ground

screen. Often. W is replaced by unity which is justified, of course. 3
if Z' = 0 and if back reflections from the edge of the ground screen

are ignored [5). Some simplifications and limiting cases of (6) are

discussed in the Appendix. 3
Actually, (6) was derived on the basis that * is a small

0

parameter, but this assumption is not overly restrictive and. in

fact. % can be used up to 300 or so with negligible error. Also.

it should be mentioned that the attenuation function Wg is usually

derived on the basis that IZ'/,I << I but, in fact. this is overly

restrictive. Uf, in fact, the value of Z' is employed which is

appropriate for grazing incidence, Wg is valid even when Z'/0 is
go

not small [5-7J. In any case. for present purposes, we will assume

that the formulas are valid. Furthermore. the modified surface im-

pedance Z' will be imagined to be composed of the parallel combina-

tion of the ground impedance Z (evaluated at grazing incidence) and

the effective impedLace Zg of the wire grid. Thus, 3
=, - ZZ/(Z+Z ) . (8)

where Z " 0 K (1 - K " As is the surface impedance of the

ground for grazing incidence. If the wire grid spacing is much less

than a wavelength and if ohmic losses in the wires are negligible, we

know that Z is purely inductive. Thus, we set

Z = i I 1

I

I
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where 6 is a dimensionless reactance parameter. A good approxi.

mation is 6 a (d/%o ) log (d/(Zw c)] + S where d is the spacing

between the wires in the mesh. ) is the free-space wavelength.0

c is the wire radius, and S is a correction factor which is
C

negligible if d/ ° Is sufficiently small [1, 5]. For present purposes.

we will not dwell on the geometrical parameters of thi wire grid. but

simply specify the effective value of 6 .I_ We stress that, in the present paper, the ground is assumed to

be a lossless dielectric. While the theory has been developed for

a general dissipative ground, it simplifies the discussion if the

I relative dielectric constant is taken to be real. This neglect of

conduction currents is valid when %/K c (w << 1, where a is the

conductivity of the ground.
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DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS

A numerical evaluation of (6) was carried out for a wide range

of the parameters '6 . kb . K. and 6 . The range of integration

was suitably subdivided and a Oiusstan quadiature was applied to each

subinterval. The detailed tabulations of the pattern factor W1 and

the all-important parameter I + (I are available from the authors.

Here, we will present some of the results in graphical form and

discuss the physical significance of the radiation patterns.

In Fig. Z, we illustrate the magnitude of I + El as a function of

the grazing angle 0. The ordinate which is 20 logs0 I I + n I is
the decibel ratio of the radiation field with and without the ground

system. For this figure. the radius b of the ground screen is
(100/21) ). or about 16 wavelengths, and the relative dielectric

constant of the (lossless) ground is 3. Various values of 6 . the

normalized screen reactance, are shown. Actually, 6 = 0 corres- 
ponds to a perfectly conducting screen of radius b (i.e. , the wire

spacing d is effectively zero). The other two curves (i. e. , for

6 - 0. 1 and 0. 2) correspond to typical values of the normalized I
reactance. All the curves in Fig. 2 illustrate that I + n is approach-

ing a well-defined limit as 0o tends to zero. The magnitude of the

ordinate for these small values of % is a measure of the ability of I
the ground screen to enhance both the low-angle sky wave radiation

and the ground wave from the dipole. Immediately. we see that the

"best" ground screen is not necessarily the one which is perfectly I
conducting. More will be said about this below.

A particularly interesting feature of Fig. 2 is the manner in

which 11 + fl I varies with * for the different values of the reactance
0 Ig

parameter 6 . In general, we see that as * is increased from zero,
0

1 + I decreases to a minimum then rises again to subsidiary

maximum and then oscillates with a sinusoidal-like ripple. As I

1
I
I
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indicated before (5. for the case ! = 0. the pattern can be inter-

preted as an interference between the direct radiation of the dipole and

the diffraction from the edge of the ground screen. The situation is

similar for non-zero values of 6. but now the first null in the pattern

occurs at lower angles. This is a consequence of the reduced phase

velocity of the'Uround wave" excited by the dipole along the ground

Iscreen.
The influence of the extent of the ground screen is illustrated in

Fig. 3 for 6 = 0 and in Fig. 4 for 6 = 0.10 . As expected, at low

angles, the pattern modification factor 11 + n I is proportional to

(kb)* for 6 a 0. but this is only approximately true for 6 = 0. 1 .

Also. we see from Fig. 3 that. for 6 = 0. the factor 1l + nj has

a relatively weak dependence on 0 . at least for low angles. Again.

as expected.for 6 = 0 the first null occurs at the lowest angles for

the largest value of kb . A similar but more marked trend is seen

in Fig. 4. Here, again the relative slowness of the ground wave on

the screen is producing a more drastic mutilation of the pattern.

The dependence on the relative dielectric constant K of the

ground is illustrated in Fig. 5 for kb = 100 and 6 =0.10 . While

only two values of K are shown(i.e., 3and10), the results are sufficient

to demonstrate that Ii + fl . at low angles, is greater for the lower

value of K [i.e.. ground screens are most effective for the poorer

ground conditions]. Also, we note from Fig. 5 that the general form

of vertical radiation pattern (i. e.. the variation with 1go) is not

critically dependent on K .I The dependence of the ground screen modification factor 1I + Ql

on the extent of the ground screen is shown in Fig. 6 for K = 3 and

for the vanishingly small grazing angles. Various values of the re-I actance parameter 6 are shown. The dependence on kb. for the

6 = 0 case, is fully consistent with the proportionality of f2 to (kb)i , 
as3dticussed in the Appendix. A similar trend is observed for other

I
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values of 6 up to about 0. 1 . For larger values of 6. there is a

marked degradation, particularly for the larger kb values. The

same effect is observed in Fig. 7 when K = 10 .

The actual dependence of II + n I on 6 is illustrated in Fig. B.

Here. we see that, for 6 values of the order .)f 0. 1 . the low-angle

radiation is maximized. This enhancement can be attributed to the

trapped surface wave character of the ground wave excited over an

impedance boundary that has an appreciable inductive component. In

fact. the magnitude of the ground wave "attenuation function" W9

may exceed unity if the numerical distance parameter I p I is in the

range from about 1 to 10, while at the same time, arg p > 0 .I

These conditions are met over a portion of the distance range in the

present calculations.

The departures of the attenuation function W from unity over

the range of the distance p are illustrated in Tables la and rb for a

selected set of parameters. The values of W based on (7) are shown

in the tables in complex polar form. It is evident, for the distance

ranges involved. j M I exceeds unity by a substantial amount. How-

ever. if the reactance 8 is increased beyond about 0. 1. it is evident

that W gI decreases significantly below unity. Thus, the behavior

of W. indicated in Tables La and b is consistent with the features

of the radiation patterns discussed above. 3

I
I
U
I
I
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Table Ia

Amplitude and Phase of W for K =3

6 0.02z 0 . 1 . 2

kp = 10 1.055(-3.4
° ) 1.224(-19.7

° )  1.241(-41.5 0

20 1. 078(-4. 8
° ) 1.32,3(-28.5 0°  1.306(-60.2 0°

so 1. 1 7(-7. 7
° ) 1.523(-47.1

° 0 1. 33 5(-99. 3 )

100 1.183(-1l. 1) 1.744(-69.80) 1.179(-146.00)

200 1.268(-15.90) Z. 004(-105.3 ) 0. 696(-146.8)

300 1.337(-19.80) Z.1ZO(-135.2 ) 0.310(-99.8 °
)

Table lb

Amplitude and Phase of W for K = 10

S= 0.02 0.1 0.2

kp 10 1.053(-3.5) 1.169 (-Z0. 1) 1. 075(.38. 1

zo 1.076( 4.90) 1.237(-29.0
° ) 1.069(-54.4

° )

50 1.123(-7.90) 1.362(-47.40) 0.990(-86.9
°0

100 1.178(-11.3
° ) 1.477(-69.40) 0.81Z(-123.0

° )

200 1.259(-16.2O) 1.563(-10Z.8) 0.495(-169.40)

300 L 324(-ZO. z) 1.546(-130.10) 0.286(-162.70)
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results given in this paper illustrate the rather significant

modification. for an inductive-type ground screen, of the radiation

from HF antennas. It is believed the present calculations are the

first to show the effect of a quasi-trapped surface wave excited on

the ground screen. While the model consists of an azimuthal symmetric

system, the results can be applied with some confidence to sector-

shaped ground s_ zns if the sector is directed toward the receiving

point. Of course, the angular w.1th of the sector should be sufficiently

large to encompass at least one Fresnel zone. as indicated in some

deta'l elsewhere (5].

The major conclusion, from the present work, is that a perfectly

conducting ground screen may not be the best ground screen if low-

angle radiation is to be maximized. We emphasize. however, that I
this conclusion must be tempered by the realization that the vertical

radiation patterns are less desirable if the low-angle radiation is

maximized. J

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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APPENDIX: Analytical Simplifications

While the general equation (6) can be employed for numerical

work, it is desirable to investigate the analytical structure of the

integral form and examine certain limiting cases.

First of all, we decompose (6) in the following manner:

'0 = f)a + Cb

where ka

mm ..o e .ix + J, (x cos) dx (9a)
a coo* 40 g'k.( 71-0 o0

and
bk F e - i k p W.p) I I h k p . o d

ika (9b)

Now we usually choose the parameter ka so that, for O< x < ka.

W(x) can be approximated by I in the integral for fl while, at the

same time. ka is sufficiently large that J, (kp co 40) can be ade-

quately represented by its asymptotic approximation in the integral

for Ab"

With the judicious choice of ka indicated, we find that

n - e -e
i 

14 F G(ka) (10)
a

w here
ka

G(ka) = e V eIl + Jxco ) dx (11)

0

is an integral which has been tabulated and discussed rather

thoroughly [8]. Thus, we can dispense with it.

1
I

I
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In the integral for n b we now utilize the fact that kp >> I

Then, in the integrand. 1 3
and

J(kpCse'ip e-i 3V/4 .iplcsO i I o 0

0(Zwkp cost) * I

Then. (9b) is approximated by 3
e V4kFI_ _ b IkL e-ik(l - Cos o) p dp

.cs (1 k.bw )a -ik(l+cosPo)p (Z)a p Ia P d•

Now. for small angles of o we see that the first integral in square

brackets above is dominant because of the highly oscillating term

exp [-i k (1 + coo *o)p ] in the second integral. In fact. this second

integral can be interpreted as the contribution from the back edge of

the ground screen. While this contribution could be retained without

difficulty, we will discard it here.

Using the definitions of W(kp) given by (7). we now find that (6)

is given by

1b - F e
i V

/ 4  d~ ik(I-coIOp

b (Z cos
3 * S p

b

-k i 
k* SeP -ik(l-cosy )

p x erfc (i(ep)ildp]

a (13)

where a = -i k (Z'/ )Z/Z . Now. the first integral in the square

bracket above can be converted to a Fresnel integral and the second 3

I
I
I
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can be evaluated by integration by parts. Thus. after some manipu-

lation, we find that
e iw14 I i k (I (4k b/) sinN()o/2)r •i / 4 v ik~ -0 ) exp (1/2) z ] z

e~i( -s O - exp (-ab - ik(l -cos)b] erfc [i(a b)4

exp (-a a j-ik 0l-cos 1 ) a) e rfc ( i(a a)

- 0 (14)

U now 1Po- 0, we obtain the limiting form

f - Fei3i w/4 .- a b afc ji(ab) e -a erfc Ci(e,)J3 (15)

U. in addition, since leaf has already been assumed small,3/4 . ..... b eric (i (ab] - 1 (16)

In the extreme limiting case where a e b) << 1 we obtain the simple

fo rm 
1/

o b - F(Zkb/1) e i 
.

4 (17)

which is well- known [sJ. It corresponds to the case where the ground
Wave Stten- tion function W in effectively unity over the whole ex.

Ia
i tnt of the ground screen. This can be seen by returning to 113) or

(14) and setting a = . w henc e 4 k / , i 2

b~ ~ 1 t /  4 k / ) sin 4) /)

I
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which is also well known [5]. Then. if now we let - 0

b$2b - F (zkOr ) * b - t i 9/4I

- F(Zkb/1) eiv/4 (19)

which is consistent with (17) above.

3
U
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Fig. I The essential geomhetry thawing a side view of the dipole on5 the flat ground plane.

14 kbxI100

K: 5

CD 10 o.\ 8=0

C

+0.2'I 6

* 2

0300 100 20' 300

Fig. 2 The modification. in decibels, of the radiation field of theI dipole resulting from the presenc, of tne ground screen of
radius b. Here, we show the dependence on the grazing

angle 0 and the normalized reactance 6 of the wire mesh.
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Fig. 3 The dependence on grazing angle for various wire-mesh

screen diameters for effectively zero wire spacing.3
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Fig. 4 The dependence on grazing angle for various wire-mesh screen

diameters far non-zero wire spacing.I
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.i.7The dependence an the wire-mesh screen diameter for various

reactanlces of the wire mesh for K - 10
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Fig. * The dependence on the effective reactance of the wire mesh3

for two diferent dielectric constats of the ground.
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Calculated pattern of a vertical antenna with a 3

finite radial-wire ground system
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(Received August 7. 1972.) 3
The appropriate form for the surface Impedance of a radial-wire pround screen is utilized

to obtain quantitative effects of the important parameters (number of radials, length of
radials, wire radius, and ground constants) on the low-angle radiation of a vertical antenna. I
An approximate correction term is derived to account for currents reflected from the edge
of the screen. The effect is small for large screes, but it may be important for smaller screens.

INTRODUCTION is the impedance of the ground, while Z'(p) is the I
Wire ground screens are commonly used to en- parallel impedance combination of the screen and the

hance low-angle radiation from HF antennas. The ground.
theory of impedance pound screens has been treated The far-zone radiated magnetic field with no 1
quite generally [Wait, 1963, 1967a; Collin and screen present, Ho"(,), is given by the geometrical-

Zucker, 1969), and extensive numerical work has optical formula
been done [Wait and Walters, 1963; Horn, 1967, N - Ilki 1 (-ik,)V4-1 (I + R.) cos 1l (1)
1968]. The complication of an exponentially varying I
impedance pound screen has also been examined where
[Wait, 1967b], and an integral-equation approach - [sin # - (Z/%)J/[sin 4, + (Z/ijj)
has been used to determine the attenuation of the R. I
ground wave over the screen [Wait and Spies, 1969, Z/% - e,''i - (cos' 0)/,]1"
1970). where , is the relative complex dielectric constant of

Here we consider a radial-wire ground screen the ground, k is the wave number, and V0 is the in-
which has a variable impedance as a result of its trinsic impedance of free space. In writing (1), and I
variable wire spacing. Through the use of such a in what follows, exp(it) time dependence is as-

ground screen, the dependence of the low-angle radi- sumed.
ation on the important parameters (number, length, With the screen present, the far-zone magnetic

and radius of radials) can be directly examined. field H#(#) is given by I
Also, the importance of the wave reflected from the
edge of the screen is evaluated by an approxmiate N.(#) - HA#X I + I. + 0.) (2)
method. Such an evaluation is important since the where fi. is a correction for the wave reflected from I
possibility of such waves is ignored when using the the edge of the screen and where
usual impedance representation of the ground screen.

VARIABLE IMPEDANCE FORMULATION 0.- (-k/cm f) W(k,):z - Z'(p)j/A

The geometry of the transmitting antenna and cir. .exp (- kpX I + I/liko)J(kp cos k) dp

cular screen is shown in Figure 1. The screen is of where J, is the first-order Bessel function and W(kp)
radius a while the source is a Hertzian dipole of cur- is the unknown attenuation function.
rent moment It located at the origin. As indicated, The determination of W(k,) is a considerable
the elevation angle , equals 9 - v/2. In addition, Z task in itself, and consequently, we choose to make

the simplifying assumption IV'(kp) = 1. The validity
4 .+% ,,lh, C I*.ij l. ,,. .%,,,,, u q.eaacl U,,.. of this assumption for an exponentially tapercd in- I

81
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I far-zone pattern. Since a rigorous computation of the
I reflected current would necessitate the solution of an

extremely complicated boundary-value problem, we
choose to make the following simplifying assump-
tions: (I) the reflected current at the edge is the
negative of the primary screen current (equivalent

Z Z p) p to - I reflection coefficient), and (2) the reflected
0current propagates inward with the known propaga-

tion constant for a wir- located at the interface. If
anything, assumption (I) above will be an overesti-

Fg. 1. Vertical electric dipole located at the center of a mate of the magnitude of the reflected wave.radial-wire ground screen. Now, the primary surface-current density carried

by the screen at p = a is given by
pedance has been studied by Wait and Spies 11970], J'a E(~~Z( ~ 5and they point out that the assumption is essentially

a physical-optics or Kirchhoff approximation. Their Furthermore, the radial electric field can be approxi-
numerical results indicate that this approximation mated by
yields a slightly larger value for I + 0. than the
more rigorous calculation in some cases, but almost E.(a) - -Z'(a)H '(a) (6)
no differene in others. where Ho- is the magnetic field which would exist if

The parallel impedance of the screen and ground the ground were perfectly conducting.
for grazing incidence is given by [Wait, 1959]: Using (3), (5), and (6), the reflected current,

J,'(a), at the edge can be written
Z'(p) 5 ZZ./(Z + Z.) (3)

where J.'(a) _ (Z/(Z + Z.)H.'(a)

C A Bt + 0ik( + I/i /a) exp (-ika)
Z (" at 0 -- 2ral I + 1ka/lN(Zt/,)j [in (kalNkb)l] (7)

I Z. - (iwp/N) In (p/Nb) Then the inward traveling current J,(p) is approxi-
where b is the radius of the wire (assumed perfectly mated by
conducting) and N is the number of radials. By sub- J,'(p) ! J,'(aXa/p) exp (- ik,(a - p)j (8)
stituting (3) into (2) and making a change of vari-
able, we obtain a form suitable for computation: where k. = k[(', + ) /2]" - is the propagation con-

stant for the wire in the interface [Wait, 19721. The

1factor (a/p) results, of course, from the convergence
- s of the ingoing wave.

S+CNow that the current density is known, the far-f•" !ex (-Ix)l(l l/)J. con Orl b)J dx (4) zone reradiated magnetic field io'(*) can be calcu-
Jo I1+ I Lr/((Z/.)NII (in (t b)I lated from a straightforward surface integration.

Evaluation of (4) and numerical results are dis- Thus

cussed later. 1I[-k(I - R.)sin J, exp (-ikr)/4rrJ

CORRECTION FOR REFLECTED CURRENTS f ,J(,) cos# exp (ikp cos 4 cos ) d# dp

Since the edge of the ground screen re.ults in a I
discontinuity in the surface impedance, a reflected (9)
wave is to be expected. Equivalently, since the cur- where the factor (I - R.) sin , can be derived by
rent of the ends of the radial wires must be zero to reciprocity. The # integration can be done exactly bysatisfy the continuity equation, a reflected current is using the integral representation of the first order

necessary to produce zero wire current at the end. Bessel function. Also, we note that
Since this current is normally neglected, it is desirable
to determine whether it has a significant effect on the (I - R.)sin 0, - (I + RXZ/,,,) (10)
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where Z is the ,-dependent form as given by (). !. - I[-i(kla)"'/(k. * k cos ')
Consequently, H*'() is given by I * k cos ) T (3w/4)]l (16)

H,*(4,) 25 lk(l + R.XZ/,o) exp (-ikr)J/zr
Finally, on substituting (16) into (14) and replac-

• foJ,'(p) J^ p cos ,)dp (11) ing k. by its definition in (8), we obtain

The change in the far-zone pattern due to reflected f -- Z(')/j exp (- ika)

current C4 that was introduced in (2) can now be de- (2rka)'n(cos4)/'2((! + I ika[N(Zlno)jI [in(ka/Nkb)]))
fined by: jexp [i(ka cos 4' - 3/4)] 3

s IH.(')/,() + )/21'" + cos 0

m(! + I/Lka)[Z(4)/n exp j-(k + k,.)al exp n-I(ka cos r - 3r/4) 17)
o I I + ika/[N(Z/V)] In (ka/Nkb)j + 1(t. + 1)/21"' - cos , ) (17)

J, cos 4,) ep (i(k./k)x] dx (12) We note that for large ka, fl, becomes quite small.
This is to be expected, since the individual wire cur-

where Z(o,) indicates the ".dependent form rather rents decrease, and the increased spacing results in U
than the grazing incidence form that appears in the an effectively small surface-current density. Equiva-
denominator. lently, this can be thought of as the result of a large

In general, the integral appearing in (12) requires surface impedance at the edge of the screen.
numerical evaluation. However, for large screens I
(i.e., ca * 1) and if k. has a significant imaginary NUMERICAL RESULTS
part (-Ir (k.a) 3 1], the main contribution to In order to estimate the importance of reflected
the integral occurs for large x. Consequently, the currents, the quantities 3 + %j and 11 + % + a4

Besrreltfunctionuastapproximated asymptotically as U
Bessel function is approximated asymptotically as were evaluated for various screen sizes, numbers of
follows radials, and complex dielectric constants. 0. was

-(z) ,I, [1/(2=)"'j evaluated by a numerical integration of (4), and n,
fexi, I(z - 3r/4)) + ex V /4)jl (13) was evaluated from the asymptotic form in (17). A I

comparison of the two quantities is given in Figure 2
Consequently, n, can be expressed in the form for a moderate-size screen (ka = 30). The value for

14%Z()/o exp [-i(k + k.)a (14)

(2,r)'"( cs J4)'((1 + jik &/LNV(Z/ ,)jJjln ( *a/Nkb))) [ + - 1 1

where kb corresponds to #14 wire at a frequency of 30
MHz. The effect of reflected currents is less than .1

I, - exp ( i/4) db for all angles, and, for larger screens, the effect is
( i(k,/k L co 4')xI Ix"')) dx even smaller. For small screens in which the effect

((exp [ /,may be of some importance, the asymptotic form

By a change of variable, we find that in (17) will probably not be valid, and a numerical
integration of (12) is required. However, this should

1, - I jexp (T-I3/4)]/[(k./k 4- cos 4)'jJ pose no problem since the integration interval (0--o
(,.,,/.. ,,.ka) will not be large.

• f lexp (iz)]/z"* Id (13) The effect of the number of radials for a larger
I ground screen (i.e., ka = 60) is shown in Figures

The leading term in the asymptotic -- presentation of 3 and 4 for two representative values of ,,. It is seen
1. can be obtained either from the asymptotic expan- that significant improvement is obtained by increas-
sin of the Fresnel integral for complex argument or ing the number of radials. For both cases, the effect
from an integration by parts. Thus, in either case. of n, is insignificant.
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Fig. 4. The effect of the number of radials for a larger
\ dilecic costant:. = 0-i2. ka =60.and kb

0.512 x 103.

CONCLUDING REMARKSI __ ___ ____ ___ It was found that the effect of currents reflected
0 5 0 15 20 2 30 from the edge of the screen is quite small when the

screen is reasonably large (i.e., ka > 30). H-owever,
V'(degrots) the situation is not quite so clear-cut for smaller

Fig. 2. The effect of edge-reflected cum ts: kan 30; screens, and a numerical integration is required to
kb = 0.512 X 10', . =3 - 1.3, and N = 150. yield quantitative results.

For radial-wire screens, greater improvement can
The effect of screen size is shown in Figures 5 and be obtained by increasing the number of radials

6. It is seen that little is to be gained by increasing than by increasing the lengths of radials.
ka and that the pattern becomes more oscillatory at Since these calculations are based on a simplified
lager angles for increased ka. Again, the effect of model in which the unknown attenuation function of

tension would be to solve the integral equal for the

II
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fraction notation. a/bc is to be interpreted to mean

n/(bc),.
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Fig 1. Vertical electit dipole at cinter of circular around screms.3

where fl. im the usual form whirls nleci..e refllcinu frysinive1 edgef
of lte 'ereen and 11, is a ceirreclivin ternt which accounts for the
reflection. First of all we know from previous work [1] that %,
is given by

14--.F x (-ik,)W '(kp) I + I1- Ji(kpcns j*)kds (4)
Effect of Edge Reflections on the Performance of ca 00 coe. ikjo

Antenna Ground Screens where F - (Z - Z') /n. J, is the fist-order Beasel function and
11*f(kp) - I - i(vp)"' exp (-p) erfe Oip"'), where is - - (ikp,2)-

DAVID A. HILL AND JAMES Ri. WAIT (Z','v.)I. In the preceding, 11'. is R ground wave attenuation functionI
which accounts for the modifiratin, f tlse matgnetic field Ivy the

Abatrec-A method for computing the effect of the wave reflected finite s-urf ace impedance 7'. In general, a nowrical evaluation of
inward irem the edge of circular pound screens is developed. (4) is required, and the substiltution r - kp is useful.
Numerical reslt show that the reflected wav, is unimportanlt to The mnodified surface impedance Z' is assumed to be the parallel

for moderate als screens. However, as the screen size is further impedance Z, of the wire grid [4). Thius

deceaed, the relative Importance of the reflected wave Increases. Z Z 3
(Z +t Z')

1. INRtvoDUcraO% If the wire grid spacing is much less than a wavelength and lteI
Wire ground screens are commonly used to improve the per- wire.-. are highly conducting, then Z, is puirely iniductive (p3). (4)

formance of HF antennas operating in the presence of a poorly and we MY set Z. - iqeI, where & is dimenssionless and independent
conducting ground. The improvement in the radiation field has Of P.
been discussed extensively (l}{4]. and the method of analysis An estimate of M. can he derived by modifying the magnetic1
was based on the compensation theorem. In such treatments, the field over the screen to include a reflected wave. Mathematically,
effect of a wave reflected inward from the edge of the screen has this ist equivalent to rewriting (4) with the following transformation:
been considered negligible. In this communication we develop a / l
method for evaluating the importance of the inward reflected wave exp (-ikv)ll*,(kP) jI +I
for circular ground screeus of constant surface impedance. ik.)g

The geometry is ilusttrated in Fig. 1. A vertical Hertian dipole ia

screen of radius a. The effective surface impedance of the grotund F eap (-ioI4) eap (-ik(n - 0)]h.kfcretmmn ii oae tte etro iclrgon hr _ _ _ _

systenm is a constant Z', and the ground beyond radius a has a R)= 2(2'"[k(a - 012 l'E a-0
cton suac impedance Z. Tefco ()i elcinfnto hc a eie rma

The far-sone magnetic field Ho (s) can be written in the following Tefco ()i elcinfnto hc a eie rma

form [1]: earlier analysis involving reflection of a ground wave from a land-spea
houndar" (53, and we assume here that Rf,) is nut affected by the

-ikhlil + R.) cons .exp (-ikr) (+) () curvatur of the boundary. The singular nature of Mal) att - a
4wr 0 ) () suggest., that the integral be split into an integrable term involving

wher R.- (in 0 - 1,N 31ninO + Zii.) , k s te wve-the singulauity and a remainder. Thus

number, to is the impedance of free space, and an exs (iwt) de. 142t -FP'exp C-i(ka + vr'ir lt(ho) I~ +-1 1. (7)
pendence is mosumed. If the ground is homogeneous, the normalized 2 (2sr con s:~~)'IA
surface impedance Z/qt is given by [4J where

Z - u~y"[ (- 0. cot]In (2) 1. - 2 (ho) IJ, (Ad castl) +J fko - x)-1aaI1Js(hoemths

where o. is the relative complex dielectric constant. The term a + 11'.(ka - z) ezp-I (ko - x)J]J,(z cooafk) I dz.
accounts for the presnce of the screen and vanishes if the screen The integrand now is well behaved, and (7) is a suitable form for
is aben numerical evaluationi.3

As indicated by (1) the far-atm, pattern is modified hy a factor
I +Vi. It can also hse shmowit that lte grotin.) save is modified by Ill. NUIMERICAL llxRITtzs

I + R, where 11 is evaluiated ast 1p approaches sero (I A numerical evaluation of (4) and (7) was carried out for range.r
For convenience, U1 is now split into two parts: of intere-i of #.. kan.*. and a. It waft found that, for large screens

(ka I IM~), M, had an insignificant effect 1 <41.1 dl is the quointity
I- fl (3) +f9. In Fig. 2 we illustrate results, at grazing inecidence fur a

poorly% conducting ground, for two somewhat smaller screens.
MaIelarpt ee October 5. 19172: reviaed Novvinber 1!, i972 Even here, the maximum difference in the curves with and without
hs workm wa upee u h i oc abig eerh the reflected wave is only about 0.2 dB and the value of 8 which

the a utho s wit te es. of. s.ie miat os. Institute for y ields the maximum valuie of I I + n1 I atl %t. 0 is etmentially
fo Tet Colmeio. Mm. ces I. .ieemu f Commerce. unchanged. As ke decreases, the ratio 19110.1 increases. 11gw-
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ever, small sceens are usually of minor interest here because they
* . &31 U U do aol; enhance ltme radiation field sufficiently. Results for larger

__ screns are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, With Ii. being insignificant to2t . Stan& of ielsed wae as amlra vi ee sre grapliceal accuracy in each case. The optimum value of a deceases
slightly with increaising ka and with increasing I t, I.

The optimumn value of S for 1pe - 0 yields a less desirable pattern
IC . 'for higher angles (4). This is showr. well ini Fig. 5 where the pattern

for the optimum value of a for 09 m 0 (am determined from Fig. 3)
'~ ~is compared to the pattern of the perfectly reinducling disk. For

/ incemefisig 8, the nulls are see to cecur f or smaller values of .
09

11'. CoNCuI'si(Nx
7The mults confirm thme validity ouf earlier caleulatidin for large

33 ground msen where waves reflected from the edge of the screen
have been neglected. In fact, even for moderate sizes (iet- r23),
the reflections are relatively unimposrtant and do not change the
general trends. liowever as ko decrease-, lte relative importamne

I - of the irelected field increases.

tRZExEZA
III J. R. Wait. "TeUnr of an eanenaaow a Inhomewv aound

a t Thsremearow an rrne.E .Jodn d
Kaelasd Pelmn pp. 1071-ijotll. 19M3.

r21 J. -.1. tALM.A, namrtel 'analyisa of H V estended-soctor ground
systema.- U. 5. Navy Mleuva. Lab. lCentij. San Diego. Calif..
RM.~ 130. Jan. 1967.

13f A. Z. Collin and P. J. Zenker. Eda. New York: M~cCraw-Hill. 15M.
6 . R.41!I Wait and IC. P. Spies. "On the radiation from a vertical dipole
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Low-angle radiation of an antenna over
an irregular ground plane

JAMES R. WAIT ()
Consultant, Institute for Telecommunication Sciences. U. S. Department of Commerce,

Boulder. CGskrado ti10*2.3

RIASSLNTO. -Usnda it teorema deli., Coampexuszee it ottexno ne Itespesont.,
al dM prim e des Camps dia eadaiwane do unanitenat a manapalo pasta sapra Una
sope,fitWie realdre co a, undudsvita finta. Si, conera, i case a ittrmieirtat dt roa-
ziume. e st aipbcatro t eeudi'att a .4 idl in cii, iintroan. e pasta sapra hld Plattilarma~
cirtolare ton paret, inclt i mt is che it cuiddaito 4antenna e Pettctaiu.ine dells,
undt di terra saneo max5,uri che, ad case aft sml.; speefirc ,anIarnementec pttia

SUMMARY. -Using the Comptensation Theorem, first-oeder expressions are ibhtatnard
li,, the radiation fields )j a inenaplul anten uinted ovr apt irregular c-nd jar.

results are applied to ise situation where the mann pal, it lucated oin an clicd,

circuda, pliateamu with honpingt sije. It it ndirated that tbrnitena a t and the
ground were excitation ire enhanced over that par a aunir-omiv #at innater

Introduction.

There are a number of important applications where thc irregular
ground surface influences thc desired performance of antennas. For exam-
pie in many H. F. communication systems. the total transmission loss isI
critically dependent on the nature of the radiation at lows angles from the
transmitting antenna.

In this note. wve present a general first-order theor- for calculating
the radiation field of .i monopole antenna located on or over an irregularI
boundary. The development is based on the electroma enetic Compensa-
tion Theorem in the form developed by Mlonteath (1) over twenty- years
agG. The full scope of the Compensation Theorem has not alwas's been

"I 821Dept. of Electrical Engi~neering, Bldg. -20. L'niversir, ,(f Arizona. Tucson.3
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appreciated, since Monteath only illustrated its application to relatively
simple problems. Also, it has only been realized quite recently that the
formulation is sufficiently general to facilitate integral equation solution
of rather complicated problems (2). For the present, however, we shall
invoke physical approximations with a view to obtaining relatively con-
cise first-order expressions for the radiation pattern of a vertical monopole.

Formulation.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, we located a vertical electric dipole of effec-
tive length 1. at point A over a deterministic suriace z- tfx, y). where
z = 0 is the reference surface. At some point B located in the (x, z) plane,
we have a similar electric dipole of effective length 4. The distance or
range between A and B is R, and this straight line subtends an angle e
with the positive :-axis. The general problem is to calculate the mutual
impedance between the two dipoles for a prescribed surface profile f(x, y)
and its electrical properties.

First of all. we assume that the mutual impedance Za between the
dipoles is known for the simpler auxiliary problem of having I(x. V) = 0
everywhere, and taking the regiron z < 0 to be a homogencous hali-space.
The corrmspondin mutual impedance for the actual prolik: t ix. y) ik deno-
ted as Z'Ai.. where the prime .ignifics the unknown or sought quantity.
Monteath's formulation (1) o the Compensation Theorem tellb us imme-
diately that:

In [I], the terminal currents in dipoles A and B are I. and I, respecti-
vely, and E and H, are the known fields of dipole B for the auxiliarv
situation, whereas E. and I'. are the unknown fields for the actual pro-
file where -= Ix. v). Here. the integration of these quantities is over
the surtace that cotncides with := i(x, Yi and is closed by any surface
at some large negative value of z. We assume here that it is always pos-
sible to select this lower surtace so that its contribution to the surtace
integral in (1] is negligible. The unit vector n is thus the outward normal
to surface -=I(x. vi, as indicated in Fig. 1, For relatively gentle slopes.
we can see that the Cartesian components ot 11 are given by:

The electrical characteristics ot the actual surface are to be descri-
bed by the Leontovich or ,urtaie impedance boundary condition. This
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surface impedance n' (x, y) may be a slowly varying function of the hori-
zontal coordinates x and y. Strictly speaking, it should not vary signifi-
cantly in a distance equal to i y- I ;,, where y is the propagation constant
of the medium for z < I (x, y). Then, for convenience, we characterize 3
the homogeneous half-space in the auxiliary problem by a constant sutface
impedance 11.

zt
y

! dS!

Fir, I

rN I

An approximate solution.

Adopting the various simplifications and physical approximations de-
scribed above, we now can write down the required field expressions that
are to be inserted in [1]. Here. we assume that the dipole B is effectively
located at an infinite distance from the surface. Thus. the relevant unpri-

med field components over S are:
- ikn.4 I.I i R 4l.- /9 os sin0 (/ifcosf) - i - fcosf

1 2 1 . .= R -a R # 1

131 4., . 0,. i hR she cap sing (#vf Cos@ - - cosi),

I
U
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and:

141 Now- i A44) I- AR t kio cs sinfl (' 1f agO I f CoO

These formulas correspond to the radiation field of a H-ertzian dipole orien-
ted at right angles to the radius vector R and carrying a current equal to
the real part of Isexp(itwnl. where w is the angular frequency. Here.
k = w/c is the free-space wsavenumnber, and n. & 120O, ohms. Also, as
indicated in Fig. 1. 4p is the azimuthal angle with reference to a cylin-
drical coordinate system (p. Q, z). In addition, we should observe that in
writing [2), [31. and [4], we are. in effect, assuming that the reference
surtacc at 0 is a relatively good conductor.

-b

Now tlsu primed (or unknown fivhd components over S are poistulated
to have the form:

161

Ox

and:

On

where F (p, q)) is an attenuation function *that to a first approximation
is replaced by unitv. In writing [5], [6]. [71. and [8]. we assume that
the field components .1,e the same as those of a vertical l4ertzian dipole
located at Z=0. but modified by a suitable height-gain function G (z., z)
that depends only on the heights of the dipole A and the observer over
the surface = 0. It is important to note that these primed expressions
include near field effects.
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Low-angle radiation of an antenna 7

To proceed further, we observe that:

f3
E ', -E'.' Hbv - E'.' H-V

Here. wc r,ote that the sum of the latter t1'o terms can be replaced by

I'., H,, by virtue of [71:
Using all the previcus equations. we find without difficulty that:

(so1 . 9 t OO 55" s(i cos) cos• ..

-"Si ot shf Cosil) " ' Cos 0o f Cos,)) ~(I +~ kv)'' F (v.9'

where:

IL ,o,' - s,,

and:

1,111 1. 4

We note here that Z.. is the mutual impedance of the two dipoles if thcv

were lucated on a flat recrtectlv conducting plane and c.paratwd by a di-

stance R. Al o. in writing [(11, we have assumed that G (., z= I.

Azitcnhally symmetric uce.

An immediate simplification of [ 101 occurs when n'. / and Of/8 .re

independent ot the azimuth angle P,. Then. we can use the following

known tormuijs trom lDtesl tunctton theory:

It 31 ,cos9 ~ J.(Z M

and:

1141 COSZ COl' oe 9 0 , (Z) I
I

I
I III I I I III II I II II I I I1 I19 2 I
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Then, (10] becomes:I5 Z,,, ,.- Z.. , gsin o.0, g,, -. -,0, (fo.<,,o,.,J,.,,,s.g
+ , sing Cos ,(coso s- n (J.( .. __ " __._

where F(P) is azimuthally symmetric attenuation function.
In the case of a uniformly flat surface /= af/ap = 0 everywhere;

thus [15] reduces to:

1161 Z' . kj "".

This expression or closely related forms have been used to predict the
form of the radiation pattern and the enhancement of the surface wave
field of antennas with large ground metallic ground screens [3], [4].
In such cases, i1' is reduced to be much less than 'n and/or the impedance
T1' is made to be effectively inductive so that F(P) may be enhanced over

the ground system.
Another special case is to allow the surface to be everywhere per-

fcctlv conducting. Then, -'= n= (1 (or all values of p. Consequently,
[15 1 reduces to:

i Z'..- Z.. - 3I o Cos (kf CosO)J.. sin. nO)[tTI z.

+ C3oO ,in (fcos0)J, (k, SnO) (- + - F- ) t. ,

On setting F(pj = 1. which is a reasonable approximation, this result
reduces to an equivalent torm derived by Page and Monteath (5)

An application.

One rather revealing example is to let "q = 0. corresponding to an
assumed pertectlv conducting sea that occupies the region p > b. Within
this circular island. we have a circular plateau of radius a with a flat top.
At the same time. we allow 0 --)90', corresponding to grazing incidence.
For this case. we can write:

I

I
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Low-angle radiation ol an antenna 9

where:

1191 1), -+ a J,(.) F ()d

and:

1203 f1 + J.,/ (-l-) Fi +-)~ F d,,

Thus C4h is the modification of the field resulting from the electrical pro-
perty contrast of the - island*, while M1, is the corresponding modifi-
cation due to the non-tlatness. As mentioned above, 11, has been discus- I
sed on numerous earlier occasions. The topographical effect represented
by IL is usually ignored. although, in many applications, the transmitting
monopole is located on a bluff or some other elevated terrain feature. To
illustrate its effect, we assume that the beach of the island has a uniform
downward slope, so that - 81/ap is a positive constant that we designate
by K. Also, to simplify the discussion, we assume that the radius of the

plateau is much greater than a wavelength. Thus. ka and kb> > 1, and,
consequently. ].(kpi, can be replaced by the first term of its asymptotic
expansion over the integration range in (201. Thus. we find that: a

1211 Q. = : f '( +,
(2a11 00

With suitable assumptions about the form of F(p1. this integral can be

evaluated in terms of error integrals of complex argument (4). The essen-
tial nature (f the problem, however, appears if we recognize that the
contribution from the rapidly varying term i exp ( - 2ikp) can be neglec-
ted. Also. over the region a < p < b. the slowly varying function F (p)
can be replaced by Fla). Thus. [21] reduces to the remarkably simpleIform:I

[221 f4 ", (2'3)1 K e.''
4l(hh)i-(.lP(a). 2K./

4
[( i)i-(.+)) 4(a)

where X is the free-space wavelength. For example, if bi) = 100, I
a/k = 64, K = 0.1, and assuming F(a) = 1. we see that:

0. = 0.4 .
'

This corresponds approximately to a 4 dB gain. For this case. the heigth I
of the plateau above the sea is 3.6).. and the sloping beach extends over
a radial distance equal to approximately 36..

Actually. the improvement of locating the monopole on an elevated
plateau applies also to the effective ground wave radiated for a given 5

I

I
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current moment (3). Thus, the main conclusion from this analysis is that
the elevation of the ground plane should be considered in any design of
surface wave launchers for high-frequency radio waves over the sea.
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III

1

Following the publication of the Monograph by Wait and I
Walters(1963), a series of unclassified reports were issued by

investigators at the U.S. Navy Electronics Laboratory (now known

as the Naval Ocean System center) in San Diego. We will identify

these as NEL 1346, 1359, 1567 and 1430 In the order we discuss

them below.
....eeoo....................w...oooeoleooe..e...e..o

W.E. Gustafson, W.M. Chase, and N.H. Balli, Ground system effect

on high frequency antenna propagation, NEL Report 1346, 29 pgs., I
4 Jan 1966

G.D. Bernard, W.E. Gustafson, and W.M. Chase, HF extended ground

systems : results of a numerical analysis, NEL Report, 52 pgs., 1
24 Feb 1966 , NEL report 1359

J.M. Horn, HF vertical-plane patterns of monopoles and elevated

vertical dipoles with and without extended ground systems,142 pgs.,

25 Jun 1968 , NEL Report 1567

J.M. Horn, A numerical analysis of H.F. extended-sector ground I
systems, 52 pgs., 14 Jan 1967, NEL Report 1430

.......e.e . .... e....... ....e ...... . .oo..............i

These four NEL reports were distributed widely including

libraries and they were released to the Federal Clearinghouse now

known as NTIS (National Technical Information Service) . Now such I
results are in the public domain. Thus we need not describe their

content in great detail. But it does seem appropriate to identify

some of the significant results and conclusions reached by the

authors. In some cases , an alternative interpretation of the data

is offered without meaning to detract from the noble efforts of the 3
NEL'investigators

In NEL 1346 it is pointed out that the ground based monopole

with extended ground screens may have a major advantage over elev- I
ated vertical antennas (with or without ground screens) if pattern

lobing is to be minimized. With this motivation , the authors under- 3
took physical: model runs for circular ground sreens employing both

square meshes of various sizes( I to 4 inches) and radial wires

with various angular separations ( 1i , 21 and 5 degrees). This exp- U
erimental program became manageable by using frequencies in the

VHF range (130, 250 and 360 MHz )which were appropriate to model

frequencies lower by a factor of 12 when a relatively well conduct-
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Ing ground site was selected ( e.g. 0.1 mhos/m). Some useful and

meaningful pattern plots were illustrated by the authors to confirm

the expectation of enhanced radiated fields at low take-off angles.

Dr. Gary Beinard, who was a consultant to NEL,presented a con-

cise tabulation of the experimental data along with results gener-

ated by computer calculations using the formulation in Wait(1963)

and Wait and Walters(1963). This comparison of experiment and theory

is reproduced here from NEL Report 1346. The calculated quantity

tabulated is equivalent to 20 In 1 1 +Sa in dB . The source adopted
is a vertical (ground based) electric dipole at the center of the

circular screen. Actually the experimental data were obtained using

a quarter wave monopole with a small radius (impedance stabilizing)

ground plane . The general agreement between experiment and theory

is reasonably good. It is also worth noting that,for low take-off

angles,the angular dependence of the field Is small. This is part-

icularly the case for 130 MHz (i.e ka = 16 ) which is the lowest

test frequency.

Further radiation pattern calculations are reported in NEL

1359 which again are based on Wait and Walters(1963). The frequen-

cies chosen were 4, 8, 16 and 32 MHz. The full circular ground

screen radius varied in octave steps from 2 to 128 wavelengths and

the grid spacings were 6, 12, 24 and 48 inches, The ground conduct-

ivities chosen were 3,10, 30 and 100 milli-mhos/m with correspond-

ing dielectric constants of 4, 10, 20 and 30 , respectively. In each

case, computations were carried out for vertical (take-off) angles

of 2, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 degrees. For all computations, the ground

system was circular (i.e. full azimuthal symmetry). The copper wire

size was No.10 (American Wire Guage) . The source in all cases was

assumed to be a short vertical current element or (infinitesimal)

electric dipole.
Some examples of the extensive calculations, from NEL 1359

are shown in Table 2 where the quantity G in dB is again the quant-

ity 20 In 11 + A a' • Here G represents the improvement for the

antenna with extended ground screen compared with the same element

over the imperfect ground when the dipole moment is fixed .In this

examplethe ground conductivity Is !0 milli-mhos/m and the dielec-

tric constant is 10 . In the case, where the radius is a = 16 wave-

lengths or ka = 100, the results.f6r 32 MHz, for the smallest mesh-
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spacing, are compatible with Fig.2a, in Wait and Walters(1963) car-

ried out for a dielectric constant of 9, zero ground conductivity,

and an assumed perfectly conducting ground screen.

In NEL 1567, many additional calculations are reported again

for the fully circular ground screen.. For the most part, the res-

ults are based on Wait(1967)'s paper for vertical electric dipoleof

finite length erected over the center of the ground screen. Many

graphical plots are presented in a format which allows the reader 3
to see the relative enhancement of the low angle radiation when an

extended ground screen is employed . As 3.M. Horn, the diligent I
author,points out the advantages of such a ground screen are re-

duced somewhat for elevated antennas. Also, as indicated before,

the economic benefit,of large ground screens over well conducting

ground, is small.

In 1430, Horn deals with the sector ground screen geometry,

using essentially the formulation of Wait(1963) and following the

methods outlined in Wait and Walters(1963). He adopts the ground

based quarter-wave monopole which would not be very different than i

for the infinitesimal dipole model unless the ground screen was

less than several wavelengths in size. Horn includes a listing of

two computer programs. One is based on the mesh ground screen I
where the effective surface impedance Z' is essentially a constant

and the other is for various radial wire configurations where Z'

varies with radius. I
In the four above mentioned NEt reports, it is stated that I

the ground wave is neglected.Irdeed.it is true that the results

are presented in the context of the modification of the radiation

fields - due to the presence of the ground screen. But the quantity

1 1 + Aa I tabulated , for low angles (e.g. *0 = 20 ), is applic- I
able to the modification of the ground wave field as compared to

the case of no (or small) ground screen for a fixed current at 1
the terminals of the transmitting dipole. It is a pity that the

NEL investigators did not carry out their calculations for the

grazing condition where $0 "+ 00 as done in Wait and Walters I
(1963).

While there is no reason to doubt the accuracy of the cal-

culations in the four NEL reports, one might question the validity

of the results in cases of very low around conductivity where sparse

ground screens are employed. In such cases some of the initial as- 1

sumptions appear to be violated.
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TABLE 1. GAIN, IN DB, OF EXTENDED GROUND SYSTEM (20-FOOT-
RADIUS) OVER IMPEDANCE GROUND (2-FOOT-RADIUS)

(reproduced from NEL Report'1346)
(20 FEET = 2.5 WAVELENGTHS AT 130.5 MCIS.)

Elev. Angle Square Mesh Size Radial Wire Separation
(degrees) (inches) (degrees)

1/2 1_ 2 4 1.25 2.5 5

130.5 Mc/s

5 4.9 4.9 5.1 5.1 4.7 4.3 3.8

10 5.2 5.2 5.5 5.4 4.9 4.4 3.9

15 4.9 4.9 5.1 4.9 4.9 4.3 3.6

20 5.0 5.0 5.2 4.8 4.8 4.1 3.4

25 4.8 4.8 4.9 4.2 4.5 3.9 2.8
250 Mcs

5 4.6 4.9 4.9 3.6 4.9 3.7 2.3

10 5.0 5.0 5.0 3.2 4.9 3.4 2.0

15 4.8 4.9 4.6 2.2 4.2 2.6 1.6

20 4.6 4.5 3.9 0.5 3.8 1.9 1.1

25 2.8 2.3 1.41-2.8 1.4 -0.4 -0.3

360 Mcls

5 6.7 6.8 6.7 3.5 6.4 4.5 2.5

10 6.9 6.9 6.4 3.0 6.1 3.9 2.0

15 6.9 6.9 5.7 1.3 5.5 3.2 1.6

20 5.6 5.1 3.3 -1.2 3.4 1.7 1.0

25 2.4 1.6 -1.11-1.5 1.3 1.1 0.6

18
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TABLE 2. GAIN, IN DB, OF EXTENDED GROUND SYSTEM
(20-FOOT-RADIUS) OVER NO GROUND SYSTEM FOR QUARTER-

WAVELENGTH ANTENNA, EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS, AND N
SHORT DIPOLE, COMPUTED RESULTS.

(20 FEET = 2.5 WAVELENGTHS AT 130.5 MC/S.)
(reproduced from NEL Report 1346)

Quarter Wavelength I
Measured and Modified* Short Dipole -- Computed

Elev. Angle Square Mesh Size I
(degrees) (inches)

1/2 1 2 1 1/4 1/2 1 2 43

130.5 Mc/s

5 4.9 4.9 5.1 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 3.9

10 5.1 5.1 5.1 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.1

15 5.5 5.4 5.4 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.8 4.4

20 5.0 5.1 5.1 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 4.8

25 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.7 5.7 5.6 5.5 5.0

250 Mcs_ _I

5 6.4 6.8 6.6 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.5 4.6

10 6.2 6.4 6.3 6.2 6.1 6.1 5.8 4.9

15 6.7 6.9 6.4 6.6 6.6 6.5 6.1 5.1

20 6.2 6.3 5.7 6.7 6.7 6.6 6.1 5.0

25 5.2 4.9 4.1 6.2 6.2 6.0 5.5 4.3

360 Mc/s I

5 7.3 7.7 7.1 6.7 6.7 6.6 6.1 4.8

10 7.1 6.5 6.7 7.2 7.2 7.0 6.4 5.0

15 7.3 7.6 6.3 7.5 7.5 7.7 6.6 5.0

20 6.2 6.1 4.3 7.1 7.1 6.8 6.0 2.9

25 3.6 3.2 1.1 5.3 5.3 5.02.8

* Extrapolated from results with 2-foot-radius impedance ground.

20
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Table 2

Gain C in dB for large screen relative to small or no

screen for ground conductivity of 10 milli-mhos/m and

relative dielectric constant of 10 (reproduced from
NEL Report 1359 by Gary Bernard et al.)

A. 4 Mc/s

a= 2 A= 491.8 I e- A - 983.5 ft

Eles. Mesh Spacing (inches) EI.=. Mesh Spacing (inches)

Angle (4.g ) 6 12 1 24 48 AngIe (dog.) 6 12 24 48

2 1.3 1.3 1 4 1.3 2 1.9 1.9 2.0 1.9

5 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.4 S 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.9

to 1.5 1.5 1 5 1.5 10 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.2

15 1 7 1.7 1.7 16 IS 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.4

20 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.8 20 3.1 3.1 3.0 2.7

25 2.3 23 2.2 20 25 3.3 3.3 3.1 2.7

a. 8A=1967 0h f-16A.3934.1 ft

2 29 2.9 2.9 2.7 2 4.3 4.3 4.2 3.8

5 3 1 3.1 3.0 2.8 S 4.7 4.6 4.5 4.1

10 3.7 3.6 3.5 3.2 30 5.4 5.3 5.1 4.5

15 41 4.1 3.9 35 15 4.5 4.4 4.2 3.6

20 3.9 3.8 3.6 3.1 20 2.5 2.4 2.3 2.0

25 27 I 26 24 20 25 31 3.1 2.9 2.5

a=32 A = 7868 It o=64 A- 15,736 ft

2 6.2 6.1 5.9 5.3 2 8.6 5.4 8.1 7.3

5 6.8 6.7 6.4 5.8 S 8.9 8.8 8.4 7.5

10 6.2 6.0 5.7 5.0 10 4.0 4.0 3.8 3.3

15 3.3 3.2 3.1 21 15 3.7 3.6 3.4 3.0

20 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.1 20 2.8 2.8 2.6 2.3

25 2 4 2.4 2.2 1.9 25 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.0

o- 128 A 31.472 h

El.. Mesh Spacing (inches)

Angle (dog.) 6 12 24 48

2 11.2 11.0 l0.S 95
5 9.6 9.5 9.0 8.0

10 4.3 4.2 4.0 3.5

1S 40 39 3.7 3.3

20 3.1 30 2.8 2.4

25 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.1

19
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Table 2 cant. I
a8 8Mc.

a 8 2 A - 245.9 It a d A- 491.8 It

Elev. Mesh Spacing (inches) E e. Mesh Spacing (inches)
Angle (deg.) 6 12 24 48 Angle (deg.) 6 12 124 48

2 22 2.2 2,2 20 2 3.1 3-1 31 2 7
5 2.2 2.2 2.2 20 5 3.0 3.2 3.2 2 1
0 24 2.4 22 2 0 10 3.5 3.5 3 4 3.0

15 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.2 15 4.0 3.9 3 7 3 2

20 3.0 2.9 2.8 2 4 20 4.3 4.2 4.0 3.3

25 3.3 3.3 3.1 2.6 25 4.4 4.3 4.0 3.2

a . 983.5 It a - 16 A- 1967.0 1
2 4.5 4.4 4.3 3.8 2 6.3 6.2 5.9 51

5 4.7 4.6 4,4 39 5 6.6 6.5 6.2 5 3
10 5.2 5.1 4.9 4.2 10 7.0 6.9 6.5 5.5i
15 5.5 5.4 5.1 4.2 is 5.8 5.6 5.2 4.2

20 5.0 4.9 4,5 3.6 20 3.3 3.2 3.0 24

25 3.5 3.3 3.0 2.3 25 4.1 4.0 3.6 2.9 5
a - 32 A 3934.1 f? a. 64 MA 7868 It

2 8.4 8.3 7.9 68 2 11.0 10.7 10.2 88

S 8.8 8.7 8.2 7.1 S 11.0 10.8 10.2 8.8

10 7.7 7.5 7.0 5.8 10 5.3 5.2 4.9 4.0

15 4.4 4.3 4.0 3.4 is 4.9 4.8 4.4 3.7

20 3.5 3.4 3.2 2.6 20 3.8 3.6 3.3 2.7

25 3.3 3.2 2.9 2.3 25 3.4 3.3 3.0 2.4 I
a - 128 A 15.736 It

Elev. Mesh Spacing (inches)

Angle (dog.) 6 12 24 48

2 13.6 13.4 12.7 11.1

5 11.6 11.3 10.6 9.1
to 5.6 5.5 5.1 4.2
Is 5.2 5.1 47 3.9

20 4 0 3.9 3.6 2.9

25 3,4 3.3 3.1 2.5

201
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Table 2 con.

C. 16 Mc/s

a , 2 A 122.9 It a, -4 X- 245.8 ft

Elev. Mesh Spacing (inches) Elev. Mesh Spacing (inches)
Angle (dog.) 6 12 24 48 Angle (deg.) 6 12 24 48

2 3.2 3.2 3.1 2.4 2 4.4 4.4 4.2 3.3
5 3.3 3.3 3.1 2.4 5 4.5 4.5 4.2 3.3

10 3.4 3.A 3.2 2.5 10 4.8 4.8 4.4 3.4
15 3.7 3.7 3.4 2.6 15 5.2 5.1 4.6 3.6
20 4.0 3.9 3.6 2.7 20 5.4 5.3 4.7 3.5
25 4.3 4.2 3.8 1.5 25 5.4 5.1 4.5 3.2

a- 8 A- 491.6 It a- 16A- 983.2 ft

2 6.1 6.0 5.6 4.4 2 8.1 7.9 7.3 5.9
5 6.2 6.1 5.7 4.5 5 8.3 8.1 7.5 6.0

10 6.6 6.5 5.9 4.6 10 8.5 8.3 7.5 5.8
15 6.8 6.6 5.9 4.4 15 6.9 6.5 5.7 4.0

20 6.0 5.7 5.0 3.5 20 4.1 4.0 3.5 2.4
25 4.1 3.9 3.2 2.1 25 5.0 4.7 4.0 2.7

a - 32 A. 1966.4 It a- 64,, 3932.8 ft

2 10.4 10.1 9.4 7.5 2 12.9 12.6 11.7 9.6

5 10.6 10.4 9.5 7.7 S 12.1 12.4 11.4 9.2
10 9.0 8.7 7.7 5.7 10 6.S 6.3 5.6 4.2

15 5.5 5.3 4.7 3.5 is 6.0 5.8 5.1 3.8
20 4.4 4.2 3.6 2.5 20 4.6 4.4 3.8 2.6

25 4.0 3.8 3.3 2.3 25 4.1 4.0 3.4 2.3

a- 128)- 7865.6 I

Elov. Mesh Spacing (inches)
Angle (dog.) 6 12 24 48

2 15.6 15.2 14.1 11.8
5 13.2 12.8 11.6 9.2

to 6.8 6.6 5.8 4.3
iS 6.3 6.1 5.4 3.9

20 4.9 4.7 4.0 2.7
25 4.2 4.0 3.5 2.4

21
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Table 2 can. !

0. 32 Mc/s

a - 2 A- 61.5 It a . 4 A- 122.9 ft

Elev. Mash Spacing (inches) EI.. Mesh Spacing (inches)

Angle (deg.) 6 12 24 48 Angle (dog.) 6 12 24 48

2 4.0 3.9 3.3 2.1 2 5.4 5.2 4.4 29

5 4.0 4.0 3.3 2.1 5 5.5 5.3 4.4 29

10 4.2 4.1 3.4 2.1 10 5.7 5.5 4.6 2.9

15 4.4 4.3 3.5 2.1 15 6.0 5.7 4.6 2.8

20 4.7 4.4 3.6 2.1 20 6.1 5.7 4.5 2.6

25 49 4.6 3.6 2.1 25 5.9 5.4 4.0 2.1

a- 8 a. 245.9 ft a . 16 A- 491.8 ft

2 7.1 6.9 5.8 3.2 2 9.1 3.8 7.5 5.1

5 7.2 7.0 5.9 3.9 5 9.3 8.9 7.6 5.1
I0 7.5 7.2 6.0 3.9 I0 9.3 8.8 7.2 4.6
15 7.5 7.0 5.6 3.8 15 7.3 6.7 5.0 2.5

20 6.5 5.9 4.3 3.4 20 4.6 4.2 3.1 1.6

25 4.4 3.8 2.5 2.2 25 5.3 4.8 3.4 1.6

a. 32 A- 983.5 ft a = 64A = 1967.0 It a
2 11.5 11.0 9.5 6.7 2 140 13.4 11.7 8 4

5 11.6 11.1 9.5 6.5 5 13.7 13.0 11.1 7.7

10 9.6 8.9 7.1 4.1 10 7.1 6.7 5.2 3.0

15 6.1 5.7 44 2 5 15 6.6 6.1 4.8 2 7

20 4 8 4.3 3.2 1 6 20 5.0 4.5 3.2 1 6

25 4.4 4.0 2.9 1.4 25 4.5 4.1 3.0 1.5 K
o= 128 A 3934.1 It

Elev. Mesh Spacing (inches)

Angle (dog.) 6 1 12 24 48

2 16.6 16.0 14.0 0 4

5 13.9 13.2 11.0 7.2

10 7.4 6 9 5.4 3.1

15 69 63 49 27

20 5 3 4 8 3.4 17

25 4 6 42 3 0 1.5

22
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3.1 Krause, L. 0., November 1967, "Enhancing H. F. received fields with large planar and
cylindrical ground screens," IEEE Trans. on Antennas and Propagation, No. 6, pp. 785-795

The author presents a series of interesting pattern calculations (using image theory)
for tilted ground screens located over a conducting half-space. For such geometries, the low
angle radiation may be enhanced. Cylindrical shaped screens are also considered. The
author cautions on the use of the method for angles at grazing angles below 30.

3.2 Collin, R. E. and F. J. Zucker, 1969, Antenna Theory, Pt. II, McGraw Hill, N.Y.

In Chap. 23 authored by J. R. Wait, eq.. 123 has a misprint; eJx should be eiJx. Eqs..
23.122 is OK. Also the Fressel function J1 here was approximated by the first term of its
asymptotic expansion which can lead to 1 dB discrepancies in computed patterns but general
features are correct. This point was confirmed by Lt. Joe Fortney, of RADC, Hanscom AFB,
Bedford, Mass.., who recomputed the integral given by 23.123 (private communication Jan
1990).

3.3 Waldman, A., January 1970, "Elevation steering of the pattern of vertically polarized elements
over a ground screen," IEEE Trans. on Antennas and Propagation, Vol. AP-1 8,
pp. 105-107

Author presents calculation based on reprint 1.13 (Wait, 1967) for an elevated vertical
antenna over the sector ground screen system. An approximation pattern multiplication
scheme is adopted. The objective is to develop a method to steer the principal maximum in
the low angle elevation pattern.

3.4 Balanis, C. A., July 1970, "Pattern distortion due to edge diffractions," IEEE Trans. on Antennas
and Propagation, Vol. AP-18, pp. 561-563

This is a systematic treatment for an arbitrary aperture source in a finite size ground plane
of perfect conductivity. The ambient medium is free space. Excellent correlation with
experiment is shown.

3.5 Yu, J. S., K. J. Scott, and A. R. Spatuzzi, November 1970, "A modified elevation angle of
radiation from a monopole on ground screens," IEEE Trans. on Antennas and Propagation, Vol.
AP-18, pp. 795-799

The authors employ an approximate diffraction technique to estimate the pattern of a
vertical monopole on a square wire mesh screen of finite extent. The experimental data
appears to justify the procedure for the pattern calculation for the pattern calculation for the
particular examples given.

3.6 Rafuse R. P., and J. Ruze, December 1975, "Low angle radiation from vertically polarized
antennas over radially heterogeneous flat ground," Radio Science, Vol. 10,
pp. 1011-1018

The authors construct an admittedly approximate analytical solution based on an assumed
current distribution on both the ground screen and the external ground surface. The results
seem to be compatible with the more rigorous formulations based on the compensation
theorem. The latter can be used to form an integral equation to deduce the surface current

3-2
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distribution over the ground screen rather than assuming it [e.g. see reprint 1.18 (Wait and

Spies, 1970) and Hill and Wait, 1973)]. Rafuse and Ruze introduce an "empirical
normalization" of the near field surface impedance to bring their results into conformity with
physical expectations. The comment in the paper that the surface current at the edge of the
ground screen is discontinuous is a bit surprising. Of course, the radial electric field, indeed,
is discontinuous. In an important observation, the authors confirm that the classical Fresnel
zone description of the "active" area in front of the antenna does not hold. Indeed, it is much

smaller as has been shown by J. Bach Anderson (1963).

3.7 Teng, C. J., and R. J. P. King, January-March 1981, "Surface Fields and Radiation Patterns of
a Vertical Electric Dipole Over a Radial-Wire Ground System," Electromagnetics, Vol. 2,
pp. 129-146

The authors use the compensation theorem to deal with a vertical electric dipole located
over a radial wire ground system at the interface of the flat earth and air. The radiation patterns
were found to be independent of the length of the radials beyond the point where the
effective impedance of the composite impedance was within 90 percent of the underlying
ground.

3.8 Park, K. S., R. J. P. King, and C. J. Teng, April-June 1982, *Radiation Patterns of an HFVertical Dipole Near a Sloping Beach," Electromagentics, Vol. 2, pp. 129-146

The effective surface impedance of the beach is calculated from a two-layer stratified earth
model so the formulation proceeds as if the equivalent ground plane has a constant elevation.
It is found that the low angle radiation is reduced somewhat from that of no beach. The usual
lobing occurs in the elevation pattern when the dipole is raised above 0.3 wavelengths.

3.9 Burke, G. J., R. J. P. King, and E. K. Miller,, September 1984, Surface Wave Excitation Study,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report 20214

5In this report, results are shown for the terminal impedance of a vertical antenna with a
radial wire ground system for up to sixteen radials. The "Numerical Electromagnetics Code",
known as NEC, is employed. An interesting comparison is made with corresponding results
based on the approximated compensation theorem approach. The agreement is good when
the restrictions in, the latter method a'e adhered to. But, for a dielectric-like earth, agreement
is poor because of reflections front the end of the radials. As Burke et al point out, resonance
effects are most noticeable when the earth system is elevated and not grounded at the end
points by stakes.

3.10 Weiner, M. M., S. P. Cruze, C. C. U, and W. J. Wilson, 1987, Monopole Elements on CircularI, Ground Planes, Artech House, Norwood, MA.

The analyses deal with the case where the monopole element and circular disk are
located in free space. The models which are used and compared are the induced
electromotive force (EMF) method, integral equation, method of moments, oblate spheroidal
wave functions, scalar diffraction theory, geometric theory of diffraction, method of moments
combined with the geometric theory of diffraction, and the method of images.
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3.11 Burke, G. J., January 1988, A Model for Insulated Wires in the Method of Moments Code (NEC),
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report 21301 1

Among other things, Burke shows how the propagation constant of a buried insulated
wire depends on the depth of burial. Excellent agreement is obtained with Wait's paper I
(Canadian Journal of Physics, Vol. 50, pp. 2402-2409, 1972) who employed an analytical
method. The results are relevant to the radial wire ground system.

3.12 Nagy, L., 1989, Input Impedance and Radiation Pattern of a Top-Loaded Monopole Having a Radial
Wire Ground System, (Summary only), Proceedings of the International Radio Scientific Union
(URSI) Symposium on Electromagnetic Theory, The Royal Institute of Technology,
Stockholm

The author deals mainly with the input impedance calculation using the compensation
theorem along with first order perturbation. The radiation patterns, as presented, ignore the
presence of the ground system which is partly justified because of the short length of the !
radials.

3.13 James, G. L. and G. T. Poulton, August 14-17, 1989, Effects of Ground Screen on HF Antennas
(Summary only), Proceedings of the URSI Symposium on Electromagnetic Theory, The Royal 1
Institute of Technology, Stockholm

Authors employ a GTD (geometrical theory of diffraction) technique to reduce radiation 1
patterns for a vertical antenna over a circular ground screen for both radial wire and square
mesh (bonded and unbonded) geometries. Approximate boundary conditions due to
Kontorovich et al are exploited. 5
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i APPENDIX A

BIOGRAPHY OF JAMES R. WAIT

I' Dr. James R. Wait was born in Ottawa, Canada, on January 23, 1924. From 1942 to 1945 he
was a radar technician in the Canadian Army. He received his B.A.Sc. and M.A.Sc. degrees in
engineering physics in 1948 and 1949, respectively, and his Ph.D degree in electromagnetic theory
in 1951, all from the University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.

From 1948 to 1951, he was associated with Newmont Exploration Ltd. of New York, N.Y., and
Jerome, Arizona, where his research led to several patents for electromagnetic and induced-
polarization methods of geophysical prospecting. From 1952 to 1955, he was a section leader at the
Defense Research Telecommunications Establishment, Ottawa, where he was primarily concerned
with electromagnetic problems. Since joining the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), Boulder,
Colorado, in 1955, he was appointed adjunct professor of electrical engineering at the University of
Colorado, Boulder. During 1960, he was a visiting research fellow at the Laboratory of
Electromagnetic Theory in the Technical University of Denmark, Copenhagen. For the academic year
1966-1967, he was a visiting professor at Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts. From 1963
to 1967, he was a senior research fellow at Boulder, where he was also a consultant to the director of
the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences and Aeronomy. From 1967 to 1970, he was senior
scientist in the Office of the Director of the Environmental Sciences Services Administration (ESSA)
Research Laboratories, Boulder. In September of 1970, he became the senior scientist in the Office
of the Director of the Institute for Telecommunications Sciences (ITS) of the Office of
Telecommunications. In October, 1971, he returned to his position in the Office of the Director of the
Environmental Research Laboratories of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), formerly ESSA, but remained as a consultant to the director of ITS. In addition, he was a- follow of the Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences. In May, 1971, Dr. Wait
was a visiting professor at the Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and in September, 1971, he
was a guest of the U.S.S.R Academy of Sciences in Moscow and Tbilisi.

Dr. Wait was awarded the Department of Commerce Gold Medal in 1959 for "highly
distinguished authorship in the field of radio propagation"; the Boulder Scientist Award sponsored by
the Scientific Research Society of America in 1960; the NBS Samuel Wesley Stratton Award in 1962;
and the Arthur S. Flemming Award, Washington, D.C. Chamber of Commerce, and the Harry Diamond
Award from the IEEE, both in 1964. He is also a fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic

Engineers (IEEE) and the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). In
September 1972, Dr. Wait received an Outstanding Publication Award from the Office of
Telecommunications in Washington, D.C. Dr. Wait received NOA's 1973 Scientific Research and
Achievement Award "in recognition of his outstanding achievement as a scientist and research leader
in theoretical studies of electromagnetic wave propagation in the earth and its atmosphere". In 1975
he received a Special Achievement Award from the Office of Telecommunications "in recognition of
outstanding authorship of a great variety of publications and journal articles".

He was mainly responsible for the establishment of the journal Radio Science, which started in
1959 as Section D of the NBS Journal of Research; he served three terms as editor. He has also served
three terms as an associate editor of the Journal of Geophysical Research. For four years, he was U.S.
regional editor of Electronics Letters. Currently, he is a member of the Editorial Board of
GeoExplorauon (Sweden) and he is co-editor of the Institution of Electrical Engineers (lEE) series,
Monographs on Electromagnetic (EM) Waves (England).
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Dr. Wait has published eight books and numerous papers on subjects ranging from
electromagnetics to geophysics. He was secretary (1974 to 1978) of the U.S. National Committee of
the International Scientific Radio Union(URSI). He has been a U.S. delegate to URSI General
Assembles in Boulder (1957), London (1960), Tokyo (1963), Ottawa (1969), Warsaw (1972), Lima
(1975) and Helsinki (1978). In 1977, Dr. Wait was elected to the U.S. National Academy of
Engineering. Also, in June 1977, he was elected to be a fellow of the lEE. On July 31, 1978, Dr. Wait
received the Balth van der Pol Gold Medal at the General Assembly of URSI held in Helsinki, Finland.

In August, 1980, Dr. Wait became professor of electrical engineering and geosciences at the I
University of Arizona in Tucson. Since then he received the IEEE Centennial Medal in 1984 and the
IEEE Geoscience and Remoto Sensing Society's Distinguished Achievement Award in 1985. He was
appointed regents professor in the University of Arizona in 1988. Jim Wait retired from the University
in September 1989 to become a private consultant in his home office, 2210 East Waverly, Tucson AZ
85719. He keeps in close touch with the campus (being a 10 minute bike ride away).
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COMPLETE LISTING (TO APRIL 1990) OF REFEREED PAPERS
* OF JAMES R. WAIT

I
J. R. Wait

*August 1990

I
Note: Reprints included in section 1 are denoted by an asterisk in front of the reprint

number.
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Repr i nt
Nunber 3

I J.R. Leslie and J.R. Wait, Detection of overheated transmission line joints
by means of a boameter, Trans. AIEE, Vol. 68, 1-5, May 1949; also Elect.
Eng., Vol. 68, November 1949. I

2 Electromagnetic radiation in the earth (A theoretical investigation), Dept.
of Electrical Engineering, University of Toronto, April 1950.

3 Transient eZectromagwnetic propagation in a conducting mediun, Geophys., A
Vol. XVI, 213-221, April 1951.

4 The magnetic dipole over the horizontally stratified earth, Can. J. Phys.,
Vol. 29, 577-592, November 1951. I

5 A conducting sphere in a time varying magnetic field, Geophys., Vol. XVI,
666-672, October 1951.

6 The cylindrical ore body in the presence of a cable carrying an oscillating
current, Geophys., Vol. XVII, 378-386, April 1952.

7 CuWent-carrying wire loops in a simple inhomogeneous region, J. Appl. Phys.,
Vol. 23, 497-498, April 1952.

8 The basis of a method for measuring the complex dielectric constant at milli-
metre wavelengths, Radio Physics Laboratory, Project Report, 15 Sept. 1952.

9 Mut .l inductance of circuits on a two-Zayer earth, Can. J. Phys., Vol. 30, I
450-452, September 1952.

10 EZectronagnetic fields of current-carrying wires in a conducting medium,
Can. J. Phys., Vol. 30, 512-523, September 1952.

11 The magnetic dipole antenna imersed in a conducting medium, Proc. IRE,

Vol. 40, 1244-1245, October 1952.

12 A note of dipole radiation in a conducting medium, Geophys., Vol. XVII,
978-979, October 1952.

13 Reflection of electromagnetic waes obliquely from an inhomogeneous medium,
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 23, 1403-1404, December 1952.

14 The electric fields of a long current-carrying wire on a stratified earth,
J. Geophys. Res., Vol. 47, 481-485, December 1952.

15 Receiving propertis of a wire loop with a spheroidal core, Can. J. Tech.,

Vol. 31, 9-14, January 1953.

16 vith J.E.T. Mousseau, Calculated field patterns for horizontal travelling
wave antennas, Radio Physics Laboratory, Project Report No. 19-0-2, I
15 January 1933.

17 Transient coupling in grounded circuits, Geophys., Vol. 18, 138-141,
January 1953.

18 A t'awient magnetic dip.Ze source in a dissipative medium, J. Appl. Phys.,
Vol. 24, 341-343, March 1953.

19 vith L.L. Campbell, Effect of a large dielectric constant on ground-wave

propagation, Can. J. Phys., Vol. 31, 456-457, March 1953.
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20 On the feasibility of measuring ground conductivity from an aircraft,
Defence Research Telecommunications Establishment, Ottawa, Canada
(March 9, 1953).

21 with L.L. Campbell, The fields of an electric dipole in a aemi-infinite
conducting mediun, J. Geophys. Res., Vol. 58, 21-28, March 1953.

22 Induction by a horizontally oscillating magnetic dipole over a conducting
homogeneous earth, Trans. Amer. Geophys. Union, Vol. 34, 185-188, April 1953.

23 The potential of two current point sources in a homogeneous conducting

proZate spheroid, J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 24, 496-497, April 1953.

24 Propagation of radio waves over a stratified ground, Geophys., Vol. 18,
i 416-422, April 1953.

25 A conducting permeable sphere in the presence of a coil carrying an
oscillating current, Can. J. Phys., Vol. 31, 670-678, May 1953.

26 with L.L. Campbell, Transmission curves for ground wave propagation at low
radio frequencies, Report R-1, Def. Res. Tele. Est., Radio Physics Lab.,
April 1953.

27 The receiving loop with a hollow proZate spheroidal core, Can. J. Tech.,
Vol. 31, 132-139, June 1953.

28 An approximate method of cbtaining the transient response from the frequency
response, Can. J. Tech., Vol. 31, 127-131, June 1953.

29 with L.L. Campbell, The fields of an oscillating magnetic dipole imnereed
in a sei-infinite conducting medium, J. Geophys. Res., Vol. 58, 167-178,
June 1953.

30 Radiation from a vertical electric dipole over a stratified ground, Trans.
IRE, Vol. AP-1, 9-12, Part I, July 1953.

31 Radiation resistance of a smalZ circular loop in the presence of a conducting
ground, J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 24, No. 5, 646-649, May 1953.

32 The radiation fields of a horizontal dipole in a semi-infinite dissipative
mediwn, J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 24, 958-959, July 1953.

33 Electromagnetic coupling beteen a circular loop and a conducting sphere,
Geophys., Vol. 18, 970-971, October 1953.

34 Radiation from a line source a4jacent to a conducting half plane, J. Appl.
Phys., Vol. 24, No. 12, 1528-1529, December 1953.

35 Induction in a conducting sheet by a small current-carrying loop, Appl.
Scl. Res., Sec. B, Vol. 3, 230-235, May 1953.

36 Complex magnetic permeability of spherical particles, Proc. IRE, Vol. 41,
No. 11, 1665-1667, November 1953.

37 The fields of a line source of current over a stratified conductor, Appl.
Sci. Res., Sec. B, Vol. 3, 279-292, 1953.

38 Radiation from a ground antenna, Can. J. Tech., Vol. 32, 1-9, January 1954.

39 with W.C.G. Fraser, Radiation from a vertical dipole over a stratified
ground, Part II, Trans. IRE, Vol. AP-3, No. 4, October 1954.
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40 Note on the theory of radio propagation over an ice-covered sea, Def. Res.

Tele. Est., Radio Physics Lab., Project Report 18-0-7, March 31, 1954.

* 41 with W.J. Surtees, Impedance of a top-loaded antenna of arbitrary length
over a circular grounded screen, J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 25, No. 5, 553-555,
May 1954.

42 On anomalous propagation of radio waves in earth strata, Geophys., Vol. 19, I
342-343, April 1954.

* 43 with W.A. Pope, The characteristics of a vertical antenna with a radial

conductor ground systen, Appl. Sci. Res., Sec. B, Vol. 4, 177-195, 1954.

44 with K.F. Hill and W.A. Pope, Reflection from a mirror surface with an
absorbent coating, J. Opt. Soc. Amer., Vol. 44, No. 6, 438-441, June 1954.

45 On the relation between telluric currents and the earth's magnetic field, I
Geophys., Vol. 19, 281-289, April 1954.

46 Mutual coupling of loops lying on the ground, Geophys., Vol. 19, No. 2,
290-296, April 1954.

47 On the theory of an antenna with an infinite corner reflector, Can. J.
Phys., Vol. 32, 365-371, May 1954.

48 Reflection from a wire grid parallel to a conducting plane, Can. J. Phys., I
Vol. 32, 571-579, September 1954.

49 with S. Kahana, Radiation from a slot on a cylindrically tipped wedge, Can.
J. Phys., Vol. 32, 714-721, November 1954. I

50 C. Froese and J.R. Wait, Calculated diffraction patterns of dielectric rods
at centi'etric waveZerths, Can. J. Phys., Vol. 32, 775-781, December 1954.

51 with L.L. Campbell, Fields of dipoles in a semi-infinite conducting medium,
J. Geophys. Res., Vol. 58, 21-28, March 1953; 167-168, June 1953; Def. Ras.
Tele. Est., Project Report 19-0-9, September 1954.

52 with W.A. Pope, Evaluation of errors in an eight-element adcock antenna, 3
Trans. IRE, Vol. AP-3, No. 4, 159-162, October 1954.

53 Theory of electromagnetic surface waves over geological conductors,
Geofisica pura e Appl., Vol. 28, 47-56, 1954.

.54 Reflection at arbitrary incidence from a parallel wire grid, Appl. Sci.
Res., Vol. B4, No. 6, 393-400, 1954.

55 On the scattering of spherical waves by a cylindrical object, Appl. Sci. 3
Res., Vol. 4, Sec. B, 464-468, 1955.

56 with C. Froese, Reflection of a transient electromagnetic wave at a conducting
surface, 3. Geophys. Res., Vol. 60, No. 1, 97-103, March 1955.

57 On the theory of the notch aerial, Def. Reas. Tele. Est., Radio Physics Lab.,
Project Report 19-0-14, May 17, 1955.

58 Mutual electromagnetic coupling of loops over a homogeneous ground, Geophys., 1
Vol. 20, No. 3, 630-637, July 1955.

* 59 with W.A. Pope, Input resistance of LF unipole aerials, Wireless Engr.,
Vol. 32, 131-138, May 1955.
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60 Radiation characteristics of axial slots on a conducting cylinder, Wireless
Engr., Vol. 32, 316-332, December 1955.

61 Field produced by an arbitrary slot on an elliptic cylinder, J. Appl. Phys.,
Vol. 26, No. 4, 458-463, April 1955.

62 Radiation from an electric dipole in the presence of a corruated cylinder,
Appl. Sci. Res., Sec. B, Vol. 6, 117-123, 1955.

63 Scattering of a plane wave from a circular dielectric cylinder at oblique
incidence, Can. J, Phys., Vol. 33, 189-195, February 1955.

64 Scattering of electromagnetic waves from a "loesy" strip on a conducting
plane, Can. J. Phys., Vol. 33, 383-390, April 1955.

65 vith J. Kates, Radiation patterns of circumferential slots on moderately
large conducting cylinders, Proc. IEE (London), Pt. C, Vol. 103, 289-296,
March 1956.

66 with H.H. Howe, Ampi-;-ude and phase curves for ground-wave propagation in
the band 200 qvcl s per second to 500 kilocycles, NBS Circular No. 574,
May 1956. (available from NTIS No. PR272292/AS).

67 Mixed path ground wave propagation: 2. Short distances, J. Res., NBS, Vol.
57, No. 1, 1-15, July 1956.

68 Radiation from a vertical antenna over a curved stratified ground, J. Res.,
NBS, Vol. 56, No. 4, 237-244, April 1956.

69 Currents excited on a conducting surface of large radius of curvature, IRE
Trans., Vol. MTT-4, No. 3, 144-145, July 1956.

*70 Effect of the ground screen or the field radiated from a monopole, IRE
Trans., Vol. AP-4, No. 2, 179-181, April 1956.

71 with M. O'Grady, Surface currents excited by an infinite slot on half-
planes and ribbons, IRE Trans., Vol. AP-4, No. 1, 47-50, January 1956.

*72 D.G. ?rood and J.R. Wait, An investigation of slot radiators in rectangular
metal plates, Proc. IEE (London), Vol. 103, Part B, No. 7, 103-109, Jan. 1956.

73 Radiation pattern of an antenna mounted on a surface of large radius of
curvature, Proc. IRE, Vol. 44, No. 5, 1 pg., May 1956.

74 On the conductance of slots, IRE Trans., Vol. AP-4, No. 2, 124-127, April
1956.

75 Radiation resistance of dipoles in an interface between two dielectrics,
Can. J. Phys., Vol. 34, 24-26, 1956.

76 with S. Kahana, Calculated patterns of circumferentiaZ slots on a circular
conducting cylinder, Can. J. Tech., Vol. 33, 77-97, 1955.

77 with R.E. Walpole, Calculated radiation characteristics of slots cut in
metal sheets, Can. J. Tech., Vol. 33, 211-227, Part I, 1955.

78 Transient fields of a vertical dipole over a homogeneous curved ground,
Can. J. Phys., Vol. 34, 27-35, January 1956.

79 with K. Okashlmo, Patterns of stub antennas on cylindrical structures,
Can. J. Phys., Vol. 34, 190-202, February 1956.
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80 Low frequency radiation from a horizontal antenna over a spherical earth,
Can. J. Phys., Vol. 34, 586-595, June 1956.

81 Shielding of a transient electromagnetic dipole field by a conductive sheet,
Can. J. Phys., Vol. 34, 890-893, August 1956.

82 with R.E. Walpole, Calculated radiation characteristics of slots cut in
metal sheets, Can. J. Tech., Vol. 34, 60-70, Pt. I, 1956. I

83 Mfutual electromagnetic coupling of loops over a homogeneous ground - an
additional note, Geophys., Vol. 21, No. 2, 479-484, April 1956.

84 On the waveform of a radio atmospheric at short ranges, Proc. IRE, Vol. 44, m
No. 8, pg. 1052, August 1956.

* 85 with D.G. Frood, The radiation patterns and conductances of slots cut on
rectangular metal plates, Proc. IRE, Vol. 44, No. 10, pg. 1469, Oct. 1956. I

86 with A. Murphy, The geometrical optics of VLF sky wave propagation, Proc.
IRE, Vol. 45, No. 6, 754-760, June 1957.

87 The mode theory of VLF ionospheric propagation for finite ground conductivity, I
Proc. IRE, Vol. 45, No. 6, 760-767, June 1957.

88 A.G. Jean, Jr., L.J. Lange and J.R. Wait, Ionospheric reflection coefficients
at VLF from sferics measurements, Geofisica Pura E Applicata, Vol. 38,
147-153, 1957.

89 H.H. Howe and J.R. Wait, Mode calculations for VLF ionospheric propagation
(VLF Symposium Paper No. 36, Boulder, Colorado, January 1957). I

90 On the measurement of the conductivity of a fluid contained in a cylindrical
besseZ, Can. J. Tech., Vol. 34, 410-412, 1957.

91 with A. Murphy, Influence of a ridge on the low-frequency ground wave, I
J. Research, NBS, Vol. 58, No. 1, 1-5, January 1957.

92 with H.H. Howe, The waveguide mode theory of VLF ionospheric propagation,
Proc. IRE, Vol. 45, No. 1, pg. 95, January 1957. I

93 with A. Murphy, Multiple reflections between the earth and the ionosphere
in YLF propagation, Geofisica Pura E Appl., Vol. 35, 61-72, 1956.

94 The transient behavior of the electromagnetic ground wave on a spherical m
earth, IRE Trans., Vol. AP-5, No. 2, 198-202, April 1957.

95 with L.B. Perry, Calculations of ionospheric reflection coefficients at
very low radio frequencies, J. Geophys. Res., Vol. 62, No. 1, 43-56,
March 1957.

96 On the theory of reflection from a wire grid parallel to an interface
between homogeneous media, Appl. Sci. Res., Sec. B, Vol. 6, 259-275, 1957. I

97 Amplitude and phase of the Zow-frequency ground wave near a coastline,
J. Research, NBS, Vol. 58, No. 5, 237-242, May 1957.

98 The impedance of a wire grid parallel to a dielectric interface, IRE Trans., I
Vol. MTT-5, No. 2, 99-102, April 1957.

99 with W. Mientka, Slotted-cyZinder anatenna with a dielectric coating,
J. Research, NBS, Vol. 58, No. 6, 287-296, June 1957.
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100 Diffraction of a spherical wave pulse by a half-plane screen, Can. J. Phys.,
Vol. 35, 693-696, 1957.

101 with J. Householder, Mixed-path ground-wave propagation: 2. Larger distances,
J. Research, NBS, Vol. 59, No. 1, 19-26, July 1957.

102 Insulated loop antenna immersed in a conducting mediwn, J. Research, NBS,I Vol. 59, No. 2, 133-137, August 1957.

103 Introduction to the VLF papers, Proc. IRE, Vol. 45, No. 6, 739-740, June 1957.

104 The attenuation vs. frequency characteristics of VLP radio waves, Proc. IRE,
Vol. 45, No. 6, 768-771, June 1957.

105 On the mode theory of VLF ionospheric propagation, Rev. Geofisica Pura E
Applicata (Milano), Vol. 37, 103-115, 1957.

106 A note on the propagation of the transient ground wave, Can. J. Phys., Vol.
35, 1146-1151, 1957.

* 107 Pattern of a flush-mounted microwave antenna, J. Research, NBS, Vol. 59,I No. 4, 255-259, October 1957.

108 The effective electrical constants of soil at low frequencies, Proc. IRE,
Vol. 45, No. 10, pg. 1411, October 1957.

109 A.G. Jean, L.J. Lange and J.R. Wait, Ionospheric reflection coefficients at
VLF from eferics measurements, Geofisica Pura E Applicata, Vol. 38, 147-153,
1957.

110 Propagation of a pulse across a coast line, Proc. IRE, Vol. 45, No. 11,

1550-1551, November 1957.

ill with A.M. Conda, Radiation from slots on dieZectric-clad and corrugated
cylinders, J. Research, NBS, Vol. 59, No. 5, 307-316, November 1957.

112 Induction by an oscillating magnetic dipole over a two-Zayer ground, Appl.
Sci. Res., Sec. B, Vol. 7, 73-80, 1958.

113 On the calculations of transverse current loss in buried wire ground systems,
Appl. Sci. Res., Sec. B, Vol. 7, 81-86, 1958.

114 Excitation of surface waves on conducting, stratified dieZectric-clad,
and corrugated surfaces, J. Research, NBS, Vol. 59, No. 6, 365-377,
December 1957.

115 On the theory of propagation of electromagnetic waves along a curved surface,
Can. J. Phys., Vol. 36, 9-17, 1958.

116 A low-frequency annusar-slot antenna, J. Research, NBS, Vol. 60, No. 1,
59-64, January 1958.

117 and discussions with R.H. Frische and H.V. Buttlar, Discussions on 'A
theoretical study of induced electrical polarization', Geophysics, Vol. 23,
No. 1, 144-153, January 1958.

118 An extension to the mode theory of VLP ionospheric propagation, J. Geophys.
Res., Vol. 63, No. 1, 125-135, March 1958.

119 with A.M. Conda, On the measurement of ground conductivity at VLF, IRE
Trans., Vol. AP-6, No. 3, 273-277, July 1958.
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120 with A. Murphy, Further studies of -he influence of a ridge on the low-
frequency ground wave, J. Research, NBS, Vol. 61, No. 1, 57-60, July 1958.

* 121 A study of earth currents near a VLF monopole antenna with a radial wire
ground system, Pro. IRE, Vol. 46, No. 8, 1-2, August 1958.

122 Transmission and reflection of electromagnetic waves in the presence ofstratified media, J. Research, NBS, Vol. 61, No. 3, 205-232, Sept. 1958.

123 Propagation of very-low-frequency pulses to great distances, J. Research,
NBS, Vol. 61, No. 3, 187-203, September 1958. 3

124 with A.M. Conda, Pattern of an antenna on a curved lossy surface, IRE
Trans., Vol. AP-6, No. 4, 348-359, October 1958.

125 A phenomenological theory of induced electrical polari'zation, Can. J. Phys.,
Vol. 36, 1634-1644, 1958.

126 A study of VLF field strength data: Both old and new, Geofisica Pura E I
Applicata (Milano), Vol. 41, 73-85, 1958/I11.

127 Or the electromagnetic response of an imperfectly conducting thin dyke,
Geophys., Vol. 24, No. 1, 167-171, February 1959.

* 128 with A. Conda, The patterns of a slot-array antenna on a finite imperfect
ground plane, L'Onde Electrique, Special Supplement, pp. 21-30, 1958.

129 H.V. Cottony, R.S. Elliott, E.C. Jordan, V.H. Rumsey, K.M. Siegel, J.R. Wait,
and O.C. Woodyard, National Committee Report, URSI Subcommission 6.3,
Antennas and Waveguides, and annotated bibliography, IRE Trans., Vol. AP-7,
No. 1, 87-98, January 1959.

130 Transmission loss curves for propagation at very low radio frequencies,
IRE Trans., Vol. CS-6, 58-61, December 1958.

131 Downcoming radio waves, Electronic and Radio Engineer, Vol. 36, No. 3,
106-107, March 1959.

132 Transmission of power in radic pro:_jarion, Electronic and Radio Zngineer,
Vol. 36, No. 4, 146-150, April 1959.

133 Radiation from a small loop ir-.erse2 in a semr-infinite conducting medium,
Can. J. Phys., Vol. 37, 672-674, 1959.

134 Diurnal change of ionospheric ixights deduced from phase velocity measure-
ments at VLF, Proc. IRE, Vol. 47, No. 5, pg. 998, May 1959.

135 On the theory of reflection from a wire grid parallel to an interface
between homogeneous media (II), Appl. Sci. Res., Sec. B, Vol. 7, No. 5,
355-360, 1959.

136 The calculation of the field in a homogeneous conductor with a wavy
interface, Proc. IRE, Vol. 47, No. 6, pg. 1155, June 1959.

137 Earth currents near a monopole antenna with symmetrical top loading, J.
Research, NBS, Vol. 62, No. 6, 247-255, June 1959.
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593 with D.A. Hill, Impedance of an electric dipole located in a cylindrical
cavity in a dissipative medium, Applied Physics, Vol. 11, No. 4,
351-356, December 1976.

594 R.J. King and J.R. Wait, Electromagnetic groundwave propagation-theory
and experiment, Istituto Nazionale di Alta Mathematica, Symposia
Mathematica, Vol. XVIII, Academic Press, 1976.1

595 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, Analysis of radio frequency transmission along
a trolley wire in a mine tunnel, IEEE Trans. on Electromagnetic Com-
patibility, Vol. EMC-18, No. 4, 170-174, November 1976.

596 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, Electromagnetic surface wave propagation cver
a bonded wire mesh, IEEE Trans. on Electromagnetic Compatibility, Vol.
EMC-19, No. 1, 2-7, February 1977.

597 with D.A. Hill, Attenuation on a surface wave G-line suspended within
a circular tunnel, Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 47, No. 12, pp.
5472-5473, December 1976.

598 Letter to the Editor concerning the paper "Power dissipated in dipole
excitation of an electromagnetic field above a conducting half-space" I
by L.V. Rochnanova and V.P. Perov, Radiotechnika i Electronika, Vol.
21, No. 11, p. 2451, 1976. U

599 C.H. Stoyer and J.R. Wait, Resistivity probing of an "exponential"
earth with a homogeneous overburder., Geoexploration, Vol. 15, 11-18,
1977.

600 Letter to the Editor on the Fortran "Sphere" Program for Ground Wave
CalcuZlations, Microwave Journal, Vol. 19, No. 8, p. 68, August 1976.
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601 Analysis for the electromagnetic fields of a dipole located within a
metal-cased borehole, Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 48, No. 3,g 1009-1012, March 1977.

602 with D.A. Hill, Influence of spatial dispersion of the shield transfer
impedance of a braided coaxial cable, IEEE Trans. on Microwave Theory
and Techniques, Vol. 25, 72-74, January 1977.

603 with D.A. Hill, Radio frequency transmission via a trolley wire in a
tunnel with a rail return, IEEE Trans. on Antennas and Propagat.,
Vol. AP-25, No. 2, 248-253, March 1977.

604 Excitation of a coaxial cable or wire conductor located over the ground
by a dipole radiator, Archiv fUr Elektronik und Ubertragungstechnik (AEi)I Vol. 31, 121-127, 1977. (Errata, AEU, Vol. 31, p. 230, 1977).

605 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, Cou'rling between a dipole antenna and an infinite
cable over an ideal ground plane, Radio Science, Vol. 12, No. 2, 231-238,
March/April 1977.

606 with D.A. Hill, Electromag?:et-.c saielding of sources within a metaZ-
cased bore hole, IEEE Transactions on Geoscience Electronics, Vol.
GE-15, No. 2, 108-112, April 1977.

607 Propagation of ELF electromagnetic waves and Project Sanguine/Seafarer,
IEEE Journal of Oceanic Engineering, Vol. OE-2, No. 2, 161-172, April 1977.

608 On the theory of scattering from a periodically loaded wire grid, IEEE5 Trans. Antennas and Propagation, Vol. AP-25, No. 3, 409-413, May 1977.

609 with D.A. Hill, Electromagnetic fields of a dipole source in a circular
tunnel containing a surface wave line, Int. J. Electronics, Vol. 42,
No. 4, 377-391, 1977.

610 Low-frequency behaviour of the Beverage aerial, Electronics Letters,
Vol. 13, No. 9, p. 272, 28th April 1977.

611 Quasi-static limit for the propagating mode along a thin wire in a
circular tunnel, IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation,g Vol. 25, No. 3, 441-443, May 1977.

612 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, Effect of a lossy jacket on the external fields
of a coaxial cable with an interrupted shield, IEEE Trans. on Antennas
and Propagation, Vol. AP-25, No. 5, p. 726, September 1977.

613 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, Analysis of radio frequency transmission in a
semicircular mine tunnel containing two axial conductors, IEEE Trans.
on Communications, Vol. COM-25, No. 9, 1046-1050, September 1977.

614 Reply to Professor R.W.P. Kino? his comnents on the exponential current
modes on an infinitely long wir6 over the earth, Proceedings of the IEEE,
Vol. 65, No. 7, p. 1062, July 1977.
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615 R.K. Rosich and J.R. Wait, A general perturbation tolution for reflection
from wo-dimensional periodic sur.faces, Radio Science, Vol. 12, No. 5, I
719-729, September/October 1977.

616 Multiple scattering between a buried line conductor and the earth's 1
surface, Geophysics, Vol. 42, Yo. 7, 1470-1472, December 1977.

617 S.H. Cho and J.R. Wait, Electromarnetic wave propagation in a lateral -y
nonunifor, troposphere, Radio Science, Vol. 13, No. 2, March/April 1978.
(The complete text of this article is available on microfiche. Order
from the American Geophysical Union, 1909 K Street N.W., Washington, DC
20006. Document 78S-001; $1.00). 3

618 Some earth resistiity problems involving buried cables, Colorado School
of Mines Quarterly, Vol. 73, No. 1, 1-21, January 1978. 1

619 Excitation of an ensemZe o:' parai-.eZ ca.les by an external difclc over
a layered ground, AEU (Archiv fur Elektronik und Ubertragungst.echnik),
Vol. 31, No. 12, 489-493, 1977. 3

620 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, Electroma,netic scatterinq from an ur-aorded
rectangular wire mesh located near the air-ground interface, IEEE
Trans. on Electromagnetic Compatibility, Vol. EMC-19, No. 4, 402-406,
November 1977. I

621 Analysis of alternating current excitation of a wire rope by a toroidal
coil, D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 48, No. 12, 4893-
4897, December 1977.

622 Excitation of currents on a buried insulated cable, J. Appl. Phys.,
Vol. 49, No. 2, 876-880, February 1978.

623 R.K. Arora and J.R. Wait, Refraction theories of radiowave propagation
through the troposphere - A revie., Summary published in Radio Science,
Vol. 13, No. 3, 599-600, May-June 1978. Full paper available as Micro- I
fiche Document 78S-002 available from American Geophysical Union, 1909

K St. N.W., Washington, DC 20006. I
624 R.G. Geyer and J.R. Wait, Electromagnetic fields of a vertical magnetic

dipole above a laterally inhcmogeneous thin layer of conductive overburden,
Pure and Applied Geophysics, Vol. 116, 181-197, 1978.

625 Comments on "Measured Field of a Directional Antenna Submerged in a Lake"
IEEE Trans. on Antennas and Propagation, Vol. AP-26, No. 2, p. 366,
March 1978. 3

626 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, Theoretical and numerical studies of wire mesh
structures, Sensor and Simulation Note No. 231, pp. 1-80, 10 June 1977,
Published by Kirtland Air Force Base, Albuquerque, NM 87117, U.S.A.

627 with D.A. Hill, Analysis of the dedicated canmunication line in a mine
tunnel for a shunt-loaded trolley wire, IEEE Trans. on Comunications,
Vol. COM-26, No. 3, 355-361, March 1978.
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628 D.C. Chang and J.R. Wait, An analysis of resonant loop as an electronag-
netic sensor of coal seam thickness, Radio Science, Vol. 13, No. 2, p.
399, March/April 1978 (The full text of this article in the Proceedings
of the La Baule Symposium. Copies of the Symposium proceedings may beobtained from P. Misme, C.N.F.R.S., 3 Avenue de la Ripublique, 92131

Issy-les-Moulineaux, France.

629 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, The impedance of dipoles in a circular tunnel
with an cciaZ conductor, IEEE Transactions on Geoscience Electronics,
Vol. GE-16, No. 2, 118-126, April 1978.

630 Guided electromagnetic waves in a periodically nonuniform tunnel, IEEE
Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vol. AP-26, No. 4, 623-625,
July 1978.

631 D.B. Seidel and J.R. Wait, Transmission modes in a braided coazial cable
and coupling to a tunnel ervironment, IEEE Transactions on Microwave
Theory and Techniques, Vol. MTT-26, No. 7, 494-499, July 1978.

632 K.R. Umashankar and J.R. Wait, Electromagnetic coupling to an infinite
cable placed behind a slot-perforated screen, IEEE Transactions on5 Electromagnetic Compatibility, Vol. EMC-20, No. 3, August 1978, pp. 406-411.

633 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, Scattering by a slender void in a homogeneous
conducting wire rope, Applied Physics, Vol. 16, 391-398, 1978.

634 Excitation of an elevated cable over a stratified earth by an overhead
current system, Int. J. Electronics, Vol. 44, No. 6, 609-616, 1978.

635 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, Electromagnetic surface-wave propagation over
a rectangular-bonded wire mesh, IEEE Transactions on Electromagnetic
Compatibility, Vol. EMC-20, No. 4, 488-494, November 1978.

Errata, EMC-21, No. 3, 276, Aug. 1979.

636 Concise theory of radio transmission in the earth-ionosphere wave guide,
Reviews of Geophysics and Space Physics, Vol. 16, No. 3, 320-326,
August 1978.

637 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, Electromaangetic basis of drill-rod telemetry,3 Electronics Letters, Vol. 14, No. 17, 532-533, 17th August 1978.

638 Theories of scattering from wire grid and mesh structures, Reprinted
from book "Electromagnetic Scattering", Edited by P.L.E. Uslenghi,3 pp. 253-287, Academic Press, 1978.

639 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, Surface wave propagation on a rectangular
bonded wire mesh located over the around, Radio Science, Vol. 13,
No. 5, 793-799, September/October 1978.

640 Electromagnetic response of an anisotropic conducting cylinder to an
external source, Radio Science, Vol. 13, No. 5, 789-792, September/
October 1978.
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641 Conments on "Influence of the Earth in the HF Transmission of LPD
AntennaeO" IEEE Trans. on Antennas and Propagation, Vol. AP-26,
No. 5, p. 756, September 1978.

642 D.B. Seidel and J.R. Wait, Role of controlled mode conversion in leaky I
feeder mine cormriication systems, IEEE Trans. on Antennas and Propa-
gation, Vol AP-26, No. 5, 690-694, September 1978. 1

643 S.H. Cho and J.R. Wait, AnaZysis of microwave ducting in an inhomo-
geneous troposphere, Pure and Applied Geophysics, Vol. 116, No. 6,
1118-1142, 1978. 5

644 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, Theory of electromagnetic methods for nondes-
tructive testing of wire ropes, From Proceedings of the Fourth West
Virginia University Conference on Coal Mine Electrotechnology, August
2-4, 1978.

645 The electromagnetic basis for nondestructive testing of cyZindricaZ
conductors, IEEE Trans. on Instrumentation and Measurement, Vol. IM-27,
No. 3, 235-238, September 1978.

646 Coments on 'Light waves guided by a single curved surface', Applied
Optics, Vol. 17, No. 11, p. 6978, 1978. I

647 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, Bandwidth of a leaky coaxial cable in a cir-
cular tunel, IEEE Transactions on Communications, Vol. COM-26, No. 1
pp. 1765-1771, November 1978. U

648 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, Excitation of the Zenneck surface wave by a
vertical aperture, Radio Science, Vol. 13, No. 6, pp. 969-977, Nov/Dec
1978.

649 Electromagnetic response of an anisotropic cylindrical 8heZl, Elec-
tronic Letters, Vol. 14, No. 24, pp. 750-752, 23 Nov. 1978. I

650 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, Electromagnetic field perturbation by an in-
ternal void in a conducting cylinder excited by a wire loop, Applied
Physics, Vol. 18, pp. 141-147, 1979.

651 Theory of Comriuzication in Tunnels Using Open Transmission and Leaky
Cables, URSI Meeting, XIXth General Assembly, Helsinki, Finland, 31
July-8 August 1978.

652 D.B. Seidel and J.R. Wait, Radio transmission in an elliptical tunnel
with a contained axial conductor, J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 50(2) p. 602-
605, Feb. 1979.

653 Coments on Papers Discussing the Principles Underlying the Computation
of I.P. Parameters in a Heterogeneous Medium, Geophysical Prospecting, 1
Vol. 27, No. 1, 292, March 1979.

654 with K.R. Umashankar, Analysis of the Earth resistivity response of
buried cabZes, Pure and Applied Geophysics, Vol. 117, pp. 711-742
1978/79.
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655 with D.A. Hill. Theory of transmission of electromagnetic waves along a
drill rod in conducting rock, IEEE Trans. on Geosc. Elec., Vol. GE-17,
No. 2, 21-24, April 1979.

656 On defining transmission loss in radio-wave propagation, Teleco-m.
Journal, Vol. 46-V/1979, p. 297.

657 James R. Wait (Editor), EX Guided Waves in Mine Environments, Proceed-
ings of a Workshop, U.S. Bureau of Mines, Open File Report, 134-78,
31 May, 1978, available from N.T.I.S., PB-289742.

658 with Robert L. Gardner, Electromagnetic nondestructive testing of
cylindrically layered conductors, IEEE Trans. on Instru. and Measmnt.,
Vol. IM-28, No. 2, pp. 159-161, June 1979.

659 Applications of electromagnetic theory to geophysical exploration,
Proc. IEEE, Vol. 67, No. 7, pp. 979-980, July 1979.

660 Samir F. Mahmound, Adel Z. Botros and James R. Wait, Transient electro-
magnetic fields of a vertical magnetic dipole on a two-layer earth,
Proc. IEEE, Vol. 67, No. 7, pp. 1022-1029, July 1979.

661 Review of electromagnetic methods in nondestructive testing of wire
ropes, Proc. IEEE, Vol. 67, No. 6, pp. 892-903, June 1979.

662 with D.A. Hill and D.B. Seidel, Principles of H.F. commuication in
tunnels using open transmission lines and leaky cables, Proc. of AGARD/
NATO Confer. "Special Topics in H.F. Propagation" Lisbon, pp. 36-1 -36-3, May 1979.

663 with D.A. Hill, Excitation of the H.F. surface wave by vertical and
horizontal apertures, Radio Science, Vol. 14, No. 5, pp. 767-780,
Sept/Oct. 1979.

664 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, Comparison of loop and dipole antennas in leaky

feeder coam7nication systems, Int. J. leetronics, Vol. 47, No. 2, 155-
166, 1979.

665 D.B. Seidel and J.R. Wait, Mode conversion by tunnel non-uniformities in

leaky feeder communication systems, IEEE Trans., Vol. AP-27, No. 4, pp.
560-564, July, 1979.

666 Book review of NikoZa Tesla Colorado Springs Notes 1899-1900, (ed. by
Aleksandar arincic, Nolite, Belgrade, Yugoslavia, 1978, IEEE Spectru,
Vol. 16, No. 8, Aug. 1979.

667 with D.A. Hill, Electromagnetic interaction between a conducting cylinder
and a solenoid in relative motion, Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 50, No. 8,3 pp. 5115-5119, Aug. 1979.
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668 David A. Hill and James R. Wait, Calculated adiittance of an idealized
drill rod antenna in a lossy medium, IEEE Trans. on Antennas and I
Propagation, Vol. AP-27, No. 5, September 1979.

669 Exact surface impedance for a cylindrical conductor, Elect. Ltrs.,
Vol. 15, No. 20, 659-660, September 1979. a

670 with D.A. Hill, D ynamic electromagnetic response of a homogeneous
conducting cylinder for symetric excitation, Appl. Phys., Vol. 20,
89-96, 1979.

671 On natural slot antennas, Radio Science, Vol. 14, No. 5, pp. 765-766,
Sept/Oct. 1979.

672 Vignette of guided waves research, (2 page summary), Combined Session,
National Radio Science Meeting, Boulder, Colorado, 5-8 November 1979. 3

673 Exact surface impedance for a spherical conductor, Proc. IEEE, Vol. 68,
No. 2, February 1980.

674 Electromagnetic surface impedance for a layered earth for general
excitation, Radio Science, Vol. 15, No. 1, pgs. 129-134, Jan/Feb. 1980.

675 D.A. fill and James R. Wait, Propagation along a coa-ial cabZe uith a 5
helical shield, IEEE Trans. on Microw. Theory and Tech., Vol. MTT-28
No. 2, Feb. 1980.

676 K. Tsubota and J.R. Wait, The frequency and the time domain response 3
of a buried axial conductor, Geophysics, Vol. 45, No. 5, 941-951, May
1980.

677 D.A. Hill and James R. Wait, Ground wave attenmation function for a I
pherictwl th with arbitrary eurface impedance, Radio Science, Vol.

15, No. 3, pgs. 637-643, May/June 1980.

678 COpZed made analysis for a non mifow tropospheric &W guide, Radio
Science, Vol. 15, No. 3, pgs. 667-673, May/June 1980.

679 D.A. Hill and J.R. Wait, Electromagnetic theory of the loosely braided i
coaial cable: Part IX - Nowerical results, IEEE Trans. on Micro. Theory
MTT-28, No. 4, April 1980.

680 Doavid A. Hill md Jms R. Wait, On the McCitatim of the ZezuIck
surface wave over the ground at 10 HHz. lExcitation de 1' onde de
Zanmck cu sol a 10 )ffz.), Auiales des Tel-azmznicatics, te 35,
no@. 5/6, Mai-Juin, 1980.

681 with D. A.- Hill,. fiel of a horizontal loop of arbitrary .bmp
bzied in a te.-laye earth, Radio Scienc, Vol. 15, No. 5,
903-912, Sept. - Oct. 1980.
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682 lTeories for radio d ave ssion over a tisection
path, Radi Science, Vol. 15, No. 5, 971-976, Sept. - Oct. 1980.

683 Reply to H. C. Morgan's comet on "A now inter etation to the VLF

IzPeance easets of isLnd slot antamnas,' Radio Science,
Vol. 15, No. 5, %9, Sept. - Oct. 1980.

684 Coupled tropospheric mode analysis for a range dependent model,
Archiv for Electronick ta-d Uebestedlik (Electronics andCMANt~in), Bfand 34, Haft -10, 421-426, Otobe, 1980.

685 Propagation in rectangular tumel with imperfectly conductizg
walls, Electronics Letters, Vol. 16, No. 13, 521-522, 19 Jume 1980.

686 D. A. Hill and J. R. Wait, Electrmagnetic characteristics of a
coaxial cable with periodic slots, IEEE Trans. ElIC, Vol. 22, No. 4,303-307, May 1980. (F1VwElect Trc-oCJi4 t'y)

687 M. A. Ralston and J. R. Wait, Theory of lo-frequecy conductivity
probing of roof structures in coal wines, Radio Science, Vol. 15,%o. 6, 1105-1108, Nov. - Dec., 1980. (Sumuj7 of Mofiche
article), Paper is available on microfiche from
American Geophysical Union, ZOOO Florida Ave NW, Washington
DC, Z0009.

688 Elt r tic Scattering from an Isolated Irregularity in a
Topospheric Dct, Acta Physita Austriaca, Vol. 52, 193-202, 1980.

* 689 Law-angle radiation of an antema over an irregular ground plane,
Atti Della Fondzione Gio!gio Ronchi, Florence, Vol. 35, NO. 5,
Setta-re-Ottobre 1980, 5b/-X3.

690 Coupled node analysis for groud wave propagation overiz * aeo u s p ath s, Els Vo l. 1; 91-100 , (H e nisphere
"ublishing Corporatio,) 1 .

691 un: "A groarded vertical long-wire source system for plaie wave
m ,etotellu'ic analog modeling" Geophysics, Vol. 46, No. 6, 934-
91981.

692 D. A. Hill and J. R. Wait, BF Ground wave propagation over Sea Ice
far a spherical erth sOdelIM Trans., Vol, AP-29, No. 3,
525-527, May 1981.

693 D. A. Rill MW J. R. Wait, HF Radio wave transmssion over a ice
m inl rote suning possibilities, EE Trans., (Geosciuace andlint. SesiV), Vol. G-19, No. 4,-2 zg, Oct. 1981.

694 D. A. Hill and J. R. Wait, HF Ground gave propagation over imed
lnd, a and a-ice paths, XE Trans., Vol. GE-19. No. 4, 210-
216, Oct. 1981.
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695 Towards a general theory of induced electrical polarizatioin geo- 5
rsical eplration, Trans., Vol. GE-19, No. 4, 231-234, Oct.
gal.

696 S.F. Ma wmnd, S. H. Au, and J. R. Wait, Electrcmanetic 5
scattering from a bwuied cylir inhcaeneity inside a lossy
earth, Radio Science, Vol. 16, No. 6. 1285-1298, Nov.-Dec. 1981.

Also: Wave _ropaetionm Th!eor (by J. R. Wait), Pergan Press, 3
New York, 1981. 1

697 D. A. Hill and J. R. Visit, Ground wave propagation over a mixed
path with an elevation cSane, IETrans., Vol. AP-30, No. 1,
139-141, Jan. 1982.

698 D. N. Heorot and J. R. Wait, Analysis of made ccversion hm a
in nm uiform parallel plate waveguide, Radio Science, Vol. 17,
No. 2. 337. March 1982. ( summary of microfiche article).
Paper is available on microfiche from
American Geophysical Union, Z000 Florida Ave NW, Washington
DC. 20009.

699 K. A. Nabulsi and J. R. Wait, Transient coupling between finite
circuits on a anisotropic conducting half-space.. phys. rosp., 3
Vol. 30, 470-48.5, 1982.

700 ectramapietic response of a medium loaded with coated conductive
part, IEEE Trans., Vol. (Z-20, No. 4, 500-504, Oct. 1982.
Also: Geo t~trzt.eian, (by J. R. Wait), Academic Press, e York,

1982. [Soviet Edit"on "Nedra 1987].

701 Effective electrial properties of bete b s eart xdels, Radio

Science, Vol. 18, 19-24, 1983. (Correctioris: pg. 796, same =tT

702 Electrical transiest analysis for disseminated mineralization, Radio
Science, Vol. 18, 25-27, 1983.

703 Comple conductivity of disseinated spheroidal ore grains, Gerlands
B.itr. Geopbysik, Vol. 92, 49-69, 1983. I

704 Resistivity response of a lhomognus earth with a contained
vertical ,iki:tor, I= Tram. on Geoscience and Rmute Sensin,
Vol. GE-21, 109-113, 1M.

70 tual coupling between grounded circuits and the effect of a thin
7Oveft~ta c- odco in the earth, IEEE Trans., Vol. AP-31, No. 4,..

640-644, July 1983. U
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706 A simple vie of the indced-poLawzation respone of an inductive

Remse Seo 22., 505-507. 190.

707 Gora~l fuamatian of the Induction problm for
cmicumtric layers d& ;'t the boxhole,~T%=s an Geosciac
aid Rmte Sensing, -jl. GE-22. 34-41, DRw.

708 R elaxation phenors,,na and induced polarization, G eoexploration

(Elsevier). Vol 22. 107-127, 1984.

709 Etectromagnetic response of a discretely grounded circuit.Is , VoL 49, 577-580, 1984

710 On "Ionospheric induced very low frequency electric field wavetilt
changes". Ge Vhyi s. VoL 49, 60-6Z. 1984

711 On modeling a weU casing for resistivity and induced polarization,
Geophysics. Vol 49, Z061-2063. 1984

Also: Electromaenetic Wave Theory, Harper and Row, New York.

1984. ( 3rd Printing 1986), -Wiley- Interhational Edition .1988

712 with P. Debroux. Induced polarization in electromagnetic inductive
schemes. Geophysical Prospecting, Vol. 32, No. 6.1147-1154, 1984

713 P. W. Flanagan and J. R. Wait. Induced polarization response of
disseminated mineralization for spheroidal geometries, Radio
Scienc , Vol. 20, 147-148,1985 (summary of microfiche paper),

Paver is available on microfiche from
American Geophysical Union, ZOOO Florida Ave NW, Washington
DC, 20009.

714 with P. D ebroux, The induced magnetic dipole of a polarized
sphere, IEEE Trans. Vol. AP-33. 465-467. 1985

715 T. P. Gruszka and 3. R. Wait, Dilution and distortion effects in
the induced polarization response of a two layer earth, IEEE

Tran. Vol.GE-23, 606-609,1985

716 with P. Debroux, Inductive coupling between loops lying on a
polarizable half-space. IEEE Trans. Vol GE-23. 609-610.1985

717 Focused heating in cylindrical targets, Part 1. IEEE Trans

VoL MTT-33. 647-649.1985

718 with J. T. Williams, EM and IP response of a steel well casing
for a four electrode surface array. Part l-theory, Geophysical

Prospecting, Vol. 33, 7Z3-73 5,1985

719 J. T. Williams and J. R. Wait, EM and IP response of a steelwell

casing for a four electrode surface array, Part I: Numerical
results, Geophysical Prospecting, Vol. 33. 736-745, 1985
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720 Ferromagnetic implants In hypertherma, IEEE Trans.vol.eNE.32,
707-708, 1985

721 Interaction of electromagnetic and electrochemical effects
In geophysical probing, Electronics Letters,vol.22,no.7,393-394,
27 March, 1986 (with T.P. Gruszka)

722 with M.Lumori,Focused heating in cylindrical targets,pert
- II,IEEETrans.Vol.MTT-14, 357-359, 1986 I
723 Analysis of the radiation leakage for a four-aperture

phased array applicator in hyperthermia therapy,IEEE Trans.
.Vol.MTT-34,531-541, 1986.

724 Extensions to the phenomenological theory of induced polar-
ization,IEEE Trans. Vol. CE-24, 409-414,1986

725 D.A. Hill and J.R.Wait,Anomlous vertical magnetic field for electromag.
Induction in a laterally varying thin conductive sheet,
Ridio Science, Vol.21,617-621 ,1986

726 Impedance conditions for a coated cylindrical conductor,
Radio Science,Vol.21,623-626, 1986

727 with T.P. Gruszka, On electromagnetic coupling "removal"
from induced polarization surveys, CGoexploration,vol.24
21-27,1986

728 Propagation effects for electromagnetic pulse transmission,
Proc. IEEE,Vol.74,1173-- 181, 1.986

729 Electromagnetic response of a thin layer,Electronics Letters I898-899, 1986

730 Gerardo Aguirre and 3.R. Wait, Resistivity and induced polarization
response of a thin sheet, Pure and Applied Geophysics, Vol.
123,882-892,1985 ( actual publT ionCate : dec. 1986 I)-T

731 Excitation of an enclosed lossy cylinder by an aperture
source, LE.E Trans.vol.MTT-35,210-212, 1987

732 General solution for excitation by slotted aperture source in
conducting cylinder with concentric layering,IEEE Trans.
vol.MTT-35,321-325,1987. Also:
Introduction to Antennas and Propaqation,Peter Peregrinus
Ltd.Stevenage UK, IEE (available from thepublisher and fromIEEE Service Center, PPL Oept.445 Hoes Lane,Pisca'away,N.J.0885-4150)

733 G.Aguirre and 3.R.Walt,Surface Impedance of a three layer 3
earth with a thin intermediate layer,Int. J. Electronics,
vol.62,327-340,1987

734 with T.P. Gruszka,Resistivity and induced polarization
response for a borehole model,IEEE Trans.,vol.GE-25,169-
372, 1987

735 Physical model for the complex resistivity of the earth,
Electronics Letters , vol.23, 979-980, 1987

736 Comments on'Correction of Maxwell's equations for signals, I and II',
.vol.EMC-29,256-257, 1987
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737 General cylindrical model for focussed power deposition
from an external antenna system, Jour. of Electromagnetic
Waves and Applications,vol. 2,77-84,1987
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